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Abstract
The Counsel Group: Rhetorical and Political Contexts of Court Counsel in the 
Canterbury Tales argues that counsel-taking is one of the most important themes in 
Chaucer's masterwork. Court counsel—which includes giving the ruler or lord 
political advice, making laws and treaties, and passing judicial sentence—was a major 
form of medieval discourse that recurs throughout Ricardian poetry. Indeed, the 
modem principle of consultative government has its roots in the medieval discourse of 
counsel and consent. As a diplomat in the service of Richard n, member of 
parliament, and acquaintance of several leading members of the king's council, 
Chaucer was well positioned to appreciate the political importance of court counsel.
As a poet and translator, he was trained to evaluate the deep rhetorical structure of 
political speech.
Richard II was deposed in 1399, and one of the main charges made against 
him in the articles of his deposition was that he refused to take the counsel of his 
subjects. However, the conciliar crisis that led to his deposition was complex and 
turned on the political factionalism between the royal and baronial parties. Both 
groups fought for control of the king's standing council and parliament, which held 
the keys to political power. The counsel group explores the rhetorical understructure 
of this struggle by thematizing the historical problems that corrupted counsel at the 
Ricardian court. The Melibee explores the problem of the ruler's youth, the Man of 
Law's Tale that of treason, and the Clerk's Tale that of tyranny. The counsel group
vi
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also presents Chaucer's ideal counsellor-king, the Athenian ruler Theseus, in the 
Knight's Tale, and satirizes court counsel in the subversive Merchant's Tale.
The factionalist nature of counsel-taking in the Tales is related to the popular 
Chaucerian issues of gender and class. Chaucer uses marriage as a metaphor for the 
conciliar relationship between a ruler and his people. Moreover, the Merchant’s Tale 
extends the issue of political advice from an aristocratic court setting to the bourgeois 
court of a merchant-knight.
vii
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Introduction 
Good conseil wanteth whan it is moost nede.
Melibee 7.1048
History has always been the great preoccupation of Chaucerians. To read 
Middle English poetry is by necessity to become a historian of the English language, 
if not the cultural milieu in which it was produced. The following study of a select 
group of Chaucerian tales engages a special kind of Middle English discourse: the 
topos of counsel. The fact that Chaucer assigned a tale explicitly on counsel-taking to 
his own persona, Geoffrey, has only recently begun to spark the type of critical 
interest such a choice invites.1 Even more intriguing, Chaucer's practice of inserting 
major conciliar exchanges into his adaptations o f other author's works, or of 
elaborating the conciliar exchanges already there, has gone unnoticed.
The famous marriage parliament in the Knight's Tale, the vivid scenes of the 
Sultan's and Sultaness' councils in the Man of Law's Tale, and the fateful parliament 
in the fourth book of Troilus and Crisevde were all Chaucer's additions to his main
1 Several chapter- or article-length studies on the Melibee's political significance have 
come out in the past decade. See Ferster, "Chaucer's Tale of Melibee: Advice to the 
King and Advice to the King's Advisers," in Fictions of Advice 89-107; Johnson, 
"Inverse Counsel: Contexts for the Melibee": Patterson, "’What Man Artow?’: 
Authorial Self-Definition in The Tale of Sir Thopas and The Tale of Melibee"; Askins, 
"The Tale of Melibee and the Crisis at Westminster, November, 1387"; and Olson, 
"Chaucer on Temporal Power and Art: Thopas and Melibee." in The Canterbury Tales 
and the Good Society 104-123.
l
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2sources for these works, sources he often followed very closely. Among a veritable 
pastiche of sources he reworked for the Merchant's Tale. Chaucer inserted two scenes 
of his own making that depict the farcical negotiations of the merchant-knight 
January's household council, and he expanded the "audience" or council between the 
Lombard ruler Walter and his people contained in the main source for the Clerk's 
Tale. In addition, Chaucer devoted one of his dream visions, The Parliament of 
Fowls, to a comic political allegory of the largest English conciliar institution. While 
it has long been known that Chaucer either invented or embellished these occasions of 
court counsel, the pattern has been overlooked.
Richard n, who was nicknamed "Richard the Redeless" (without "rede" or 
counsel) after his deposition in 1399, was the first English king to be so named since 
the infamous epithet of "Unready" was given to the Anglo-Saxon monarch ^Ethelred 
(976-1016).2 The contemporary chronicles and parliament roll for Richard's reign, as 
well as Ricardian poetry, stream with complaints about royal counsel. So pervasive is 
the topos of counsel in Ricardian poetry that Janet Coleman has identified complaints 
against royal advisors as one of the seven categories of Middle English complaint 
poetry (66). In many cases, however, Middle English writers went beyond complaint 
to proffer advice on governance intended to reform counsel at the royal court. The
2 Our modem English term "unready" derives from the Old English unraed ("without 
counsel"). The Anglo Saxon Chronicle attributes ^Ethelred's repeated defeats at the 
hands of the Danes to his ill-advised policies (uraedes). See Plummer, Two of the 
Saxon Chronicles 1.141.
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3most sophisticated example of such hortatory literature was the "mirror of princes" 
(speculum principiuml-handbooks on governance written in either prose or verse and 
directed to the ruling class. The speculum genre flourished in England both during 
and after Richard II1 s reign.
That Richard's conciliar problems were not solely of his own or his ministers' 
making cannot be overemphasized. The conciliar crisis that gripped Richard's reign 
was mainly due to an entrenched power struggle between the royal ministers and the 
barons for control of the king's council, and thereby control of the realm. The failure 
of counsel occurs at every level-from the privy councils of the king, to the "great 
councils" of the king and magnates, to the parliaments involving the commons with 
the king and lords spiritual and temporal.
Chaucer was not only an author who wrote about court counsel, but he was 
also a member of the Ricardian court, a professional diplomat, an acquaintance of 
several members of the king's council, and a member of parliament. As an esquire in 
royal service to Richard, he worked directly with Sir Simon Burley, Richard's acting 
chamberlain, and a number of the chamber knights,3 He also served alongside Burley 
and Sir Robert Tresilian, the king's chief justice, on a Kentish peace commission 
(Life-Records 348-63). Burley and Tresilian were two of the leading members of the 
king's council in the 1380s. Chaucer served as a knight of the shire of Kent at the
3 Robert de Vere, earl of Oxford, was the hereditary chamberlain, but it was Burley 
who supervised the knights of the chamber.
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4pivotal "Wonderful Parliament" of 1386, at which two of the "five great officers of 
state" (and therefore two of the king's ex officio counsellors) were impeached-the 
chancellor, William de la Pole, earl of Suffolk, and treasurer, John Fordham, bishop 
of Durham (Life-Records 364-69). Moreover, by all accounts he was friends with at 
least four of the frequent attendees at the king's council in 1389-90: Sir John 
Clanvowe, Sir Lewis Clifford, Sir William Neville, and Sir Richard Stury.4
Chaucer did not write political allegory or complaint of the sort of Richard the 
Redeless and Mum and the Sothsegeer.5 Yet, he explored the conciliar conditions at 
Richard II's court by focusing on the rhetorical understructure of political discourse,
4 On Chaucer's acquaintance with these men, see Strohm 42; on their attendance at 
the council, see Baldwin 489-504. Chaucer's familiarity with the procedures of the 
king's council is evident in his short lyric "Fortune." He alludes to one of the 
ordinances of the council, which stipulated that no royal gift or grant should be 
authorized without the consent of the dukes of Lancaster, York, and Gloucester, or at 
least two of them:
Princes, I prey you of your gentilesse 
Lat nat this man on me thus crye and pleyne,
And I shal quyte you your bisinesse
At my requeste, as three of you or tweyne (73-76).
Cf. Proceedings and Ordinances of the Priw Council 12b-12d.
5 The Parliament of Fowls allegorically represents the different estates that 
participated in the late fourteenth-century English parliament, but it does not personify 
historical personages in the way that these poems do. For instance, Richard the 
Redeless uses the following allegorical devices to refer to Henry of Lancaster's 
execution of Sir John Bushy and Sir Henry Green, royalist shire knights who helped 
guide Richard H*s absolutist policies through the late parliaments of his reign: "Thus 
baterid this bred on busshes aboute / And gaderid gomes on grene ther as they walkyd" 
(152-53; emphasis added). The following chapters further compare and contrast 
Chaucer's works with contemporary political allegory and complaint poetry.
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5that is, by prominently employing the topos of counsel in his works. In particular, he 
focuses on court counsel in five of the Canterbury Tales, which I call the counsel 
group: the Melibee. Man of Law's Tale. Clerk’s Tale. Knight’s Tale, and Merchant's 
Tale. Despite the recent attention given to the Melibee. Chaucerians have never 
before identified a group of tales interlinked by the topos of counsel.
By "counsel group" I do not mean a tight dramatic unit in which the tellers of 
the respective tales "quite" or respond directly to each other's arguments about 
counsel, but, to borrow Donald Howard's term, a metastructure that engages both 
author and audience in an ongoing discussion on the vital matter of counseling the 
medieval ruler. Throughout the tales of the counsel group, Chaucer engages a 
discursive dialectic in which rhetorical commonplaces, poetic narrative, and political 
speech acts interact constantly. His historical method in the counsel group is not to 
chronicle or record the events of history, but to show how rhetorical commonplaces 
such as the topoi of counsel inform and condition the exchange of political discourse.
The topos of counsel links the Tales to both the historical discourse of counsel 
at Richard II's court and to the Middle English school of poetry that Anne Middleton 
has called Ricardian "public poetry.” As defined by Middleton, public poetry was 
intended to function as a "common voice" serving the "common good" (95), resulting 
in an ideal of human nature that was to be realized in secular life, civic virtues, and 
communal service, rather than in the self-aggrandizement of chivalric conquest. 
Although the general cause of a "public" poetic style was the ideological crisis of
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
chivalry and the urgent need for a new social ethic that could maintain order in an 
increasingly commercialized and centralized medieval state, Middleton surmises that 
the immediate impetus for public poetry was a boy-king "in need of counsel." Thus, 
the "outpouring of large-minded, paternal, and heartfelt guidance" (12) of public 
poetry had special relevance to the problem of advising the king. We may even go 
further than Middleton in asserting that the signal mode of this emerging array of 
linguistic and social forms was counsel. In other words, the "common voice" was 
expressed through the topos of counsel. Rule by counsel, whereby each estate was to 
be represented in the political process of advice and consent, was the English ideal of 
government by the fourteenth century, and it was repeatedly promoted in secular 
poetry and prose addressed to diverse audiences composed of members of the 
aristocracy, gentry, and bourgeoisie.
The five tales of the counsel group can be divided into two subgroups. The 
first subgroup is composed of the Melibee. Man of Law's Tale, and Clerk’s Tale, 
each of which explores a particular aspect of the Ricardian crisis of counsel. The 
crisis confronted in the Melibee is that of an executive weakened by the youth and 
inexperience of the ruler, which gives rise to false counsel and indiscretion. The 
crisis confronted in the Man of Law's Tale is that of political factionalism between 
the mler and his nobles, which gives rise to treason and judicial excess. And the 
crisis confronted in the Clerk's Tale is that of the ruler's tyranny, which threatens to 
displace the process of counsel and consent with the ruler's arbitrary whims. In each
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
case, social order is restored through conciliar reform, but the resolution of the three 
crises depicted in these tales is highly tentative and provisionary, ironically suggesting 
irresolution. Each of these three crises represents a specific conciliar problem 
encountered by the Ricardian court. In 1377, Richard took the throne at just ten 
years of age. Paradoxically, he was an inexperienced figurehead at the beginning of 
his reign and an overbearing tyrant at the end.6 While the period from 1389-96 was 
comparatively stable, the first half of his reign was marked by extreme factionalism 
between the court party and the barons, culminating in the purging of the king's 
council at the Merciless Parliament. The Melibee. Man of Law’s Tale, and Clerk's 
Tale thus focus on the very circumstances—both linguistic and material—that gave rise 
to the Ricardian crisis of counsel.
The second subgroup is composed of the Knight's Tale and the Merchant's 
Tale, in which Chaucer idealizes and, conversely, satirizes the discourse of counsel.
In the Knight's Tale, the discourse of counsel gradually develops from Theseus' 
initial authoritarian pronouncements into the marriage parliament at which political 
alliance between Athens and Thebes is sealed through Palamon and Emily's marriage. 
The Athenian parliament is the only unqualifiedly successful council in Chaucer's 
oeuvre. But in the Merchant’s Tale. January's farcical attempt to control discourse at 
his court is mocked by the obsequious flattery of his household council and his wife
6 During the early years of his minority, the realm was governed by a series of 
parliamentary "continual councils," which were in effect a regency (Baldwin 115).
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8May’s secret letters to his squire Damian. Whereas the Knight's Tale moves away 
from the outmoded form of a warrior society towards a vision of a civic-minded state, 
the Merchant's Tale depicts the inherent instability of the conciliar process- 
vulnerable as it is to the weakness and caprice of lord and courtier alike. By shifting 
from the aristocratic court of duke Theseus to the bourgeois court of the merchant- 
knight January, Chaucer gives full expression to the discourse of counsel. He 
insinuates both the importance and the general corruption of court counsel on all 
social levels.
Although Chaucer qualifies the standard of consultative government by 
showing how vulnerable counsel is to both the inexperience and absolutism of rulers, 
as well as the partisanship and dissimulation of counsellors, he nevertheless 
consistently articulates the notion that government without prudent counsel is 
doomed—that good counsel is necessary for the maintenance of political stability and 
civic prosperity. The Merchant’s Tale. Chaucer's most heavily ironized depiction of 
court counsel, threatens but, as I argue in Chapter 5, does not quite cancel the basic 
message of conciliar reform presented in the rest of the counsel group. Good counsel 
checks tyranny and serves the common good; "evil" counsel leads to folly and breeds 
treachery. These are the recurring messages of the counsel group.
Other tales could be included in the counsel group. In her prologue, the Wife 
of Bath appropriates the discourse of clerical or spiritual counsel in order to subvert 
male authority. "Conseillyng is no comandement" (3.67), she heretically argues.
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
9Her prologue turns into an entertaining prescription of unorthodox marriage counsel.
Her tale follows with a satire of the male-controlled judicial institutions of late 
fourteenth-century England (judicial proceedings were a special form of royal 
counsel), here transformed into the "court of love” held by Arthur's queen at which 
judgment is passed upon the knight-rapist.7 The Wife of Bath's Prologue and Tale 
offers a satire of court counsel from a feminist perspective, in contrast to the 
misogyny of the Merchant's bitter satire. Yet another candidate for the counsel group 
is the Parson's Tale. That work offers an orthodox form of spiritual counsel and 
functions as the religious counterpart to the secular and civic-minded Melibee. The 
Parson warns: "And men shul understonde that man shal nat taken his conseil of fals 
folk, ne of angry folk, or grevous folk, ne of folk that loven specially to muchel hire 
owene profit, ne to muche worldly folk, namely in conseilynge of soules" (10.641). 
However, the five tales I analyze for this study already employ the topos of counsel in 
all of its basic secular aspects.
Metahistory
In the proem to Book II of Troilus and Crisevde. Chaucer invokes Clio, the 
muse of history. While we might expect him to authenticate his romance as "true," 
that is, based on the actual or at least plausible historical event of the Trojan War,
7 The "court of love" in the Wife of Bath's Tale is similar to those purportedly 
presided over by such ladies as Eleanor of Aquitaine. On medieval courts of love, see 
Green 120-26.
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this is not his purpose.8 His concern is not for the historical events or facts of his
narrative but for the linguistic conditions and rhetorical rules shaping his story:
Ye knowe ek that in forme of speche is chaunge 
Withinne a thousand yeer, and wordes tho 
That hadden pris, now wonder nyce and straunge 
Us thinketh hem, and yet they spake hem so (2.22- 
25).
This focus on the "metahistorical" aspect of a text typifies Chaucer's historical 
method in his narrative works.
According to Hayden White, metahistory is the "deep understructure" of the 
historical text, the "prefigurative element" or "conceptual paradigm" (xi) that controls 
and sanctions its version of events—namely the topoi, tropes, and other linguistic 
elements that give the text literary "forme." One of the dominant conceptual 
paradigms employed in the historical records of thirteenth- and fourteenth-century 
England, as well as Ricardian poetry, is the topos of counsel. Such major political 
events of the Plantagenet era as the issuance of the Magna Carta, the Barons' War, 
and the depositions of Edward n and Richard n, are configured in the contemporary 
records according to the controlling topos of counseling the ruler. Although Chaucer
8 Elsewhere Chaucer does provide an ostensibly historical, Latin source for Troilus 
and Crisevde. "myn auctour called Lollius" (1.394), rather than attributing it to 
Boccaccio, whose Filostrato was unquestionably his main source. Yet, even here 
Chaucer seems more concerned with the "difference" between the two "tonges" (1.395) 
of English and Latin than with authenticating his source. On the medieval fallacy that 
"Lollius" was the principal author of the history of the Trojan War, see Pratt, 
"Chaucer's Use of the Teseida."
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does not chronicle contemporary events in the tales of the counsel group, he explores 
the formative effect of the topos of counsel upon the exchange of political discourse. 
Thus, the topos of counsel is the metahistorical element linking Chaucer's poetry to 
its historical context.
My study of the topos of counsel as metahistory is based upon two main 
premises: historical thought takes the shape of the rhetorical mode or commonplace in 
which it is expressed; and, like poetry, the historical texts of the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries have a deep structural content that is rhetorical and linguistic in 
nature. Following Curtius, scholars have tended to divorce rhetoric from history in 
modem discussions of medieval texts. According to such binary reasoning, to 
analyze a work's literary conventions is to remove it from the historical context of its 
production and to place it in a transhistorical model shaped by Classical rhetoric. On 
the contrary, I am arguing that rhetoric similarly structures both historical and poetic 
narratives and that, therefore, certain key topoi provide a link between poetry and 
history. The topos of counsel provides such a link between Ricardian poetry and 
historical accounts of Richard H's reign.9
9 On a related note, Chaucer had little use for rhetoric as mere eloquence. In the 
Nun's Priest Tale (7.3342-54) he parodies the florid poetic style recommended by 
Geoffrey of Vinsauf. The passage in the Nun's Priest's Tale that mourns the purported 
loss of Chaunticleer imitates Geoffrey's lamentation on the death of Richard the Lion- 
Hearted in the Poetria nova (c. 1210).
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Annals of Richard IT s reign, like the chronicles of Thomas Walsingham and 
the Rolls of Parliament, are not polished literary productions of "universal" history, 
such as Bede's Ecclesiastical History of the English People. Nevertheless, the 
process of selecting and describing events for a given year was influenced by a 
complex combination of rhetorical, political, and social forces that bears literary as 
well as conventional historical analysis. Furthermore, a metahistorical reading of 
thirteenth- and fourteenth-century English historical texts is in keeping with the 
medieval notion of historia as one of the genres of rhetorical discourse. The medieval 
historiographer turned to the topoi and figures of rhetoric to invent or discover the 
contents for effective narrative.
The tendency in the Middle Ages was to subordinate history to the controlling 
category of rhetoric itself (Morse 92). The medieval definition of historia could 
accommodate the narrative modes of romance, tragedy, comedy, and hagiography, as 
well as the chronicle. In the Speculum Doctrinale. Vincent of Beauvais groups 
historia with comedia, tragedia. invectio. satvra. fabula. and argumentum (Charles 
Sears Baldwin 175). Similarly, in the Parisiana Poetria. John of Garland subdivides 
historia into a large group of poetic genres, including satire, tragedy, and the 
epithalamium (5.31 Iff.).10 To be sure, medieval scholars made a general distinction
10
10 In the Parisiana Poetria. historical narrative is so synonymous with poetry that 
John's modem editor and translator, Traugott Lawler, was forced to translate the term 
ystorialis simply as "narrative" (e.g. 1.51).
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between history and poetry on the basis that the former narrates deeds done in the 
past by actual people, whereas the latter narrates fictitious deeds.11 Nevertheless, 
medieval historiographers readily acknowledged the rhetorical substructure 
undergirding the main contents of their narratives. History was seen as a powerful 
combination of rhetorical topoi and other literary devices, extraliterary events, and 
material forces.
What I am calling Chaucer's metahistorical method has certain stylistic
implications. According to Janet Coleman, his poetics elevate form to the same level
as content, separating his poetry from complaint poetry in which the ideological
message itself is more important than the poetics:
What will be exploited to the full in the long poems of Langland, 
Gower and Chaucer, but which we can trace to the largely anonymous 
war and tax complaints, is a satirical sense, a scornful comparison of 
what is the case with what ought to be. Using the metaphor in a 
severely limited and subordinate position, the poems of social unrest 
and protest are meant to be taken literally. As poems, they play only 
an ancillary role to the moral message" (93).
In Coleman's judgment, Chaucer’s avoidance of explicit historical references was not 
an attempt on his part to escape history. Granted, Gower and Langland are topically
11 The locus classicus for the medieval definition of history is the Rhetorica ad 
Herennium. which divides narrative into three species: fabula. narration that is neither 
true nor verisimilar, that is, that could not be mistaken for an actual occurrence, such as 
Aesop's fables; argumentum. a fictitious narrative that is verisimilar, often associated 
with comedy; and historia. a verisimilar account of an actual but distant event 
(1.18.13), often associated with tragedy. For the medieval definition of history, see 
Beryl Rowland 22-24.
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explicit in a way that Chaucer is not, but she still considers the latter's poetry to be 
reintegrating the "anonymous political journalism" of the complaint poems "into an 
episodic art poetry" (95). Accordingly, Chaucer's largely negative critique of the 
conciliar institutions of late fourteenth-century England is related to such complaint 
poems as Richard the Redeless and Mum and the Sothsegger. which inveigh against 
the conciliar failures of the king's council as well as parliament.
Chaucer's historical method fits with his poetic method of engaging diverse 
viewpoints in dialogic fashion and leaving the resolution up to his audience. "Diverse 
folk diversely they seyde" (1.3857) is the affective principle he articulates in the 
interlink between the Miller's Tale and the Reeve's Tale. Whereas Langland and 
Gower ultimately chose sides in the factionalist struggle between the king and 
baronage, Chaucer addressed the problems of both a tyrannical monarch and a 
partisan baronage without committing fully to either side.12 The counsel group is 
generally monarch-friendly, but he repeatedly allows for criticism of rulers.
Moreover, the counsel group runs the tonal scale from serious and high- 
minded to farcical and deprecating. As Paul Strohm has observed, the Tales assert 
"the possibility of unresolved contention, of a struggle between hegemony and
12 As Anna Baldwin has demonstrated in The Theme of Government in Piers 
Plowman, the C-Text of Langland's monumental poem adopts a monarchical ideology. 
Gower, from a family of gentry who owned land in Kent and Yorkshire, wrote 
essentially as an individual of his class. That is, he tended to side with his fellow 
landowners, the parliamentary lords and knights of the shires, on political issues. His 
resistance to the baronially-backedFrench wars was, however, an exception.
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counterhegemony, of texts as places crowded with many voices representing many 
centers of social authority" (Social Chaucer xiii). Aside from the political issue of 
counsel, other familiar topics on which Chaucer presents multiple viewpoints are the 
gender issue of domestic marriage and the class issue of gentilesse or heredity. In 
fact, Strohm has identified class factionalism as one of the major themes of Chaucer's 
work. I propose to add political factionalism as a companion theme. Chaucer's 
heteroglossic poetics work well with his practice of exploring the topos of counsel in 
different settings.
Chaucer's style in the counsel group is similar to that of the Gawain-Poet in 
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight. As Geraldine Barnes has demonstrated, Middle 
English Romance entered deeply into the Ricardian discourse of counsel, and with a 
few qualifications Gawain is no exception: "Gawain is a poem that engages, although 
without overt political message, in the Ricardian 'discourse of counsel"’ (124-25). As 
I discuss further in Chapter 1, Gawain is one of the Ricardian narratives that 
dramatizes the problem of a young ruler. The "counsel" (682; cf. 347) of the 
"childgered" (86) or childish King Arthur is severely criticized by the nobles of 
Camelot, who, however, are also implicated in the failure of counsel at Arthur's 
court.
As has been widely recognized, one of the difficulties in historicizing 
Chaucer's works is his pervasive irony. In particular, Lee Patterson has argued that 
he sets up a binary opposition between an "inward sense of selfhood—subjectivity"
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(Chaucer and the Subject of History) and an external, material social reality. 
Accordingly, Patterson concludes that Chaucer's poetry performs the quintessential 
"bourgeois" move of privileging subjectivity above social reality by using irony, 
ambiguity, and other evasive linguistic strategies to undermine any political message 
his text might contain, however mediated. I do not deny that Chaucer's irony distorts 
the message of conciliar reform voiced by the counsel group. In fact, the Merchant's 
Tale sardonically turns the prudential advice of the Melibee upside down by exposing 
the limitations of proverbial wisdom. The obsequious Placebo appropriates the 
Solomonic proverb straightforwardly articulated in the Melibee. "Werk alle thy 
thynges by conseil, and thou shalt never repente" (7.1003), in order to ingratiate 
himself with his gullible, old lord January (4.1485-86). The Miller's Tale also 
appropriates the proverb, "Work all things by counsel," for ironic purposes.
Nicholas mockingly counsels the unwitting carpenter John to prepare for the second 
coming of the Biblical flood in order to divert him while he makes a tryst with John's 
wife Alison (1.3530).
Chaucer’s handling of the commonplaces of counsel is complex. On the one 
hand, the heterogeneity of the Tales precludes an overly serious reading of the 
counsel group that would thematize and thereby control Chaucer's irony as a political 
comment in itself, a message about the general sense of the failure of court counsel in 
medieval England. On the other hand, to insist that Chaucer's irony completely 
undoes the obvious political messages of such tales as the Melibee or the Knight's
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Tale (which has as its agenda the unification of "al the conseil and the baronage," 
1.3096) is to indulge in another kind of totalizing reading of the Tales.
Indeed, the diversity of the Tales requires us to distinguish carefully between 
its different modes of discourse. The counsel group contains at least two distinct 
registers of conciliar discourse. The Melibee. Man of Law's Tale. Clerk’s Tale, and 
Knight’s Tale, which we may characterize as the civic tales of the counsel group, 
generally adopt a reform-minded, or, to return to Middleton's term, public mode of 
discourse. However, as a fabliau, the Merchant's Tale dispenses with such 
seriousness. It parodies the formal discourse of court counsel and in the process 
mocks public poetry, dismissing the possibility of reforming political speech.
One way of characterizing the tension between the civic tales of the counsel 
group and the Merchant’s Tale is to pair the former with orality and the latter with 
literacy. As I argue in Chapter 1, the model for the civic tales of the counsel group is 
the residually oral, prose Melibee. a narrative which presents itself as a 
straightforward conversation between the title character and his wife and chief 
counsellor, Prudence. The Man of Law’s Tale. Clerk’s Tale, and Knight's Tale more 
or less sustain this mode of public, conciliar exchange, even though they do not match 
the high degree of residual orality found in the Melibee. In contrast, the parodic 
verse of the Merchant's Tale is differentiated from the public style of the civic tales 
by its irrepressible irony, ambiguity, and self-reflexivity. The Merchant’s Tale 
repeatedly cites both the sources of, as well as entire lines from, the Melibee. Clerk's
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Tale, and Knight's Tale, thereby calling attention to its textual relationship to the rest 
of the Tales—and thus to its writtenness. It also subverts the principle of 
verisimilitude to which Chaucer adheres in the other tales of the counsel group in 
order to give them the appearance of actual exchanges (i.e. councils, conversations, 
and encounters) at medieval courts.
A brief reconstruction of Chaucer's historical audience, as well as his court 
and class connections, also helps to account for his poetry's mixed style. According 
to Strohm, Chaucer was closest to the royal affinity in the late 1370s and early 1380s, 
prior to writing the Canterbury Tales. As I argue in Chapter 1, there is a reasonable 
amount of evidence to conclude that he translated the Melibee to coincide roughly 
with Richard’s accession to the throne. I read the Melibee as a book of counsel for 
the child-king that was transformed into the anchor of the counsel group when 
Chaucer included it in the Tales. In his detailed reconstruction of the literary 
environment of the Ricardian court, Richard Firth Green has concluded that the 
Melibee was among a number of speculum pieces intended for the king and more 
generally the ruling class of England to train them in the duties of governance.
But both Strohm and Derek Pearsall have persuasively argued that by the latter 
1380s, when Chaucer began to compose the main body of narratives for the 
Canterbury collection, his historical circle had gradually shifted towards his fellow 
middle-level members of the royal court, namely the chamber knights with whom he 
worked on diplomatic missions and in various other capacities during his tenure as an
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esquire in royal service. Chaucer himself was not a knight, but neither was he a
member of the bourgeoisie like his father, who was a vintner or wine merchant.
Geoffrey was a marginal figure of the middling socioeconomic stratum of pentils
gentz caught in transition between classes, a predicament which Derek Brewer has
memorably described:
He [Chaucer] was the new man, the literate layman who was not a 
clerk, the courtier who was not a knight; he was not poor, (like 
Langland) but not rich; a salaried man, not landed gentry (like Gower); 
he was not even a merchant like his father and grandfather . . .  To be 
such a new man may have created in him a sense of insecurity, strain, 
loss, even desertion (304).
Not having been born into the aristocracy, he was perhaps more aware of the 
socially constructed nature of lordship than the nobles of the blood who belonged to 
the royal court. As a poet and translator, he was rhetorically trained to analyze social 
constructs according to the rules of language. In other words, he had an intuitive 
grasp of the epistemic and institutional functions of language, and his use of topoi 
such as the commonplaces of counsel to interrogate the various hierarchical levels of 
power was thus an extension of his professional and class identity.
A final note on Chaucer's style in the counsel group. Strohm has compared 
his political and poetic strategies to those of Thomas of Usk, under-sheriff of London 
and author of the allegorical poem, The Testament of Love. Usk wrote the Testament 
to gain preferment from the royal faction, behind whom he threw his entire support in 
the late 1380s, only to be condemned and executed by the baronial "appellants" at the
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Merciless Parliament of 1388. In contrast, Chaucer appears to have recognized a 
"second and alternative lordship" in John of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster, in addition to 
his service for Richard n. As well as "providing him with another footing in the 
rough terrain of factional politics in the last quarter of the fourteenth century" ('Social 
Chaucer 36), Chaucer's ties to the Lancastrian noble house may also have contributed 
to his independent cast of mind in the counsel group, in which he criticizes the 
conciliar failures of both ruler and vassal alike and advocates an ideology of royal- 
baronial unity.
It would be reductionistic and, I believe, wrong-headed to attribute Chaucer's 
lack of topical references in the counsel group mainly to fear of political reprisals.
As I have discussed above, his stylistic preferences were complex and related to a 
number of factors. But as a court man who acutely understood the dangers of 
political factionalism and who was personally acquainted with no less than eight of the 
royal ministers who were condemned to death at the Merciless Parliament (including 
Usk), he had good reason to be cautious. By strategically employing the topos of 
counsel in his works, he could insinuate the corruption of court counsel without 
directly attacking either the king or the baronage.
Working by Counsel in Medieval England 
Aside from the Hundred Years War, there is perhaps no single political issue 
of greater importance in the history of late medieval England than royal counsel. As 
S. B. Chrimes has wryly observed, "A great part of the constitutional history of
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England in the mediaeval period might be said (if such sayings have any value) to be 
a commentary not upon Magna Carta, but upon the simple fact of the king's crying 
need for counsel and ever more counsel" (39). James Baldwin, the leading authority 
on the history of the medieval king's council, states unequivocally that it was the 
"tribunal which occupied the most prominent station in the government of the 
country" (1). This section summarizes the origin and various functions of the king's 
council, traces its growth into the late medieval conciliar assembly known as 
parliament, and outlines the royal-baronial struggle for control of late medieval 
English government.
The English political tradition of counsel and consent is of ancient origin. The 
king's council of the late fourteenth-century derived from the Norman curia regis. 
which in turn was the "feudalized" counterpart of the Anglo Saxon witenaeemot. a 
conciliar assembly made up of a varying number o f nobles, prelates, and officials 
convened on occasion to advise the king (Baldwin 3). Baldwin explains that the king 
had a feudal right to demand "aid and counsel" from his vassals, and, reciprocally, it 
was also his vassals' "right and duty" (3) to give it.13 This mutual dependence arose 
out of the medieval "distrust of individual authority" (3).
13 The principle of counsel and consent was widespread in medieval Europe: "The 
taking of counsel, or consultation of the wise and virtuous, was subscribed to by 
practically all writers of all schools in later medieval and early Renaissance thought. In 
monarchical states, it meant that the king ought to take advice regularly from certain 
people; the same was said of the pope" (Black 156).
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The fourteenth-century king's council (concilium regisl was a fluid body 
encompassing legislative, executive, and judicial functions: it gave the k in g  political 
advice on both foreign and domestic issues of governance and prepared the king's 
legislative agenda for parliament; it administered the daily business of the royal 
government and oversaw government officials (including justices and sergeants-at- 
law); and it adjudicated, that is, it served as a "court of equity," hearing civil cases 
that could not be resolved in the common law courts due to deficiencies in the writs 
or due to the fact that one of the parties was too powerful to allow the other party 
justice. The council also served as a higher session of the king's bench (the criminal 
court of the land).14
Most important of all, the king’s council was the "primary mechanism which 
assured that the medieval monarch behaved in accordance with law" (Nederman 13).15 
Ideally, the process of taking counsel bound the king to govern for the common good 
rather than in pursuit of his arbitrary whims. In the words of the twelfth-century 
legal treatise known as "Glanville," composed during the reign of Henry H: "For the 
king refuses neither the counsel rconciliuml of the laws of the kingdom introduced by 
reason and preserved for a long time nor, what is more praiseworthy, even the
14 Elton 75; cf. Baldwin 15.
15 According to Geraldine Barnes, in Middle English romances, "The ability to give 
and to recognize good counsel is the mark of a good king . . . and its converse a weak 
or tyrannical one" (14).
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counsel of such men among his subjects whose gravity of character, greatly skilled 
wisdom, and outstanding eloquence he knows to surpass all others" (Nederman 62).16
Thus, prudent counsel was the first and most constructive check against tyranny.
The king’s council was intended to be "a comprehensive body including 'of 
every estate some'. The king's councillors, with great differences of rank and 
employment. . . were retained largely for their individual services, some for law 
cases, some for diplomatic work, some to serve on commissions, and others for 
political counsel" (Baldwin 112-13). By Richard H 's  reign, the king's council was 
well organized as a standing conciliar assembly, composed of the king and his 
curiales or household ministers, among whom were the "five great officers of state" 
(chancellor, treasurer, keeper of the privy seal, steward, and chamberlain). The chief 
justice was also an ex officio member of the king's council, and the royal justices and 
sergeants-at-law were commonly summoned to attend. In theory, the council was 
always open to the lords of the realm, but in practice neither the lords nor the k in g  
attended the majority of council sessions, which were run by the hard working 
professional administrators and civil servants of the royal household.
Historians have come to distinguish two other formal conciliar bodies from the 
concilium regis. The next largest conciliar assembly was the magnum consilium, 
composed of the lay magnates and prelates but generally excluding representatives of
16 On the other hand, John of Salisbury states in the Policraticus that a vassal owes 
auxilium et concilium to his lord (6.25).
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the commons and called whenever the king required the moral, financial, and/or 
military support of the lords of the realm. The great councils were in essence proto- 
parliaments and were more common during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, 
although they still met occasionally as late as the latter fifteenth century. As the 
financial support of the commons became increasingly important to the crown, great 
councils met less frequently.
The largest and therefore most representative conciliar assembly was 
parliament, which by Edward Hi's reign always included representatives of the shires, 
burroughs, and towns, as well as the king and the lords spiritual and temporal. By 
the fifteenth century, parliament had gained the stature of the greatest council and 
highest court of the realm, exercising the most important fiscal, legislative, and 
judicial responsibilities of England.
The interrelatedness of the king's council, great council, and parliament is 
indicated by a statement in Fleta: "the king has his court in his council in his 
parliaments" (2.109). Even as late as the mid-fourteenth century the terms 
parliamentum. colloquium, consilium, and tractatus were almost interchangeable and 
were variously used to describe meetings of all three conciliar bodies (McKisack 
182). The first recorded use of the word "parliament" in England appears in the 
Provisions of Oxford, enacted in 1258. The Provisions were made "for the common
i " t
good of the entire realm." They envision "treis parlemenz" a year attended by "les
17 "pro communi militate totius regni" (Annales MonasticL 1.446-53; Stubbs 379).
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cunseillers le rei" who were to have authority "to counsel the king in good faith on 
the governance of the realm."18 Thus, parliament was "a new name for an old habit: 
the practice of kings to surround themselves from time to time with their great 
subjects in order to discuss and decide about important public matters" (Miller 12).19
However, an important distinction between a parliamentary assembly and 
other meetings of the king's council was in effect by Richard H's reign. The term 
"parliament" gradually came to refer to conciliar assemblies that included 
representation from the ranks of the non-noble: "Within half a century, between the 
1290s and the 1340s, parliament changed from a relatively small and normally regular 
gathering of magnates and officials to the large, representative assembly meeting in 
two houses that it has remained ever since" (Brown 243). The place of the commons 
in parliament was assured during Edward Hi's reign, when they gained the 
irrevocable right to consent to all taxes: "A tradition of direct parliamentary taxation 
was well established by 1327 and the subsidies on movable property were always 
taken with the consent of the knights and burgesses" (McKisack 191). In his 
Governance of England (ca. 1475), Fortescue calls England a dominium politicum et
18 "del rei conseiler en bone fei del govemementdel reaume" (Stubbs 383).
19 Likewise, Ronald Butt states that the early medieval parliaments "were primarily 
regular, reinforced sessions of the Council to deal with administrative and judicial 
business" (33).
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regale, as opposed to a dominium regale, precisely because the king cannot make or 
change a law or levy a tax without his subjects' consent (109).20
The late medieval English parliament was an inherently self-contradictory 
institution. Undeniably, it "generated the principle that the prior consent o f the 
governed is necessary for the king to act on a wide variety of fiscal, legal, judicial 
and military initiatives"; but in practice direct representation was limited to "only 
some thousands of the 'better' people" (Nederman and Forhan 14). This is evident in 
Mum and the Sothsegger (c. 1406), in which the speaker, a member of the gentry 
who defends "the role of the 'middle class' in positions of political power" (Coleman 
113), nevertheless denies the right of counsel to members of the commons below the 
rank of knight or burgess: "I carpe not of knightz Jsat cometh for jje shires, / That J^ e 
king clepith to cunseil with ojjer; / But hit longeth to no laborier jje lawe is agayne 
j>aym" (1460-62).
The Great Rising of 1381-the only violent large-scale rebellion in recorded 
English history-exposed this lack of representation. It was instigated by a scheme of
20 The precedent for voting on nonfeudal aids in parliament was set in 1207 when a 
great council of magnates and prelates met at Oxford and assented to a tax of a 
thirteenth on moveables proposed by King John (Stubbs 277-78). The articles referred 
to as De Tallagio non Concedendo. granted by Edward I in 1297, reenforce the 
principle of no taxation without prior consent of the king's subjects: "Nullum tallagium 
vel auxilium per nos vel haeredes nostros de cetero in regno nostro imponatur seu 
levetur, sine voluntate et assensu communi archiepiscoporum, episcoporum et aliorum 
praelatorum, comitum, baronum, militum, burgensium et aliorum liberorum hominum 
in regno nostro" (Stubbs 493).
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parliamentary taxation that, more than ever before, shifted the burden of royal 
finances from the members of parliament to the peasant laborers. Rather than tax 
their extensive lands to finance the expensive French wars eating away at the 
treasury, the great lords and shire knights chose to implement a series of poll taxes 
that laid a disproportionate share of the economic burden of the realm upon its 
poorest members.
In Chapter 2 , 1 argue in depth that the conciliar crisis of Richard H's reign was 
not a matter of a "constitutional" government (i.e. a national government in which 
sovereignty is vested in a universally representative parliament) versus monarchical 
absolutism. Rather, the king's "royal prerogative" to maintain sole control over his 
council (whether conceived as the standing "council" or parliament) was pitted against 
the barons' feudal right to give "aid and counsel" to the king. The two major issues 
separating each side during Richard's reign were royal patronage, which flowed to a 
select group of courtiers whom the great baronial houses resented, and the Anglo- 
French peace policy, which was devised and promoted by the royal party. The 
concerns of the shire knights and burgesses were mainly fiscal, and they tended to 
support the barons against Richard as a convenient way of resisting royal taxation, 
which ironically was high mainly due to the baronially-backed French wars.
I mention this here because Chaucerians have too often assumed a "Whig" 
version of Ricardian history. According to this view, Richard is stereotyped as a 
petulant tyrant who never mentally outgrew his minority, the barons are cast as the
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friends of parliament who steadily resisted the king's despotism, and Chaucer is seen 
as an ambivalent servant of the king whose poetry is subtly anti-royalist.21 That 
Richard and his ministers subscribed to a form of continental absolutism has been 
well documented.22 That he ruled as a tyrant during the last three years of his reign is 
beyond question. However, the dynamics of royal-baronial factionalism are 
considerably more complicated than the above Whig interpretation of Richard's reign 
suggests.
I believe that historical studies of Chaucer's poetry call for greater awareness 
of the role rhetoric has played in negatively shaping historical perception of Richard 
H's reign. Chaucer's exploration of the rhetorical understructure of political 
discourse at the Ricardian court—and here I am using the term "court" in its fullest
21 E.g. Olson reads the Man of Law's Tale as a statement against Ricardian 
absolutism and portrays the leading appellant, Thomas Woodstock, duke of Gloucester, 
as the savior of the realm (The Canterbury Tales and the Good Society 85-103, esp. 86- 
87). Wallace reads the Clerk's Tale as a reflection on Ricardian tyranny, arguing that 
the king's entire reign was one long slide into despotism, which barons such as 
Gloucester tried to resist (see esp. 208-9). Johnson reads the Melibee as a comment 
upon what she takes to be Richard's misgovemance during the latter 1380s, 
misrepresenting the famous speech attributed in Knighton's Chronicon to Gloucester as 
a loyal address by the "members" of parliament on the king's duty to take counsel (see 
esp. 145-46). (Knighton states that Gloucester delivered this speech to the king at the 
royal palace at Eltham-not in parliament—and his remarks clearly threaten Richard with 
deposition.) An exception to such totalizing historical interpretations is Pearsall’s 
balanced and nuanced account of political events in late fourteenth-century England in 
The Life of Geoffrey Chaucer (see esp. 198-202).
22 See R. H. Jones, The Roval Policy of Richard II: Absolutism in the Later Middle 
Ages.
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Middle English sense as the concentric series of conciliar bodies extending outward 
from the king's household to the halls of parliament—is intimately related to the 
rhetorical portrayal of Richard, the main features of which are drawn by the topos of 
counsel.
A Rhetorical Portrait of Richard H's Youth 
The depiction of Richard II's youth and aging in the chronicles illustrates the 
process by which the topos of counsel has come to configure his reign. Even in 
modem accounts of his reign, conciliar commonplaces work to institutionalize 
political values and beliefs in regard to Richard, "the Redeless" king.
Prior to Richard II's reign, the only king in post-Conquest England to be 
crowned at a younger age was Henry m , who at nine was but one year younger than 
Richard upon taking the throne.23 The Anonimalle chronicler's remark that at the 
coronation feast the earl of March had to hold the crown above Richard's head while 
he ate "because it was too heavy and ponderous for his tender age" (114) conveys the 
great irony of a minority kingship.24 Further exasperating the situation, Richard's
23 There is a strong probability that the anonymous tract, "What Should Be the Office 
of the King," which cites Ecclesiastes 10:16, was written during Henry Hi's reign. The 
tract is reprinted in B. Wilkinson, Constitutional History of Medieval England 1216- 
1399. vol. DI (London: Longmans, 1958), 100-1.
24 Similarly, Walsingham reports that Richard had to be carried piggyback from the 
coronation ceremony to his private chamber, where he ate a little and rested, because he 
was exhausted (Chronicon Angliae 161).
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minority was unduly protracted. It did not end until he was 22, whereas Henry Hi's 
minority had ended when he was 19, and Edward IQ's before he was 18.
As James Tait has written, "Edward HI left to his boy successor a damnosa 
hareditas" (1032). Richard took office at a time when England was plagued by the 
terrifying pestilence of the Black Death, the strain of decades of war taxation, the 
looming threat of invasion from France and Scodand, the lawlessness caused by the 
extension of livery and maintenance, and, of course, the labor unrest that exploded 
during the English Rising of 1381. Furthermore, the executive had already been 
seriously weakened by Edward II's deposition and Edward Hi's dotage. No doubt 
concern over Richard's youth deepened the state of public nervousness engendered by 
these factors and may even have seemed like a curse upon the realm.
Yet, seven years after the Rising, when Richard was already at an age when
even "the meanest heir in the kingdom" was entitled to enter his majority, the lords
appellant used his youth as justification for purging his council at the Merciless
Parliament.25 The first article of the appeal states that Richard's ministers usurped
power and alienated him from his loyal lords by exploiting the "tendresce del age" of
Richard and the "innocence de sa roial persone" (Westminster Chronicle 240). As
Margaret Aston has remarked:
For as long as Richard could be treated as a minor he could be 
considered neither the only nor the best judge of his own and his
25 This quotation is taken from Richard's speech upon assuming his majority, as 
recorded in Historia Anglicana 2.181. Cf. Westminster Chronicle (392).
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country's interests; individuals whom he favoured unduly could be 
attacked for having abused the king's tender years and the innocence of 
the royal person. This approach, exploited to the full by the 
Appellants in 1388, has a conspicuous air of special pleading, given 
Richard's age (306).
As Richard aged, historical fact subtly yielded to rhetorical construct, and the topos 
of counsel came more than ever to condition his opponents' political discourse.
At the time of the appeal, Thomas Arundel, then bishop of Ely, was serving as 
chancellor, a position he held until Richard finally declared the end of his minority in 
1389. Thomas was the brother of Richard Fitzalan, earl of Arundel, who had been 
one of the leading appellants. After imprisoning Richard in 1399, Henry of 
Lancaster, who had also been one of the appellants, again appointed Thomas Arundel 
chancellor. Arundel was by then archbishop of Canterbury. He opened Richard's 
deposition proceedings with a sermon delivered to an assembly of the estates of the 
realm, "already summoned for a parliament but, on this occasion, not sitting in forma 
parliament (McKisack 494). Remarkably, Arundel's speech was an extended 
contrast in which he described Richard as a child (puer) and Henry as a real man 
(vir). even though Henry was actually three months younger than Richard!26 Arundel 
cited a series of Biblical commonplaces in order to legitimate the Lancastrian view 
that Richard was a perennial enfant terrible whose petulant behavior had become
26 Both were bom in 1367. Aston's analysis of the speech corroborates my own 
(307).
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tyrannical and Henry a mature lord who had delivered the realm from childish 
misgovemance.27
Medieval English society recognized that the definitions of childhood and 
adulthood were not determined solely by age. John of Salisbury acknowledges that 
when it comes to the choice of royal counsellors, "one disputes in vain about physical 
age. For the one who is older is he who is chosen counsellor by his demonstration of 
wise advice" (5.9). The author of the anonymous tract, "What Should Be the Office 
of the King," says of Henry HI, "I do not call the king a boy on account of his young 
and over-tender age, but on a account of pride and iniquity and insanity" (Wilkinson 
101). Gower states that "In sene multociens stat condicio iuuenilis, / Dum iuuenis 
mores obtinet ipse senis" (Vox Clamantis. 6.10.767-68). By the same token, Edward 
m  in his dotage was not perceived as mentally mature but rather as a foolish old man, 
as the Good Parliament of 1376 attests. Yet, it is astonishing that 22 years after the 
inception of his reign, Richard II was still being branded a boy king, especially given 
the fact that for almost a decade after the end of his minority his reign was relatively
27 E.g. 1 Kings 9.17: "Ecce, vir, quern dixeram tibi, iste dominabitur populo meo"; 
Isa. 3.4: "Et dabo pueros principes eorum, et effeminati dominabuntur eis"; 1 Cor. 
13.11: "Cum essem parvulus, loquebar ut parvulus, sapiebam ut parvulus, cogitabam ut 
parvulus."
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stable and peaceful.28 In Arundel's sermon, rhetorical and political forces combined 
to pattern Richard's entire reign according to the topoi warning of child rulers.
The reflexive relationship between rhetoric and politics is also apparent in the 
chronicles of Thomas Walsingham, "officially the chronicler of the Lancastrian 
revolution" (Taylor 61). In the first version of his short chronicle, composed about 
1388, Walsingham makes no disparaging remarks about Richard II's age. On the 
contrary, he views the king's youth as a sign of innocence and innate goodness that 
would bring peace to the realm.29 Yet, in successive versions of his Chronica maiora, 
composed after Richard's deposition and the Lancastrian coup (roughly between 
1399-1422), Walsingham transforms Richard into an example of "a youthful, 
degenerate, and feckless tyrant" (Stow 84). Richard is said to have followed the 
counsel of the young, to be deceived by his courtiers, and to be misled by John of
30Gaunt. To lend authority to this negative portrait of the king, Walsingham cites one 
of the most popular medieval conciliar commonplaces, Ecclesiastes 10.16: "Woe to 
thee, O land, when thy king is a child . . . "  (Historia Anglicana 2.97). It has become
28 Some historians, such as Steel, call the years 1389-96 the "period of 
appeasement." McKisack says that by 1396, Richard's "credit stood higher than ever 
before" (473).
29 Chronicon Angliae. 150, 163. On Walsingham's benign view of Richard's youth 
in the first version of his short chronicle, see George Stow, "Richard II in Thomas 
Walsingham's Chronicles" 83-84; and Antonia Gransden, Historical Writing in England 
135.
30 See Historia Anglicana 2.126. and the Chronicon Angliae 197, 353-54.
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increasingly apparent that Walsingham was revising his chronicles to conform to the 
prevailing political opinion, at times merely reproducing Lancastrian propaganda 
about Richard.31 But another factor influencing his historical revisionism was 
rhetoric, for it was the pervasive commonplaces about the inability of young kings to 
take counsel and their liability to choose self-serving flatterers rather than mature and 
prudent counselors that legitimated the Lancastrian version of events. Thus, the topos 
of counsel served as Walsingham's conceptual model for reinterpreting Richard II's 
reign.
Aston has demonstrated how the Lancastrian portrayal of Richard II was 
extended to Renaissance chronicles, becoming "a literary construction. His was the 
stock image of the weak, overinfluenced minor, who failed in counsel, in religion, 
and in war, whose inability to rise above the deficiencies of his youth was the 
overriding reason for his downfall" (316). She gives numerous examples, but one 
from Polydore Vergil will suffice here. Vergil stresses that Richard ruled "like a 
child under age" whose "profligate counsellors finally took control of him." Like the 
Lancastrian chroniclers before him, Vergil authorizes his account by citing 
Ecclesiastes 10.16.32 As the epigraph at the beginning o f Chapter 1 indicates,
31 For Walsingham's political opportunism and time-serving, see especially Stow, 
"Richard II in Thomas Walsingham’s Chronicles"; Antonia Gransden, "Propaganda in 
English Medieval Historiography"; G. 0 . Sayles, "King Richard n  of England: A Fresh 
Look" and "Richard H in 1381 and 1399."
32 As quoted in Aston 308. See esp. 308n65.
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Shakespeare's eponymous play-perhaps the most influential portrayal ever drawn of 
Richard H-essentially adopts the Lancastrian view of the king by employing the topos 
of counsel.
Some of the most prominent modem historians of Richard II's reign have, 
likewise, adopted the topos of counsel and as a result portrayed Richard as a medieval 
English Rehoboam. For instance, Tout has stated that in Richard's early reign the 
"personal favour of the young king went to younger and more frivolous men"
(2.404). Yet the only example he produces is "the king's kinsman," Robert De Vere, 
the hereditary chamberlain and heir to the earldom of Oxford, who was Richard's 
senior by about five years.33 According to Tout, even in Richard's late reign the king 
still chiefly looked to a concilium juvenile for advice (4.22).34 Tuck remarks that 
"Richard's apparent failure to give due weight to status and experience, provides one
33 Hutchison only adduces one more example~the young baron Thomas Mowbray, 
who was a year older than the king.
< i i  ___
Tout is referring to the eight Ricardian appellants of 1397, four of whom were in 
their twenties (Thomas Holland, duke of Surrey; Edward Rutland, duke of Aumale; 
Thomas Despenser, earl of Gloucester; and John Beaufort, marquis of Dorset). 
However, one of the Ricardian appellants was in his early thirties (Mowbray), and the 
remaining three were in their mid to late forties (John Montagu, earl of Salisbury; John 
Holland, duke of Exeter; and William Scrope, earl of Wiltshire). In comparison, two 
of the baronial appellants of 1388 were in their twenties (Mowbray and Henry of 
Lancaster), one was in his early thirties (Thomas of Woodstock, duke of Gloucester), 
and the remaining two were in their early fourties (Arundel and Thomas Beauchamp, 
earl of Warwick). Thus, the average age of the Ricardian appellants was about the 
same as that of the baronial appellants. My source for all birth dates is the Dictionary 
of National Biography.
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reason for the growth of aristocratic hostility to his regime" (41). After discussing 
Richard's apparent heroics during the Peasants' Revolt, McKisack quickly reduces his 
personality to "the fitful impulses of an opinionated boy" (426). She gives full 
credence to Walsingham's account of "the malice of the courtiers and the folly of the 
young king who was their tool" (429). And when she sums up his reign, her text 
reads like a playbill for Shakespeare's eponymous play: "His is, indeed, a tragic 
history, the history of a prince who came to the throne too young, who was held in 
tutelage too long, and whose memories were bitter" (498). As Aston has observed, 
modem historians have adapted the Lancastrian commonplaces "in attenuated forms" 
(317).
As a result, Richard H's political legacy has not been that of a king who 
quelled the greatest popular uprising in English history and undertook an innovative 
peace policy with France—his two greatest accomplishments. So effectively did the 
Lancastrian chroniclers employ the topos of counsel in their accounts of the reign that 
in subsequent accounts—from Elizabethan drama to twentieth-century histories— 
Richard II has been portrayed as a type of Rehoboam who neither grew up nor 
learned how to take the counsel of his mature subjects. Conversely, his baronial 
opponents have too often been cast in the role of loyal counsellors who resisted the 
king's tyranny, despite their unmistakable partisanship.
Yet, a brief review of Richard's key ministers during the two periods when his 
council was most under fire (the mid to late 1380s and the late 1390s) frustrates the
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repeated charge that he was guided by a coterie of young men. Of the five leading 
courtiers who were appealed at the Merciless Parliament of 1388, the only one to 
approach Richard in age was de Vere. The other four (Sir Simon Burley, Richard's 
boyhood tutor and vice chamberlain; Michael de la Pole, the earl of Suffolk and 
Richard’s chancellor in the mid 1380s; Sir Robert Tresilian, chief justice of the king's 
bench; and Sir Nicholas Brembre, grocer and former mayor of London) were 
considerably older men who were veterans of civic, judicial, and military affairs. 
Furthermore, although Richard may have been close to de Vere, it appears that the 
real architects of his royal policy during the 1380s were Burley and Pole.
Ironically, both Burley and Pole were older than any of the lords appellant.35 
Burley, who was in his early forties when Richard took office, had fought extensively 
in France with Edward HI and Richard's father, the Black Prince. He was a knight of 
the Garter, constable of Dover, and warden of the Cinque Ports. It was Burley who 
built up the chamber into "a special preserve of the court party" (Tout 404), with 
unprecedented powers. McKisack calls Pole "the brains" (426) of the court party, 
and Tout credits him with "conspicuous knowledge of statecraft" (2.403). Pole had 
distinguished himself in the French wars, fighting under the Black Prince and another 
of Edward Hi's sons, John of Gaunt. Despite Lancastrian attempts to vilify Pole as a 
parvenu, he was first summoned to parliament as a baron in 1366, and inherited his
35 Pole was bom in about 1330, and Burley in 1336. In contrast, the oldest of the 
five appellants was Warwick, who was bom in 1345.
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father's extensive estates that year.36 And he had served as admiral of the king's fleet 
North of the Thames during Edward Hi's administration. Already well into his fifties 
when he served as chancellor, Pole was the primary architect of the Ricardian peace- 
policy with France, Richard's major foreign policy achievement. The Westminster 
Chronicle's dramatic account of Richard's loyalty to the elder Burley at the Merciless 
Parliament suggests that the king greatly valued his service and debunks the received 
notion that he was a Rehoboam.37
In the judgement of James Baldwin, no previous English monarch had 
possessed such an experienced and well-trained council as that of Richard in the last 
three years of his reign (142). The fact that Henry IV retained the services of so 
many of Richard II's administrative staff corroborates Baldwin's view. Henry's first 
formally appointed chancellor, treasurer, and keeper of the privy seal were holdovers 
from Richard II's administration. In one of his more dispassionate moments, Tout 
observes that "Henry IV ruled by the same machinery and through the same persons 
as Richard II" (4.67; cf. McFarlane 81-85).
36 In regard to Pole, Walsingham states: " Vir plus aptus mercimoniis quam militiae" 
(Chronicon Angliae 367). Cf. Walsingham's statement about Pole in the Historia 
Anglicana- "a pueritia magis mercimoniis, utpote mercator mercatoris filius, quam 
militia occupatus" (2.146). For Pole's military and political career, see Tout, 4.402-4.
37 Westminster Chronicle 328-31; cf. Favent 21. Pole had escaped abroad before the 
trial commenced.
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Jones also debunks the notion that Richard surrounded himself with only 
young and worthless advisers: "It is, however, the personnel of the official 
bureaucracy and the council that makes the charge of youth and incompetence an 
impossible one to sustain" (93).38 Yet, as Jones has observed, "Knowledge of the 
long list of prudent, industrious, experienced men who were constantly in attendance 
at his council board or at work in the royal administration has done too little to 
modify the established conception of 'Richard the Redeless'" (123). Thus, in 
historical accounts as well as Ricardian poetry, Richard's reign has been uniformly 
configured according to the topos of counsel.
As S. B. Chrimes has observed, one of the complications of the principle of 
counsel and consent is that, while it was designed to safeguard the laws of the realm 
and check tyranny, it could be disingenuously used to displace monarchical authority 
with the equally narrow and arbitrary interests of baronial authority: "relying on 
counsel leads by slow degrees towards the conversion of the giving of advice into the 
determination of policy" (40). By using the issue of Richard's youth against him in 
order to gain control of his council in the latter 1380s, the appellants set the stage for 
a royalist reaction. In the words of May McKisack, they as well as the king "must 
bear some responsibility for the long tale of violence and judicial murder which 
darkens so much of the parliamentary history, not only of the last years of Richard n ,
38 Cf. Steel's comment on Richard's council in the late 1390s: "The proportion of 
young men does not seem high in view of the chroniclers' insistence on the youth of 
Richard's advisers; it accounts for barely half of the list" (217).
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but also of the succeeding century" (459). The topos of counsel was at once the best 
device for reforming misgovemance in medieval England and the crudest tool of 
royal-baronial factionalism. An awareness of the political and rhetorical complexity 
of the Ricardian crisis of counsel is necessary to appreciate the nuances of the counsel 
group.
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Youth and the Melibee
Will the King come, that I may breathe my last 
In wholesome counsel to his unstayed youth?
Richard II. 2.1.1-2
When Chaucer turns from Sir Thopas's "rym dogerel" (7.925) to the 
Melibee’s "moral" (7.940) prose, he invites critics to ask why, of the twenty-four 
tales in the Canterbury collection, the Melibee is the one he assigned to his own 
persona and decided to finish. Although modem critics have puzzled over his choice, 
the story of Melibee and Prudence was a widely popular work in the Middle Ages, 
having been translated into a half dozen European languages from the mid-thirteenth 
into the fifteenth century (Severs, Sources and Analogues 560-67). Chaucer took care 
to translate this narrative very closely and assured his audience of its textual integrity 
in the interlink between Sir Thopas and the Melibee: "for, as in my sentence, / Shul 
ye nowher fynden difference" (7.961-62). The Melibee is the most explicit discussion 
of medieval governance in the Tales, addressing the duty of the medieval lord to take 
counsel and consent, promoting civic peace over militarism, and discarding the 
chivalric ethos of the feudal kingdom for the commercial ethos of the proto-modem 
nation-state. Finally, it is one of the tales most often included in incomplete 
manuscripts of the Canterbury Tales (Bronson 42).
Despite this impressive resume, the tendency has been to characterize 
Chaucer's "litel thyng in prose" (7.937) as either an unremarkable comic parody or a
41
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rather mechanical political allegory. While it has become less fashionable to dismiss 
the Melibee as Geoffrey's joke on Harry Bailly for interrupting Sir Thopas. this old 
critical chestnut is still being tossed around.39 From doggerel verse to didactic prose, 
the self-deprecating Chaucer could not resist turning his satire upon himself in the two 
tales that perform the twin functions of the courtly author as minstrel and advisor to 
princes. Or so goes the argument for the Melibee as a comic parody. But when the 
Melibee is taken seriously, it is almost inevitably reduced to a direct reflection of 
contemporary political issues and historical events, such as the Hundred Years War in 
France, Gaunt's campaigns in Spain, or the conciliar crisis at Westminster in the late 
1380s.40 This in spite of the fact that the Tale of Melibee is a verbatim translation of 
Renaud de Louen's early fourteenth-century text, Livre de Melibee et de Dame
39 Pearsall states that the Melibee itself is not a joke, but "The comedy of the frame 
[the Thopas-Melibee interlink] remains" (286); Patterson contends that "Chaucer 
encourages us to see Melibee as, if not quite his revenge for having been interrupted, at 
least his requital, or 'quiting'" (156); Cooper concludes that "It seems to me 
inconceivable that a poet with the sophisticated sense of good and bad style shown in 
those enclosing tales of Thopas and Chanticleer could have meant the Melibee to be 
taken at face value" (322).
40 Hotson, "The Tale of Melibeus and John of Gaunt," attempts to tie the tale to 
Gaunt's campaigns on the Iberian peninsula; Gardiner Stillwell, "The Political Meaning 
of Chaucer's Tale of Melibee." and Scattergood, "Chaucer and the French War: Sir 
Thopas and Melibee." read the tale as an anti-war tract in response to the Anglo-French 
conflict; Askins, "The Tale of Melibee and the Crisis at Westminster," Lynn Staley 
Johnson, "Inverse Counsel: Contexts for the Melibee." and Ferster, Fictions o f Advice 
(89-107), approach the tale as a veiled statement on the conciliar struggle between 
Richard and his barons that culminated in the Merciless Parliament of 1388; and Olson, 
The Canterbury Tales and the Good Society (104-23), interprets the tale as a reaction to 
Ricardian absolutism, in addition to a critique of theocratic government.
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Prudence, which in turn is a redaction of Albertanus o f Brescia's Liber consolationis 
et consilii. written in 1246 in northern Italy. Modern critics, then, have tended to 
read the Melibee either for what it tells us about Chaucer's project of fashioning his 
authorial identity or for what it has to say about the goings-on at Westminster during 
the Canterbury period, but not for the tale itself as a rhetorical work, a metadiscourse 
which serves the pivotal function in the Tales of defining the rules and conditions of 
court counsel.
While I believe Chaucer translated the Melibee with the boy-king Richard II in 
mind, I think that it is as ill-suited to standard political allegory as it is to comic 
parody. Although Chaucer does offer a wicked satire of court counsel in the 
Merchant's Tale, where he distorts many of the same commonplaces of counsel 
contained in the Melibee by putting them into the mouths of the foolish January and 
the toadying Placebo, the closest he comes to a political allegory of counsel is in the 
Parliament of Fowls.
The Melibee is a generically hybrid work combining the forms of the medieval 
commonplace book or florilegium and the "mirror for princes" (speculum 
principus).41 It is first and foremost a commonplace book designed according to the 
oral dynamics of mnemotechnics (the "art of memory") with the purpose of 
instructing young lords in counsel-taking. Its copious commonplaces of counsel were
41 Cooper calls the Melibee "a florilegium of choice sayings organized into an 
argument" (314), and Pearsall calls it an "anthology of moral commonplaces" (287); 
Patterson and Ferster both classify the Melibee as a mirror of princes.
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formulated for easy digestion, retention, and retrieval by readers/auditors who valued 
such repetitiveness as the pedagogic tool of a residually oral culture. The Melibee 
also performs the function of a mirror for princes, but only in regard to the special 
duty of counsel-taking. Medieval speculum literature is typically much more wide- 
ranging than the Melibee. encompassing such diverse subjects as the rules of war, 
table etiquette, and astrology. Finally, the Melibee is the anchor of Chaucer's 
counsel group. It informs the conciliar exchanges in the Man of Law's Tale. Clerk's 
Tale. Knight's Tale, and Merchant's Tale, and, in its own right, treats perhaps the 
most basic problem of counseling the medieval ruler-the wilfulness and indiscretion 
of the young and inexperienced lord.
Summary of the Melibee 
Because the Melibee consists mainly of commonplaces without any section 
divisions within the body of the text, and is second only to the Parson's Tale in 
length, a summary of its main parts is necessary to facilitate further discussion of its 
form and contents.
Frame Story (7.967-1003)
Melibee is a young and wealthy lord whose household is attacked by foes. His wife 
Prudence is beaten and his daughter Sophie critically wounded. Prudence consoles 
Melibee and urges him to call a council in response to the attack.
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Melibee's First Council (7.1004-50)
Melibee convenes a parliamentary-style assembly whose members give him 
conflicting advice. His young courtiers, along with a variety of false counselors, urge 
him to declare war and take vengeance upon his enemies, but a group of wise 
advocates advises further deliberation upon the matter. Melibee hastily decides to 
declare war.
Debate on Female Counsellors (7.1051-1114)
Alarmed at Melibee's course of action, Prudence offers to advise him, but he refuses 
to take her counsel on the grounds that she is a woman. She rebuts his argument 
against female counsellors, and he agrees to submit to her instruction.
Rules of Counsel-Taking (7.1115-1231)
Prudence relates the protocol for choosing appropriate counselors, the types of 
counsel to avoid, the procedure for examining counsel, and the procedure for 
changing counsel.
Evaluation of the First Council (7.1232-1404)
Prudence assesses Melibee's errors in calling his council and distinguishes between 
the good and bad counsel he has received.
Allegory of the Body Politic (7.1405-26)
Prudence interprets Sophie's injured body to be a synecdoche for Melibee's wounded 
soul (i.e. impaired reason or imprudent judgment). Thus, Sophie's body represents 
the body politic, which is suffering from Melibee's misrule.
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Debate on Vengeance versus Patience (7.1427-1550)
Melibee insists on taking revenge against his enemies, but Prudence urges the 
superiority of patience over vengeance on both practical and moral grounds.
Digression on Riches (7.1551-1671)
To counter Melibee's trust in his wealth and might, Prudence instructs him on the 
proper acquisition and use of material goods, asserting that wealth should never be 
acquired to the detriment of others and that war is incalculably risky and expensive. 
Prudence's Plea for Peace (7.1672-1725)
At Melibee's obstinate insistence upon war, Prudence becomes visibly angry and 
makes a renewed plea for peace, persuading him to seek reconciliation.
Prudence's Embassy to Melibee's Enemies (7.1726-68)
Prudence meets with Melibee's enemies and persuades them to submit to his 
judgment, promising leniency. Like Melibee, they acknowledge her superior 
wisdom.
Melibee's Second Council (7.1769-88)
Melibee holds an audience with his enemies at his court, at which they submit to his 
judgement. He tells Prudence of his intention to disinherit them of their land, but she 
forbids any punishment and, instead, he completely forgives them. The narrative 
ends with an exhortation (added by Chaucer) on forgiveness.
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The Oral Context of Fourteenth-Century England 
According to Brian Stock, "Down to the age of print and in many regions [of 
Europe] long afterwards, literacy remained the exception rather than the rule" (13).42
Indeed, despite the growth of a scribal culture, "many peasants, burghers, and even 
aristocrats remained essentially within oral-aural culture" (14). In the Policraticus. 
John of Salisbury makes provision for counselling illiterate rulers (4.6). Granted, 
Richard II appears to have been literate in French and possibly Latin, but part of the 
value of a court writer like Chaucer who had special ability to translate texts from 
French and Latin into English was to disseminate knowledge in the vernacular to less 
literate members of the royal court and possibly to the king himself.43 Hence, the 
honorary title bestowed upon him by his contemporary, the French poet Marcel 
Deschamps, "grant translateur, noble Chaucier.1,44
In the manuscript culture of the Middle Ages, it was cumbersome and 
expensive to reproduce and disseminate knowledge in written form. Only a small
42 Cf. Ong, Oralitv and Literacy 103, 115-16.
43 Scattergood comments that of the books known to have been in Richard II1 s 
collection, "they tended to be in French primarily, though a considerable number were 
in Latin" (34). Green observes that almost every major English court writer of the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries translated or compiled mirrors of princes (142) and 
that the "great burgeoning of translations and compilations in the late middle ages 
reflects the aristocracy's desire for literary instruction" (151). He adds that French was 
on the wane by the late fourteenth-century and that "an English translation of a Latin 
work must sometimes have seemed worth acquiring even when there was a French 
version available" (153).
44 As quoted in Green 159.
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percentage of people could read, and even those who could owned few books due to 
their expense.45 In university settings, it was typical for a single text to be read aloud 
by a lector to a group of students, who listened without pens in their hands 
(Carruthers 160).46 Such a situation demanded that crucial information be 
repetitiously patterned to ensure that the audience got the main points and learned 
them by heart. Similarly, while the "Troilus Frontispiece" may not be an illustration 
of Chaucer reading to the royal court, it nevertheless depicts a typical medieval 
scenario—an auctour reading aloud to a courtly audience following along by ear (i.e. 
without individual copies of the text to follow visually).47
So pervasive was oral-aural culture that Stock defines medieval literacy as "the 
complex interplay of orality with textual models for understanding and transmitting 
the cultural heritage" (30).48 The Book of Margery Kempe (c. 1425) confirms
45 The "Twenty bookes, clad in blak or reed" (1.294) that Chaucer’s Clerk desires to 
possess would have been a collection few fourteenth-century individuals could have 
afforded. Schramm estimates that a single book would on average have cost an 
ecclesiast of the Clerk's rank three times his annual income.
46 Even when alone, manuscript readers tended to read sotto voce, reinforcing an 
oral orientation to language (Ong 119).
47 Pearsall's Life of Chaucer contains an appendix on the Chaucer portraits with a 
summary of the critical history of Chaucerian portraiture (285-305).
48 Stock considers the ceremony of levatio cartae one of the best examples of the 
persistence of oral tradition in medieval European culture. Before a real estate charter 
was written, the parchment, pen, and ink were placed on the land to be sold. "In the 
participants' minds the instruments thereby became impregnated with earthly forces" 
(48). Without such a ritual act, in which the parchment was turned into a quasi-magical 
symbol of the land, inscription would have been considered a meaningless act.
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Stock's definition. Margery could not read or write, but she dictated her 
autobiography to a series of amanuenses. She often quotes scripture, which she 
learned aurally "in sermownys" (29; cf. 144). And she was also familiar with such 
mystical literature as Richard Rolle's Incendium Amoris and Walter Hilton's The 
Scale of Perfection, which were read aloud to her (Windeatt 15). Despite the high 
degree of literacy of the Ricardian poets, Ricardian literature was produced in what 
Gellrich has called an "oral context" of writing (Discourse and Dominion 33). 
Carruthers adduces evidence that fourteenth-century literature often employed 
memory as a persistent oral technique (160ff). The oral appeal of mnemotechnics 
helps to explain the Melibee's popularity in the late Middle Ages.
As a commonplace book on counsel-taking, the Melibee fits firmly into this 
oral context. Walter Ong has demonstrated that commonplace books belong to the 
noetic economy of orality. A manuscript culture in which books are relatively rare 
"demands that knowledge be processed in more or less formulary style and that it be 
constantly recycled orally" ("Commonplace Rhapsody" 94). In such a milieu, 
thought-fundamental beliefs and mores, psychological rules of behavior, laws, 
political principles, etc.—can only be of practical use if it can be mnemonically 
patterned for recall. Thus, the theorem, "You know what you can recall," governs 
the noetic economy of orality (Ong, Orality and Literacy 33-6).49 That Albertanus
49 According to Goody, one of the tests for measuring the degree of residual orality 
in a given culture is the mnemonic load found in its texts. The more heavily mnemonic 
the text, the more residually oral the culture (13-14).
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intended his compilation of conciliar commonplaces for practical recall is evident 
from his address to his son, Giovanni, to whom the work is dedicated: "It is of far 
more benefit for you if you would keep only a few precepts of wisdom in memory, 
and those always available and in use, than that you should learn a great deal that you 
cannot commit to memory."50 Likewise, in the address to his patroness, Renaud 
states that his redaction is designed for oral/aural memorization: "I have made a little 
treatise for the instruction and profit of my three dear lords, your sons, and for all 
other princes and barons who wish to hear and keep it" (emphasis added).51
The development in medieval and classical rhetoric of the "places" (topoi in 
Greek, loci in Latin) is complex and encompasses four interrelated but distinct kinds 
of places or topoi: the mnemonic topic, the analytic topic, the cumulative topic, and 
the literary topic. The cumulative commonplaces of the Melibee are descended from 
the mnemonic topoi developed in classical memory treatises for the purpose of speech 
making.
50 "Solet enim plus prodesse, si pauca sapientiae praecepta memoria teneas, et ilia in 
promptu et in usu tibi sint, quam si multa quidem didiceris, et ilia memoriae non 
commendaveris" (27). The English translation is my own.
51 ". . . j 'ay  fait un petit traittie a l'enseingnement et au profit de mon tres cher 
seigneur, vostre filz, et de tous autres princes et barons qui le vouldront entendre et 
garder" (568). All citations of Le Livre de Melibee et Prudence are from Severs' 
edition in Sources and Analogues. The English translation is my own.
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In classic treatises on mnemotechnics, such as the Ad Herennium. the 
mnemonic topic is conceived as a visual aide-memoire for the rhetor.52 It is a place in 
the literal sense that the rhetor pictures in his mind and from which he can recall what 
he wants to remember. The most common mnemonic topic was the "memory 
building" (Yates 3), a spacious edifice with many rooms into which the rhetor 
imaginatively placed the things that he wanted to remember (i.e. the main points in a 
speech) in the form of vivid images (simulacra, signa, forma).53 The mnemonic topic 
was described by classical rhetoricians as part of a process of inner writing. The 
author of the Ad Herennium. Cicero, and Quintilian all likened the topoi to wax 
tablets and the simulacra to letters impressed in the wax.54 Carruthers comments that 
"Memoria unites written with oral transmission, eye with ear, and helps to account 
for the highly 'mixed' oral-literate nature of medieval cultures" (122).
52 The anonymous Ad Herrenium was a Latin translation of an older Greek memory 
treatise that provides the fullest explanation of the classical art of memory. Medieval 
scholars called it Cicero's "second rhetoric," erroneously thinking he had written it as a 
companion to the De oratore (the "first rhetoric").
53 For instance, if an orator wanted to make five important points in a speech about 
the defense of the city-state, he first associated each point with a suggestive and vivid 
simulacrum, such as an anchor to suggest naval operations and a sword to suggest 
infantry operations. Then he fixed each simulacrum in a conspicuous place in the 
edifice (a temple, palace, or large villa), such as under an archway or on top of a statue.
While delivering the speech, he walked through the building in his mind, taking up 
each point in the correct sequence as if he were collecting the simulacra from their 
assigned places. Augustine’s metaphor of the "spacious palaces of memory" in the 
Confessions (10.8) is indebted to the ancient concept of the "memory building."
54 Ad Herennium 3.17.30. 3.18.31: De oratore 2.88.360: Institutiooratoria 11.2.17- 
22. See also Yates 6-7, 19, 23, 51, and 87.
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The analytic topic developed alongside the mnemonic topic, and the two were 
sometimes seen as analogous.55 Analytic topics (also called "dialectics") were 
conceived as places only in the figurative sense. They were abstract headings or the 
"seats of arguments" (sedes argument!), that is, modes of analytical thought (e.g. 
definition, cause/effect, comparison/contrast) that could be used to develop proofs for 
arguments on a variety of important political, judicial, or popular themes. Analytic 
topics reached their high point with Cicero, but under the influence of Boethius' De 
Topicis Differentiis. which attempted to synthesize the Aristotelian and Ciceronian 
systems of dialectics, they became detached from rhetoric and were subsumed by the 
scholastic category of logic.56 Likewise, mnemonic topics fell out of rhetorical use in 
the later Middle Ages. With the increased circulation of manuscripts and the 
relegation of rhetoric to stylistics in the curriculum of the medieval university, 
mnemonic topics became increasingly obsolete.57
55 Aristotle compares them in the Topics 163b28ff.
56 Cicero discusses analytic topics in De oratore. vol. 1, 2.38.162-77, De inventione 
2.15.48ff., and De topica (the entire treatise is a study of analytic topics, based on the 
Aristotelian system of dialectical reasoning. Quintilian discusses analytic topics in 
Institutio oratoria 10.5.12ff. On the subsumption of analytic topics into logic during the 
Middle Ages, see Murphy, "Rhetoric: Western European," 354-55.
57 In the Poetria Nova. Geoffrey of Vinsauf regarded mnemonic topics as an 
unnecessary distraction (5.2018ff.). However, they did not disappear entirely. 
According to Erwin Panofsky, scholastics used the many homologous parts of the gothic 
cathedral as a mnemonic device, giving renewed relevance to the ancient concept of the 
"memory building" (Gothic Order and Scholasticism451.
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However, the inventive power of the mnemonic and analytic topics was 
channeled into the cumulative topics or "commonplaces" of medieval florilegia, as 
well as the literary topoi used by poets and historians. Cumulative commonplaces 
were collections of formulaic sayings or proverbs on various topics, such as counsel- 
taking, the virtues and vices, friendship, etc., that could be easily remembered and 
worked into one's own speech-making or writing. As Curtius has demonstrated, 
medieval literary topoi were stock literary themes, such as affected modesty, ubi sunt, 
and memento mori. To this list, we can, of course, add the topos of counsel.
The mise-en-paee of the medieval commonplace book became the new loci of 
memory where thoughts were stored for recall by the reader/auditor.58 While a 
medieval poet or historian might have used such a text as a reference work, the 
medieval rhetor (statesman or preacher) would not have used it to memorize the exact 
words on the page by rote for verbatim regurgitation (a habit related to print culture). 
The goal was rather to learn a store of formulas and themes that could be used to 
amplify and invent effective contents for speech during debates or sermons.59 
Carruthers comments that "what was valued was completeness, copiousness, rather
58 According to Yates, Quintilian was the first Western rhetorician to conceive of the 
tablet or page of a book as a mnemonic locus (25). On the ordinatio of the medieval 
commonplace book, see Parkes, "The Influence of the Concepts of Ordinatio and 
Compilatio on the Development of the Book. ”
59 Only when printed books became widely accessible and readers became 
accustomed to seeing words in perfectly linear, uniform, and easy to read print, did 
verbatim or "rote" memorization become possible. The current unpopularity of rote 
memorization may be due in part to the ceaselessly moving space of the new memory 
loci, the screens of computers and televisions.
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than objective accuracy" (160). Writing was not considered a replacement for oral 
memory but an aide-memoire, a tool or technology designed to strengthen oral 
patterns of thought (Carruthers 156; cf. Ong 119).
Thus, while the cumulative commonplaces of medieval florilegia were set 
within a visual, textual container, they were designed, like both the ancient mnemonic 
topics and the Ciceronian analytic topics, as oratorical tools for the medieval rhetor.
In the Middle Ages, rhetoric was still "at root the art of public-speaking, of oral 
address, for persuasion (forensic and deliberative rhetoric) or exposition (epideictic 
rhetoric)" (Orality and Literacy 109). The oversimplified analysis of medieval 
rhetoric into the ars praedicandi. ars dictaminis. and ars poetria does not account for 
the rich deliberative tradition of court counsel. In fourteenth-century England, giving 
legal and political counsel was fundamentally an oral phenomenon, as the "record and 
process" of parliamentary speeches and sermons indicates. It is to this dialogic 
process of counsel and consent that the Melibee "speaks."60
The Residual Orality of the Melibee 
Since Chaucerian criticism in the latter half of the twentieth century has been 
heavily influenced by New Critical and post-structuralist approaches to language that 
too often treat Chaucer's work as autonomous products of writing (the first truly 
"modem" English literature), a reading of the Melibee that restores its oral context is
60 I develop the oral basis of medieval English law and its relation to counsel in 
Chapter 3.
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long overdue.61 In the following analysis of the Melibee. I mainly utilize Walter 
Ong's study of "oral psychodynamics" in Oralitv and Literacy. Although the 
characteristics of orality he identifies exist in their fullest form in the narratives of 
primarily oral cultures, they continue to exist in attenuated forms in the narratives of 
residually oral cultures like fourteenth-century England.
Although Albertanus, who was an Italian jurist steeped in the textual tradition 
of Roman legal studies, divided the Liber consolationis et consilii into separate 
chapters with descriptive headings, Renaud did not adopt this graphic layout (Cooper 
315).62 In turn, neither Chaucer nor the editors of the Ellesmere and the Hengwrt 
manuscripts used chapter divisions to organize the Melibee. As Stock has observed, 
chapter divisions and headings belong to the noetic economy of textuality (62-63, 82). 
Rather, the Melibee is structured according to oral patterns of thought. Its formulaic 
commonplaces are set within a dialogic frame story, cumulatively grouped, and linked 
by "additive" or paratactic grammatical constructions.
According to Ong, one of the main reasons residually oral narratives employ a 
"frame story" is to create a fictional audience "so that the reader can pretend to be 
one of the listening company" (103). Although the General Prologue and the
61 An example of how critics have misread the Melibee as an autonomous product of 
writing is the attempt to classify its repetitive, formulaic phrasing as an imitation of a 
Latinate high prose style called the style clereial (Bomstein, Chaucer Review 12, 1978, 
236-54).
62 Curtius observes that in Italy and southern France the tradition of Roman legal and 
rhetorical studies did not disappear in the Middle Ages (61-68).
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to the Tales is grossly oversimplified and has little or no bearing on this study of the 
Melibee. The attack against Melibee's household does not serve to create a fictional 
"listening" audience, but this frame-within-a-frame does create a dialogic context in 
which Prudence and Melibee debate how best to respond to the situation at hand. The 
frame story of the Melibee sets the commonplaces of counsel within an imagined oral 
disputation, a structure that even highly analytic scholastic treatises employed in 
modified objection-and-response form.
According to Ong, passages in residually oral texts are presented as 
"reconstitutions of events in time" (99), in imitation of the temporal flow of spoken 
discourse. Although the words are in fact visually fixed upon the page, they are 
never treated like immobilized text, mere marks-on-blanks. The Melibee's narrative 
is at the service of its commonplaces, yet the commonplaces are placed within a 
concrete story of personal injury and revenge that must be worked out over time.
Most of the transitions between the sections of the Melibee I have identified above are 
signalled by time words. For instance, the debate between Prudence and Melibee 
over female counsellors is introduced as a progression in the events of the narrative: 
"Thanne dame Prudence, whan that she saugh how that hire housbonde shoop hym 
for to wreken hym on his foes and to bigynne werre, she in ful humble wise, whan 
she saueh hir tvme. seide to hym thise wordes . . . . "  (7.1051; emphasis added).
Only after Melibee's household is attacked and he holds his first council, do he and
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Prudence begin to debate. The rest of the narrative is an elaboration of their debate, 
and each following section, with the sole exception of the dispute on vengeance 
versus patience (7.1427-1550), is introduced by a time word such as "then," "now," 
and "when."
The situational nature of the Melibee makes it closer to the human lifeworld, 
to paraphrase Ong. Residually oral narratives do not convey thoughts in the abstract 
but situate them in "a human action context" (42). Skills and information are not 
preserved as a self-contained body of knowledge but are presented in actual use. The 
Melibee does not simply present its conciliar commonplaces as abstract points or 
reasons in a discursive argument but pragmatically illustrates just how such rales 
ought to be applied. Prudence must actively correct Melibee's errors at counsel- 
taking and show him how to resolve the crisis caused by the attack on his household.
The action-oriented context of oral discourse gives rise to conflict and 
straggle. The most important conflict is often not physical but verbal, accounting for 
the agonistic tone of such works as the Melibee. Ong notes that in oral narrative 
"Proverbs and riddles are not used simply to store knowledge but to engage others in 
verbal and intellectual combat" (44). Accordingly, Prudence and Melibee's exchange 
is ritualized as verbal dueling. The agonistic nature of their exchange is emphasized 
throughout the narrative, as when Melibee pauses to tell Prudence, '"I se wel that ye 
enforce yow muchel by wordes to overcome me in swich manere that I shal nat venge 
me of myne enemys'" (7.1427; emphasis added).
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While the bulk of the commonplaces in the Melibee are spoken by Prudence, 
at times Melibee challenges her proverbial advice with his own favorite sayings. 
When, for instance, Prudence steps in to advise him after his first council has 
concluded with a declaration of war, citing various proverbs against making hasty 
decisions (7.1051-54), Melibee retorts with his own series of commonplaces against 
taking counsel from women, including a verse from Ecclesiastes: "'For "of a 
thousand men," seith Salomon, "I foond o good man, but certes, of alle wommen, 
good womman foond I never"'" (7.1057).63 Prudence then challenges Melibee's 
interpretation of Ecclesiastes, stating that Solomon's "entente" (7.1078) was not that 
men should eschew women's counsel but "'that ther is no wight that hath sovereyn 
bountee save God allone"' (7.1079).
Her argument is persuasive, for Melibee again cites Wisdom literature, but
this time in order to praise Prudence:
'I se wel that the word of Salomon is sooth. He seith that "wordes that 
been spoken discreetly by ordinaunce been honycombes, for they yeven 
swetnesse to the soul and hoolsomnesse to the body." / And, wyf, by 
cause of thy sweete wordes, and eek for I have assayed and proved thv 
erete sapience and thv erete trouthe. I wol goveme me by thy conseil 
in alle thyng’ (7.1113-14; emphasis added).
Melibee, of course, continues to resist Prudence's counsel (he insisting on war, she 
advising him to make peace), but their exchanges tend to end with Melibee praising 
her superior wisdom and rhetorical skills. Melibee's enemies also acknowledge
63 Eccles. 7.28.
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Prudence's "sweete wordes" (7.1740). Ong has noted that "praise goes with the 
highly polarized, agonistic, oral world of good and evil, virtue and vice, villains and 
heroes" (45).
Another related quality of oral narrative is that it is "empathetic and 
participatory rather than objectively distanced" (45). By this, Ong means that both 
author and audience achieve communal identification with the subject matter. Even 
though he is translating a redaction of another author's work, Chaucer closely 
identifies himself with the Melibee by assigning it to his own persona Geoffrey.
While it might be objected that Chaucer also assigned the Tale of Sir Thopas to his 
persona, he deliberately left it unfinished and delights in ridiculing it in the exchange 
between Geoffrey and the Host: " 'for pleynly, at a word, / Thy drasty rymyng is nat 
worth a toord!'" (7.930). On the other hand, we have no reason to believe that 
Geoffrey’s praise for the Melibee is an instance of his famous naivete, given the 
narrative's great popularity in the late Middle Ages—a status of which Chaucer has 
Geoffrey remind the audience: "'It is a moral tale vertuous, / A1 be it told somtyme in 
sondry wyse / Of sondry folk'" (7.941-42). Chaucer's reassurance that in the 
"sentence" of his version the audience shall "nowher fynden difference" (7.961-62) is 
an example of the authenticating statement typical of the compiler of a commonplace 
book, but it also underscores Chaucer's commitment to his narrative.64
64 Robertson's argument that the "tretys" (7.963) to which Chaucer refers in this 
passage is not the Melibee but is the Canterbury Tales in its entirety, and that Chaucer 
was trying to make a crucial point about the allegorical (i.e. anagogical) nature of the 
Tales, is strained, as Glending Olson has demonstrated. Olson's argument that
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Ong notes that an explicit indication of authorial participation in an oral
narrative (primary or residual) is the use of first person narration (46). Chaucer
conveys the communal identification between himself, his audience, and his narrative
by shifting into the first-person plural at the close of the Melibee. In one of the few
passages Chaucer added to his translation, he exhorts his audience to practice
charitable forgiveness:
'For douteless, if we be sory and repentant of the synnes and giltes 
which we ban trespassed in the sighte of oure Lord God, / he is so free 
and so merciable / that he wole foiyeven us oure giltes / and bryngen 
us to the blisse that nevere hath ende.' Amen (1885-88).
By setting the Melibee within a concrete, action-oriented frame story, 
couching its commonplaces in agonistically toned dialogue, advancing the narrative in 
temporal stages, and inviting communal participation, Chaucer builds its main 
structure on the ground of orality. However, each section within this overarching 
structure is also carefully constructed according to oral patterns of thought.
Ong opposes the linear and analytic thought process of writing to the typically 
repetitive, recursive pattern of speech. The concern for copia and "amplification" 
displayed in classical and medieval rhetoric is part of the "massive oral residue" (41)
Chaucer's historical audience knew a briefer, no longer extant English translation of the 
Livre de Melibee. and that Chaucer's translation is a fuller version, containing 
"'somewhat moore / Of proverbes than ye han herd bifoore"' (7.955-56), is more 
plausible. However, Olson does not make the simpler point that this passage functions 
as the kind of authenticating device so often found in the prefaces of medieval florilegia 
See Robertson, Preface 367-69, and Olson, "A Reading of the Thopas-Melibee Link." 
On the prefaces to medieval florilegia see Zupko 109, and Parkes 127-28.
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of Western European culture during those eras. Commonplace books enabled 
oratorical copiousness, "the free flow of discourse essential for oratory" 
("Commonplace Rhapsody" 93). This copiousness is what Ong means when he 
describes commonplace books as "rhapsodic" (a play upon the archaic Greek 
definition of rhaps idia as a miscellaneous collection of verses for recitation). Each 
section of the Melibee offers a "purple patch," a cumulative group of commonplaces 
that together work as a standard brief disquisition on a particular aspect of counsel- 
taking.
For instance, in the section treating the proper protocol for choosing one's 
"conseillours" (7.1115-71), Prudence gives Melibee three conditions: he is to choose 
only those who are "moost feithful and moost wise and eldest" (1155). Then she 
illustrates each condition with a set of commonplaces, one commonplace reenforcing 
another. She cites not one but three proverbs for choosing faithful counsellors (as 
opposed to flatterers and other types of counsellors with suspect motives, such as 
former enemies):
'For Salomon seith that "right as the herte of a man deliteth in savour 
that is soote, right so the conseil of trewe ffeendes yeveth swetnesse to 
the soule." / He seith also, "Ther may no thyng be likned to the trewe 
freend, / for certes gold ne silver ben nat so muche worth as the goode 
wyl of a trewe freend." / And eek he seith that "a trewe freend is a 
strong deffense; who so that it fyndeth, certes he fyndeth a greet 
tresour."' (U58-61).65
65 Prov. 27.9, Ecclus. 6.15, Ecclus. 6.14.
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After providing commonplaces illustrating the corollary conditions of taking to 
oneself wise and experienced counsellors, Prudence once more repeats all three 
conditions: "’But looke alwey that thy conseillours have thilke thre condiciouns that r 
have sevd bifore-that is to seyn, that they be trewe, wise, and of oold experience'" 
(1169; emphasis added). While such repetition strikes modem audiences as redundant 
in the extreme as well as didactic, the copious and recursive patterning of this section 
served a vital mnemonic function that has been all but lost in today's print-saturated 
culture.66
Not only are the commonplaces cumulatively grouped, but they are also 
interlinked by parataxis. In paratactic constructions, which Ong calls "additive" 
style, bits of thought are strung together with a series of coordinating conjunctions. 
Complex subordination, which is more difficult for the auditor to follow, is used 
sparingly. The more complex the syntax, the more dependent the content on the 
written grammatical structure, detaching it from the "full existential context" (38) of 
the speaking moment. Although the Melibee frequently uses hypotactic 
(subordinating) grammatical constructions within commonplaces, it tends to link 
commonplaces paratactically. A set of commonplaces discussing the procedure for 
examining the feasibility of one's counsel provides a compact example:
66 In his preface to A Treatise on the Astrolabe, which Chaucer wrote for his young 
son Louis, he acknowledges the pedagogical function of repetition: "that sothly me 
semith better to writen unto a child twyes a god sentence, than he forgete it onys" (47- 
49).
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'For the proverbe seith, / "He that to muche embraceth, distreyneth 
litel." / And Catoun seith, "Assay to do swich thyng as thou hast 
power to doon, lest that the charge oppresses thee so soore that thee 
bihoveth to weyve thyng that thou hast bigonne." / And if so be that 
thou be in doute wheither thou mayst parfoume a thing or noon, chese 
rather to suffire than bigynne. / And Piers Alphonce seith, "If thou 
most repente, it is bettre 'nay' than ’ye"" (7.1215-18; emphasis 
added).
Oral patterns of thought also structure the individual clauses, phrases, and 
terms of the Melibee. Ong calls orally based thought "aggregative" rather than 
analytic, meaning it exhibits a tendency to pair or cluster certain terms, phrases, and 
clauses, making them recognizable formulas. One such aggregative construction in 
the Melibee of particular import is the clause "work by counsel" or "work after 
counsel." This is the formula Prudence uses to induce Melibee to call his first 
council: " 'Salomon seith, "Werk alle thy thynges by conseil, and thou shalt never 
repente"'" (7.1003). Working by counsel is the thesis of the Melibee. and this point 
is emphasized by its repetition as well as its familiar formulation. The clause, "work 
by counsel" is used no less than seven times in the course of the narrative.68
Two more choice examples of aggregative clustering in the narrative are the 
terms "good counseil" and "greet deliberacion."69 The modifier not only acts as a
67 On the first of these commonplaces, see Whiting M774. Cato, Distichs 3.15; 
Petrus Alphonsus, Disciplina clericalis 6.12 (ex. 4).
68 7.1003,1055, 1061,1083, 1170, 1447, 1872.
69 The term "good conseil" occurs at 7.1092, 1098, 1099, 1105, 1109, 1121, 1153, 
and 1165. "Wikked conseil" occurs as 7.1090, and 1094. "Greet/good deliberacion" 
occurs at 7.1042, 1138, 1298, 1342, and 1346.
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verbal prod to stimulate the auditory memory, but also insists on the virtue of 
counsel-taking. According to Joan Marie Lechner, commonplace books are related to 
epideictic oratory and elevated the theme of the praise of virtue and the vituperation 
of vice to "an obsession" (209). The formulas "good counsel" and "great 
deliberation" strongly imply the moral dimension of court counsel and help to create a 
hierarchy of counsel-taking according to which all advice can be categorized as either 
good or bad, true or false, wise or foolish. Thus, such cliches are not merely 
mindless aggregations but have both mnemonic and thematic functions within the 
scheme of the narrative.
It is true that the Melibee's conciliar commonplaces are culled from 
manuscripts and are thus undeniably a series of brief written texts. However, Ong 
observes that despite their scribal provenance, the auctoritees of medieval florilegia 
"were often presented as 'sayings' or orally conveyed narrative and were intended to 
be recycled through the oral world" in much the same way that the medieval 
university education, albeit text-centered, was designed "to provide basically an oral 
formation for the student" ("Commonplace Rhapsody" 103; cf. Oralitv and Literacy
70111). McLuhan concurs, stating that "the 'text' was felt to be the immediate voice 
of an auctour. and was authoritative in an oral way" (The Gutenberg Galaxy 104).
70 Ong describes this "oral formation" in Rhetoric. Romance, and Technology: 
"written exercises were in use (and that a restricted use) only for the learning of Latin 
(and Greek and Hebrew), after which the student, whether in arts (philosophy), 
medicine, law, or theology, was tested only by his oral performance in disputation or 
oral examination" (46).
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Following Augustine, whose Confessions treat all language as originating in spoken 
sound, medieval Latinity promoted the idea that writing is speech written down, that 
manuscripts imitate language's putative origin in speech—in other words, that writing 
is a secondary form of speaking. A written text was therefore figured as the voice of 
the auctour. delivered to the reader from its origin in the speaking subject (Discourse 
and Dominion 13-15). The commonplaces in the Melibee are consistently presented 
in this way. Rather than giving us citations that include the works from which the 
commonplaces were culled, Chaucer presents them as the voces papina rum: "Salomon 
seith . . . "  (7.1003), "Seneca seith . . . "  (7.1147), "Tullius seith . . . "  (7.1165), etc.
The final residually oral element of the Melibee that warrants discussion is the 
narrative's vernacular English. According to Ong, the vernacular was closer to the 
oral-aural world than medieval Latin. By the fourteenth-century, Latin was no longer 
a "mother tongue" but was a school language that had undergone "a sound-sight split" 
(Orality and Literacy 113). Increasingly, to speak Latin was perforce to read it and 
to write it, and it was fast becoming isolated as the exclusive textual language of the 
church, the university, and the secular judiciary. Thus, like chapter divisions, 
learned Latin was part and parcel of the "hypervisualized noetic world" (Oralitv and 
Literacy 127). Renaud's redaction of the Liber consolationis et consilii into 
vernacular French coincides with his decision to discard Albertanus' graphic layout, 
moving the text still closer to an oral context for native French speakers. But the 
situation was more complex for those for whom English was the language of the
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cradle. Beneath Latin in the trilingual hierarchy of fourteenth-century London, 
French or Anglo-Norman was nevertheless "the laneue used in polite society" 
(Camille 33). The status of English remained somewhat lower than its vernacular 
cousin. Therefore, Chaucer's translation of Renaud's text was a bold stroke that 
moved it further into an oral context for a contemporary English audience.
To borrow Jesse Gellrich's term for the inherent tendency of one mode of 
language to take the place of another, the residual orality of the Melibee's cumulative 
commonplaces "displaces" the writtenness of the Canterbury Tales. The Melibee 
attempts to represent itself as spoken discourse and thereby deny its differentiation 
from actual speech. Its residually oral elements attempt to conceal the illusion that 
there is no split between speech and writing. But, as Gellrich has shown, the 
metalinguistic nature of writing, especially poetry, punctures such illusions. The next 
section explores the diglossic split between speech and writing in the counsel group 
and its transferral onto competing notions of medieval selfhood.
Rhetorical Selfhood in the Melibee 
The importance in the Middle Ages of establishing a preliterate origin of 
meaning is evident from the practice of illustrating non-liturgical manuscripts with a 
picture of the author, who, as Gellrich has observed, stands as the source of the 
speech in the text, as "the source of truth." The document is thus iconographically 
represented as "a record of something spoken" (Discourse and Dominion 32). The 
Ellesmere manuscript contains such a picture of Chaucer in the margin at the
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beginning of the Melibee. He is depicted riding a diminutive horse, wearing a 
"penner" or pen case around his neck, and pointing to the text.71 Chaucer's portrait 
paradoxically acknowledges his narrative's writtenness even as it provides it with a 
speaking presence. The penner is a sign of the textual aspect of the Melibee and 
indicates that Chaucer compiled it from written sources; but the finger pointing to the 
text is an oral gesture symbolizing speech and suggests that the auctoritees of the 
Melibee are speaking through the person of Chaucer. Thus, the portrait is a split 
image, evidence of the diglossia of the text.
The medieval construct of the speaking subject should not be confused with 
the modern notion of subjectivity or discrete selfhood. According to Carruthers, even 
though it was assumed that medieval auctoritees originated within the speech of the 
respective subject or author, the author himself was generally not considered to be a 
unique personality whose thought was "original" (in a creative sense) with him. The 
ultimate source of all human thought was projected as God, whose divine logos 
authorized human speech. This self-effacing sense of human authorship permeates the 
medieval prototype of Western autobiography, Augustine's Confessions. Rather than 
the unique thoughts of discrete individuals, auctoritees represented the "communally 
experienced wisdom for one's own life" (Carruthers 162). Medieval writers assumed 
that self-identity was rhetorically fashioned from bits and pieces of great authors of
71 That Chaucer is depicted as larger in relation to his horse than any of the other 
pilgrims emphasizes his importance as the auctour of the Tales.
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the past: "instead of the word 'self or even 'individual,' we might better speak of a 
'subject-who-remembers'" (182), what I shall call a rhetorical self as opposed to a 
subjective self.
The iconoclastic medieval autobiography, The Book of Margery Kempe. 
strikes an interesting compromise between the traditional notion of rhetorical selfhood 
and the emerging modem notion of subjective selfhood. Margery configures her life 
according to the controlling metaphor of Christ's passion, which recurs throughout 
her narrative. On the one hand, her autobiography conforms to the topos of the 
meditationes vitae Christi (Windeatt 16), which was a popular mode in contemporary
T7devotional literature. On the other hand, Margery's ulterior agenda seems to be to 
defend herself from the various male authority figures who persecuted her throughout 
her life (Windeatt 25), thus interiorizing the passion to a degree to which it almost 
functions as a purely personal experience, a private rather than a communal memory. 
Although she herself cannot write, Margery avails herself of the technology of 
writing to reconstruct her life according to a self-identified pattern of persecution and 
redemption. Yet, whether defying her accusers or sharing her eclectic meditations on 
the passion, she consistently attributes her Book to divine revelation: "it is God j>at
72 E.g. Julian of Norwich's Shewings: the vitas of Bridget of Sweden, Mary of 
Oignies, and Elizabeth of Hungary; Richard Rolle's Meditations on the Passion: and 
Walter Hilton's The Scale of Perfection and the Prick of Love (attributed in some 
manuscripts to Hilton).
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spekyth in Jje" (88).73 The overriding sense that Margery's self-revelations are really 
the voice of God speaking through her realigns her subjective, written, and heterodox 
selfhood with a rhetorical, oral, and traditional selfhood.
When performing his role as an advisor to princes, Chaucer assumes a 
collective identity, a rhetorical sense of selfhood. To borrow Anne Middleton's 
terms, in the Melibee and throughout much of the counsel group he writes in a 
"public" style in order to express "the common voice" of his audience. Richard Firth 
Green has written extensively on Chaucer's socially prescribed roles as court author, 
concluding that "his position as court entertainer, successor to generations of 
professional minstrels, is belittled in the self-mockery of Sir Thopas. but as the 
adviser to kings the author of the Melibee writes essentially without irony" (143).
The Melibee is strictly a tale of "sentence," as Chaucer tells us in the interlink 
preceding it-a  tale about civic virtues. In the context of the Thopas-Melibee pairing, 
Chaucer's answer to the question Harry Bailly poses to the pilgrim Geoffrey, "What 
man artow?" (7.695), seems to be "a translator and public poet who writes primarily 
to instruct a courtly audience on governance, particularly, on the reflexive political 
relationship between counsel-taking and the common good." The diglossic split 
between speech and writing—between court advisor and court poet, serious sentence 
and subversive amusement—is manifested to varying degrees in the Man of Law's
73 Cf. 3-4, 12, 17, 30, 38-39, 72-73, 76, 85, 92, 113, 131, 144, 157, 176, 181, 201- 
02, 215-16.
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Tale, the Clerk's Tale, and the Knight's Tale, but it never defeats the message of 
conciliar reform. In other words, the public poetry of the serious tales of the counsel 
group is not set in direct opposition to the Melibee's oratorical prose.
Alongside the concept of rhetorical selfhood developed in the Melibee.
Chaucer also develops a concept of subjective selfhood in the Tales, as Patterson has
74established. This diglossic split corresponds to the dual roles assigned to the court 
author of poet and advisor to princes, which Chaucer respectively performs in Thopas 
and the Melibee. and is further aligned with the split image of the penner around 
Chaucer's neck and his pointing finger in the Ellesmere manuscript.75 It is my 
contention that a sense of rhetorical selfhood dominates the tales of the counsel group, 
except for the subversive Merchant's Tale.
The Classical and Biblical Traditions of Counsel 
The public-spirited, civic-minded sense of selfhood fashioned by the Melibee's 
commonplaces is rooted in the Ciceronian tradition of deliberative oratory, the 
philosophical aphorisms of Seneca, and Biblical proverbs.76 Following Aristotle,
74 For Patterson's concept of subjectivity, see the Introduction, p. 16.
75 A large part of the humor of Thopas is that Chaucer mocks the oral traits of 
Middle English romance (inherited from the oral art of minstrelsy). However, as 
Cooper has noted, the tale "works as a joke only for a reader, not a listener. This is the 
tale that appears closest to oral traditions of poetry, but Chaucer’s parody is enhanced 
by his returning it to written form" (304). Thus, Thopas is a displacement of orality, 
and it is appropriate to align it with the writtenness of Chaucer's text.
76 Other less influential sources include Petrus Alphonsus, a twelfth-century 
Aragonese Jew who converted to Christianity and wrote a Latin story-collection filled 
with moralizing exempla entitled Disciplina Clericalis. Cato, Ovid, and Cassiodorus.
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Cicero divides rhetoric into three genera of oratory: the demonstrative 
(demonstrative), the judicial or forensic (iudicialis). and the deliberative 
(deliberative). Demonstrative (epideictic) oratory is concerned with giving praise or 
censure of public figures, forensic oratory with arguing a case at law, and deliberative 
oratory with giving political counsel. The major areas of deliberation are war and 
peace, defense, trade, taxation, and legislation.77 Thus, counsel-giving is one of the 
major branches of classical rhetoric and war and peace (the crisis with which the 
Melibee is concerned) one of the major ares of deliberative rhetoric.
The Ciceronian topos of counsel is most fully developed in the De officiis . 
Cicero's treatise on civic duty. The De officiis has been called the classical 
"counterpart" to the medieval mirror of princes, a genre created to counsel princes in 
the virtues of their office (Eberle 434).78 Although Cicero was not writing to a young 
ruler per se, his treatise is addressed to his twenty-one-year-old son, Marcus, a 
student at the Peripatetic school of Cratipuus in Athens (3.33.121). Cicero not only 
offers advice on how to fulfill one's civic duties, but also discusses the process of 
counsel-giving. In Book I, he argues the superiority of the service rendered by an 
orator (i.e. statesman) to that rendered by a military general. This is in keeping with 
his premise that speech is the first bond of human society, that which separates
77 De inventione 1.5.7; cf. De oratore 1.31.141; Aristotle's Rhetoric 1358b, 3; Ad 
Herennium 1.2.2; and Quintilian's Institutio oratoria. vol. 1, 3.3.14.
78 For Cicero's popularity in the Middle Ages, see Nederman and Forhan 3.
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humankind from the animals-hence, the crucial role of the orator in maintaining 
social order.79 Having established language as fundamental to the existence of the 
state, Cicero goes on to discuss deliberative oratory as one of the highest civic duties.
He presents a series of commonplaces on the importance of counsel. For 
instance, Cicero asserts that "arms are of little value in the field unless there is wise 
counsel at home."80 The immediate context of this statement is a favorable 
comparison of the counsels of the Athenian legislator Solon to the victories of the 
general Themistocles, followed by an even more favorable comparison of the counsels 
of the Spartan statesman Lycurgus to the military feats of Pausanias and Lysander. 
Cicero concludes that "the men who in a civil capacity direct the affairs of the nation 
render no less important service than they who conduct its wars: by their 
statesmanship fconsiliol oftentimes wars are either averted or terminated; sometimes 
also they are declared. "81
Cicero also employs the topos of counsel in the De senectute and the De 
amicitia. in regard to the optimum age of counsellors and the problem of flattery.
79 De officiis 1.16.50-51: cf. De oratore. vol. 1, 1.8.30-34 and De inventione 1.1.1-
5.
80 1.22.76. "Parvi enim sunt foris arma, nisi est consilium domi."
81 1.23.79. "In quo non minorem utilitatem afferunt, qui togati rei publicae 
praesunt, quam qui bellum gerunt. Itaque eorum consilo saepe aut non suscepta aut 
confecta bella sunt, non numquam etiam illata." Cf. De oratore. vol. 1, 1.2.8, where 
Cicero states that "the men who by their counsel and wisdom Iconsilio ac sapiential 
could control and direct the helm of state" are even rarer than great generals.
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While the age of counsellors is immediately relevant here, the problem of 
flattery is treated in Chapter 5. According to Cicero’s De senectute. the metier of old 
age is counsel-giving. Through their consilium and auctoritas. the elders preserve the 
state (6.15; cf. 6.19, 19.67). While the place of the elders is defined as counsel- 
giving in the De senectute. in the De officiis counsel-taking is defined as the place of 
the young: "It is, then, the duty of a young man to show deference to his elders and 
to attach himself to the best and most approved of them, so as to receive the benefit of 
their counsel and influence. For the inexperience of youth requires the practical 
wisdom of age to strengthen and direct it.n82 Given the rich tradition of the topos of 
counsel in Ciceronian rhetoric, no wonder Prudence tells Melibee, "'Now wol I teche 
yow how ye shal examyne youre conseil, after the doctrine of Tullius'" (7.1201).
Prudence also instructs Melibee to work "after the loore that techeth us Senek"
(7.991). According to J. D. Burnley, on the basis of his stoic dialogues and epistles,
Seneca was frequently invoked as the ideal medieval "moral guide and counsellor"
(17). He was tutor to the young Nero and one of the emperor's most important
advisors at the beginning of his reign. Chaucer pays tribute to Seneca in the Monk's
Tale as the "master" who held back Nero's tyranny during his early reign:
And whil this maister hadde of hym maistrye,
He maked hym so konnyng and so sowple
That longe tyme it was er tirannye
Or any vice dorste on hym uncowple (7.2499-2502).
82 1.34.122. "Est igitur adulescentis maiores natu vereri exque iis deligere optimos 
et probatissimos, quorum consilio atque auctoritate nitatur; ineuntis enim aetatis inscitia 
senum constituenda et regenda prudentia est."
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Such was Seneca's reputation in the Middle Ages that philosophical aphorisms were 
often misattributed to him. The Melibee coincidentally cites "Tullius" and "Senek" 
eighteen times each, but only about a third of the proverbs ascribed to Seneca are
83genuine. Nevertheless, even those proverbs which were not in fact authored by 
Seneca are in the pointed Senecan style, which Ong observes was widely imitated in 
medieval florilegia ("Commonplace Rhapsody" 91).
While Cicero and Seneca serve as the main classical authorities on counsel- 
taking in the Melibee. scriptural authority is even more important. In particular, the 
Wisdom Books of the Old Testament not only supplied models for medieval florilegia 
(Ong, "Commonplace Rhapsody" 102), but also provided a rich heritage of conciliar 
commonplaces. If Cicero and Seneca were model counsellors in the Middle Ages, 
then Solomon was the model king. In the Confessio Amantis. Gower states that "In 
Salomon a man mai see /  What thing of most necessite / Unto a worthi king 
belongeth" (7.3891-93). Authorship of most of the Wisdom Books was erroneously 
ascribed to him, and perhaps the most important single commonplace in the Melibee 
is credited to him, although it actually comes from Ecclesiasticus (authored by Jesus 
"son of Sirach"): "Salomon seith, 'Werk alle thy thynges by conseil, and thou shalt 
never repente'" (7.1003).84
83 See Harry Ayres, "Chaucer and Seneca."
84 Ecclus. 32.24. "Fili sine consilio nihil facias, et post factum non poenitebis." As 
well as the Wisdom Books, the epistles of St. Paul and St. James are also cited in the 
Melibee.
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Medieval writers often drew upon both the Ciceronian and Biblical traditions
of counsel when discussing the problem of advising boy kings.85 For instance, the
Melibee cites both Ciceronian and Biblical commonplaces about the proper age of
counselors. At one point, a proverb from the book of Job about the prudence of
elders appears back-to-back with a commonplace from the De senectute about the
conciliar powers of old age:
For the book seith that 'in olde men is the sapience, and in longe tyme 
the prudence.' / And Tullius seith that 'grete thynges ne been nat ay 
accompliced by strengthe, ne by delivemesse of body, but by good 
conseil, by auctoritee of persones, and by science; the whiche thre 
thynges ne been nat fieble by age, but certes they enforcen and 
encreescen day by day (1164-65).86
Two of the most important Biblical commonplaces of counsel address the 
related problems of a young ruler and young counsellors: 1) "Woe to thee, O land, 
when thy king is a child, and when the princes eat in the morning"; 2) "But he 
[Rehoboam] left the counsel of the old men, which they had given him, and consulted 
with the young men, that had been brought up with him, and stood before him.1,87
85 For the association of wisdom with old age in classical, Biblical, and medieval 
literature, see Curtius, 106-9. For the association of wisdom with old age in speculum 
literature, see the Policraticus. 5.9; the De Recuperatione Terrae Sanctae. 3.2; and the 
Defensor Pacis. 1.11-12.
86 "In the ancient is wisdom, and in length of days prudence" (Job 12.12); "Non 
viribus aut velocitate aut celeritate corporum res magnae geruntur, sed consilio 
auctoritate sententia, quibus non modo non orbari, sed etiam augeri senectus solet" (De 
Senectute 6.17).
87 Ecclesiastes 10:16; 3 Kings 12:8. Whiting lists over 20 citations of Eccles. 10:16. 
For a discussion of the prominence of the exemplum of Rehoboam in the Middle Ages, 
see Antonia Gransden, "Childhood and Youth in Medieval England."
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The first text is a proverb from the book of Ecclesiastes; the second, from the third
book of Kings, introduces the exemplum of Rehoboam. They are often combined in
medieval discussions of counsel. For instance, in the Policraticus. perhaps the
greatest medieval mirror of princes, John of Salisbury reinforces the exemplum of
Rehoboam with the proverb from Ecclesiastes:
For Rehoboam was not immediately removed from his father's throne 
for the reason that, disregarding the counsel of older and better men, 
he departed from the path of Solomon, seeking to impose an 
insupportable burden upon the shoulders of the children of Israel. But 
his kingdom was sp lit. . . For it is impossible that he should dispose 
rulership advantageously who does not act upon the counsel of the 
wise. 'Woe,' it is written, 'to the land whose king is a child and whose 
counsellors feast in the morning; blessed is the land whose king is 
noble and whose princes eat at the correct time for nourishment and not 
for luxury' (5.6, 70).
Edward n, Edward HI, and Richard II were all compared to Rehoboam. The 
author of the Vita Edwardi Secundi says that like Rehoboam, Edward II rejected "the 
counsel of the elders and followed the advice of the young (18b).88 He also observes 
that at the autumn parliament of 1312, the earls pointedly reminded Edward of the 
fate of Rehoboam, foreshadowing his deposition.89 Unlike his father, Edward HI
88 ”. . .  sicut Roboam qui consilium seniorum respuens consilio iuuenum adhesit"
(18a).
89 36. "Roboam filius regis Salamonis, quamuis regnum iure hereditario sibi 
competeret, quia tamen barones suos iusta petentes non admisit, decima parte regni 
contentus, reliquam partem penitus amisit. Igitur si dominus rex affectione qua decet 
comites et barones suos tractauerit, si rancorem quem contra nos sine causa concepit 
benigne remiserit, et proditores a curia sua dimiserit, sibi ut regi parebimus, sibi ut 
domino seruiemus."
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maintained a good working rapport with the English barons. However, at one point 
during his reign, he too was compared to Rehoboam. In 1340, facing a financial 
crisis brought on by his expensive campaigns in Flanders, Edward purged his 
administration. Although Edward's minority had long since passed, John Stratford, 
archbishop of Canterbury, who had been dismissed from the chancellorship, wrote a 
letter of protest to the king in which he implicitly compared him to Rehoboam.
Unlike Solomon, "who was the wisest king that ever was" and who held the land of 
Israel in peace by taking to himself "the most aged and wisest of the earth," his son 
Rehoboam, "left the good counsel of his father and of the aged and wise men" and 
thereby lost nearly all of the kingdom of Israel.90 Stratford also bluntly recalled the 
fate of Edward's late father. Within weeks after publishing his letter, Stratford was 
reinstated at the chancery, and he and Edward were publicly reconciled (McKisack 
171-78). Stratford's letter indicates that the commonplaces of counsel could be 
used at any point during a king's reign to reshape political perception for partisan 
purposes, a strategy the Lancastrians would later exploit successfully in order to 
depose Richard II.
90 EHD 4.72; Robert of Avesbury, De Gestis Mirabilibus Regis Edwardi Tertii 324. 
"Et apres sa [Salomon's] mort regna son filtz Roboam, et entrelessa le bon counsail 
soun piere et des aunciens et sages qavoient este od soun piere, et fist apres le consail de 
jeuene gentz qe luy voleient pleare et poi en savoient, par qei il perdi toute la terre de 
Israel, sauve la xij partie." Likewise, in a passage about the administrative purge of 
1340, Adam Murimuth, a canon of St. Paul's, states that Edward "consilio juvenum 
utebatur, spreto consilio seniorum" (Avesbury 118).
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Adam of Usk was a Lancastrian chronicler who used the Biblical 
commonplaces of counsel to configure Richard's reign as the misrule of an English 
Rehoboam. In the midst of discussing Richard's deposition, Adam states, "this 
Richard, with his youthful councillors, may well be likened to Rehoboam, son of 
Solomon, who lost the kingdom of Israel because he followed the advice of young 
men."91 His use of the Rehoboam exemplum is reenforced by Ecclesiastes 10.16: 
"According to the saying of Solomon: 'Woe to thee, O land, when thy king is a 
child,' in the time of the youth of the same Richard many misfortunes, both caused 
thereby and happening therefrom, ceased not to harass the kingdom of England, as 
has been before said and as will hereinafter more fully appear, even to the great 
disorder of the state and to the last undoing of king Richard himself and those who 
too fondly clung to him."92
Richard II's Minority and Ricardian Poetry 
The rhetorical influence of the topos of counsel and the historical circumstance 
of Richard's minority together produced an outpouring of paternal poetry offering 
guidance on matters of governance and sometimes lamenting the king's youth. For
91 60. "Sed Roboe Salamonis filio, consilium juvenum quia insecuto, regnum Israel 
amittenti iste Ricardus merito potent cum suis juvenibus consiliariis assimulari" (36).
92 140. "Salamonis juxta proverbium, 'V e regno cujus rex puer est,’ ejusdem 
Ricardi juventutis tempore, plurima infortunia, propter earn causata pariter et 
contingencia, regnum Anglie non cessarunt perturbare, ut premittitur et inferius plenius 
notabitur, usque ad magnam ejusdem regni confusionem ipsiusque Ricardi regis sibique 
nimis voluptuose adherencium finalem destruccionem" (3).
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instance, in the B Text of Piers Plowman, the composition of which coincides with 
the beginning of Richard It’s reign (c. 1378), Langland cites Ecclesiastes 10:16 as a 
warning against minority kingship: "There the catte is a kitoun the courte is ful elyng; 
That witnesseth holi-write, who-so wil it rede, Ve terre ubi puer rex est" (Prologue 
190-91). Similarly, "On the Times," a macaronic complaint poem composed shortly 
after Richard's accession (ca. 1380), laments the king's lack of experience:
In age as he grows 
sua crescat gratia fructu;
Fulle Iytelle he knowes 
quanto dolet Anglia luctu (237-40).93
The Peasants’ Revolt gave even more impetus to this growing school of 
Ricardian public poetry.94 The rebels expressed their displeasure with the king's 
counsellors by beheading his chancellor, Simon Sudbury, archbishop of Canterbury, 
and treasurer, Sir Robert Hales, on Tower Hill. In a passage of the Vox Clamantis. 
which was completed in the bloody wake of the rebellion, Gower calls Richard a puer 
indoctus. swayed by youthful company to neglect his duties and follow his whims 
(6.7.555-64). He exhorts the king to choose elderly counselors: "Dum tibi suadet 
opus tractare negocia regni, / Consilium regat hoc cum seniore senex" (Vox
93 On the dating of "On the Times," see Richard Firth Green, "Jack Philipot, John of 
Gaunt, and a Poem of 1380." Speculum 66 (1991): 330-41.
94 According to Middleton, Richard's minority was the immediate cause of the 
development of a "public" poetic style (112). The long-term cause was the ideological 
crisis of chivalry, precipitating the need for a new social ethic that could maintain order 
in an increasingly commercialized and centralized medieval state.
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Clamantis 6 .10.755-56).95 Adam of Usk draws an even more direct connection 
between Richard’s youth and the Peasants' Revolt: "But he being of tender years, 
others, who had the care of him and his kingdom, did not cease to inflict on the land 
acts of wantonness, extortions, and unbearable wrongs. Whence sprang that 
unnatural deed, when the commons of the land . . . rose in overwhelming numbers 
against the lords and king's officers."96
Unlike Gower, the Gawain-Poet does not make explicit historical references in 
his poetry. However, Sir Gawain and the Green Knight seems to comment indirectly 
upon Richard II's reign by depicting Arthur, who ought to be the paragon of medieval 
kings, as a "childgered" (86) or childish and "brayn wylde" (89; cf. 280) ruler who 
fails at counsel-taking.97 After consultation with his courtiers, Arthur accepts 
Gawain's foolhardy offer to exchange blows with the Green Knight, a decision which 
is later harshly criticized by Camelot's nobles:
'Warloker to haf wrojt had more wyt bene,
And haf dyyt ponder dere a duk to haue worthed;
A lowande leder of ledej in londe hym wel seme,
95 Gower's Confessio Amantis includes the story of Rehoboam (7.4097-4180), a 
selection made more interesting by the fact that the first version (1390) was dedicated to 
Richard but the 1393 version was dedicated to Henry of Lancaster.
96 137. "Et, quia tenere etatis existebat, alii, ipsius et regni curam habentes, 
lascivias, extorciones, intollerabiles injurias regno irrogare non desistebant. Unde illud 
accidit monstruosum, ut plebei regni . . .  in regni dominos et regis officiarios . . .  in 
multitudine onerosa insurgendo" (1).
97 For a discussion of the ambiguity of "childgered," see Patricia Moody's "The 
childgered Arthur of Sir Gawain and the Green K night" Geraldine Barnes places 
Gawain squarely within the Ricardian discourse of counsel.
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And so had better haf ben then britned to nojt,
Hadet wyth an aluisch mon for angardej pryde.
Who knew euer anv kvng such counsel to take 
As knyjte in caue Ioum3 on Crystmasse gomne ?'
(677-83; emphasis added).98
Like the Gawain-Poet. Chaucer tends to avoid explicit historical references in 
his poetry. Yet, while the Melibee does not refer directly to Richard II or his 
ministers, the fact that one of the few passages Chaucer omitted is a verbatim citation 
of Ecclesiastes 10.16 suggests he had a young Richard in mind when translating 
Renaud's Livre de Melibee et Prudence."  It also indicates his understanding of the 
political currency of rhetorical commonplaces and supports assigning an early date to 
the Melibee.100 The omission of this Biblical proverb against child-kings is most 
relevant to the period between 1372 and 1389, respectively the year Richard was 
publicly recognized as heir to the throne and the year his minority finally ended.
98 -Arthur's failure to take counsel in Gawain can be contrasted with his reputation in 
the Alliterative Morte Arthure as the ideal counselor-king: "Thou ought to be overling 
over all other kinges, / For wisest and worthyest and wightest of handes, / The 
knightlyest of counsel that ever crown bore" (11. 289-91; Benson 124). Barnes observes 
that in Middle English romances "The ability to give and to recognize good counsel is 
the mark of a good king . . . and its converse a weak or tyrannical one" (14).
99 "Et Salemon dit, 'Doulente la terre qui a enfant a seigneur, de laquelle le prince se 
desjusne matin!'" (581.381-82; cf. Liber consolationiset consilii 53.6-7. According to 
Severs, none of the French versions of Albertanus' text omits to cite Eccles. 10.16 
(581n381-83).
100 In a recent article that takes into account the various critical attempts to date the 
Melibee. Lloyd Matthews plausibly argues for a date in the early 1370s, when it had 
become apparent that Edward DTs immediate successor, the Black Prince, was 
terminally ill and the crown would pass to Richard, who as the Black Prince's son was 
the next heir in line for the throne.
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Indeed, the issue of Richard's youth seems to have receded during the period of 1389- 
96, when his credit stood relatively high and there were no major political crises. 
Moreover, since Albertanus had compiled his book of counsel as a pedagogical tool 
for his young son, Giovanni, and Renaud had likewise redacted Albertanus' work for 
the children of his patroness, it follows that Chaucer would have found the story of 
Lord Melibee and Dame Prudence a suitable mirror on counsel-taking for a young 
Richard H .101
The Melibee as a Mirror of Counsel-Taking 
Appropriately enough, the mirror of princes is a "prose genre that goes back 
to the twelfth-century Policraticus of John of Salisbury and thence to Cicero"
(Coleman 99).102 Although the most comprehensive mirrors of princes cover all 
aspects of royal governance, special emphasis is given to counsel-taking. In the 
conclusion to his survey of the genre, entitled "The Perfect Prince: A Study in 
Thirteenth- and Fourteenth-Century Ideals," Lester Bom states that "Every one of the 
writers lays great stress upon the personal moral virtues of the prince . . . Consistent 
with this, and consequent upon it, is the emphasis upon counsel which is so regularly
101 In Richard Firth Green's judgment, "it is entirely credible that Chaucer should 
have undertaken to translate Melibee for the youthful Richard II" (143), a position 
Patterson has seconded.
102 Cary Nederman states that John of Salisbury's political theory is founded on the 
Ciceronian belief that "the fruits of social and political association only became possible 
as a result of the progressive refinement of the rational and linguistic skills of 
humankind" (27).
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enjoined upon the ruling prince" (504). The topos of counsel in speculum literature 
covers instructions to rulers on taking and giving counsel, choosing wise counselors, 
and implementing counsel (especially in regard to the judicial and legislative functions 
of government).103
The influence of speculum literature upon the late medieval English royal 
court was palpable.104 Simon Burley, Richard H's tutor, owned a French translation 
of Aegidius Romanus' De Regimine Principum (Green 141). Aegidius' work was a 
model for Hoccleve's De Regimine Principum (1411-12), dedicated to Henry Prince 
of Wales, soon to be Henry V (Bom 499nl). The speculum genre also exerted 
influence upon Ricardian poetry. Anna Baldwin has called Passus II-IV of Piers 
Plowman "a kind of 'Furstenspiegel', a Mirror for Princes" (81), in which the Visio 
king is counselled by the allegorical personifications of Reason and Conscience to 
overcome the nefarious influences of Lady Meed, "the lawless noble and evil 
counsellor" who "sucks up the king's wealth and then shows him how to wring more
103 Bom locates the topic of counsel-taking in the following texts: John of Salisbury, 
Policraticus (1159): 4.6, 5.9; Gilbert of Toumai, Eruditio Re gum et Principum (1259): 
1.2.6; Thomas Aquinas, De Regimine Principum (ca. 1265): 2.8, 2.10; William 
Perrault, De Eruditione Principum (ca. 1275): 4.2, 7.5; Aegidius Romanus, De 
Regimine Principum (ca. 1287): 2.1.9-21, 3.2.14-17; Jaques de Cessoles, De Moribus 
Hominum et Officiis Nobilium super Ludo Scaccorum (ca. 1300): 2.3, 4.4; Pierre du 
Bois, De Recuperatione Terrae Sanctae (dedicated to Edward I of England, ca. 1305): 
3.2; Marsiglio of Padua, Defensor Pacis (ca. 1324): 1.11-12; Thomas Hoccleve, De 
Regimine Principis (1411-12): esp. 11. 91-92, 174-78.
104 Green catalogues English speculum literature written in the late fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries in his chapter, "An Adviser to Princes," in Poets and Princepleasers 
(135-67).
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Confessio Amantis. especially Book VII, which Gower claimed to be modelled on 
Aristotle's instruction of Alexander but which is actually based on Brunetto Latini's 
thirteenth-century mirror, Livre dou Tresor (itself heavily influenced by Cicero), and 
the Secretum Secretorum.105 Book VII discusses the five points of policy that are to 
guide the medieval monarch: truth, justice, liberality, pity, and chastity.
Furthermore, the confessional exchanges between Amans and Genius often take the 
form of an experienced counselor advising a young ruler: "For conseil passeth alle 
thing / To him which thenkth to ben a king" (8.2109-10).
As Richard Firth Green has argued, the Melibee is Chaucer's contribution to 
the mirror of princes genre, performing his courtly role as advisor to princes (143). 
Chaucer makes the Melibee politically relevant to a royal audience by a few subtle 
changes to Renaud's text. In a passage in which Prudence instructs Melibee to avoid 
"presumpcion" (7.1315) in regard to his strength and his enemy's weakness, Chaucer 
inserts the proverb, "And the book seith, 'A litel thorn may prikke a kvne fill soore, 
and an hound wol holde the wilde boor'" (7.1325; emphasis added). Paul Strohm has 
observed that in Albertanus' and Renaud's versions of the narrative, Melibee is 
presented as "a prosperous householder, presumably of the upper bourgeoisie" (162). 
Chaucer's pointed attempt to relate Melibee's predicament more closely to the
105 See George Hamilton, "Some Sources of the Seventh Book of Gower's Confessio 
Amantis. See also George R. Coffman, "John Gower, Mentor for Royalty: Richard EL"
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security concerns of a king subtly shifts the political context of the narrative. He 
moves it yet further from a bourgeois context towards a monarchical context by the 
additions he makes at the end of the narrative. He has the spokesman for Melibee's 
adversaries address him as "so greet a lord" (7.1817) and refer to his "heigh 
lordshipe" (7.1818), terms not found in Renaud's text. He also adds a passage that 
elevates the tone of their petition to him and puts it in terms inappropriate for a 
bourgeois seigneur but, in the obsessively hierarchical and decorous world of the 
medieval court, appropriate for an aristocratic lord such as a duke or king: '"For wel 
we knowe that voure liberal grace and mercv strecchen hem ferther into goodnesse 
than doon oure outrageouse giltes and trespas into wikkednesse, / al be it that 
curesdly and dampnablely we han agilt agayn voure height lordshipe' " (7.1825-26; 
emphasis added).
However, as we have seen, the Melibee is deeply rooted in the medieval genre 
of the commonplace book and as such is not intended to be a full-length mirror of 
princes. It is a mirror on the special seigniorial function of counsel-taking only. In 
comparison, Book VII of the Confessio Amantis is a compendium of "everything 
necessary for good rule and regement" (7.377), running over five thousand lines and 
divided into three main areas: theorique (theology, arithmetic, geometry, music, and 
astrology); rhetorique (grammar and logic); and practique (ethics, economics, and 
policy). It is thus misleading to compare the Melibee invidiously to the best full- 
length mirrors of princes, such as the Policraticus. There is no evidence to suggest
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that Chaucer intended the Melibee to be taken as an inferior mirror of princes, or that 
his historical audience would have taken it as such.
An Apology for Prudence 
Rather than taking the view that the Melibee is a joke or, if not quite a joke, a 
dismissal of the court author’s role as advisor to princes, I take the view that Chaucer 
included the Melibee in the Tales as an appropriate starting place for an exploration 
of court counsel.106 By placing it within the context of the Tales, he converted it 
from a pedagogical commonplace book on counsel to a metanarrative about the 
conditions and rules of counsel-taking against which we can check the conciliar 
exchanges in the other tales. Thus, the Melibee is an integral part of the 
metastructure I am calling the counsel group.
While most of the narrative elements of the Melibee are subordinated to its 
conciliar commonplaces, a few of these elements have significance in themselves as 
key political concepts and therefore bear discussion. The Melibee's intertextual 
relationship to the other tales of the counsel group is tied to these key concepts.
The medieval concept of prudence (prudential unites the mnemonic function of 
the Melibee with its moral and political functions and suggests that Chaucer's 
Prudence is more than just a pedagogue. She is one of the more important allegorical
106 For a different view, see Patterson: "Chaucer is disowning not the childish 
frivolity of Sir Thopas but the pragmatic didacticism of Melibee . . .  he is defining his 
authorial identity not according to the decorous role of princely adviser but rather in 
terms provided by the obsolete and disregarded tradition of minstrel performance" 
(123).
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personifications in the Tales. Prudence was allegorized in medieval thought on at 
least three levels, all of which apply to the Melibee: as one of the four cardinal 
virtues; as the matrix of memory; and as a special political skill essential for temporal 
rule.
The author of the Ad Herennium groups the faculty of prudence among the
four virtues he associates with deliberative oratory: prudence (prudentia). justice
(iustitia), courage (fortitudo) and moderation or temperance (modestia) (3.2.3). He
defines prudence as "a well-furnished memory."107 In the De inventione. Cicero
likewise identifies Prudence as one of the four "cardinal virtues," and subdivides
Prudence into memoria. intelligentsia, and providentia. corresponding to the temporal
dimensions of past, present, and future (2.53.160).108 For this reason, prudence was
often iconographically pictured with three eyes, one for each frame of time.
Although Prudence is not explicitly allegorized as such in the Melibee. Chaucer pays
tribute to this iconographical tradition in Troilus and Crisevde:
Prudence, alias, oon of thyne eyen thre 
Me lakked alwey, er that I come here!
On tyme ypassed wel remembred me,
And present tyme ek koud ich wel ise,
But future tyme, er I was in the snare,
Koude I nat sen; that causeth no my care (5.744- 
49).
107 "Item appellatur prudentia rerum multarum memoria" (3.2.3).
108 In his sermon Vivat rex, the French ecclesiastical statesman and political theorist 
Jean Gerson (1363-1429) appropriated the cardinal virtues to a political context, stating 
that civic order was to be maintained through the exercise of prudence, temperance, 
fortitude, and justice (Quillet 539).
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No doubt many members of his historical audience would also have been aware of the 
iconographic significance of prudence.109
The link between prudence and memory held strong during the Middle Ages. 
Both Albertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas paired the two faculties.110 In his ethical 
treatise, De bono. Albertus Magnus singled out memoria as the most important part 
of Prudence because past experience is necessary to direct a person's conduct in the 
present and future. Therefore, the act of memory is a moral predisposition that 
makes ethical judgment possible. Accordingly, it is reasonable to propose that the 
figure of Prudence in the Melibee is a synecdoche for the faculty of memory, a fitting 
relationship since the commonplaces she dispenses are formulated specifically for 
recall and prompt the kind of moral deliberation that had long been associated with 
the twin faculties of prudence and memory.
Following Aristotle, medieval political theorists classified politics as a form of 
practical wisdom or applied philosophy.111 According to Antony Black, the
109 Paul Ruggiers states that "Philosophically, the Tale of Melibeus can and should be 
related to the history of the virtue of prudence as an intellectual virtue . . . which posits 
a relationship of prudence to the other cardinal virtues" (87). An early fifteenth-century 
English version of the Secreta Secretorum edited by Steele contains a detailed analysis 
of the cardinal virtues and of the parts of prudence (146-59).
110 See De bono. 249; Summa Theologiae 2.2, quaestio 49, De singulis Prudentiae 
partibus: articulus I. Utrum memoria sit pars Prudentiae: see also Yates 61, 67, 73.
111 In the Prologue to his Commentary on the Politics of Aristotle (c. 1272), Aquinas 
fully accepted Aristotle's classification of politics as a form of practical or applied 
philosophy.
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prudentia politica. Prudence in its special form as a political virtue was considered 
indispensable to good government and was, at least in principle, to be provided by 
counselors selected for their "learning, experience and moral virtue" (157). Aquinas 
elaborates on the twin purposes of "political prudence" in the Summa Theological 
"First, because individual well-being cannot exist without the welfare of the family, 
or city, or realm . . . Secondly, because man, being part of the family, or of the city, 
it is right that he should consider his personal well-being in the light of what prudence 
advises with regard to the common welfare."112 In short, the object of prudence (i.e. 
of the ruler's counselors) is to promote the common good of the res publica over the 
private good of the ruler.
The virtue of prudence occupied an important place in medieval English 
political discourse. The thirteenth century legal treatise, On the Laws and Customs of 
England, ascribed to the jurist Henry de Bracton, links prudence inextricably to 
counsel-taking: "Law is a general command, the decision of judicious men rvirorum 
consultum prudentiuml . . .  the general agreement of the res publica" (22). The fifth 
chapter of Wyclif s De officio regis expounds upon the role of prudence in aiding the 
king to establish just laws and regulating the functions of the body politic. Prudence
112 2.2, Qu. 47, Art. 10. "Primo quidem, quia bonum proprium non potest esse sine 
bono communi vel familiae, vel civitatis aut regni. . . Secundo, quia cum homo sit pars 
domus et civitatis oportet quod homo consideret quid sit sibi pars domus et civitatis 
oportet quod homo consideret quid sit sibi bonum ex hoc, quod est prudens circa bonum 
multitudinis."
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is especially necessary to moderate the acquisition of temporal goods, so that neither 
the royal nor ecclesiastical estates preys upon the material resources of the commons.
Prudential discourse was also used by Richard IT s baronial adversaries to accuse the 
king of misgovemment. At the April 1384 parliament, Richard Fitzalan, the earl of 
Arundel (one of the future appellants), verbally assaulted the king, warning him that 
"any kingdom in which prudent government rprovida gubemacionel is lacking stands 
in peril of destruction." Richard hotly replied by telling Arundel to "go to the 
Devil!" (The Westminster Chronicle 68). In his sermon at Richard It's deposition, 
Thomas Arundel, archbishop of Canterbury and brother of the earl, cited Proverbs 
3:13: "Blessed is the man that findeth wisdom and is rich in prudence."
Despite the overwhelming importance of prudence in medieval political and 
ethical discourse, Patterson goes to great lengths to claim that in the Melibee Chaucer 
names the figure of the injured daughter "Sophie" as a wry joke, an implied put-down 
of Prudence, since in Aristotelian and scholastic political theory, sapience is 
distinguished from prudence on the basis that the former is a higher form of 
speculative reasoning and the latter a comparatively lower form of practical reasoning 
(141-47).113 However, this distinction does not hold in medieval speculum literature, 
where the terms "wisdom" (sapientia) and "prudence" (prudentia) are virtually 
interchangeable. This is partly due to the influence of Wisdom literature, which
113 Melibeus and Prudence's daughter is unnamed in both Albertanus' and Renaud's 
texts.
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constantly intermingles the terms, as in this passage from Proverbs: "Doth not
wisdom cry aloud, and prudence put forth her voice? . . .  I wisdom dwell in counsel.
. . Counsel and equity is mine, prudence is mine, strength is mine."114 This is also
due to the fact that the medieval mirrors of princes are with few exceptions anecdotal
and proverbial manuals on the duties of secular mle, not systematic philosophical
treatises on political science. In the residually oral context of medieval speculum
literature, precise definitions were unnecessary.115
The Policraticus. one of the more sophisticated princely mirrors, contains an
ode to political wisdom (referred to as both sapientia and prudential which cites the
above passage from Proverbs (4.6). John also cites a verse from Aulus Gellius that
conflates the memorial character of prudence with the Greek love of wisdom, which
is referred to as sophia as well as sapientia:
I am bom of Use, perpetuated by Memory; 
the Greeks call me Sophia, you Sapientia 
(4.6).116
In yet another passage John uses the phrases "the ways and precepts of prudence" and 
"the counsel of the wise" back-to-back.117 Similarly, Wyclif uses the formula
114 Prov. 8.1, 12, 14. "Numquid non sapientia clamitat, et prudentia dat vocem 
suam? . . . Ego sapientia habito in
consilio. . . Meum est consilium, et aequitas, mea est prudentia, mea est fortitudo."
115 Ong aligns analytic philosophy with chirographic structures of thought (109).
116 Noctes Atticae 8.8. St. Jerome also conflated prudential memory with sapiential 
wisdom by making sapientia interpreter of past, present, and future (PL 14:492).
117 "uias et praecepta prudentiae"; "consilio sapientum."
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sapientia et prudentia in the third chapter of the Tractatus de officio reeis. In Book 
VII of the Confessio Amantis. Gower uses the vernacular version of this formula: 
"wisdom and hih prudence" (65, 1787). And in the Melibee. Chaucer uses the terms 
"sapience," "wisdom," and "prudence" interchangeably to mean political discretion, 
as in the following citation of Job: "For the book seith that 'in olde men is the 
sapience, and in longe tyme the prudence'" (7.1164).118
Prudence's sapiential and ethical qualities, as well as her personified form as a 
female counsellor, make her a descendant of Boethius' Lady Philosophy.119 Needless 
to say, the Melibee does not aspire to the Neoplatonism of the Consolation: it stays 
mainly in the register of practical political discourse. But the initial movement in the 
narrative is from counsel as spiritual consolation to counsel as political advice. 
Moreover, there is the sense that true political prudence is only achieved through 
spiritual wisdom. "'Goveme yow by sapience"' (7.994), Prudence tells Melibee.
She also sets up a microcosmic-macrocosmic relationship between the ethical and 
social planes of human conduct: " 'he that may have the lordshipe of his owene herte 
is moore to preyse than he that by his force or strengthe taketh grete citees'"
(7.1516).
118 Job 12.12. Whiting lists this as a popular medieval proverb (C452, Ml 18). 
"Prudence" as the abstract virtue (as opposed to the proper name for Melibeus' wife) is 
used at 7.1164, 1513; "sapience" at 7.994, 1071, 1114, 1119, 1164, 1259; and 
"wisdom" at 7.993, 1107, 1108. Not surprisingly, the MED's lead-off definition for 
prudence is "wisdom" (l.a).
119 On Lady Philosophy as the prototype of the "female counselor," see Ralph Hanna 
and Traugot Lawler, The Riverside Chaucer 395.
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A contemporary cousin of Chaucer's Prudence is Philippe de Mezieres' Queen 
Truth in the Songe du Vieil Pelerin. Philippe was tutor to the French king Charles 
VI. His Songe contains an allegory of the French royal council in which the chief 
counsellor is Queen Truth, who addresses the ethical and religious as well as political 
aspects of royal counsel.120
In the context of the counsel group, Prudence serves yet another role.
Melibee’s enemies appeal to her "wommanly pitee" (7.1750) when they ask her to 
intercede on their behalf with Melibee. Female figures play an important civic role in 
the counsel group, though it is frankly more self-sacrificing than empowering. They 
tend to put the common good before their personal welfare and thus provide a 
corrective example to male authority figures, who, on the contrary, tend to put their 
private welfare before the common good. This is certainly the case with Prudence 
and Melibee, as the central conflict of the narrative is that between his impetuous 
"desire" to go to war at all costs without taking further deliberation and her repeated 
attempts to counsel him to forgo war in the interest of civic peace: "'A,' quod dame 
Prudence, 'ye seyn youre wyl and as yow liketh'" (7.1526; cf. 1283).
The conflict between the ruler's desires and his people's needs—between the 
private will of the prince and the common profit of the realm—is the main subject of 
the Clerk's Tale, where Griselda, like Prudence, promotes the common profit and 
uses her position as the ruler's wife to counsel him to reform his misgoveraance. In
120 For an analysis of this scene, see Quillet 551.
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the counsel group, the dynamic of counseling the ruler is transferred to the context of 
domestic marriage, which serves as a flexible metaphor for a series of basic political 
relationships: between the ruler and his counselors in the Melibee: between the ruler 
and his people in the Clerk's Tale: and between rival kingdoms in the Man of Law's 
Tale and the Knight's Tale.121 The Merchant's Tale, on the other hand, sardonically 
parodies the political function of marriage by turning January's farcical marriage to 
May into a metaphor for political dis-order between a lord and his subjects.
While her allegorical status is secure, Prudence's actual social position in the 
context of the Melibee's fiction is somewhat precarious. As a woman and, more 
specifically, a wife, she finds it necessary to mount an extended defense of female 
counsellors and to appeal to Melibee's humility in order to convince him to take 
counsel from "lasse folk than hymself" (7.1072). Her appeal aligns her with 
Chaucer, who as a squire was cast in an inferior social position at the Ricardian court, 
yet as an accomplished translator with diplomatic and administrative skills possessed 
the knowledge and experience to advise the king. The fact that the ideal medieval 
counsellor was so often personified as a woman alludes to the hierarchy of the 
medieval court, according to which counsellors were in the paradoxical position of 
giving directions to their social superiors.
121 The marriage metaphor is actually more complex than this in the Knight’s Tale. 
where it also represents the ideal unity between the king and his baronage. See Chapter 
4.
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Melibee's Misinterpretations
While Prudence exemplifies rhetorical skill and displays an ability for
allegorical interpretation, Melibee exemplifies literal-mindedness. For instance,
Prudence asks him what was meant by the physicians' puzzling advice at the first
council "'that right as maladies been cured by hir contraries, right so shul men
warisshe [cure] werre by vengeaunce"' (7.1017). When he responds that it means
that he should take vengeance upon his enemies (7.1279-82), she rebukes him for too
easily following "'his owene desir'" (7.1283) and then instructs him in a better
interpretation of the physicians' advice:
'But certes, the wordes of the phisiciens sholde been understonden in 
this wise: / for good and wikkednesse been two contraries, and pees 
and werre, vengeaunce and suffraunce, discord and accord, and manye 
othere thynges; / but certes, wikkednesse shal be warisshed by 
goodnesse, discord by accord, werre by pees, and so forth of othere 
thynges' (7.1288-90).
Although one might object that she is manipulating the physicians' counsel by 
revising it to mean the opposite of its literal meaning, her reinterpretation is 
instructive. A good counsellor must sometimes resort to such strategies, albeit 
somewhat manipulative, in order to attain a greater goal.122 Moreover, she is using 
the confusing advice of the physicians as a test of Melibee’s interpretive abilities and 
insisting on the need to interpret actively one's counsel rather than to be tied to the 
literal sense.
122 However, Ferster curiously compares Prudence to the baronial appellants who 
violently purged Richard IE’s council: "Prudence's advisory coup echoes the Appellants' 
takeover of the government in 1388" (103).
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Similarly, when Prudence asks Melibee to interpret the lawyers' advice to 
garrison his house in the event of another attack (7.1027), he understands it to mean 
only that he should build "toures, swiche as han castelles and othere manere edifices, 
and armure, and artelries" (7.1333). Prudence counters that such garrisons are 
sometimes a sign of "pryde” (7.1335) and are '"nat worth a stree'" (7.1336) unless a 
lord has the loyalty of his subjects: "'And understoond wel that the gretteste and 
strongeste gamysoun that a riche man may have, as wel to kepen his persone as his 
goodes, is / that he be biloved with hys subgetz and with his neighebores'" (7.1337- 
38).
Prudence's remarks allude to Melibee's mistake of relying on the counsel of 
"his neighebores that diden hym reverence moore for drede than for love" (7.1006; 
cf. 1245), as well as his over-reliance upon his wealth and might to protect himself 
(e.g. 7.1549-50). Furthermore, Prudence has already cited Cicero's commonplace 
that " 'Ther nys no myght so greet of any emperour that longe may endure, but if he 
have moore love of the peple than drede'" (7.1192). That a ruler should be more 
loved than feared by his subjects is one of the major political principles of the Middle 
Ages, stemming from Judeo-Christian teachings on caritas and intended to mitigate
123 ...tyranny. This formula was so often expressed in medieval speculum literature that
123 E.g. Giraldus Cambrensis, De Principis Instructione (c. 1217), 1.2; Bmneto 
Latini, Livre dou Tresor (c. 1266) 3.81; Thomas Aquinas, De Regimine Principum 
1.10; Giles of Rome, De Reeimine principium (c. 1280), 2.36; Gower, Confessio 
Amantis (c. 1390), 7.3154-56.
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Machiavelli inverted it in the Prince, which is essentially a mirror for the emerging 
modern European autocrat based upon realpolitik rather than Judeo-Christian virtues: 
"It is far better to be feared than loved if you cannot be both" (96). From this 
perspective, Prudence's allegorical exegesis of Melibee's pride is crucial to 
developing the ethical as well as the material basis of a ruler's authority.
At his second council Melibee demonstrates the proper conciliar protocol by 
initiating the conciliar process with a small council of "olde ffeendes which that were 
trewe and wyse" (7.1784). After "avys and conseil" (7.1786) is exchanged, the 
second council concludes with a declaration "to have pees and reste" (7.1789). 
However, while Melibee has learned the proper protocol for calling a council, he has 
still not learned the harder lesson of controlling his unruly desires. After the council 
has adjourned, he reveals his intention to Prudence to disinherit his enemies of their 
land (7.1835), a judgment that she says will backfire and return the situation "'to the 
werre as it was bifom'" (7.1854). As such, he is continuing to misinterpret his 
counsellors' advice, thinking that as a judicial punishment rather than an overt act of 
war disinheritance conforms to their recommendation of peace. Even at the end of 
the narrative, he still has great difficulty discerning between his emotions and the 
intent and meaning of his counsellors.
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Prudence’s Allegory of the Body Politic
Prudence allegorically interprets Sophie's wounded body to be an analogue for
Melibee’s ’’soul’’ or rational faculty, which has become impaired by immoderation.124
She explains that he has been living "out of mesure” (7.1417), relying too much
upon "'temporeel richesses, and delices and honours of this world"’ (7.1411-12).
Therefore, God has punished him through the attack upon his household:
'Thou hast doon synne agayn oure Lord Crist, / for certes, the three 
enemys of mankynde-that is to seyn, the flessh, the feend, and the 
world— / thou hast sufffed hem entre in to thyn herte wilfully by the 
wyndowes of thy body. / and has nat defended thy self suffisantly 
agayns hire assautes and hire temptaciouns, so that they han wounded 
thv soule in fyve places; / this is to seyn, the deedly synnes that been 
entred into thyn herte by thy fyve wittes. / And in the same manere 
oure Lord Crist hath woold and sufffed that thy three enemys been 
entred into thyn house by the wyndowes / and han ywounded thy 
doghter in the forseyde manere.' (7.1420-26; emphasis added).
Pearsall and others have pointed out the incompatibility of the "moral-psychological" 
and "moral-social-political" levels of Prudence's allegory, an incompatibility that 
becomes irreconcilable when Melibeus makes his peace with his enemies, who, far 
from being fiendish, exhibit genuine religious penitence in submitting themselves to 
Melibee's judgment (7.1745-6).125 But if Prudence’s allegory fails upon the moral-
124 In this section, the term "allegory" is not used to refer to the type of political 
roman a clef epitomized by Richard the Redeless. but to the well known medieval 
analogy of the res publica as a corporate political body.
125 Pearsall, The Canterbury Tales 287. See also Strohm, "The Allegory of the Tale 
of Melibee." Owen, "The Tale of Melibee." and Howard, Idea 311-12.
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psychological level, it works upon the political level perhaps better than most critics 
have realized.
Prudence's charges of Melibee's immoderation relate to his inability to control 
his desires, and, more specifically, to his wilful attempt to take vengeance upon his 
enemies. From the outset of the narrative, when Prudence reproves Melibee for 
responding like "a mad man" (7.973) to the attack against his household, she has been 
steadily counselling him against immoderation. In medieval political discourse, a 
ruler who pursued his personal desire in disregard for the common good was a tyrant, 
as the Clerk’s Tale clearly illustrates. Although not yet a tyrant, Melibee is in danger 
of losing control of his household or kingdom because he cannot control himself.
As Kantorowicz has demonstrated, the corporational analogy between the 
ruler's physical body and the body politic was extremely popular in the Middle 
Ages. That a ruler had to have control over his own body before he could properly 
rule his kingdom was a medieval commonplace: "Si rex esse velis, te rege, rex et 
eris" (Vox Clamantis 6.606).127 According to Quillet, the corporational analogy of 
the body politic gave rise to an entire set of microcosmic-macrocosmic relationships.
126 •Kantorowicz, The King's Two Bodies. For the use of the corporational analogy 
in speculum literature, see: John of Salisbury, Policraticus (1159), bk. 5; Giraldus 
Cambrensis, De principis instructione (c. 1217), 1.19; Thomas Aquinas, De repimine 
principum (c. 1266), 1.12; John of Paris, De potestate regia et papali (c. 1302), ch. 3; 
Marsiglio of Padua, Defensor pacis (1324), 1.17; John Wyclif, Tractatus de officio 
regis (1378-79), ch. 5; John Gower, Vox Clamantis (c. 1379-81), 6.7-8; Christine de 
Pizan, Le Livre du Corps de Policie.
127 "If you wish to be a king, mle yourself and you will be a king." My translation.
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The individual was conceived as a microcosm for the res publica. self-control was 
analogous to civic order, moral action to political action, and self-reflection to 
political judgment (545-46).
By naming Prudence and Melibee's daughter "Sophie" or "wisdom," Chaucer 
clarifies the relationship between his lack of self-restraint and the political disorder of 
his household. Sophie's wounded body represents both Melibee's impaired political
judgment and the corporate community of his estate or kingdom, which is suffering
128from misrule. In his sermon Vivat rex, the French ecclesiastical statesman and 
political theorist Jean Gerson (1363-1429) compares a king who lacks "prudent 
counsel" to a "head on a body that has not eyes, ears, or nose."129 Sophie, wounded 
in her ears, nose, and mouth (7.972), is a synecdoche for Melibee's wounded 
wisdom, which is too impaired to take the counsel of Prudence.130 Sophie's wounds 
in her hands and feet imply that Melibee’s misgovemance has spread from his council 
throughout his kingdom, an image of systemic corruption common to the 
corporational analogy of the body politic. The fact that her condition remains
128 The surgeons and physicians at Melibee's first council symbolize the conciliar 
role of healing the misgovemance of the body republic.
129 *"Car roy sans le prudent conseil est comme le chief en ung corps sans yeulz, sans 
oreillez et sans nez." Quoted in Quillet 549n.87.
130 Cf. Strohm: "Whether Melibee be taken as a person of prominence in a civil 
commonwealth or as the head of his own microcosmic 'body,' his movement through 
good counsel to resumption of proper lordship is the motive force of this narrative" 
(Social Chaucer 162).
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unknown at the end of the narrative suggests the tenuousness of civil affairs in 
Melibee's kingdom even upon his reconciliation with his enemies.
The Digression on Riches 
The digression on riches (7.1551-1671) draws a parallel between negotium and 
commercium which was central to the emerging ethos of European mercantilism. 
Renaud added the digression to his redaction of the Liber consolationis et consilii but 
took it from another of Albertanus' compilations, the De amore Dei. The digression 
on riches is related to the main narrative on four bases: it serves to rebut Melibee's 
claim that he is "moore myghty" (7.1549) than his enemies; it reenforces Prudence’s 
antiwar message by positing that material goods should never by acquired to the 
detriment of other people, a condition the chivalric economy of looting and pillaging 
clearly violated; it echoes the theme of moderate living by setting a mean between 
prodigality and stinginess; and, most important of all, it advocates common profit 
over the destructive self-interests of the ruler. The terms "peace” and "profit" are 
interlinked throughout the narrative, suggesting that war is to the profit or good of 
neither the ruler nor his subjects: "'Ne it is nat good, to bigynne werre whereas ye 
mowe in oother maner have pees unto youre worshipe and profit'" (7.1655).
The concept of profit also has economic connotations. As the digression on 
riches makes clear, the Melibee advocates a bourgeois ideology of commercialism 
over the outmoded chivalric ideology of feudalism: " 'by concord and pees the smale 
richesses wexen grete, / and by debaat and discord the grete richesses fallen doun'"
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(7.1676-77; cf. 1655). The Tale of Sir Thopas generates much of its humor through 
the irony of setting a chivalric romance within the commercial center of Flanders, at 
once suggesting that chivalry had become a decadent ethos detached from the feudal 
value of mutual fidelity and that a
new civic-minded ethos was needed for the commercial nation-states emerging in late 
medieval Europe.131 As I argue in Chapter 4, Chaucer also develops the shift from 
chivalric feudalism to the conception of the medieval kingdom as a centralized state 
governed by clearly defined legislative and judicial institutions-an interdependent 
body politic rather than interlaces of warriors or estates held in fee by the monarch.
The motif of the emerging civil state is also sounded in the debate on patience 
versus vengeance: '"For, as by right and resoun, ther may no man taken vengeance 
on no wight but the juge that hath the jurisdiccioun of i t . . .  as the lawe requireth" 
(7.1379-80; cf. 1435-43, 1467-75). In other words, public judicial procedures must 
prevail over private chivalric warfare-a message Chaucer reiterates in the Knight's 
Tale.132
131
In regard to Sir Thopas. Howard states, "The running joke seems to be at the 
expense of the bourgeoisie and the lower classes; but when noble ideals become cliches 
and popular tags they themselves seem silly" (310).
132 According to Sundby, Albertanus originally wrote the narrative of Melibee and 
Prudence to apply to the lawlessness of feudal nobles in thineenth-century Lombardy 
with the intention of promoting the legal institutions set up by the bourgeoisie of the 
Lombard communes (xvii).
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The Problem with Working by Counsel 
The Melibee attempts to strike a balance between the lord's feudal obligation 
to take counsel, and his prerogative to choose his counsellors and to discriminate 
among the advice he receives. The text implies that there is no divine right of kings 
when Prudence states t hat" 'ther is no wight that hath sovereyn bountee save God 
allone'" (7.1079). Her motto to "work by counsel" reenforces the notion that the 
judgment of rulers is inherently flawed and must be supplemented by communal 
wisdom. The second council redoubles the emphasis on the importance of counsel- 
taking in the Melibee. Through Prudence's instruction Melibee manages to learn the 
necessity if not the art of counsel-taking, stating his willingness to work by counsel: 
"'And therfore I assente and conferme me to have pees; / but it is good that we do it 
nat wihouten the assent and wyl of oure freendes'" (7.1778).
Yet, in no way does the Melibee promote a democratic concept of 
government. Sounding a familiar medieval political note, Prudence states that 
wisdom is not necessarily to be found in numbers: ’"For the trouthe of thynges and 
the profit been rather founden in fewe folk that been wise and fill of resoun than by 
greet multitude of folk ther every man crieth and clatereth what that hym liketh. 
Soothly swich multitude is nat honest" (4.1069).133 Indeed, she encourages Melibee
133 Aquinas gives the standard monarchical position that democratia is little better 
than "mob rule fpotentatus populfl" and is therefore a form of tyranny (De Regimine 
Principum 1.1). The closest a fourteenth-century mirror of princes comes to advocating 
democratic government is Marsiglio of Padua's Defensor pacis. which has been 
characterized in terms of "popular sovereignty" (Nederman and Forhan 174).
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to use his "free choys" (7.1083) in choosing among both counsellors and their
counsel. The lord should be sovereyn, yet he should somehow be disposed to follow
good advice. The Melibee suggests a mean between an autocratic government, in
which the ruler pursues his whims at will, and a constitutional government, in which
sovereignty is vested in a parliamentary-style legislative body rather than the figure of
the monarch. Thus the narrative envisions the conciliar process as beginning with the
king and his closest advisors and only gradually working outward to include others:
'For al be it so that thou first ne telle thy conseil but to a fewe, thou 
mayst afterward telle it to mo folk if it be nede . . . And werke nat 
alwey in every nede by oon counseillour allone; for somtyme bihooveth 
it to been conseilled by manye. / For Salomon seith, "Salvacion of 
thynges is where as ther been manye conseillours"' (VII. 1168, 1170- 
71; cf. Prov. 11.14).
This is a process that the medieval English monarchy attempted to regulate by 
limiting the right to counsel the king to his baronial peers, while extending to the 
commons only the right to consent to taxation. But at the Ricardian court conciliar 
theory was pitted against actual practice. One of the key issues of Richard II's reign 
was the king's "royal prerogative" to choose his own ministers and, hence, to 
maintain sole control over the composition of his council. The right to choose his 
own ministers was severely attacked by the barons and the commons in parliament. 
However, as Chapter 2 argues, the barons contributed to the conciliar crisis rather 
than resolving it. They had no constitutional programme in mind with which to
However, Marsiglio's theory was written for the republican city-states of Northern Italy 
and was not influential in fourteenth-century England.
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replace the king's prerogative rights-only their own class interests and their political 
careers.
As mentioned above, the failure of the Ricardian discourse of council is 
dramatized in such contemporary literature as the complaint poem Richard the 
Redeless. But even in a pro-royalist document like the Melibee. the sense of the 
failure of court counsel almost overwhelms the attempt at conciliar reform. The fact 
that Prudence has to save the situation at the eleventh hour by once again prodding 
Melibee into making the correct decision ends the tale on an ambiguous note. The 
Melibee insinuates that court counsel is an inherently dissonant process due both to 
the wilfulness of the seigniorial class and the partisanship of court counsellors.
The fact that the majority of Melibee's counsellors are false "flatereres" 
(7.1007) aggravates the situation. They offer disingenuous advice calculated to 
advance their narrow self-interests, as the following image conveys: "Yet hadde this 
Melibeus in his conseil many folk that prively in his eere conseilled hym certeyn 
thyng, and conseilled hym the contrarie in general audience" (7.1049). The 
disconcerting "noyse" (7.1035) at Melibee's first council recalls the pervasive noise at 
the avian parliament in the Parliament of the Fowls (e.g. 312, 491, 500, 523) and at 
the Trojan parliament in Troilus and Crisevde (e.g. 4.70, 183). Except for the 
parliament scene that ends the Knight's Tale. Chaucer represents court councils as 
Babel-like affairs permeated by discord, confusion, and duplicity. False counsel was
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a special register of the medieval topos of counsel that Chaucer exploits to the full in 
the Merchant's Tale.
In light of the general skepticism of the counsel group, the uncertain mood at 
the end of the Melibee comments upon the conciliar crisis that beset the English royal 
court in the last quarter of the fourteenth-century. It is a crisis that began with 
Edward Hi's dotage in the 1370s, precipitating the Good Parliament of 1376 at which 
Edward’s council was purged, and grew deeper with Richard II's minority, which set 
off a power struggle between the king's ministers and the barons of the realm for 
control of the concilium repis and, by extension, of the kingdom. In the next chapter, 
I reconstruct the long, violent history of royal-baronial factionalism and read the Man 
of Law’s Tale as Chaucer's most disturbing exploration of conciliar factionalism at 
the Ricardian court. In subsequent chapters, I relate the conflict between Richard and 
his barons to the king's Anglo-French peace policy. That the Melibee turns on the 
issue of peace versus war strengthens its connection to the Ricardian crisis of counsel.
A final note about the uncertain end of the Melibee. The residual orality of 
this narrative appears to have been a nostalgic linguistic ideal that, although still 
appealing, was passing away in late fourteenth-century England. To be sure,
Chaucer's book of counsel offered much instruction for verbal conciliar exchanges at 
the Ricardian court, but by Chaucer's time the office of royal counsellor had been 
transformed from the one-dimensional practice of a vassal giving direct advice to his 
lord at court to the multi-dimensional and literate role of the professional civil
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servant. Writing had become indispensable to the activity of counseling the king: 
"more of the issues of state now came to the king in writing in the form of 
memoranda, draft documents from [the king's] officials and letters from the Council, 
foreign rulers, noblemen and others" (Brown 240). As a professional diplomat and 
controller of customs whose literate skills qualified him for these posts, Chaucer no 
doubt understood that in political contexts orality could not successfully displace 
writing, even though oral deliberation was still the primary mode of parliamentary 
discourse. Moreover, in the textual context of the Tales, he could not let the residual 
orality of the Melibee pass without comment, which, I argue, he makes indirectly in 
the Merchant's Tale.
*  *  *  *
As Chaucer's commonplace book of counsel and compact mirror of princes, 
the Melibee not only connects the Tales to the Ricardian discourse of counsel but also 
serves as the anchor of the counsel group. Since scholarly consensus holds that the 
Melibee was translated prior to the main body of tales, it follows that Chaucer's early 
engagement with the topos of counsel prepared him for the more mature conciliar 
exchanges in the Man of Law's Tale. Clerk’s Tale. Knight's Tale, and Merchant's 
Tale. His practice of inserting conciliar exchanges into the source materials for these 
tales is intimately tied to his decision to assign a treatise on counsel-taking to his own 
persona. As a poet and translator, as well as a diplomat and member of the Ricardian 
court, Chaucer understood both the political significance of conciliar discourse and its 
underlying rhetorical structure. While he put his abilities as court translator to use in
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the Melibee. it is with the rhetorical skill of the poet that he explores both the 
historical and metalinguistic aspects of the topos of counsel in the remaining tales of 
the counsel group.
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Factionalism and the Man of Law’s Tale
In the course of this parliament [October 1383] a serious quarrel 
arose between the king and the lords temporal, because, as it seemed to 
them, he clung to unsound policies finsano consilio! and for this reason 
excluded wholesome guidance from his entourage; they therefore 
strove to take the full burden of control upon themselves. They 
maintained that in former times the most illustrious of his royal 
predecessors had been ruled by the advice of their lords, and for as 
long as the control of those lords had been accepted the realm of 
England was a land of plenty and brilliant prosperity. The king, 
however, was of the opposite way of thinking: he said that he was 
unwilling to be ruled or led exclusively by their advice, but he was 
content to accept with all deference and docility the guidance of his 
council, composed as it was of the kingdom's picked and tested men 
^Westminster Chronicle 54).
The theme of controlling royal counsel configures some of the most important 
political and literary documents of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, such as the 
Magna Carta, the Provisions of Oxford, the Song of Lewes, the Ordinances of 1311, 
and the gravamina listed in the appeal of 1388. Conciliar relations between the ruler 
and his baronage are also a recurring theme in the counsel group. For instance, at the 
end of the Knight's Tale, the marriage parliament momentously concludes with an 
agreement between "al the conseil and the baronage" (1.3096). However, more 
typical of Chaucer's treatment of political relations between king and baronage is the 
Man of Law's Tale, where the violent factionalism between the Sultan's "privee 
conseil" (2.204) and the Sultaness's rogue "conseil" (2.326) is reduplicated by the 
treachery of Donegild at the Northumbrian court of king Alla.
109
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In the Man o f Law's Tale, which is an adaptation of a secular saint's life 
found in Nicholas Trevet’s Anglo-Norman Cronicles. Chaucer omitted many of the 
biographical and circumstantial details found in Trevet's text but added exchanges of 
conciliar discourse: the scenes of the Sultan's "privee conseil" (2.204-31), the 
Sultan's mother's oligarchic "conseil" (2.323-73), and Alla's formal judicial inquest 
(2.606-89).134 He also heightened the exchange o f Donegild's counterfeited letters 
(2.731-43, 760-63, 766-84, 803-5, 810-18). Judicial inquests such as the one 
convened by Alla were regularly conducted by the king's council in fourteenth- 
century England,135 and Chaucer's narrator considers Donegild's counterfeiting of the 
king's correspondence to be a breech of royal counsel. When she intercepts the 
letters being sent to Alla, the Man of Law laments, "There is no conseil hyd, 
withouten doute" (2.777). Except for the exchange of counterfeited letters, none of 
the conciliar scenes found in the Man of Law's Tale appears in Gower's version of 
the Constance story in the Confessio Amantis.136
11 4
All citations of Chaucer's works are taken from Larry Benson, ed., The Riverside 
Chaucer (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1987).
135 _In The King's Council in England during the Middle Ages (Oxford: Clarendon P, 
1913), James F. Baldwin comments that "the prevailing idea of the curia or council was 
sufficiently elastic to include every activity of this body, whether it was giving counsel, 
administering justice, or framing laws" (53-4).
136 Confessio Amantis. 2.587-1598. All citations of Gower's work are taken from 
G. C. Macaulay, ed., The Complete Works of John Gower, vol. 3 (Oxford: Clarendon 
P, 1901).
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Scholarly consensus holds that the Man of Law's Tale was written about 1390, 
shortly after Gower wrote his version of the Constance story and not long after the
137Merciless Parliament of 1388. I propose to read the Man of Law's Tale as a veiled 
comment upon the baronial takeover of Richard II's council and the bloodbath of the 
Merciless Parliament, which resulted in the execution of several members of the 
king's council with whom Chaucer was personally acquainted, including the chamber 
knights, Sir Simon Burley, Sir John Beauchamp, Sir James Berners, and Sir John 
Salisbury, and the chief justice of the king's bench, Sir Robert Tresilian. To be sure, 
Chaucer never mentions any of these events or persons in the Man of Law's Tale. 
Rather than allegorically reflecting historical events in the Man of Law's Tale, he 
focuses on the corruption of the very political speech act—namely court counsel—that 
led to the conciliar crisis of the Merciless Parliament.
The Man of Law's Tale argues that when the conciliar and judicial institutions 
of medieval government function properly, they moderate political action and promote 
concern for the common good. But when they are corrupted by factionalism, as was 
the case at Richard II's court, political extremism goes unchecked.138 This chapter
137 • • __See the discussion on the dating of the Man of Law's Tale in The Riverside 
Chaucer. 856-57. See also Margaret Schlauch, "The Man of Law's Tale," in Sources 
and Analogues of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, ed. W. F. Bryan and Germaine 
Dempster (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1941), 155-56.
138 However, in The Canterbury Tales and the Good Society (Princeton: Princeton 
UP, 1986), Paul Olson contends that the Man of Law's Tale is based on absolutist and 
theocratic conceptions of royal power that Richard II espoused but Chaucer abhorred 
(85-103).
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first explores the history of factionalism at the late medieval English court, and then 
proceeds to analyze the Man of Law's Tale as a metahistorical narrative that 
dramatizes the ways in which court factionalism corrupts the discourse of counsel.
An Overview of Royal-Baronial Factionalism 
The bitter struggle between Richard H and his barons was part of the 
centuries-long contest between the magnates and the English monarch for control of 
the concilium regis. The king's counsel was the key to controlling the monarchy.
The barons claimed the right of counsel as the king's hereditary advisers.
Conversely, the king claimed that by virtue of the royal prerogative he had the right 
to choose his own ministers from his household as personal advisers. Throughout the 
fourteenth century, the nature of English sovereignty came under question precisely 
because of the political factions that formed around two distinct conceptions of the 
king's council: the court party, which fought for a ministerial council composed of 
the king's curiales: and the baronial party, which enlisted the commons to fight for a 
magnate council composed of great lords appointed by parliament. The running feud 
between the king and barons over the composition of the king's council was the 
domestic equivalent of the Hundred Years War with France but lasted even longer. 
Control of the king’s council was, in short, one of the defining political issues of 
medieval England.
The conflict between the court party and the barons was influenced by three 
major trends in English society: the centralization and bureaucratization of
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government, the formation of a hereditary peerage, and the emergence of the middle 
stratum of English society. An examination of these trends reveals that royal-baronial 
factionalism escalated as English society shifted from a feudal kingdom to a nation­
state. It also reveals that the primary object of baronial resistance to the crown was 
not constitutional reform but control of royal counsel.
The royal administration was becoming a highly specialized operation that the 
barons were neither trained nor prepared to run. The household demanded "the 
services of highly trained lawyers and bureaucrats, of a permanent civil service."
The curiales became "the day-to-day advisers of the king, the real framers of his 
policy," and "the advisory function of the baronage tended to disappear into the 
background, to become a formality" (McKisack 19-20). Thus, by the end of the 
fourteenth century, "Royal government, which over the centuries had been becoming 
more and more written government, can now be described justly as bureaucratic and 
professional government and increasingly government by officials under the king" 
(Brown 52). The itinerant court of the early Middle Ages was becoming a 
phenomenon of the past, as the household departments established permanent offices 
at Westminster, such as the chancery, exchequer, and office of the privy seal. During 
Edward IE's reign a special chamber was built at Westminster Hall for the king's 
council-the renowned Star Chamber. Consequently, "Much that had previously been 
done from the Household was now done from Westminster and from the Council"
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(Brown 57). Throughout Chaucer's lifetime, London functioned as the capital city of 
England and Westminster as the home of the government.
In reaction to the consolidation of royal power at Westminster, the barons 
formed themselves into a hereditary class that reserved the right to be the king's 
natural counselors. The terms with which they began to describe themselves—the 
universitas or communitas reeni and the even more distinct "peers of the realm 
indicated their increasing class consciousness (McKisack 19).139 The term "peer" 
became fashionable in the early fourteenth century and designated a nobleman who 
was individually summoned to parliament on the basis of hereditary possession of 
lands. When Richard II's reign began, there were three grades of peers, in the 
following hierarchical order: duke, earl, and baron. "Earl" and "baron" were ancient 
titles that generally denoted the great laymen of the realm. Correspondingly, the term 
"lords" came into use in the 1340s to designate "all those individually summoned to 
parliament" (Brown 182). The term "House of Lords" was in use by the 1440s, fully 
institutionalizing the peerage.
While the king's growing reliance upon the financial resources of the knights 
of the shires and burgesses was the main cause of their political rise in late medieval 
England, this trend was accelerated by the factionalist fighting between the court and 
baronage. Both King John and Henry HI had summoned knights to royal councils to
139 For the concepts of the universitas and the peerage, see also Wilkinson, 47-49 and 
89-90; and Brown, 243.
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receive their consent on tax increases.140 In order to drive a wedge between the 
commons and the king, Simon de Montfort, earl of Leicester and leader of the 
baronial opposition to Henry, summoned not only knights but also, for the first time, 
borough representatives to his "Great Parliament" of January 20, 1265.
A renewal of royal-baronial factionalism further pushed the commons into the 
conciliar arena in the early fourteenth-century. In 1311, the barons purged Edward 
II's council and forced him to accept a series of reforms, which were contained in a 
document they had drafted beforehand and called the "Ordinances." Edward 
eventually repealed the Ordinances in the Statute of York (1322), in which he also 
declared that important affairs of state must be treated, accorded, and established "en 
parlementz par nostre seignur le roi et par lassent des prelatz, countes, et barouns, et 
la communalte du roialme" (Statutes of the Realm. I, 189; Chrimes and Brown 32; 
emphasis added). It seems that Edward was seeking to retake control of the 
legislative process by ensuring that ordinances could only be passed in parliaments 
presided over by the king and attended by representatives of all the estates. 
Consequently, at the very moment when the sovereignty of the king over the barons 
was reasserted, the presence of the commons in parliament was assured.141 The
140 In 1213, John summoned four discretos homines from every shire to his court. In 
1227 and in 1254, Henry summoned knights to parliamentary-style assemblies. See 
Stubbs. Select Charters 287. 357, 375-77.
141 McKisack notes that "The last parliament to which the commons were (probably) 
not summoned was that of midsummer 1325" (182n2).
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theory that the English realm was a corporate body composed of all the estates, who 
were to govern cooperatively according to the standard of counsel and consent, 
ironically evolved out of factionalist fighting between the king and barons.
Despite the permanent addition of the knights of the shires and burgesses to 
parliament, the needs of the peasantry, who made up the vast majority of the English 
population in the fourteenth century, by and large went unmet. This is most evident 
in the types of taxes parliament was willing to grant. The two main taxes were the 
wool customs, which taxed the export of wool, and the annual subsidy on movable 
property, which taxed domestic animals and grain but not land, buildings, military 
equipment, or luxury items such as jewels, clothes, and plate.142 The members of 
parliament were the greatest landowners in the realm, and instead of assessing the 
value of their own lands they shifted the tax burden onto the landless tenant farmers 
and artisans who made up the majority of the rebels in 1381. The English Rising of 
1381 violently exposed the limits of medieval parliamentary representation, for it was 
sparked by another type of subsidy-the infamous poll-tax.143
142 After 1334, the lay subsidy on moveables, which was in practice an annual tax, 
was always a fifteenth and a tenth, though a half-levy or more than one might be 
granted (Brown 73).
143 Poll taxes were granted consecutively in 1377, 1379, and 1380. Although the 
poll tax of 1379 was graduated, making some attempt to distribute the tax burden fairly, 
the other two poll taxes were flat rates. Steel puts the blame for the third poll tax 
squarely on the commons: "For the commons, while recognising the real need for 
money, were not prepared for the moment to tax themselves, the prosperous classes, 
any further; they were determined to spread the burden as widely as possible" (55).
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The anti-royalist parliaments of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries (e.g. the 
Great Parliament of 1265, the Lords Ordainers' parliament of 1311, the Good 
Parliament o f 1376, the Wonderful Parliament of 1386, and the Merciless Parliament 
of 1388) were, then, not part of a concerted constitutional programme, as they have 
been styled in "Whig" histories, but ad hoc and at times frankly reactionary 
assemblies that did not serve as precedents for a "constitutional rights" theory until 
centuries later.144 The grand narrative of thirteenth- and fourteenth-century 
factionalism is not the attainment of constitutional freedoms but the control of royal 
counsel.
Factionalism in Thirteenth- and Fourteenth-Century England 
The topos of controlling royal counsel resounds in both the official political 
documents and poetry of thirteenth- and fourteenth-century England. Prior to Richard 
H’s reign, it is especially prominent in the following sources: the Magna Carta, the 
Provisions of Oxford, the Song of Lewes, the paean "In Praise of the Young 
Edward," and the Ordinances of 1311.
The Magna Carta
The barons' right to counsel the king is the controlling theme of the Magna 
Carta, imposed upon King John at Runnymede in 1215. The immediate cause of the
144 Parliamentary sovereignty of a constitutional English state was not achieved until 
the late seventeenth century. Even then, a steep property-in-land qualification for all 
members of parliament, which had been established in 1429, was in effect and remained 
so until 1832, effectively depriving the labor class from parliamentary representation 
(Brown 190-91).
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Maena Carta was John’s attempt to levy a scutage on those barons who did not 
provide military service for his disastrous campaign against king Philip n  of France in 
1214. John had already lost most of his French possessions to Philip, and by a series 
of mishaps he had also been forced to surrender England to pope Innocent in and to 
receive it back as a fief, bringing large papal exactions and inviting the wrath of the 
barons. The Magna Carta explicitly states that the king shall levy no scutage without 
the "common counsel" of the barons and prelates, except the three customary dues 
(ransoming the king, making his eldest son a knight, and marrying his eldest 
daughter).145 The conciliar procedure the king had to follow now before levying any 
aid was to call a great council, to which he was to summon all archbishops, bishops, 
abbots, earls, greater barons, and lesser barons. The assembly was to proceed 
"according to the counsel fsecundum consiliuml of those present" (Stubbs 295).
The Charter laid down the notion that a king who refused to take the counsel 
of his greatest subjects could be compelled to do so. Accordingly, it adumbrates the 
important late medieval principle of no taxation without prior consent. Nevertheless, 
at the time of the Charter's issuance, this principle was subsumed by the more 
immediate goal of control of royal counsel. John repudiated the Charter as a grant 
made under coercion and was released from its observance by Innocent HI. For their
145 "Nullum scutagium vel auxilium ponatur in regno nostro, nisi per commune 
consilium regni nostri, nisi ad corpus nostrum redimendum, et promogenitum filium 
nostrum militem faciendum, et ad filiam nostram primogenitam semel maritandam, et 
ad haec non fiat nisi rationabile auxilium" (Stubbs 294; emphasis added).
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part, the barons were unconcerned with the rights of the commons, who are nowhere 
mentioned in the Charter.
The Provisions of Oxford
The king's council assumed even more importance during the reign of John's 
son, Henry HI. Since Henry took the throne at the age of nine, his counsellors 
assumed the role of regents during his minority. Not surprisingly, after Henry's 
minority ended in 1227, the composition of his council became a charged political 
issue. He was alienated from the English barons when he surrounded himself with 
French courtiers, including relatives of his wife Eleanor of Provence and his Poitevin 
half brothers. Despite the advice of his moderate justiciar, Hubert de Burgh, whom 
Henry dismissed in 1232, he continued to divert money to the papacy and embarked 
upon a series of expensive yet futile campaigns in Gascony and Brittany. The old 
baronial hostilities against John were transferred to his son, and in 1258 the magnates 
forced a "council of fifteen1' upon Henry. The council of fifteen, led by Simon de 
Montfort, earl of Leicester, governed the realm under the Provisions of Oxford for 
almost a decade.
Like the Magna Carta, the Provisions of Oxford are organized according to 
the topos of counsel. The Provisions declare that the barons no longer intended to 
rely upon the king to summon them to great councils at his pleasure. Instead, the 
Provisions call for a standing council "to counsel the king in good faith concerning 
the government of the realm and on all things which appertain to the king or to the
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kingdom; and to amend and redress all things which they shall see require to be 
redressed and amended."146 The Provisions of Oxford also ambitiously called for 
"three parliaments" a year "to treat of the common wants of the kingdom." The 
barons were to gather in parliamentary assembly even if they were not summoned by 
the king, a defiant challenge to the king's prerogative to call and dismiss major 
conciliar assemblies.147
The Provisions of Oxford, which were enlarged in 1259 as the Provisions of 
Westminster, triggered the Barons' War (1263-67), fought over precisely the issue of 
whether the king had the right to appoint his own counsellors or had to accept the 
counsel of the barons. Henry had already renounced the Provisions, with papal 
sanction, in 1261, and the issue was further decided in his favor when Prince Edward 
(later Edward I) defeated Montfort at Evesham in 1267. Although in practice the 
Provisions did little to limit the power of the king, they prepared the way for later 
baronial challenges to the king's council, such as the Ordinances of 1311.
146 Stubbs 383, 387. "E averunt poer del rei conseiler en bone fei del govemement 
del reaume, et de totes choses ke al rei u al reaume pertenent. E pur amender et 
adrescer totes les choses ke il verrunt ke facent a adrescer et amender."
147 "A ces treis parlemenz, vendrunt les cunseillers le rei esluz, tut ne seient il pas 
mandez, pur ver le estat del reaume et pur treter les cummuns bosoingnes del reaume et 
del rei ensement" (Stubbs 383).
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The Latin poem called by modem editors The Sons of Lewes commemorates
Montfort's temporary victory over Henry HI in 1263 at Lewes.148 The poem is a
formal argument in verse for the right of the barons to counsel the king and, if he
should refuse their counsel, to resist him by violent means. The speaker first presents
the court party's position:
Rex cum suis voluit ita liber esse . . .
Suutn ad arbitrium voluit quemcumque,
Et consiliarios de quacumque gente,
Et ministros varios se praecipiente,
Non intromittentibus se de factis regis
Angliae baronibus, vim habente legis
Principis imperio, et quod imperaret
Suomet arbitrio singulos ligaret" (491, 498-504).149
He then refutes the court party's position at length, concluding:
Ex praedictis omnibus poterit liquere,
Quod regem magnatibus incumbit videre 
Quae regni conveniant gubemationi,
Et pacis expediant conservation!;
Et quod rex indigenas sibi laterales 
Habeat, non advenas, neque speciales,
148 Three contemporary political poems closely related to the Song of Lewes are the 
Song of the Barons (1263), which celebrates the plundering of the properties of 
royalists; the Song upon the Division among the Barons (1265), which castigates the 
earls of Gloucester and Norfolk for deserting the baronial cause; and the Lament for 
Simon de Montfort (ca. 1265), which considers Montfort a martyr and compares him to 
Thomas Becket.
149 "The king, with his [party], wished thus to be free . . .  He would have everyone 
at his own will, and counsellors from whatever nation he chose, and all ministers at his 
own discretion; while the barons of England are not to interfere with the king's actions, 
the command of the prince having the force of law, and what he may dictate binding 
upon everybody at his pleasure" (Wright 96-97).
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Vel consiliarios vel regni majores,
Qui supplantant alios atque bonos mores (951-58).150
The speaker exonerates the barons and depicts Henry's French courtiers as the real 
enemies o f the king, who are said to have seduced him with their flattery and false 
counsel (11. 547-82).151 He declares the barons (referred to in the corporate sense as 
the universitas) to have a higher role in governing the kingdom than the king himself: 
"Praemio praeferimus universitatem" (847).
The Song of Lewes marked a new status for the barons as co-governors of the 
realm. It has been treated as a political manifesto in the tradition of the Magna Carta 
and the Provisions of Oxford. For instance, Wilkinson has hailed The Song of Lewes 
as "a landmark in the development of political thinking in relation to the new 
problems created by the emergence of the national state" (89).
Poetry's role in defining the factionalist contest between the king and barons is 
perhaps nowhere more apparent than in the royalist attempt to counter the principles 
and sentiments so impressively celebrated in The Song of Lewes. Upon Edward's
150 "From all that has been said, it may appear evident, that it becomes a king to see 
together with his nobles what things are convenient for the government of the kingdom, 
and what are expedient for the preservation of peace; and that the king have natives for 
his companions, not foreigners, nor favourites, for his councillors or for the great 
nobles of the kingdom, who supplant others and abolish good customs" (Wright 120- 
21).
151 " . . .  consiliarii regi adulantes, / Qui verbis fallacibus principem seducunt, / 
Linguisque duplicibus in errorem ducunt" (547-49).
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accession, the royalist chronicler, Thomas Wykes, canon of Osney, commemorated
his triumph over the barons in the paean entitled "In Praise of the Young Edward."152
Whereas The Song of Lewes had paradoxically referred to Edward as a "lion
rieol" in his "pride" and "ferocity" but a "pard fpardusl" in his "inconstancy" (431-
33), Wykes' poem appropriates the leopard metaphor to signify not Edward's putative
inconstancy but his valiance: "Belliger ut pardus . . . "  (5). The speaker exults in
Montfort's death:
Concurrunt partes, quatiuntur tela, vigore 
Militis Eaduuardi madidantur rura cruore.
Occidit ense Comes, proceres mucrone necantur;
Sic vincunt victi, victores exsuperantur (29- 
32).153
Most importantly, "In Praise of the Young Edward" attempts to answer The Song of 
Lewes' call for a baronial universitas. The speaker of Wykes's poem accuses the 
barons of inverting social hierarchy by arbitrarily making a "new law" flex novella) 
that would subject the king to the governance of his subjects (13-18). Therefore, 
Edward's victory restored the proper social order to the realm (35-44).
152 On the authorship of this work, see Coss, xxx.
153 "The parties meet; weapons are clashed; the fields are moistened with blood by 
the vigour of the soldier Edward. The Earl is slain by the sword; the barons are put to 
death with the weapon's point; thus the vanquished conquer, and the conquerors are 
overcome" (Wright 129-30).
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The Ordinances of 1311
Edward H's reign can be described as a series o f conciliar crises in which the 
court party was pitted against the baronage. The Ordinances of 1311 were primarily 
directed against the king's familiares. especially Piers Gaveston. The son of a 
Beamais knight and royal ward, Gaveston was regarded by the English nobility as a 
novo homo whom Edward had rashly elevated to earl of Cornwall. The primary 
objective of the Ordinances was "control of the king by his 'natural' advisers, the 
barons" (McKisack 20). Gaveston was sentenced to banishment from the realm for 
giving the king "evil and deceptive counsel rmauveis consail et deceivauntl" and 
"accroaching raccrochant. i.e. usurping] to himself royal power and royal dignity" 
(Statutes of the Realm. 1.157-67). The king's chamberlain, John Charlton; the keeper 
of the wardrobe, Ingelard Warley; and the cofferer, John Ockham, were also removed 
from the court. The Ordinances called for the future appointment of the king's 
ministers in parliament and for annual parliaments at which a committee of lords was 
to be appointed to hear complaints against the king's ministers. Finally, the 
Ordinances demanded that the king "live of his own," that is, off of the regular 
income provided by royal lands rather than taxes.
While the notion of the king "living of his own" may sound like an honorable 
goal, it was an "outmoded and unrealistic concept" that paradoxically drove the 
English monarchs to further dependence upon foreign bankers and the skilled 
administrators of the royal household "as the only people able and willing to try to
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keep them solvent" (McKisack 20-21).154 The lords ordainers' primary goal was 
neither a more economical nor "constitutional" government, but rather control over 
crown perquisites and patronage. The barons' personal animus for the king’s hand- 
picked counselors was the motivating force behind the Ordinances, for "it was 
loathing and jealousy of Gaveston which brought the whole business to a head" 
(McKisack 19). Just as the commons are not mentioned in the Magna Carta, so their 
role in parliament is nowhere to be found in the Ordinances. The lords ordainers 
sought simply to make the king and his ministers answerable to a parliament 
dominated by the lords. The great officers of state had already been made answerable 
to the barons in 1258, when the Council of Fifteen was created, and now the entire 
household was, at least in theory, to be answerable to them.
According to McKisack, the leader of the Lords Ordainers, Thomas, earl of 
Lancaster, had as his objective "to see a puppet-king, guided and controlled by a 
baronial council" (68). In a passage that reads strikingly like the descriptions in The 
Westminster Chronicle of the divisive meetings between the king's ministers and the 
barons during Richard II's reign, the author of the Vita Edwardi Secundi vividly
154 Brown prints figures from Henry Vi's reign for the year 1433, in which shire 
farms netted less than £7,000, whereas the standard tax on moveables (a tenth and a 
fifteenth) averaged about £34,000 from lay people and about £13,500 from clergy (62). 
Although income from the royal estates was not rising, the functions of late medieval 
government were growing. For instance, the burgeoning chancery staff had grown to 
well over 100 by the 1380s.
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depicts the animosity between the partisans o f Edward H and Thomas, earl of 
Lancaster:
In fact it had been decreed the year before [1316] that the lord king 
should initiate nothing weighty or important without the advice of the 
earls and magnates, and should retain the Earl of Lancaster at the head 
of his council. But whatever pleases the lord king the earl's servants 
try to upset; and whatever pleases the earl the king's servants call 
treachery; and so at the suggestion of the Devil the familiars of each 
start meddling, and their lords, by whom the land ought to be 
defended, are not allowed to rest in harmony.155
Although Lancaster was later put to death by Edward, just as Richard II executed his 
arch-rival, Thomas, duke of Gloucester, Edward (like his grandson after him) was 
eventually deposed. This parallel has often been observed by historians, but it cannot 
be overemphasized.
Factionalism at Richard II's Court 
The Ricardian struggle for control of the king's council actually began at the 
Good Parliament of 1376, when Edward HI was in his dotage and England was being 
run by the courtiers surrounding the king's mistress, Alice Perrers. The purging of 
Edward's council at this assembly once again exerted parliamentary control over the 
concilium regis.156 The commons sought to use the mechanism of parliament to
155 "Reuera anno preterito ordinatum erat quod dominus rex sine consilio comitum et 
procerum nichil graue, nichil arduum inchoaret, et comitem Lancastrie de consilio suo 
principaliter retineret. Sed quicquid placet domino regi domestici comitis nituntur 
euertere; et quicquid placet comiti domestici regis dicunt proditorium esse; et ita ad 
suggestionem seminatoris zizanie interponunt se utriusque familiares, et dominos suos, 
per quos deberet terra defendi, non sinunt esse concordes" (75).
156 During Edward Hi's reign, there had been one other short-lived attempt to place 
the king's council under parliamentary supervision. In reaction to the spiralling
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reform the king's council. For the first time in the history of parliament, they chose a 
speaker to present their petitions for the entire session—Sir Peter de la Mare, a knight 
from the county of Hereford and steward of the earl of March. The commons urged 
Edward to "take to him such counsellors as would be willing loyally and profitably to 
advise and to ordain for his estate and for the realm and not give faith and credence to 
evil counsellors fmawez conseloursl and evil doers [male fesours]" (Anonimalle 
Chronicle 93). Edward Hi's chamberlain, Lord Latimer, and a number of lesser 
household officers were impeached, Alice Perrers was removed from the royal court, 
and nine new counsellors were appointed and sworn in parliament.
At the Good Parliament the commons' concerns were mainly fiscal and 
commercial. The knights of the shires chafed at the heavy taxes needed to carry on 
the war with France, while the burgesses complained of evasions of the staple and 
abuse of monopolies (McKisack 393). They demanded that the king live "of his 
own." However, less than a year later at a great council of lords and prelates held at 
Westminster, all of the statutes of the Good Parliament were annulled, the nine 
counsellors appointed under its auspices were dismissed, Latimer was restored to his
increase in the wool customs (a measure taken by Edward's administration to finance 
his grandiose war against France), the commons at the April 1342 parliament attempted 
to have the royal ministers appointed and sworn in parliament and the royal accounts 
audited (Rot. Pari. 2.128). Edward granted these terms, but later revoked the statute 
after his chancellor, treasurer, and some of the royal justices registered the first dissent 
ever recorded on the parliament rolls (Rot. Pari. 2.131; Foedera 2.4.112). Thus, the 
first parliamentary dissent in English history resulted from a struggle to control the 
king's council.
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seat on the council, and Alice Perrers was returned to court. Unlike in 1311, the 
commons had established their own voice in parliament by creating the position of 
speaker. However, in the absence of a personal threat to their status (like the threat 
Gaveston had represented or de Vere would come to represent), the magnates were 
apparently not willing to cede any measure of control over the king's council or the 
household to the commons.
The Good Parliament was but a preview to the fractious parliaments of a 
decade later. The commons continued to balk at royal taxation, repeatedly making 
the familiar demand that the king live "of his own."157 The barons complained of the 
Ricardian peace policy as well as Richard's distribution of patronage.158 In particular, 
Gloucester and Arundel chafed at the endowment of extensive lands and titles to de 
Vere and other members of the king's council (Tuck 58, 83-84). The fact that 
Richard was a minor upon ascending the throne further aggravated the already 
contentious issue of royal counsel, as had been the case during Henry ID's reign. The
157 Although the Lancastrian chroniclers vividly describe a luxurious and over-staffed 
court presided over by Richard, Tuck comments that "There is no good evidence for 
corruption or systematic mismanagement of finances by the council, nor is there any 
evidence that the royal household was unreasonably costly" (46; cf. Hutchison 90; 
Tout, Chapters 4.207; and Clarke, Fourteenth Century Studies 39). According to 
Brown's analysis, the chronic revenue shortages of Richard H's reign were caused by 
the continuing expense of the French and Scottish wars, as well as a drop in the annual 
yield from customs and subsidies (due mainly to the steady decline in the export of 
wool), from an average of £70,000 during the last 20 years of Edward Hi's reign to 
slightly under £50,000 during Richard H's reign (69).
158 For Richard's peace policy, see Chapter Four.
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domestic unrest engendered by the Rising of 1381, the miiitary disaster of the 
abortive Norwich crusade, and the threat of invasion scares from France left Richard 
in an even more vulnerable position.
The factionalism between the court party and the baronage came to a head at 
the "Wonderful Parliament" of 1386, which Chaucer attended as a knight of the shire 
of Kent.159 The duke of Gloucester and the earls of Arundel and Warwick led 
parliament in impeaching Richard's chancellor, Pole, and treasurer, John Fordham, 
bishop of Durham, on charges of malfeasance. In the parliament roll, the commons 
are depicted coming before the king, prelates, and lords and accusing the chancellor 
orally (Rot. Pari.. 3.216). Steel says simply that the magnates "were successfully 
dominating the commons" (124). Jones says that this is the first time the barons used 
the commons in parliament as "their instrumentality" to crush "unpopular favourites 
of the monarch" (35).160 Although historians have unanimously exonerated Pole, he 
was made to bear the brunt of the barons' initial attack on Richard's courtiers by 
virtue of his high office and probably because Richard agreed to sacrifice Pole and
159 ..The return of Chaucer as a knight of the shire for Kent and his payment for 
expenses incurred while attending parliament are printed in Life-Records. 364-69.
160 In his Governance of England (ca. 1475), Fortescue comments that all too often 
the commons remained token representatives in the service of the lords: "what lower 
man was ther sytinge in that counsell, that durste say ayen the openyon off any off the 
grete lordis?" (145).
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Fordham "in return for a guarantee of immunity for his personal friends" (Clarke 48), 
namely de Vere.161
That the real power struggle lay not between the chancellor and parliament but 
between the court party and the baronage is evident from the fact that, in the midst of 
the parliamentary proceedings, Gloucester went to Richard's residence at Eltham and 
there threatened to depose him. Knighton's reconstruction of Gloucester's speech to 
Richard, which aside from the articles of the deposition is probably the most 
frequently cited document of the reign, takes the shape of the topos of controlling 
royal counsel:
It is permitted by another ancient law—and one put into practice not 
long ago, unfortunately-that if the king by malignant counsel or 
foolish contumacy or contempt or wanton will or for any other 
improper reason, should alienate himself from his people, and should 
be unwilling to be governed and guided by the laws and statutes and 
laudable ordinances with the wholesome counsel of the lords and 
magnates of the realm, but rashly in his insane counsels exercise his 
own peculiar desire, then it is lawful for them, with the common 
consent of the people of the realm to pluck down the king from his
161 Tout has shown that while Pole was chancellor the expensa hospicii were actually 
lower than at any other period of the reign (4.207). In McKisack's judgment, "the case 
against Suffolk [Pole] was manifestly weak" (445). Steel finds that Pole's impeachment 
was "an open travesty of justice" (123). Hutchison remarks that "every charge of 
peculation and misappropriation . . . trumped up against him was easily though 
fruitlessly rebutted" (90). Clark concludes that the impeachment "degenerated into 
three badly sustained and trivial charges, behind each of which motives of malice or 
private interest may be suspected" (51). Jones defends Pole as "a diligent and efficient 
executive officer who was not only obedient in the main to decisions made in 
parliament, but also prompt in putting them into effect" (32).
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royal throne, and to raise to the throne in his stead some very near 
kinsman of the royal house.162
Whatever Gloucester may have actually said to Richard, he no doubt raised the
specter of Edward II to compel the king to return to parliament, where Richard
appointed Thomas Arundel the new chancellor and John Gilbert, bishop of Hereford,
the new treasurer. However, what issued from Knighton's pen was much more than a
report of this event.163 Knighton carefully employed the topos of counsel to invent a
speech for the ages. The topos of controlling royal counsel aligns Gloucester's
speech with the Magna Carta, the Provisions of Oxford, the Song of Lewes, and the
Ordinances, each of which consistently defines the king's council in opposition to the
universitas. that is, the peers of the realm. In particular, Gloucester's speech echoes
the Song of Lewes, which declares:
Sive rex consentiens per seductionem.
Talem non percipiens circumventionem,
Approbaret talia regni destructiva;
Seu rex ex malitia faceret nociva,
Prononendo legibus suam potestatem.
162 EHD, 151; Rot. Pari.. 11.219. "Habent enim ex antiquo statuto et de facto non 
longe retroactis temporibus experienter, quod dolendum est, habito, si rex ex maligno 
consilio quocunque vel inepta contumacia aut contemptu seu proterva voluntate singulari 
aut quo vis modo irregulari se alienaverit a populo suo, nec voluerit per jura regni et 
statuta ac laudabiles ordinantiones cum salubri consilio dominorum et procerum regni 
gubemari et regulari, sed capitose in suis insanis consiliis propriam voluntatem suam 
singularem proterve exercere, extunc licitum est eis cum communi assensu et consensu 
populi regni ipsum regem de regali solio abrogare, et propinquiorem aliquem de stirpe 
regia loco ejus in regni solio sublimare."
163 According to Ruth Morse, both the actual words and circumstantial details of 
speeches in medieval chronicles were "open to literary modification according to the 
skill of the writer" (89).
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Abutendo viribus propter facultatem:
Sive sic vel aliter regnum vastaretur,
Aut regnum finaliter destitueretur,
Tunc regni magnatibus cura deberetur,
Ut cunctis erroribus terra purgaretur (587-96; 
emphasis added).164
Knighton's reconstruction of Gloucester's speech is in keeping with his theme 
in the Chronicon of the conjoint responsibility of the barons and the king for the 
welfare of the realm. He parallels the reigns of Edward II and Richard II by 
depicting both kings as wilfully alienating themselves from their natural counsellors, 
the barons. Knighton portrays Edward II's antagonist, Thomas of Lancaster, as dying 
for the "justice of church and realm" (1.426). Similarly, he describes the appellants 
as "friends of the king and kingdom, defenders of the truth, and stalwart guardians, 
with God's help, of the poor." Echoing The Song of Lewes, he refers to the five 
leading royalists (Pole, de Vere, Burley, Tresilian, and Brembre) as "the seducers 
fseductoresl of the king."165
164 "Whether the king, seduced to give his consent, not perceiving the design, should 
approve measures so destructive to the kingdom; or whether the king should follow 
such an injurious course with an ill design of setting his own power above the laws, 
abusing his strength to please his own will; if thus or otherwise the kingdom be wasted, 
or the kingdom be finally left destitute, then the magnates of the kingdom are bound to 
look to it, that the land be purged of all errors" (Wright 101-02).
165 244. " . . .  amicos regis et regni et veritatis defensores, et pauperum in instanti 
negotio, deo adjuvante, fortissimos tutores." For the use of "seductores" to refer to the 
courtiers (another echo of the Song of Lewes), see 236, 237, 243. The earls of 
Leicester and dukes of Lancaster were patrons of Knighton's monastery, the abbey of 
St. Mary of the Meadows (Gransden 178).
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After impeaching Richard’s chancellor and treasurer, the lords and commons 
set up a "graunt et continuel counseil" (Rot. Pari.. 3.221) in place of the traditional 
king's council. Although the statute authorizing the "commission of 1386" stipulated 
that it was to expire on 19 November, 1387, the appellants illegally extended it until 
Richard finally assumed his majority in May of 1389.166 Gloucester and Arundel 
were the leading lay members of the commission. Two men with whom Chaucer had 
been serving on a Kentish peace commission were appointed members, lord John 
Cobham and Sir John Devereux.167
The commission of 1386 rendered Richard a virtual figurehead. In the words 
of R. H. Jones, the commission "wrested all power over the government from the 
king" (33; cf. Tout 2.418). Final authority to supervise the offices of state, the 
household, and the courts of law, as well as to hear and amend all grievances 
presented in parliament now lay with the members of the commission rather than with 
the king in his council.
Royal-baronial factionalism now gave birth to the spectacle of a travelling 
royal council operating in opposition to the baronial council installed at Westminster. 
According to the Monk of Westminster, Richard "withdrew in a huff from contact
166 Under the rule of the appellants "acts of state were warranted per concilium, and 
'council' now meant, in substance, the time-expired commission" (Tout, Chapters 
2.428).
167 Chaucer's tenure on the peace commission lasted from 1385-89 (Life-Records 
348-59).
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with the commissioners and travelled far afield; though from time to time during this 
summer he did hold councils at various places."168 Although late medieval English 
kings still kept itinerant councils on such occasions as military campaigns, this was an 
extraordinary set of circumstances.169 The two most notable sessions of Richard's 
travelling council were the famous consultations with the judges, first at Shrewsbury 
and then at Nottingham in August 1387, the result of which was to declare the 
establishment of the commission of 1386 an act of treason.
According to T. F. T. Plucknett, the judges' responses to Richard's questions 
regarding whether the commissioners had violated the prerogatives and liberties of the 
crown and thus committed treason were a reasonable interpretation of the law.170 
There were no established legal precedents for parliament's actions in 1386. The 
justices declared that the king has full authority to arrange the agenda for parliament 
and dissolve the assembly at his pleasure, that the king alone can "remove any of his
1 Westminster Chronicle 186. "Asserens se ad hoc coactum fuisse, nec fuit 
intencionis sue, ut dixit, omnem potestatem suam regalem aliis delegare et sibi quasi 
nullam penitus reservare. Indignanter igitur retraxit se ab eis et ad partes remociores 
divertit; consilia vero in ista estate diversis locis interim celebravit."
169 Richard's circuitous journey from February 1387 to November 1387 has become 
known as the king's "gyration," after Knighton: "Revera non est auditum quod aliquis 
rex gyraverit fines regni in tam breve tempore sicuti ille fecit" (Chronicon 2.242). For 
the political significance of Richard's travelling council, as well as an itinerary, see 
Tout, Chapters 2.420-24.
170 See "State Trials under Richard II, Transactions of the Roval Historical Society. 
5th ser., 2 (1951): 159-66. The questions to the judges and their answers are published 
in Rot. Pari.. 3.233, and the Westminster Chronicle. 198-203.
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officers and justices and bring them to justice for their misdeeds," and that, therefore, 
Pole's impeachment was "erroneous and revocable."171 The judges answers were "a 
more explicit statement than any which had yet been articulated in England of the 
right of the monarch to select his own ministers and advisers without interference" 
(Jones 42).
The consultations with the judges led to civil war. A contingent of royal 
forces commanded by de Vere was defeated by the combined forces of the appellants 
at Radcot Bridge, just outside of London, in December of 1387. According to the 
Westminster Chronicler, the appellants went so far as to depose Richard for three or 
four days in the weeks leading up to the Merciless Parliament (218-28). However, 
they decided against permanently deposing him at this time and opted instead for 
purging his council at the parliament that met at Westminster on 3 February 1388.172
Gloucester and Arundel were joined in laying a bill of appeal against the 
king's leading ministers by Thomas Beauchamp, earl of Warwick; Thomas Mowbray, 
earl of Nottingham; and Henry of Lancaster. Tout remarks that this exclusive group 
of five magnates represented "the inheritance, the traditions and the mentality of half 
the great baronial houses of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. We are again in 
the atmosphere of the early years of Edward II" (2.410). The key charge against the 
royal retainers resonates with the trials of the Despensers during Edward It's reign:
171 For the king's powers over parliament, see Stubbs, 2.643-48.
172 For a fuller treatment of Richard's temporary deposition, see Chapter Seven.
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"accroaching to themselves royal power, by disfranchising our said lord the king of 
his sovereignty and impairing and diminishing his royal prerogative and regality they 
made him so far obey them that he was sworn to be governed, counselled, and guided 
by them."173 The articles of the appeal relentlessly describe the accused as a faux 
cown who controlled Richard with their malveis counseill and prevented les bones 
conseillers le rov from advising him.
The February 1388 parliament was truly the "parliamentum sine misericordia" 
(Knighton 2.249). Sentence of death was pronounced upon 17 persons-a number 
never before or since matched (Duls 29n2). Pole and de Vere escaped to the 
continent and died abroad. The sentence of the justices who had consulted with 
Richard was commuted to loss of property and banishment to Ireland. But Tresilian 
was executed along with the following: Nicholas Brembre, former mayor of London; 
Thomas Usk, under-sheriff of Middlesex and formerly clerk to John of Northampton; 
John Blake, the royal serjeant-at-law who had drafted the questions to the justices in 
1387; and the four chamber knights, Sir Simon Burley, Sir John Beauchamp, Sir 
James Berners, and Sir John Salisbury. The purging of the king's council was 
complete.
173 Westminster Chronicle 241. " Accrochantz a eux roial poair en deffanchisantz 
nostre dit seignur le roy de soveraignete, emblemissantz et amenussantz sa roial 
prerogative et regalie, luy firent si avant obeiser qil fuist jurre destre goveme, conseille 
et demesne par eux.” Accroaching royal power was also the key charge made against 
the Despensers. See Statutes of the Realm. 1.181.
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The Merciless Parliament was not a genuine attempt to make the king's 
council more economical, effective, and responsive to the common interest, but a 
hostile takeover by a baronial faction intent on redirecting royal patronage and 
establishing itself as the power behind the throne. None of the offenses alleged 
against the royal ministers in the articles of the appeal came under the definition of 
treason stipulated in the Treason Act of 1352.174 To meet this objection, the 
appellants invoked the doctrine that peers can only be tried by their peers in 
parliament, along with the notion that matters touching "the person of our said lord 
the king, and the estate of his whole realm" shall be treated in parliament (an allusion 
to the Statute of York). On this basis, they then declared that the "ley du parlement" 
(Rot. Pari. 3.236) was above both common and civil law. As Jesse Gellrich has 
observed, the appellants arbitrarily passed off the "law of parliament"—which was 
nothing more than "what they discussed on that occasion" (179)—as the supreme law 
of the land. They had so manipulated parliament that their "law" was not the triumph 
of consultative government (as it has often been portrayed) but a gross distortion of 
this principle. Accordingly, Plucknett has cleared the royal ministers of the 
appellants' charge of treason, an opinion seconded by McKisack.175 Anthony Steel 
has called the appeal "little better than lynch law" (152). In the absence of sound
174 The key charge against the king's ministers—encroaching upon the royal 
prerogative—is not listed in the Treason Act of 1352. See Stubbs, The Constitutional 
History of England 536.
175 See "State Trials under Richard 11," 159-66; see also McKisack, 459.
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legal precedents, the appellants relied upon the topos of counsel, which they 
strategically employed in the bill of appeal and throughout the trial proceedings, to 
make their case against the royal ministers.176
The extent to which the commission of 1386 and the acts of the Merciless 
Parliament had divided the realm was not folly evident until 1397, when Richard 
finally took his revenge upon the appellants. The trials of Gloucester, Arundel, and 
Warwick, were hailed as a means to ending royal-baronial factionalism and reunifying 
the realm. Richard also sought to eliminate baronial factionalism and restore the full 
power of the royal prerogative. In his sermon opening the Westminster parliament of 
1397, Edmund Stafford, bishop of Exeter, suggests that for most of Richard's reign 
England had been more like two nations than one. He took as his text Ezekiel 37:22, 
which refers to the future union of Israel and Judah under one king: "And I will make 
them one nation in the land on the mountains of Israel, and one king shall be king 
over them all: and they shall no more be two nations, neither shall they be divided 
any more into two kingdoms."177
176 The appellants have been further discredited by the fact that they took £20,000 for 
the "great expenses they had laid out for the salvation of the realm" (Hot. Pari.. 3.245, 
248)—twice as much as they had raised by selling off lands confiscated from the king's 
ministers. Thus, although they had promised a reform government, "On almost every 
count, the Appellants failed to live up to the hopes that had been placed in them" (Tuck 
133).
177 EHD 4.405-6; Rot. Pari.. 3.347.
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The commission of 1386 was repealed as "a usurpation of [the king's] dignity 
and royal power . . . made by constraint and compulsion, against the will of the king" 
(Rot. Pari.. 3.350). Gloucester, Richard of Arundel, and Warwick were all convicted 
of treason. Richard of Arundel, who refused to confess to treason, was beheaded; 
Gloucester, who stood too near to the throne, was probably murdered by retainers of 
the king; and Warwick, who broke down and confessed to treason, was sentenced to 
perpetual banishment to the Isle of Man.178 Thomas of Arundel was sentenced to 
forfeiture of his temporalities and perpetual banishment.
A. L. Brown has commented that late medieval English government was 
"personal government": "The great kings of the period, Edward I, Edward HI, and 
Henry V, largely created their own success and the personal inadequacies of Edward 
II, Richard II and Henry VI largely brought about their own downfall" (2). Although 
personality has always played a role in historical outcomes, the conciliar rivalries, 
treason, civil war, and judicial murders that dominated the middle of Richard H's 
reign were clearly more than manifestations of the personality disorders of a man who 
wore a crown. They were part of a two-centuries long struggle for power between a 
baronage seeking to redefine itself and a monarchy seeking to consolidate itself during 
the transition of England from a regionalized feudal state to a centralized nation-state.
178 ....The most detailed accounts of the trials of the former appellants are Annales 
Ricardi Secundi. 208-18, and Eulogium. 3.371-76. For Gloucester's mysterious death, 
see James Tait, "Did Richard n  Murder the Duke of Gloucester?" Historical Essays. 
ed. Tout and Tait: 193-214; and A. E. Stamp, "Richard II and the Death of the Duke of 
Gloucester," English Historical Review 38: 249-51.
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The factionalist struggle for control of royal counsel was informed and 
conditioned by rhetoric. In order to assert their authority over the king, the English 
baronage had often employed the topos of counsel in documents ranging from the 
Magna carta to the articles of the appeal of 1388. For their part, late medieval 
English kings attempted to defme a royalist doctrine of counsel in such documents as 
the Statute of York and the questions to the judges in 1387. The Man of Law's Tale 
explores the rhetorical understructure of royal-baronial factionalism by displacing the 
religious elements of Trevet's story of Constance with exchanges of court counsel.
Chaucer's Secularization of the Constance Story 
Trevet placed the Constance story in a "universal history," which modern 
editors have called the Cronicles. Composed in Anglo Norman around 1330 and 
dedicated to Princess Mary Woodstock, daughter of Edward I and a nun of Amesbury 
(one of the English cells of the abbey of Fontevrault), the Cronicles begin with the 
Creation and proceed to the fourteenth century. Prior to the Cronicles. Trevet had 
written two histories: a detailed account of the six English kings from Stephen to 
Edward I (1135-1307), and a far-ranging, cross-referenced account of Roman and 
ecclesiastical history. However, he devoted the Cronicles to the lives of martyrs, 
saints, and mystics, apparently in deference to Princess Mary whose tastes according 
to Ruth Dean inclined towards devotional and romantic literature.179 Nevertheless,
1*7 A
Ruth Dean, "Nicholas Trevet, Historian," in Medieval Learning and Literature: 
Essays Presented to Richard William Hunt, ed. J. J. G. Alexander and M. T. Gibson 
(Oxford: Clarendon P, 1976), 340.
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since a saint's life fit into the basic medieval definition of historia as a narrative of 
real or plausible past events, Trevet's story of Constance was not out of place in a 
historical text.180 Trevet thus liberally mixes historical figures, place names, and 
dates with the miracles of his heroine Constance, whom he celebrates as a "seint 
pucele" (15) or holy woman.181
In fact, Trevet begins by comparing conflicting historical sources for his 
narrative: Roman "cronikes" (3), which establish the sixth century Byzantine emperor 
Tiberius Constantine as Constance's father and Maurice of Cappadocia as her husband 
who succeeded Tiberius' throne; and "lez Aunciene cronikes de sessounz [the 
Saxons]" (3), which identify Constance's husband as the Northumbrian king Alla 
(idle) and make Maurice her son. Elsewhere, Trevet cites the names of other 
historical personages in order to authenticate his narrative. For instance, he gives 
John II as the name of the pope whom Tiberius consults on the marriage negotiations 
with the Sultan, and he identifies the pope whom Alla visits while on pilgrimage in 
Rome as Pelagius I. Margaret Schlauch speculates that the "Anglo Saxon" chronicle 
Trevet consulted was Bede's De ratione temporum (161), but the figures of Tiberius, 
Maurice, and Alla can also be found in Bede's Ecclesiastical History of the English
180 rrwThe locus classicus for the medieval definition of history is the Rhetorica ad 
Herennium. ed. and tr. Harry Caplan (Loeb, 1954), 1.18.13; see also Beryl Smalley, 
Historians in the Middle Ages (New York: Scribner, 1975), 22-24.
181 All citations of Trevet's work are taken from "The Life of Constance," in 
Originals and Analogues of Some of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales. 2nd ser. 7 (Oxford: 
Oxford UP, 1887; rpt. 1928), 1-53.
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People.182 Tiberius and Maurice (Tiberius' son-in-law in real life) were sixth-century 
Byzantine emperors who ruled back to back. King JEfta, who is cited in the Anglo 
Saxon Chronicle as dying in 588,183 was the first ruler of the Deirans, an Anglian 
tribe settled near present-day Yorkshire that united with the kingdom of Bernicia to 
form Northumbria in the early seventh century. Contrary to Trevet, Chaucer does 
not give a single date in the Man of Law's Tale, saying simply that the events 
occurred "whilom" (2.134).184 As well as omitting dates, Chaucer also reduced the 
number of proper names in Trevet's account. He calls Constance's father only by his 
title of Roman "emperour," and he does not name the figure of the pope. Moreover, 
Chaucer cut Trevet's brief biography of Maurice, which recounts how he became 
known as "Mauricius christianissimus imperator" (51), as well as Trevet's list of the 
places where Constance, Alla, and Tiberius were buried and the dates on which they 
died. Instead, Chaucer directs his audience to "the olde Romayn geestes" (2.1126) 
for such facts.
Bede's Ecclesiastical History of the English People, ed. and tr. Bertram Colgrave 
and R. A. B. Mynors (Oxford: Clarendon P, 1969). For Tiberius Constantine, see 126; 
for Maurice, see 68-72,102, 106, 108, 114, 130; for JEWt, see 134.
] 0 0
See Dorothy Whitelock, ed., English Historical Documents, vol. 1 (London: Eyre 
Methuen, 1979), 158.
184 For a detailed collation of Chaucer's and Trevet's texts, see Edward Block, 
"Originality, Controlling Purpose, and Craftsmanship in Chaucer's Man of Law's 
Tale." PMLA 68 (1953): 572-616. Block states that in his translation Chaucer 
suppressed "information about people's names and ages, as well as place-names, dates, 
and duration of time" (580).
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At one point in Chaucer's narrative, the Man of Law objects that he does not 
know what to call the Moorish castle where Constance's ship drifts after she is exiled 
from Northumbria, because "the name in my text noght I fynde" (2.905). Trevet 
does not name the castle itself; he simply locates it somewhere upon the cliffs of 
Spain. Chaucer is at once hinting at the occlusions of history in chronicle sources and 
reflexively pointing out the lack of concrete historical references in his own text. The 
Man of Law's objection suggests that Chaucer was not interested in annalistic history 
(a circumstantial record of extra-literary events), but rather in the metalinguistic 
structure of historical narrative, the active process of selecting and shaping discursive 
exchange.
Granted, the Man of Law’s Tale strips most of the chronological and 
biographical references from Trevet's text. However, by secularizing Trevet’s 
version of the Constance story, Chaucer provides a contemporary socioeconomic and 
cultural context that prepares the audience for the political exploration of court 
counsel. Trevet misses no opportunity to emphasize Constance's holiness. While 
still in Rome, she converts a group of Arab merchants described only as "Marchauntz 
paens" (5) to Christianity, a detail which Gower includes (2.597-610) but Chaucer 
excludes. Instead of focusing on the heathen religious practices of the merchants, 
Chaucer identifies their nationality as Syrian (one of the few factual details he adds to 
his adaptation) and highlights their commercial success (2.134-40). Chaucer also 
mentions the diplomatic services they perform for the Syrian Sultan by informing him
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of "Tidynges of sondry regnes" (2.181). Chaucer replaces Trevet's painstaking 
description of Constance's Christian education (3-4) with a speech ascribed to "the 
commune voys" (2.155)-a term that has no equivalent in Trevet's or Gower’s 
versions-in which Constance is envisioned in the political role of "queene" (2.161) of 
Europe. By shifting the immediate focus from religion to nationality and from 
Constance's role as a Christian saint to her role as a temporal ruler, Chaucer creates a 
more secular, civic-minded, and, to use Anne Middleton's apt term, "public" 
atmosphere for Trevet's story.185
One might object that the Prologue to the Man of Law's Tale undercuts or at 
least ironizes the project of public poetry. Lines 99-121 of the Prologue are a 
condensed translation of a passage from Pope Innocent Ill's De miseria condicionis 
humane, which lament the hardships of poverty, but Chaucer replaces the 
denunciation of riches that concludes Innocent's passage with an apostrophe to "riche 
marchauntz" (2.122-33).186 The Man of Law condemns the poor as a wicked lot and 
praises merchants as "noble" and "prudent" (2.123). Befitting a prosperous member 
of the middle stratum of late fourteenth-century London society, the Man of Law 
expresses contempt for the poor, a contempt that goes hand-in-hand with the inflated 
sense of self-worth expressed in his portrait in the General Prologue. The Melibee
toe
See Middleton's essay, "The Idea of Public Poetry in the Reign of Richard n," 
Speculum 53 (1978): 94-114.
t o e
See De Miseria condicionis humane, ed. Robert E. Lewis (Athens: U of Georgia 
P, 1978), 1.14.
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cites the same passage of Innocent's De miseria as the Man of Law's Prologue, when 
Prudence instructs Melibee on the proper acquisition of riches (7.1568-70). Yet, 
Prudence's remarks are much closer to the tone of Innocent's treatise, as she warns 
Melibee not to increase his own wealth at the expense of others (1581-86). Given the 
popularity of the De miseria. it is likely Chaucer's contemporary audience would 
have realized that the Man of Law was distorting Innocent's teachings on poverty.
His Prologue is the equivalent of the envoy to the Clerk's Tale, in which Chaucer 
also seems to distance himself from the political implications of his narrative through 
the use of antiphrasis.
However, one of the signal features of the counsel group is Chaucer’s 
tendency to satirize the discourse of counsel. The important point to note here is that, 
despite its satirical effect, the Prologue anticipates Chaucer's secularization of the 
Constance story. The Man of Law signals that he will tell a tale about "th'estaat / Of 
regnes" (2.128-29), that is, about government. Moreover, by saying that he learned 
the story of Constance from a merchant, the Man of Law makes a smooth transition 
into the civic-minded and bourgeois concerns expressed at the outset of his tale.
Spiritual Consolation Versus Political Counsel 
We can better appreciate Chaucer's insertion of conciliar exchanges into 
Trevet's narrative if we distinguish the controlling device in Trevet’s text from that of 
the Man of Law's Tale. Rather than shaping his narrative according to the topos of 
counsel, Trevet configured it according to the topos of the peregrinus pro amore Dei.
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The peregrinus or voluntary exile is a common figure in Anglo Saxon literature, the 
outstanding example being the speaker of The Seafarer, who embraces the "high seas, 
the tumult of salt waves" (34b-35a)187 and seeks "the land of foreigners" (38)188 
because "the joys of the Lord are more fervent than this dead, brief life on land" 
(64b-66a).189 Not just a religious pilgrim, the peregrinus was "the man who, for his 
soul's good, departed from his homeland to dwell for a space of years, or for the rest 
of his life, in strange countries."190
Dorothy Whitelock has observed that Bede gives numerous examples of 
voluntary exile during the early Anglo-Saxon period in his Ecclesiastical History.191 
He also discusses the conversion of the Deirians to Christianity during the reign of 
id le  (133).192 If Trevet used Bede as a historical source for the Constance story, as
187 All citations of The Seafarer are taken from John C. Pope, ed., Seven Old 
English Poems, 2nd ed. (New York: Norton, 1981). "hean streamas, / sealt-y5a 
gelac."
188 "el-jDeodigra eardgesece."
189 "for-fjon me hatran sind / Dryhtnes dreamas {tonne J>is deade lif /  laene on 
lande."
190 J. F. Kennedy, Sources for the Early History of Ireland, vol. 1 (New York, 
1929), 129.
191 Dorothy Whitelock, "The Interpretation of The Seafarer." in Essential Articles for 
the Study of Old English Poetrv. ed. Jess B. Bessinger, Jr. and Stanley J. Kahrl 
(Hamden, CT: Archon, 1968), 447-48.
192 The fact that the mission to convert England, led by Saint Augustine of 
Canterbury, was not sent out from Rome until about ten years after d i e 's  death (588) 
is not clear in Bede's text.
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Margaret Schlauch believes, then he may have gotten the idea from reading Bede to 
combine the topos of the peregrinus with the historical event of the Christian 
conversion of Northumbria. Trevet credits Constance with the conversion of 
Northumbria (24) and, appropriately enough, uses "Couste," the Anglo-Saxon form 
of her name, after she is exiled at sea from Northumbria. Trevet explicitly mentions 
that on both occasions of Constance's exile at sea her ship has no rudder (13, 31).
The rudderless ship was a common symbol for the peregrinus (Whitelock 450-51). 
Finally, only in Trevet's text does the narrator say that when Constance reached 
Moorish Spain, she "had her hope rather to float on the waste sea under the steering 
of God, than to lodge among the enemies of God."193 What else could this rather 
ascetic "hope" be but the resolve of the peregrinus who wishes to suffer the 
mortifications of the flesh in preparation for the joys o f the life to come?
The key to the topos of the peregrinus pro amore Dei is that exile must be 
accepted voluntarily. In Trevet's text Constance does not utter a single word of 
complaint when she is sent away from Rome to the Sultan's country. We are told 
only that the people of Rome make a great "crie, & noise, & pleynt" (9) at her 
departure. In the Man o f Law's Tale. Constance's departure from Rome is anything 
but voluntary, as she herself complains bitterly for two stanzas that her marriage to 
the Sultan is not her desire but the emperor's "wille" (2.282). She laments that
193 "auoit sa esperaunce en la gast mere soutz le gouemement dieu floter, que entre 
les enemys dieu herberger" (350).
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"Wommen are bom to thraldom and penance, / And to been under mannes 
governance" (2.287). The Man of Law's Tale never quite resolves the distinction 
between human and divine will and, correspondingly, between the cruelty imposed 
upon human beings by temporal governments and the spiritual trials required of them 
by divine providence.
This ambiguity resurfaces in Chaucer's text when Constance is banished from 
Northumbria. While she appears to accept her personal fate as God's will, declaring, 
"'Lord, ay welcome be thy sonde!'" (2.826), she does not accept the capriciousness 
that has caused her infant child Maurice to be exiled with her: "'O litel child, alias! 
What is thy gilt, / That nevere wroghtest synne as yet, pardee? / Why wil thyn harde 
fader ban thee spilt?"' (855-57). To our discomfort, the word "fader" slips into the 
linguistic gap between Maurice's literal or biological father, Alla, and his figurative 
or spiritual father in heaven. Chaucer has Constance beg Elda to keep her child, but 
to no avail, prompting her final cry before embarking: "'Farewel, housbonde 
routheless"' (2.863). In contradistinction, Trevet has Constance readily accept her 
banishment, saying: "But since my banishment pleases God and my lord the king, I 
must take it in good will" (33).194 In Trevet's text, Alla's command is unequivocally 
a metonymy for God's will; in Chaucer's text, this relationship is persistently unclear.
194 ' Mes puis que a dieu plest, & a mon seignur, le Rois, mon exil, a bon gree le 
doys prendre."
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Whereas the Man of Law's Tale downplays the hagiographical element of the 
Constance story, Gower's version compliments this aspect of Trevet's text. Gower 
placed his version of the Constance story in Book II of the Confessio Amantis which 
is assigned to the vice of envy, rather than in Book VII, which is Gower's mirror of 
princes. Gower's tropological treatment of the Constance story, in which the "enuie" 
(2.641, 684, 811, 1604) and "bacbitinge" (2.1281, 1605, 1609) of the Sultaness and 
Alla's mother are opposed to Constance's exemplary selflessness, discourages a 
political reading of the tale. Accordingly, the conciliar exchanges Chaucer inserts 
into his translation are more than just separate set pieces. They are a sequence or 
pattern of conciliar discourse that reconfigures the story around the topos of court 
counsel.
Factionalism at the Syrian Court 
Chaucer expands Trevet's one sentence description of the "conseil" (7) the 
Sultan convenes to negotiate his marriage proposal to Constance into four complete 
stanzas of rhyme royal verse. In contrast, Gower leaves out even the slightest 
mention of the Sultan's council. While not quite the farcical affair that is January's 
council with Placebo and Justinus in the Merchant’s Tale, the meeting of the Sultan's 
"privee conseil" is nevertheless satirical. After considering resorting to "magyk and 
abusioun" (2.214) as a means of tricking the Roman emperor into allowing Constance 
to marry outside of the Christian faith, the Sultan's council concludes that the only 
way he can fulfill his "lust" (188) for Constance is to convert to Christianity. While
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at first glance this sounds like reasonable advice, it is not predicated on the common 
good of the Syrian people but on the private good or "lust" of the ruler. The Sultan's 
counsellors would rather indulge his infatuation (a form of flattery) than give him 
prudent advice.
The Sultan's council undertakes "tretys and embassadrie" (2.232) with a 
Roman delegation consisting of the emperor, the pope, and the lords spiritual and 
temporal ("al the chirche, and al the chivalrie," 2.235).195 The two sides are 
"acorded" (2.238), but the marriage agreement is made contingent upon the mass 
conversion of the Syrian "baronage" (2.239). The folly on both sides of the 
agreement quickly becomes apparent. In an apostrophe, the Man of Law addresses 
the emperor as the "Imprudent Emperour of Rome" (2.309) and rhetorically asks 
whether there was "no philosophre in al thy toun" (2.310) who might have better 
advised him. In the Canterbury Tales Chaucer places high value on prudence as both 
an essential political skill and a spiritual virtue, as evidenced by his allegorical 
personification of the ideal court counsellor: the young lord Melibee's wife 
Prudence.196 Moreover, the marriage agreement in the Man of Law's Tale can be
195 Similarly, in Trevet's text the emperor takes consultation from the pope and "les 
Romeyns del Senat" (7). Trevet makes other scattered references to court counsel (e.g. 
21, 25, 43, 51), but he does not arrange entire passages around the activity of advising 
the ruler.
196 In the Summa Theologica. ed. T Gilby et al. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964- 
80), Aquinas distinguishes a special form of political prudence which he believes is 
necessary in order for the ruler of the res publica to promote the common good: "et 
ideo regi ad quem pertinet regere civitatem vel regnum, prudentia competit secundum
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contrasted with the marriage "ailiaunce" (1.2973) in the Knight's Tale. Unlike the 
solid alliance between Athens and Thebes that Theseus brokers through the marriage 
of Emily to Palamon, Byzantium gains only a tenuous promise that Syria will convert 
to Christianity and ally itself with Rome, along with an undisclosed sum of gold 
("certein gold," 2.242). This is a far cry from the possibility expressed at the outset 
of the Man of Law's Tale of a Europe united under Constance as its queen.
The Syrian leadership fairs no better. The condition of converting the 
country's baronage to Christianity turns out to be hopelessly unrealistic, as evidenced 
by the rogue "conseil" (2.326) the Sultaness holds. Like the scene of the Sultan's 
council, the scene of the Sultaness' council runs four stanzas. In comparison, Trevet 
says only that the Sultaness formed a "priue ailiaunce" with seven hundred 
"sarazines" (9). Gower merely changes Trevet's term "ailiaunce" to "Covine"
(2.676) without making any additions to this part of Trevet's text.
Chaucer depicts the Sultaness at the head of her council, persuading a 
substantial group of Syrian "Lordes" (2.330; cf. 341) to undertake a coup d'etat. 
Perversely, she forces them to assent to her "loore" (2.342) or advice before she even 
gives it, thereby short-circuiting the consultative process. For the Sultaness, taking 
counsel is synonymous with receiving consent. Only after each lord "sworen and 
assenten . . .  To lyve with hire and dye" (2.344-45) does she lay out her plan for the
specialem et perfectissimam sui rationem. Et propter hoc regnativa ponitur species 
prudentiae" (2.2, qu. 50, art. 1; cf. 2.2, qu. 47, art. 10).
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coup. This goes directly against the conciliar protocol set forth by Prudence in the
Melibee. which instructs Melibee not to determine upon a course of action unless his
counsellors have first approved it:
’Lat calle,' quod Prudence, 'thy trewe freendes alle and thy 
lynage which that been wise. Telleth youre cas, and herkneth what 
they seye in conseillyng, and vow eoveme after hire sentence. / 
Salomon seith, "Werk alle thy thynges by conseil, and thou shalt never 
repente"' (7.1002-3; emphasis added).1
Due to the Sultaness' demagoguery in the council chamber, the Man of Law 
calls her a "Semyrame" (2.359), a term which refers to Semiramis, an ancient 
Babylonian queen who usurped the throne from her husband, King Ninus.198 This 
allusion to usurpation is reinforced when the Man of Law states that the Sultaness 
"wolde al the contree lede" (2.434). Significantly, the Sultaness' council kills every 
single member of the Sultan's council, including the Sultan himself, at his and 
Constance's wedding feast: "Ne ther was Surryen noon that was converted, / That of 
the conseil of the Sowdan woot, / That he nas al tohewe er he asterted" (2.435-37).
The violent factionalism of the Syrian court is aligned with the failure of the 
governmental institutions of the king's council and parliament in late fourteenth- 
century England. As we have seen, the deep division at Richard H's court in the 
latter 1380s was the culmination of nearly two centuries of conciliar rivalry between 
the royal and baronial parties, a rivalry that was shaped according to mutually
197 Ecclus. 32.24.
198 See Patricia Eberle's note to 1. 359 in The Riverside Chaucer. 860.
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exclusive conceptions of the king's council: a ministerial council of the king's 
curiales. and a parliamentary council of leading magnates. The latter conception of 
the king's council was finally realized by the commission of 1386. The issue could 
not have been more sharply drawn when Richard took his court and council on the 
road to the midlands and the north, while the parliamentary commissioners occupied 
the Star Chamber at Westminster, which had been built during Edward DTs reign as a 
special meeting room for the king's council (Brown 35). The consultations with the 
royal justices declaring the commission of 1386 to be treasonous, the outbreak of civil 
war at Radcot Bridge, the temporary deposition of Richard, and the judicial murders 
of the Merciless Parliament, were all manifestations of the struggle to control the 
king's council and thereby the realm. While the theme of conciliar rivalry is latent in 
Trevet's and Gower's texts, Chaucer made it explicit by adding the scenes of the 
Sultan's and Sultaness' councils.
Chaucer's interest in court factionalism and conciliar rivalry is not surprising, 
given his proximity to the events of the Wonderful and Merciless Parliaments. He 
attended the Wonderful Parliament, at which the commission of 1386 was appointed, 
as a knight of the shire of Kent.199 He was personally acquainted with at least two of 
the appointees to the parliamentary commission, lord John Cobham and Sir John 
Devereux.200 Furthermore, at roughly the same time that Richard retreated from
199 Life-Records. 364-69.
200 Chaucer served with Cobham and Devereux on a Kentish peace commission from 
1385-89 (Life-Records 348-59V
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Westminster with his travelling council, Chaucer gave up his post at the customhouse 
(his main source of income) and the lease over Aldgate and moved to Kent, distancing 
himself from the royal court.201 It was while living in Kent that Chaucer appears to 
have written the Man of Law's Tale. Paul Strohm has argued that his withdrawal 
from London was no coincidence but that Chaucer, dangerously close to many of the 
royal ministers who would soon be sentenced to death at the Merciless Parliament, 
was both politically astute as well as cautious.202
Finally, Chaucer had verifiable contact with eight of the eleven royal retainers 
condemned at the Merciless Parliament.203 He knew all four chamber knights 
condemned by the appellants. Simon Burley was subchamberlain when Chaucer was 
an esquire in the royal household and was constable of Dover Castle and thus 
Chaucer's supervisor when he was justice of the peace for Kent.204 Simon's younger 
brother John went with Chaucer on a mission "on secret business of the king."205
201 Chaucer resigned from the customhouse on 5 October 1386. By 1388, records 
describe him as "of Kent." On 1 May 1388, Chaucer made over his royal annuities to 
one John Scalby. See Life-Records. 144-47,268-69, 336-39.
202 See Social Chaucer (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1989), 36-41, where Strohm 
contrasts Chaucer's political strategy to that of Thomas Usk, under-sheriff of London 
and author of the allegorical poem, The Testament of Love, written to gain preferment 
from the royal faction. Usk was proceeded against and executed by the appellants.
203 See Strohm's discussion of Chaucer’s connections to Richard H's affinity in Social 
Chaucer. 24-26. See also Pearsall, 181-85.
204 Life-Records 360.
205 Life-Records 43.
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Along with Chaucer, Beauchamp and Salisbury were esquires in the royal 
household.206 Tresilian served as Chaucer's fellow justice of the peace for Kent 
between 1386 and his death.207 Brembre was Chaucer's immediate superior when the 
poet served as collector of wool customs and had paid Chaucer's salary.208 De Vere, 
as the king's chamberlain, was at one time Chaucer's superior in the royal household 
and endorsed his petition for a permanent deputy in the office of controller.209 Pole 
had signed off on documents related to the 1383 appointment of a deputy controller 
and opened the Wonderful Parliament.210 Granted, Chaucer's association with de 
Vere and Pole was probably formal in nature, but he worked side by side with 
Tresilian and Brembre, and his relationship with the chamber knights was no doubt 
social as well as professional.
The intense conflicts at Richard II's court produced a scenario strikingly like 
that described at the Syrian court in the Man of Law's Tale: the vested interests of the 
respective parties overrode the common good of the realm, and factionalist tensions 
led to conciliar rivalry, treason, and systematic murder.
206 Life-Records 23-24
207 Life-Records 361.
208 Life-Records 46.
209 Life-Records 128.
210 Life-Records 165.
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Factionalism at the Northumbrian Court 
The scenes at the Northumbrian court reduplicate the political factionalism at 
the Syrian court. The topos of counsel provides the link to this narrative redoubling 
in the Man of Law's Tale. The conciliar exchanges at the Northumbrian court consist 
of the judicial inquest convened by Alla and the counterfeiting of royal 
correspondence by Donegild. Alla convenes the judicial inquest to inquire into the 
murder of Hermengild, the kind wife of Elda, the constable at the coastal castle where 
Constance resides after her ship runs aground in Northumbria. Constance is accused 
of Hermengild's murder by one of Elda's retainers, who attempts to frame her for 
refusing his sexual advances. In both Trevet's and Gower's texts Alla is not even 
present when the accusation is made, nor when the knight, who is of course the real 
murderer, is miraculously struck down by the hand that materializes out of thin air.
Although the murder weapon, a "blody knyf" (2.607), is found in Constance's 
bed, incriminatingly planted there by the knight, Alla's "herte of pitee gan agryse" 
(2.614) as soon as he first sees Constance. Towards the end of the judicial inquest, 
the Man of Law echoes this sentiment, stating that the "gentil herte is fulfild of pitee" 
(660; cf. 628). Chaucer also uses a variation of this formula in the Legend of Good 
Women (F503, G491) and at least three other times in the Canterbury Tales, most 
notably in the Knight's Tale in reference to Theseus, the Chaucerian character who 
most closely approximates the ideal counselor-king: "For pitee renneth soone in gentil
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herte" (1.1761; cf. 4.1986, 5.479).211 The virtue of pity or temperance was widely 
considered to be one of the key virtues of the medieval monarch. For instance, in 
Book VII of the Confessio Amantis. Gower makes pity one of his five "points of 
policy" that are to guide the ideal king in ruling the realm and dispensing justice 
(7.3103ff.). Albeit, Alla is no Theseus, as he later responds to his mother's treachery 
by having Donegild put to death. Stung by guilt for his crime of matricide, he does 
penance by making a pilgrimage to Rome. Yet despite this lapse in judgment, Alla 
approaches the ideal of the counsellor-king at the judicial inquest, an ideal that neither 
the Sultan nor the Roman emperor comes close to meeting.
Alla displays great discernment in handling the witnesses involved in the case. 
After the inhabitants of the castle "baar witnesse," Alla is moved by "a greet motyf" 
to "enquere /  Depper in this, a trouthe for to lere" (2.626-30). Right up to the 
moment when the deus ex machina occurs (i.e. when the hand smites the knight), Alla 
is prepared to take more testimony: "yet wol we us awse / Whom that we wole that 
shal been oure justise" (2.664-665; emphasis added). The verb "avyse" suggests the
211 In the Knight's Tale. Theseus develops from the feudal warrior-king who 
conquers Amazonia and sacks Thebes at the tale's outset, into the diplomatic counsellor- 
king who conducts the marriage parliament at tale's end. For parliament's role as the 
largest medieval English conciliar body, see Baldwin, 93, and A. L. Brown, The 
Governance of Late Medieval England. 1272-1461 (London: Edward Arnold, 1989), 
33-34 and 156-59.
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consultative nature of taking testimony. In its most general sense, it meant "to 
examine," but it could also mean "to confer," "to take counsel with."212
Not only was taking testimony one of the specialties of medieval English 
seijeants of law,213 making the judicial inquiry especially appropriate to Chaucer's 
narrator, but it also appears to have entered the common law courts via the king's 
council. This is not surprising, since ecclesiastical courts had been developing the 
legal art of taking testimony and gathering evidence for centuries and prelates often 
served on the king's council.214 Chaucer himself would have been intimately familiar 
with the rules of taking testimony, since as a justice of the peace for Kent he was 
empowered to inquire into felonies.215
Alla's judicial inquest closely approximates the hearings conducted by the 
king's council in late fourteenth century England. As the royal justices were ex 
officio members of the medieval king's council, the council was empowered to act as
212 _See the MED, definitions 1(a) and 9. However, see also Olson, who argues that 
"Neither jury nor royal consultation is necessary. In Chaucer, the king forces the 
confession and miracle" (94).
213 Alan Harding, The Law Courts of Medieval England (London: George Allen, 
1973), 112.
01 A.
John Bellamy, Crime and Public Order in England in the Later Middle Ages 
(London: Routledge, 1973), 136-37.
215 See Life-Records 348-63. According to the statute of 1361 for justices of the 
peace, JPs are "doier et terminer a la suite le roi tote manere de felonies et trespas faites 
en meisme le countee selonc les leys et custumes avant-dites” (Statutes of the Realm 
1.365). Note, however, that late fourteenth-century JPs did not actually try criminal 
cases. In effect, they produced indictments for the court of the king’s bench.
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both a political advisory body and a high session of the court of the Icing's bench, 
which was the criminal court of medieval England where felonies were normally 
tried. Anytime the king took a special interest in a case, he could turn his council 
into a session of the king's bench. The council's judicial duties are solemnized in the 
"Counsellor's Oath of 1257," which required all members of the council to see to it 
"that justice is administered to all, both rich and poor, both great and small, 
according to the rightful laws and customs of the kingdom."217
Alla's judiciousness stands in contrast to the casuistic legal practices of the 
appellants. After being denied legal counsel (counter to the common law, which 
guaranteed the right of counsel), Brembre was convicted and executed on the flimsy 
pretense that the mayor of London, aldermen, and recorder said that he was more 
likely to be guilty than not. Yet, a committee of twelve peers had already found him 
guilty o f nothing deserving of death, nor were the representatives of the guilds willing 
to condemn him (Westminster Chronicle 308-14). Tresilian, who had been in hiding 
at Westminster, was pronounced guilty in his absence and dragged from his 
sanctuary. To his protest that "the proceedings against him were founded in error,"
216 See Baldwin 38-39, 64; see also Alan Harding, The Law Courts of Medieval 
England (London: George Allen. 1973), 80, 105, and 119-120.
217 The English translation of the "Counsellor's Oath of 1257" is taken from B. 
Wilkinson, Constitutional History of Medieval England. 1216-1399 (London: 
Longmans, 1958), 141-42. For the Latin, see Henry Richards Luard, ed., A n n a le s  
Monastici. vol. 1 (London: Longman, 1864), 395-97. "Item, quod procurabunt quod 
justitia fiat omnibus tam divitibus quam pauperibus, magnis et parvis, secundum rectas 
consuetudines et leges regni."
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the appellants imperiously replied that "the action or judgment of the parliament was 
irrevocable" (Westminster Chronicle 312).
The climax of the judicial inquest is arguably not the moment of the deus ex 
machina but the passage in which Chaucer directly addresses his audience as follows:
Have ye nat seyn somtyme a pale face,
Among a press, of hym that hath be lad 
Toward his deeth, wher as hym gat no grace,
And swich a colour in his face hath had 
Men myghte knowe his face that was bistad 
Amonges alle the faces in that route?
So stant Custance, and looketh hire aboute 
(2.645-51).
The death march Chaucer describes is strikingly similar to the execution processions 
of the royal ministers who were convicted of treason at the Merciless Parliament.218 
The Westminster Chronicle recounts how chief justice Robert Tresilian and former 
London mayor Nicholas Brembre were drawn on hurdles from the Tower to Tyburn, 
where they were ignominiously hanged. Along the way, Tresilian recited prayers 
with the friars and asked pardon of everyone, moving "almost all the bystanders to 
tears" (314; cf. 312). It is perhaps no coincidence that Chaucer depicts Constance 
praying for divine "socour . . .  for ellis shal I dye!" (2.644). The Westminster 
Chronicle also describes how the chamber knights Simon Burley, John Beauchamp, 
James Berners, and John Salisbury were marched with their hands tied behind their
218 Martin Crow and Virginia Leland also relate the death march scene in the Man of 
Law's Tale to the execution processions of Burley and Tresilion (Riverside Chaucer 
xxiii-iv).
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backs "from Westminster along the king's highway through the city of London to 
Tower Hill" (330-32).
Chaucer follows the address to his general audience with a special appeal to 
"queenes," "Duchesses," and "ladyes" (2.652-53), exhorting them to "Haveth som 
routhe" (2.654) on Constance. Similar pleas to the nobility for mercy can be found in 
the Knight's Tale (1.1748-81), the Wife of Bath's Tale (3.889-98), and the Legend of 
Good Women (F341-441, G317-431), suggesting their conventionality. Yet, Chaucer 
adds an observation that is uncannily appropriate to the plight of Richard and his 
ministers in the late 1380s: "O blood roial, that stondest in this drede, / Fer been thy 
freendes at thy grete nede!" (2.657-58). Furthermore, given the theme of conciliar 
factionalism in the Man of Law's Tale. Chaucer's historic audience, which appears to 
have consisted mainly of chamber knights who, like him, were members of the royal 
affinity, may well have connected Constance's plight with that of their fellow 
royalists at the Merciless Parliament.219 In one of the most moving passages in The 
Westminster Chronicle. Edmund Langley, duke of York, "turned white with anger" 
(328) and in open parliament accused his brother Gloucester of lying in order to 
convict Burley. Richard's queen, Anne of Bohemia, pleaded on her knees to the 
appellants to spare Burley's life. Yet, the only grace that they would grant him was 
to commute his sentence from drawing and hanging to beheading.
219 For Chaucer’s audience, see Strohm 21-46; see also Pearsall, 181-85.
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The outrageousness of the appellants' legal maneuvers may explain why 
Chaucer troubled himself to add the judicial inquest to Trevet's text, the purpose of 
which is to portray an idealized king acting unfailingly as a just judge. In this light, 
the deus ex machina confirms Alla's refusal to rush to judgment against Constance.
He is not guided by flawed notions of positive law, like the parliamentary appeal, but 
by a higher law.220
Nevertheless, Alla's prudent governance of the Northumbrian court is 
subverted by his mother Donegild. Like the Sultaness, Donegild considers Constance 
to be an interloper who threatens her status, and she plots to destroy her. Once 
again, factionalism arises within a royal court setting, and wilful "tirannye'' (2.696; 
cf. 779) threatens the common good of the kingdom. In keeping with the topos of 
counsel in the Man of Law's Tale. Donegild will carry out her scheme by 
undermining the discourse of counsel at the Northumbrian court.
The "Counsellor's Oath of 1257" required that "no letters, liberties, 
privileges, or anything else by which prejudice or harm be done to the king or 
anybody else, shall be sealed without consent and knowledge of the king and of the 
majority of the council who are present."221 It also required that the king's
220 Harding discusses the role of the late medieval monarch as "the Chief Justice and 
Lieutenant of God within his own Realm" (122).
22\
Wilkinson, 142; Annales MonasticL 1.397. "Item, quod ullae literae, libertates, 
privilegia, vel quaecumque alia, per quae praejudicium vel injuria regi vel alteri fiat, non 
sigillabuntur sine consensu vel conscientia regis, et majorum de consilio qui praesentes 
fuerint."
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counsellors would "reveal the counsel of the lord king to no one to whom it ought not 
to be revealed."222 The 1352 Statute o f Treasons likewise prohibited counterfeiting 
the king's privy seal. Chaucer's reference to Donegild's "traitorie" (2.781; cf.
895) or treason places her counterfeiting in the proper legal context, befitting a tale 
told by the Man of Law.
While Trevet twice mentions that Donegild counterfeited Alla's 
correspondence under the king's "seales" (27, 31), Gower does not mention sealing at 
all. Chaucer, on the other hand, was careful to keep Trevet's references to sealing. 
The messenger who is to deliver Elda's letter announcing the birth of Alla's son to 
the king shows it to Donegild, pointing out the seal: "'Lo, heere the lettres seled of 
this thyng'" (2.736). Later, when Alla returns from the Scottish wars and asks Elda 
to show him the letter he sent directing that no harm be done to his son, Elda points 
to the seal as proof that the letter he received (which unknown to him is Donegild's 
counterfeited letter directing that Constance and Maurice be exiled at sea) is 
authentic. Elda "sheweth the kyng his seel and eek his lettre, / And seyde, 'Lord as 
ye comanded me / Up peyne of deeth, so have I doon, certein'" (2.882-84).
Wilkinson, 141; Annales MonasticL 1.395. "Item, quod nemini revelabunt 
consilium domini regis, cui non fuerit revelandum."
See Statutes of the Realm, vol. 1 (Records Commission, 1810-28), 319. For an 
English translation of the 1352 Statute of Treasons, see English Historical Documents 
4.403.
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Furthermore, Chaucer added an apostrophe chastising Alla's messenger for his 
dereliction: "O messager, fulfild of dronkenesse . . . "  (2.771). The Man of Law's 
complaint that, due to the messenger's lack of discretion, "Ther is no conseil hyd, 
withouten doute," suggests the susceptibility of royal council to corruption in the late 
fourteenth century. There is no equivalent to the apostrophe to the messenger in 
either Trevet's or Gower’s texts. In neither of these two versions of the Constance 
story do the narrators directly criticize the messenger. They simply mention that he 
is questioned until Alla realizes it is Donegild who is the source of the problem (39; 
2.1256-65).
Already established as an invaluable protection against interference with royal 
correspondence, sealing took on special significance during Richard H's reign when 
political factionalism led to repeated breeches of conciliar discourse at Westminster.
In the duke of Gloucester's written confession read before the parliament of 1397, at 
which Richard had finally consolidated enough support to take revenge upon his 
baronial rivals, Gloucester states, "in that I took my lordes Ires [letters] of his 
messagers and opened hem azeyns his leve, I knowleche that I did evyll" (Rot. Pari. 
3.379). Even though Gloucester's confession may have been doctored so as to 
exaggerate the treasonous nature of his actions as leader of the appellants, it exposes 
the degree to which Richard H's court was poisoned by factionalist infighting in the 
late 1380s. Gloucester's tampering with Richard's correspondence can thus be 
aligned with Donegild's counterfeiting of Alla’s letters.
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Diplomacy at the Imperial Court of Rome 
The topos of counsel in the Man of Law's Tale extends past the exchange of 
counterfeited letters to two passages in which Chaucer objects to implausible 
diplomatic protocol in his sources. After Constance and Maurice's adventures off the 
coast of Spain, their ship drifts into the Mediterranean, where they are rescued by the 
Roman navy. Constance manages to keep her identity secret and resides with 
Maurice for several years at the house of a Roman senator. According to the 
chronology Trevet provides, Maurice is eighteen years old when Alla makes his 
pilgrimage to Rome (47). Chaucer's first objection is to the notion that Constance, 
who has learned that Alla is in Rome, instructs Maurice to attract his attention at a 
feast being held by the emperor in his honor:
Som men wolde sevn at requeste of Custance 
This senatour hath lad this child to feeste:
I may nat tellen every circumstance—
Be as be mav. ther was he at the leeste.
But sooth is this, that at his moodres heeste 
Bifom Alla, durynge the metes space,
The child stood, lookynge in the kynges face 
(1009-15; emphasis added).
Gower expresses no such reservations but instead sends Maurice off to the feast 
without comment. It appears that Chaucer, seasoned diplomat that he was, realized 
that a king as important as Alla would not stoop to acknowledge a strange boy at such 
a formal occasion. In fact, such behavior would have been a serious breech of 
courtly decorum.
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Chaucer's second objection is similar. In both Trevet's and Gower's texts, 
Alla returns the emperor's courtesy by hosting his own feast, and he sends Maurice to 
invite the emperor. However, despite what "Some men wolde seyn" (2.1086), the 
Man of Law observes that a king like Alla would not be so "nyce" (2.1088) or 
"foolish" to send "any child" (2.1091) on such a mission, but would surely go 
himself.
Although Chaucer identifies his sources only as "Some men" (2.1009, 1086),
since the only known precursors to Chaucer's version of the Constance story are
Gower and Trevet, "some men" is an apparent allusion to them. This association is
reinforced by the fact that Chaucer strongly alludes to Gower in the Introduction to
the Man of Law's Tale (2.77-85), where he mentions the stories of Canace and
Apollonius of Tyre, both of which are included in the Confessio Amantis.224 The two
passages in which Chaucer objects to his sources conform to the topos of counsel
because they further sharpen the focus on speech and manners at the medieval court
and underscore the importance of diplomatic exchange.
*  *  *  *
The Ricardian crisis of council was no doubt a source of both urgency and 
frustration among Chaucer's historical audience. The chamber knights who appear to 
have made up Chaucer's literary circle belonged with him to the middle stratum of 
late medieval English society and were precursors of the modem British civil
224 Respectively, 3.143-336and 8.271-2028.
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servant.225 Perhaps the "commune voys" (2.155) of the Man of Law’s Tale expressed 
the civic concern of such a group for the conciliar crisis compromising the integrity of 
royal government and threatening the political and economic stability of the realm.
The topos of counsel functions as the metahistorical element linking the Man 
of Law's Tale to the factionalism at Richard H's court. Along with the king's 
protracted minority and royal-baronial factionalism, the third historical obstacle to 
counsel-taking at the Ricardian court was tyranny. The next chapter examines both 
the historical and rhetorical contexts of Ricardian tyranny in relation to the Clerk's 
Tale.
For Chaucer's middle-class ties, see Strohm 10-13; for Chaucer as a civil servant, 
see Tout, "Literature and Learning in the English Civil Service in the Fourteenth 
Century," Speculum 4 (1929): 365-89; for the importance of the bourgeois ethos to 
Ricardian poetry, see Middleton, "The Idea of Public Poetry in the Reign of Richard
H."
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Chapter 3 
Tyranny and the Clerk’s Tale
Of tirannie and crualte 
Be this ensample a king mai se,
Himself and ek his conseil bothe,
Hou thei ben to mankinde lothe 
And to the god abhominable.
Confessio Amantis 7.3333-37
When Walter, marquis of Saluzzo, tells his wife Griselda he will dispose of 
their son just as he had disposed of their daughter, she responds: "Ye been oure lord; 
dooth with your owene thyng / Right as yow list; axeth no reed at me" (4.652-53; 
emphasis added). Griselda's response is indicative of the lack of counsel-taking at 
Walter's court. Walter not only forgoes any "reed" or advice Griselda might have to 
offer regarding their son, but he also does hot consult his nobles on his decision to 
remove the heir apparent from the realm. Medieval rulers were expected to take 
counsel on important matters of governance. A ruler who refused the counsel and 
consent of his people and instead pursued his own whims in derogation of the law and 
the common good was considered a tyrant.226 The Clerk's Tale illustrates how a ruler 
can come to tyrannize his subjects by gradually undermining the process of counsel 
and consent.
225
For a compilation of medieval views on lordship and tyranny, see Margaret 
Schlauch, "Chaucer's Doctrine of Kings and Tyrants." See also J. D. Burnley, "The 
Tyrant" and "The Image of the Tyrant" in Chaucer's Language and the Philosopher’s 
Tradition: 11-43.
168
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Whereas the Man of Law's Tale dramatizes the corruption of counsel due to 
court factionalism, the Clerk's Tale dramatizes the subversion of counsel due to the 
tyrannical abuses of the ruler. Thus, the counsel group develops both ends of the 
conciliar dynamic: counsel-giving on the part of the ruler's vassals, and counsel- 
taking upon the part of the ruler. Just as the ruler's vassals have a duty to counsel 
him loyally and without partisanship, so the ruler has an obligation to take counsel in 
good faith.
In The Mirrour for Magistrates. Richard II is portrayed as a king who
preferred flattery to wise counsel and as a result ruled as a tyrant:
I am a Kyng that ruled all by lust,
That forced not of vertue, ryght, or law,
But alway put false Flatterers most in trust,
Ensuing such as could my vices clawe:
Bv favthful counseavle passing not a strawe.
What pleasure pryckt, that thought I to be 
iust.
Richard II's tyranny and his failure to take counsel are twin commonplaces that have 
shaped the historical perception of his reign. Both Ricardian poetry and the historical 
records of Richard's reign employ the commonplaces of counsel to discuss the 
political problem of tyrannical government. This chapter contends that the Clerk’s 
Tale was Chaucer's most direct contribution to this civic and historical discussion.
I do not mean to suggest that the Clerk's Tale is anti-royalist. Rather, it 
rejects the notion of violent resistance to tyranny and advocates counsel and consent
227 Emphasis added. As quoted in Aston 308.
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as the best means of preventing and correcting royal abuses of power. The 
remarkable example of Griselda's patience as well as her terse counsel eventually 
reform Walter. As such, the Clerk's Tale is in keeping with the reform-minded but 
ruler-friendly tone of the counsel group. No doubt Chaucer's membership in the 
royal affinity had something to do with the conservatism of the Clerk's Tale, but it 
may also owe something to baronial overreaction to royal policy in the late 1380s, 
when civil war broke out and the king may even have been temporarily deposed. 
Although accusations of royal tyranny had circulated as early as 1386, the most 
famous tyrannical abuses of Richard took place between 1397-99. The mixed signals 
about loyalty to the reigning monarch that reverberated throughout England during 
the last two decades of the fourteenth century necessitated informed discussion on 
both the conditions and remedies of tyranny. The Clerk's Tale remains one of the 
most incisive and entertaining discussions of the issue in Ricardian England.
Counsel-breaking and Tyranny 
Cary Nederman and Kate Forhan have observed that law within feudal society 
was conceived not as a written code but as generations of common agreement. 
Therefore, "the primary mechanism which assured that the medieval monarch 
behaved in accordance with law was his feudal obligation to seek the consent of his 
vassals prior to undertaking any novel or important action" (13). The legal treatise 
called Glanville. written during the reign of Henry n, clearly connected the oral 
customs of English law to the conciliar process: "Although English laws may not be
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written, it does not seem absurd for them to be called laws (namely, those which are 
accepted beyond doubt to be promulgated by decision of the Council, with the 
consultation of the nobility and the assenting authority of the ruler).1,228 Nearly a 
hundred years later we find an almost identical statement in the legal treatise ascribed 
to Bracton: "It will not be absurd to call English laws leges, though they are 
unwritten, since whatever has been rightly decided and approved with the counsel and 
consent of the magnates and the general agreement of the res publica. the authority of 
the king or prince having first been added thereto, has the force of law."229 Likewise, 
the English barons reiterated the connection between law and counsel in their answer 
to the manifesto of the French jurists against the Ordinances of 1311: "England is not 
governed by written law but by ancient laws and customs used and approved in the 
time of the king's forebears: and where these are in any point deficient the king and 
his prelates, earls and barons, on the complaint of the people fvulgil are bound to 
amend them. "23°
Translated by Cary Nederman in Nederman and Forhan, 62.
229 "Sed non erit absurdum leges Anglicanas licet non scriptas leges appellare, cum 
legis vigorem habeat quidquid de consilio et consensu magnatum et rei publics 
communi sponsione, auctoritate regis sive principis praecedente, iuste fuerit definitum et 
approbatum" (19a).
230 Quoted in McKisack, 6nl. The original text of the barons' answer is from the 
Annales Londonienses. contained in Chronicles of the Reigns of Edward I and Edward 
H, ed. William Stubbs, Rolls Series, 1882-83, vol. I: 210-14.
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In medieval English political discourse, a tyrant was defined as a lord who 
pursues his private good in derogation of the law and to the detriment of the common 
good (the commonweal, the collective welfare of the medieval res publica).231 John 
of Salisbury states that "There is solely or mostly this difference between the tyrant 
and the prince: that the latter is obedient to law and rules his people by a will that
‘yvy
places itself at their service" (4.1; cf. 8.17). For John, the king's private will 
(voluntas) is inimical to the public utility (communis utilitasl.233 John's remarks on 
tyranny are particularly relevant because he wrote them during a period of internal 
exile from Henry II's court while serving one of Henry's most important counsellors, 
Theobald of Bee, archbishop of Canterbury.234 The Song of Lewes succinctly states, 
"non potest regere qui non servat legem" (449). The Song's speaker adds, "Et rex 
nihil proprium prsferat communi" (S94).235 Bracton also distinguishes between the
231 For a definition of medieval tyranny, see Antony Black (149) and Margaret 
Schlauch (134-35).
232 John avoids any equivocation on this point by specifying that the prince is subject 
to both positive and divine law (4.4).
233 Cf. Aquinas' De Regimine Principum. in which he defines a just king as "one 
who rules the people of a city or a province for their common good (bonum communeV 
(1.1, 9). Aquinas repeatedly states that the private good of the ruler (bonum orivatum 
regentis) conflicts with the common good of the citizens (bonum commune 
multitudinis).
234 It was Theobald who recommended Becket as Henry's chancellor. In the 
definitive biography of Henry n, W. L. Warren devotes an entire chapter to Theobald 
(Henry n . Berkeley, 1973: 427-46). John is critical of Henry's treatment of the clergy 
and at one point refers to him sarcastically as "our very fortunate King of the English 
and still quite unconquered Duke of the Normans and of Aquitaine" (6.18).
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law and the king’s private will: "There is no rex where will rules rather than lex" 
(33b). The author of the Vita Edwardi Secundi implies that Edward II fits the 
definition of a tyrant (tvrannus) as a king who neglects the law and despoils his 
people through such means as purveyance (75a). In the Confessio Amantis. Gower 
asks, "What king of lawe takth no kepe, / Be lawe he mai no regne kepe. / Do lawe 
awey, what is a king?" (8.3073-75). The author of Richard the Redeless makes the 
same point by means of an earthy analogy. Rather than following their "lust"
(3.266), kings ought to "laboure on jse lawe as lewde men on plowes" (3.267).
Strikingly, upon deposing Richard n , Henry of Lancaster promised in English 
to govern "by the gude lawes and custumes of the rewme," with the object of serving 
"the commune profyt." In his sermon opening the first parliament of the new 
reign, Thomas Arundel, archbishop of Canterbury, confirmed the principle of 
consultative government, stating that Henry did not wish to be governed by "his own 
whim, nor by his wilful purpose or singular opinion, but by common advice, counsel, 
and assent.n237
235 "He cannot reign who does not keep the law"; "And let the king never set his 
own interest before that of the community."
236 Select Documents 192; Rot. Pari. 3.424.
237 EHD 4.415; Select Documents 194; Rot. Pari. 3.415. ". . . qil est la volunte du 
roy destre conseillez et govemez par les honurables, sages et discretes persones de soun 
roialme, et par lour commune conseil et assent faire le meulx pur la governance de luy 
et de soun roialme; nient veullant estre govemez de sa volunte propre, ne de son purpos 
voluntarie, singulere opinione, mais par commune advis, conseil, et assent, come desuis 
est dit."
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Richard U's Tyranny 
The locus classicus of Richard II's tyranny is Walsingham's famous statement 
that in the summer of 1397 the king "began to tyrannise and burden his people. n23S 
Walsingham adds, "nobody dared to stand for the truth, or to say openly what they 
believed, because of the tyranny and malice of the king.n239 Although Usk, who was 
one of the members of the commission appointed by Henry of Lancaster to depose 
Richard n, does not call Richard a tyrant outright, he implies as much: "it was found 
by us that perjuries, sacrileges, unnatural crimes, exactions from his subjects, 
reductions of his people to slavery, cowardice and weakness of rule, with all of which 
crimes king Richard was known to be tainted—were reasons enough for setting him 
aside."240 The speaker of Richard the Redeless calls the king's courtiers "tyrauntis" 
(1.54), whom his loyal subjects lived in fear of: "For non of oure peple durste 
pleyne of here wrongis, / For drede of oure dukys & of here double harmes" (1.56-
238 Given-Wilson71; Annales Ricardi Secundi 199. " . . .  unum certe scitur, quod ab 
illo tempore coepit tyrannizare, populum apporiare."
239 Given-Wilson 75; Annales Ricardi Secundi 223. "Nec audebat quisquam pro 
veritate stare, vel fateri quod verum fuit, propter Regis tyrannidem atque malitiam."
240 Thompson 181. "Per quos determinatum fuit quod peijuria, sacrilegia, 
sodomidica, subditorum exinnanicio, populi in servitutem reduccio, vecordia, et ad 
regendum imbecilitas, quibus rex Ricardus notorie fuit infectus" (29-30).
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7).241 The third part of Gower's Cronica Tripertita (ca. 1401) is devoted to Richard 
H’s tyranny and deposition.242
The gravamina included in the parliament roll's account of Richard's 
deposition accused him of the following major crimes: illegal expropriation of private 
lands (i.e. the Lancastrian estates), imposition of the notorious fine known as the 
plesaunce. printing of blank charters, assembly of a private army of Cheshire archers 
and Welsh pikemen, tampering with the rolls of parliament, and imprisonment of 
critics of the regime without due process.243 As summed up in the sixteenth article of 
the deposition, Richard II's crimes fit the commonplace definition of medieval 
tyranny. By wilfully disregarding "the just laws and customs of the realm . . . 
expressed to him by the justices and others of his council" in order to pursue "the 
whim of his desire," Richard placed his private good before the common good.244
241 John of Salisbury states that not only the king can be a tyrant, but also "impious 
counsellors" who threaten to turn the entire state into a "republic of the impious" 
(8.17).
242 One of the marginal glosses summarizes the opening of part three as an account of 
Richard's tyranny: "Qualiter ad modum talpe, que semper terrain effodiens earn 
continue subuertit, rex Ricardus, vt suum regnum tirannice disperdat, assiduis 
ymaginacionibus ad populi destruccionem omnes suas cautelas indesinenter coniectat" 
(330).
243 For a fuller account of the major grievances against Richard, see McKisack 496 
and Duls 113-14.
244 EHD 4.410; Select Documents 189; Rot. Pari. 3.419. "Item, idem rex nolens 
justas leges et consuetudines regni sui servare seu protegere, set secundum sue arbitrium 
voluntatis facere quicquid desideriis ejus occurrerit, quandoque et frequencius quando 
sibi exposite et declarate fuerant leges regni sui per justiciaries et alios de Consilio suo 
et secundum leges illas petentibus iusticiam exhiberet, dixit expresse, vultu austero et
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Despite the fact that all of the crimes listed in the gravamina occurred within 
the last three years of Richard's reign, the issue of Ricardian tyranny is complicated 
by the theory that his reign encompassed two periods of tyrannical rule (the so called 
"first tyranny" in the mid- to late-1380s, and the "second tyranny" in the late 1390s), 
separated by a long period of relatively good government (the "period of 
appeasement"). The theory of the "first tyranny" is based largely upon Gloucester's 
speech to Richard at Eltham in 1386. As recorded by Knighton, Gloucester's speech 
does not accuse Richard of tyranny outright but employs the well-worn rhetorical 
formula for tyrannical rule: Richard refused to be "governed and guided by the laws 
and statutes and laudable ordinances with the wholesome counsel fsalubri consiliol of 
the lords and magnates of the realm" and instead "in his insane counsels Qnsanis 
consiliisV' exercised "his own peculiar desire" (Chronicon 2.219). Thus, the Clerk's 
Tale would have been historically relevant to the problem of tyranny at any time 
during the Canterbury period.
Indeed, the matter of deposing the reigning monarch was very close to the 
surface of events from 1386-88. It appears that the appellants gave serious
protervo, quod leges sue erant in ore suo et aliqociens in pectore suo, et quod ipse solus 
posset mutare et condere leges regni sui."
245 The date of composition of the Clerk's Tale is uncertain, but Larry Benson 
assigns it along with the other tales of the "marriage group" to the Canterbury period 
(i.e. 1388-95; The Riverside Chaucer xxix). Severs (Speculum 21 (1946): 295-302) 
and Keiser (Manuscripta 17 (1973): 159-77) have demonstrated the unlikelihood that the 
tale was composed prior to its links.
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consideration to deposing Richard in the days leading up to the Merciless Parliament.
While they were careful to direct their public attack against the king's ministers and 
not the king himself—giving the impression that they were saving the king and 
defending the realm of England-according to some sources they temporarily deposed 
him for a period of three or four days, from December 28 or 29 through December
'JAfi
31, 1387. The Monk of Westminster reports that the duke of Gloucester and the 
earl of Arundel had first proposed deposing the king in early December, but the earl 
of Warwick convinced them otherwise (218). Then, in a meeting with Richard in the 
Tower of London on the 30th of December, the appellants threatened to depose him 
and put Gloucester—his "heir of full age"—in his place. The effect of this threat was 
instantaneous. "Stupefactus," the king immediately conceded to all of their demands 
(228).
In the confession Gloucester wrote while imprisoned at Calais, he 
acknowledges that he and the other appellants discussed "deposal of my liege loord" 
and agreed to it "for two dayes or three," after which they resumed their homage and 
their oaths "and putt hym as heyly in hys estate as ever he was.n247 Even if 
Gloucester's confession had been tampered with, this admission would explain why 
on the last day of the Merciless Parliament the king remade his coronation oath, and
246 The case for the temporary deposition of Richard II is made by M. V. Clarke and 
V. H. Galbraith in "The Deposition of Richard II," Bulletin of the John Rvlands 
Library 14 (1930): 157-61.
247 EHD 171: Rot. Pari. 3.378.
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why the peers and commons retook their oath of fealty (Westminster Chronicle 
342).248
The rubric of "the first tyranny" says a great deal for the power of rhetoric to 
condition the perception of historical events. Lancastrian chroniclers writing during 
or after Richard's deposition so successfully appropriated the topos of the tyrant-king 
that, in turn, many modem histories treat his entire reign as one long slide into 
tyranny. The tendency has been to parallel the events of 1386-88 with those of 1397- 
99, even though there is ample evidence to indicate that the appellants were not 
exposing early manifestations of Ricardian tyranny but rather espousing baronial 
rebellion.249
There is nothing in any of the contemporary records to suggest that Richard 
had committed serious crimes against his subjects prior to 1397. Hutchison calls "the 
first tyranny" a "more misleading label than most" (91). As Jones has pointed out, as 
of 1386, "The king had broken no statutes . . . There had been no question of 
Richard's failure to rule. Custom and precedent established the authorization for
248 Cf. Favent 24; Froissart 2.281-82; and Capgrave 250. For evidence that 
Gloucester's confession was tampered with, see James Tait's "Did Richard II Murder 
the Duke of Gloucester?" in Historical Essays bv Members of the Owens College. 
Manchester, ed. Thomas Frederick Tout and James Tait (London: Longmans, 1902).
249 Perhaps the best example of this is Steel's biography of Richard, which uses the 
rubrics of "the first tyranny" and "the second tyranny" as chapter titles, in effect 
configuring Richard's entire life around the notion that he was a tyrant-king.
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subjects to band together to resist the invasion of their own rights by the crown. No 
such invasion had been attempted" (40).250
The case for the "first tyranny" looks even weaker when we take the period 
from 1389 to 1397 into account. Upon assuming his majority, Richard promised to 
work for the "well being and profit" (Westminster Chronicle 392) of his people, and 
he proceeded for several years to govern with more restraint and responsiveness to 
the commons' needs than the appellants had exhibited during their three-year period 
of rule. The Ricardian peace policy relieved the realm from both the strain of war 
and the weight of heavy taxation. Under Richard's leadership parliament passed the 
first substantial legislation against liveries in years, over the objections of Gaunt and
2<i
other lords. And useful legislation had also been passed against abuses of papal
252power. Duls observes that "the chronicles record little discontent with [royal] 
government during this period" (71). Instead, we find tributes to Richard's 
moderation, such as these glowing verses by John of Gaunt's confessor, Richard
250 For an analysis of Gloucester's speech as "a threat of rebellion," see Jones, 30 
(cf. his discussion of the questions to the judges, 38-42).
251 Statutes of the Realm 2.61-75; cf. Rot. Pari. 3.257. Ironically, the Monk of 
Westminster calls liveries a form of "tyranny" (domination and states that the liveried 
retainers of great lords arrogantly "overthrow laws passed and published for the 
commonweal rcommuni utilitatel of the realm" (81-2; cf. 355).
252 For the importance of the Statute of Provisors (1390) and the third Statute of 
Praemunire (1393) in redefining church-state relations between England and Rome, see 
McKisack, 282ff.
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Maidstone: "Nec hebet ultrices Rex pius iste manus. / Quot mala, quot mortes tenero 
sit passus ab aevo, /  Quamque sit inultus, Anglia tota videt" (Political Sones 1.282).
Contemporary chronicles advance two conflicting theories to explain Richard's 
late lurch towards tyranny: the Lancastrian revenge theory, which holds that Richard 
executed Gloucester and Arundel purely out of revenge and embarked upon a 
merciless campaign of pillaging his people; and the Ricardian conspiracy theory, 
which maintains that the former appellants were again plotting to usurp the throne.253 
However, we need not infer elaborate schemes of royal revenge or baronial plots to 
account for the onset of Richard’s tyranny at the trials of the Westminster parliament 
of 1397.254 Richard's tyranny appears to be in large part a reaction to the entrenched 
factionalism between the court party and the baronage.
Granted, Richard's ulterior motive in the trials of the former appellants was 
probably personal revenge. However, the Lancastrian theory that Richard's "second 
tyranny" was due mainly to latent, pathological revenge is weak in two areas. First 
of all, it passes over the eight year period of moderate royal government.255
253 f*nThe following chronicles depict the trial of the former appellants as a conscious 
act of revenge upon Richard’s part for the baronial rebellion of 1386-88: Eulopium 
3.374-76; Annales Ricardi Secundi 201; Usk's Chronicon. 152-61. The following 
chronicles directly allege or imply that the former appellants plotted to usurp the throne 
in the so-called "St. Albans Conspiracy": Traison et Mort 117-27; the Chronique de 
Saint-Denvs 2.476-78: Froissart 2.637-41.
254 For a convincing rebuttal of the "St. Albans Conspiracy," see J. J. N. Palmer, 
Bulletin of the John Rvlands Library (1978-79): 400-5.
255 For a dissenting opinion, see McKisack 466ff.
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Secondly, it ignores the fact that when Richard finally moved against his rivals he did 
not indulge in the carnage of the Merciless parliament but executed only his two 
greatest enemies. It may well be that, feeling himself in a relative position of strength 
and wary of another parliamentary takeover of his council due to renewed complaints 
against his peace policy and the expensa hospicii. Richard seized the Parliament of 
1397 to eliminate his opposition.256
Only at this point did Richard’s kingship degenerate into tyranny. It is 
possible that steady baronial opposition had heretofore kept his absolutist ambitions in 
check. But it is certain that the Merciless Parliament taught Richard how to wield 
naked power, for the appeal of the 1397 parliament of Westminster was modelled 
step-by-step upon the original appeal of 1388.257 Having seen the barons extend their 
right as his natural counsellors too far, Richard sought to take his prerogative rights 
even farther. In the process, he mistook his private interest for the common good, his 
lusts for the laws, flattery for prudent counsel, absolutism for kingship.
256 For a discussion of baronial complaints against the twenty-eight years' truce with 
France, which Richard sealed on 9 March 1396, see Chapter Nine. At the Hilary 
parliament of 1397, the commons sponsored a bill known as Haxey's bill, alleging that 
an excessive number of bishops and ladies were residing at court. As Jones has 
observed, Haxey's bill revisited the old question of whether inciting the commons to 
interfere with the household and its officials was treason (71-74).
257 In its description of the appeal of 1397, the Eulogium makes a series of close 
parallels to the appeal of 1388, to the effect that Richard was consciously imitating the 
earlier appeal (3.371-76).
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Medieval Remedies for Tyranny 
Medieval remedies for tyranny encompassed both nonviolent and violent 
resistance. The most outspoken medieval proponent of violent resistance to tyranny 
was John of Salisbury, who argues in the Policraticus that tyrannicide is justified on 
the grounds that the tyrant breaks the law and denigrates the common good (8.18, 
8.20). The tradition of violent baronial resistance to unpopular and in some cases 
unjust kings was well established by Richard H’s reign. Faced with superior baronial 
force, King John had been compelled to sign the Magna Carta. The object of the 
Barons' War was the deposition of Henry HI, and the Song of Lewes unequivocally 
supported the cause o f armed baronial resistance: "Si recte regnaverit, debet honorari; 
/ Si princeps erraverit, debet revocari" (730-31).258 The articles against Gaveston 
presented by the earl of Lincoln to Edward II in 1308 state that "when the king will 
not right a wrong and remove that which is hurtful to the people at large and 
prejudicial to the crown, and is so adjudged by the people, it behoves that the evil
259must be removed by constraint." Of course, the greatest precedent for Richard H's 
deposition in 1399 was Edward H's deposition and murder in 1327.260
258 Wright 109. "If he reign justly, he will of necessity be honored; if the prince err, 
he ought to be recalled."
259 EHD 3.525; Select Documents 5; Gesta Edwardi de Camavan 2.33. "Quando 
rex errorem corrigere vel amovere non curat, quod coronae dampnosum et populo 
nocivum est, judicatum est quod error per asperitatem amoveatur."
260 •According to McKisack, "the weight of the evidence seems to place it beyond 
bout that he was murdered" (94).
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It appears that both the lords and the commons viewed Richard's deposition as 
the only remaining solution to his tyranny.261 In the eyes of the lords, he had violated 
"the most indefeasible of all rights, the right of inheritance" (McKisack 490) by 
sequestering the Lancastrian estates. In the eyes of the commons, he had run 
roughshod over the common laws of the land by assembling a private army of liveried 
retainers who "treated the people with contempt and were guilty of theft, violence, 
and adultery" (Duls 1I4).262
Nevertheless, the inadequacy of violent resistance as a solution to medieval 
tyranny is no more evident than in Richard's deposition. Acutely aware that Henry’s 
usurpation lacked the legitimacy of a hereditary title to the throne, Lancastrian 
propagandists advertised the preposterous claim that Richard abdicated the throne
2f.it
voluntarily. According to the "Record and Process" (i.e. the "official" version of 
Richard's deposition inscribed on the parliament roll), Richard voluntarily abdicated 
the throne with "cheerful countenance rvultu hillaril" (Rot. Pari.. 3.416)-this in spite
261 Although not a formal parliament, the deposition proceedings were attended by 
both the lords spiritual and temporal and "a populus composed mainly of Londoners" 
(McKisack 494).
262 •Given-Wilson believes that the Lancastrian sequestration and his assembly of a 
private army were probably his two worst crimes.
263 Even more absurd was Henry’s futile attempt to claim hereditary right deriving 
from Henry HI by resurrecting the legend of the seniority of Edmund Crouchback of 
Lancaster to his brother Edward I (Edward Longshanks)—"a legend which, if accepted 
as true, must invalidate the claims of all three Edwards, as well as of Richard II" 
(McKisack 495).
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of the fact that he was opposed by a great military force under the command of 
Henry, three of his most trusted counselors (Scrope, Bushy, and Green) were 
summarily executed, he was imprisoned in the Tower of London, and he died 
mysteriously at Pontefract castle, probably murdered by order of Henry.264 With 
such a tenuous claim to the throne, Henry IV was not even a year into his reign when 
he was faced with the first of many attempted rebellions.265
Moreover, Henry's reign was fraught with conciliar crises not unlike those of 
his predecessor's reign. At the "Long Parliament" of March 1406, Henry's 
household was criticized for wastefulness, and he was forced to appoint a 
parliamentary "Consail" to audit the royal accounts and reform the household (Rot. 
Pari. 3.572). At the October 1406 parliament the state of Henry's government began 
to resemble the conciliar crisis of the 1380s. McFarlane comments that for a full year 
the parliamentary council "ruled the king almost as if he were a minor" (92). Just as
264 On Richard's death, see Duls 169. According to Duls, four contemporary 
chronicles maintain that Richard gave up the crown of his own free will, the first three 
deriving from the same scriptorium at St. Albans and the last apparently based on the 
St. Albans chronicles: Walsingham's Historia Anglicana (2.231-38) and Ypodigma 
Neustriae (383-87), the anonymous Annales Ricardi Secundi et Henrici Ouarti (238-87), 
and Thomas Qtterboume'sChronica Regum Angliae (200-13).
265 In January 1400, a group of Richard's former supporters (Kent, Salisbury, 
Despenser, and Huntingdon) unsuccessfully rebelled. Three years later, the Percies 
(Henry Hotspur and his father, the earl of Northumberland) rebelled and were defeated 
at Shrewesbury. In 1405, Henry put down a northern rebellion led by Mowbray and 
archbishop Scrope of York. Henry defeated a second rebellion by Northumberland at 
Branham Moor in 1408, only to spend the remaining five years of his reign in decline 
due to illness.
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the appellants had not followed through on the governmental reforms they had 
promised, so Henry failed to deliver on his promise of government by "commune 
advis, conseil, et assent."
Ironically, the greatest legacy of Richard's deposition was the disastrous War 
of the Roses, as Shakespeare pointed out in the bishop of Carlisle’s memorable speech 
in Richard II:
My Lord of Herford here, whom you call king,
Is a foul traitor to proud Herford's king,
And if you crown him, let me prophesy,
The blood of English shall manure the ground,
And future ages groan for this foul act (4.1.134- 
38).
The source of Shakespeare's sobering reminder is the French chronicle, Chronicque 
de la traison et mort de Richart Deux, rov Dengleterre (1397-1400), in which a 
passage set in the midst of Richard's deposition proceedings and attributed to Thomas 
Merke, bishop of Carlisle, gives a ringing defense of royal sovereignty and liege 
homage.266
The dangers of overthrowing a tyrant were well known to medieval political 
theorists. For instance, in De Regimine Principum. Aquinas gives the following list:
266 McKisack surmises that the gravamina were produced in order to silence Carlisle 
(494), who was the only courtier bishop punished by Henry. He was translated in 
partes infidelium to a Clementine see (Steel 270). For the historical veracity of 
Carlisle's speech, see M. V. Clarke, Fourteenth Century Studies, ed. L. S. Sutherland 
and M. McKisack: 86-88. See also the Histoire du rov d'Angleterre Richart mi 
(1399), written by the French squire Jean Creton, where Richard's deposition is 
presented as an exemplum of the evils of treason (131).
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violent retribution on the part of the tyrant, civil war due to the dubious claim of the 
usurper, takeover by a foreign invader, and the possibility that the new ruler will be 
even more oppressive than his predecessor.267 Instead of violent resistance, Aquinas 
advises patient sufferance of tyranny: "For Peter teaches us to obey not only good and 
temperate rulers, but also to bear reverence to those who are ill-disposed: 'It is the 
patience o f the innocent sufferer that wins credit in God's sight'" (1.6, 31).268
John Wyclif s remarks on tyranny have a special bearing on our discussion, 
since he was not only a monarchist like Aquinas but also Chaucer's compatriot and 
contemporary. The poet may have had personal association with the English cleric, 
since both received the patronage of John of Gaunt.269 Although Wyclif equivocates 
on the matter of tyrannicide, in general he discourages resistance to tyrannical rulers. 
In De officio regis he says that even bad rulers have their power bestowed on them 
by God, so that they should be hated for their vices but loved secundum rationem 
nature et prefecture (17). Accordingly, Wyclif prescribes patience as the best 
medicine (paciencia est optima medicinal for dealing with tyrants and offers the
K\1 De Regimine Principum. 1.6; cf. the Summa Theologica. the Second Part of the 
Second Part, Qu. 42, Art. 2.
' J fTQ
I Peter 2.20. Babbitt notes that in his Livre de Politiques Nicolas of Oresme also 
uses Biblical admonitions, such as 2 Cor. 12:20 and Rom. 13:1, to argue against 
sedition (83).
269 On this point, see Schlauch (149).
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examples of Christ, the apostles, and the martyrs.270 In cases of obstinate tyranny, a 
liege man is bound to serve and obey his lord faithfully by procuring concord, telling 
the truth, and pointing out error—rebelling only if it is absolutely necessary.271
Given that the violent overthrow o f a tyrant could cause more problems than it
might solve, no wonder Ricardian poetry emphasizes counsel as the most constructive
method of correcting royal abuses of power. Geraldine Barnes observes that in the
Middle English romances "Wise counsel, sometimes as substitute for, and regularly
as stimulus to, the exercise of prowess in just causes, serves the hero and his allies as
a means to counter tyranny and to resolve conflict" (13-14). In the Confessio
Amantis. Gower discusses both the preventative and corrective effects of counsel
upon tyranny. In the conclusion to the story of Rehoboam, he poses the question of
whether it would be better for a king alone to be "vertuous" and his counselors
"vicious" or vice versa. He gives the following answer:
That betre it is that thei be wise 
Be whom that the conseil schal gon,
For thei be manye, and he is one;
And rathere schal an one man 
With fals conseil, for oght he can,
From his wisdom be mad to falle,
Thanne he al one scholde hem alle
270 On the Christian's duty to exercise patience in the face of tyranny, see De officio 
regis, 8. For the exempla of Christ, the apostles, and the martyrs, see De civili 
dominio. 1.28, 199, and De officio regis. 9.
271 "Ymno altero manifeste tirranisante contingit suum legium quo ad mundum 
servire et obedire sibi fideliter procurando concordiam, anuncciando sibi veritatem, et 
errorem, necnon et rebellando, si oportet, contra tyrrannidem obstinatam" (De officio 
regis, 200).
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Fro vices into vertu change,
For that is wel the more strange (7.4158-66).
In the story called "The Courtiers and the Fool," Gower portrays a tyrannical Icing
whose rule is reformed through the corrective of prudent counsel:
He putte awey the vicious 
And tok to him the vertuous;
The wrongful lawes ben amended,
The londes good is wel despended,
The poeple was nomore oppressed,
And thus stod every thing redressed.
For where a king is propre wys,
And hath suche as hiselven is 
Of conseil, it mai noght faile 
That every thing ne schal availe:
The vices thanne gon aweie,
And every vertu holt his weie (7.4005-16).
Likewise, in the Monk's Tale Chaucer uses the exemplum of Seneca and Nero 
to show how counsel can have an ameliorative effect on even the most inherently 
vicious ruler:
In yowthe a maister hadde this emperour 
To teche hym Ietterure and curteisye,
For of moralitee he was the flour,
As in his tyme, but if bookes lye;
And whil this maister hadde of hym maistrye,
He maked hym so konnyng and so sowple 
That longe tyme it was er tirannye 
Or any vice dorste on hym uncowple.
This Seneca, of which that I devyse,
By cause Nero hadde of hym swich drede,
For he fro vices wolde hym ay chastise 
Discreetly, as by word and nat by dede- 
'Sire,' wolde he seyn, 'an emperour moot nede 
Be vertuous and hate tirannye-’ (7.2495-2508).
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As Chapter 1 discusses, Seneca was the medieval paragon of moral guide and 
counsellor (17). However, Chaucer acknowledges that counsel can only correct the 
viciousness of a ruler up to a point. Eventually, Nero forced Seneca to commit 
suicide: "he in a bath made hym to blede / On bothe his armes, til he moste dye 
(7.2509-10). Perhaps mindful of the long, dark history of deposition in fourteenth- 
century England as well as his own allegiance to Richard, Chaucer presents only the 
best case scenario in the Clerk's Tale: the Lombard ruler Walter alienates himself 
from the counsel of his people but is then reformed by the combination of Griselda's 
patient devotion and her terse advice.
Walter's Audience with His People 
At the beginning of the Clerk's Tale, a mood of "bisy drede" (4.134) has 
gripped Saluzzo because Walter is unmarried and without an heir. While he 
dissipates his energies hawking and hunting, living the life of a carefree bachelor, the 
kingdom is vulnerable to a "straunge successour" (4.138). Just as the "yong" 
(VII.967) Melibee requires Prudence's counsel, so Walter, who is conspicuously 
"yong of age" (4.73; cf. 77, 120), is in need of counsel. Therefore, his subjects 
gather "flokmeele" (86) or in groups (implying that all of the estates are present) and 
go to his court to have an "audience" (4.104) with him.
Chaucer translated the story of Griselda from both Petrarch's De obedientia ac 
fide uxoria mvthologia and an anonymous French rendering of Petrarch's Latin
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text.272 Although Petrarch invented the speaker’s audience with Walter, Chaucer 
expanded it, heightened its tone, and adapted it to fit English parliamentary 
procedure. No equivalent for "audience" is used in either of Chaucer's sources; they 
simply mention that a representative of the people speaks to Walter. According to the 
MED, the Middle English term audience could denote "a council, a (royal or 
ecclesiastical) court" (2.b). Chaucer uses the term to denote a parliamentary-style 
assembly in the Parliament of Fowls (e.g. 308). From the time of Edward HI, the 
commons were an essential component of parliament, and Chaucer mentions both 
"lordes" and "commune" (4.70) at the outset of the Clerk's Tale. The inclusion of 
the commons here is Chaucer's addition and places the narrative within the context of 
the English political tradition. Appropriately, a representative of the people who 
"wisest was of loore" (4.87) takes the part of speaker and advises Walter to marry. 
Whereas Petrarch's representative meekly presents his request as the "silent wishes" 
of his subjects, Chaucer's speaker demands to be heard: "And lat youre eres nat my
273voys desdeyne" (4.98). His "preyere" (4.141) to Walter is a deferential way of 
counseling the marquis on the important political matter of succession.
Chaucer uses the verb "to assent" repeatedly (e.g. 4.88, 129, 150, 174, 176) 
in the exchange between the speaker and Walter to emphasize that the latter is not
272 See J. Burke Severs, The Literary Relations of Chaucer’s 'Clerkes Tale'.
273 Petrarch's text reads: "nunc omnium tacitas voluntates mea vox tuis auribus 
invehat" (256.30-31). All citations of Petrarch's Latin text and the anonymous French 
translation are taken from Severs' edition.
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merely granting his subjects' request to marry but is engaging in a mutual process of 
advice and consent. In comparison, Petrarch does not use the term. In Le Livre 
Griseldis. Walter's subjects give their consentement (259.53) to his choice of bride, 
but only Chaucer has Walter expressly give his consent in exchange for his subject's 
consent. The term "assent" was a formula for the way parliamentary negotiations 
were conducted in the fourteenth century. For instance, the Statute of York (1322) 
guarantees that important affairs of state shall be treated in parliament "par lassent des 
prelatz, countes, et barouns, et la communalte du roialme" (Statutes of the Realm
1.189; emphasis added). From that time on, the phrases assent de parlement or assent 
en parlement were regularly employed in parliamentary statutes.274
The people's council with Walter results in an exchange of pledges: just as 
Walter "wole assente" (4.150) to marriage, so the representative must "assenten" 
(4.176) to Walter's choice of bride.275 In other words, Walter accepts the speaker's 
counsel to take a wife but reserves the right to choose freely in marriage. Accord 
results because the right of the people to counsel the ruler is balanced with the ruler's 
right to exercise his prerogative. To be sure, Walter's people have misgivings about
274 The statutes enacted in 1348, 1362, 1371, and 1377, requiring the consent of 
parliament for all subsidies on wool, use one or the other of these phrases. See Rot. 
Pari., n.200-1; Statutes of the Realm, 1.374; Statutes of the Realm. 1.393; and Rot. 
Pari., n.365-66. See also the list of sanctioning clauses of fourteenth- and fifteenth- 
century statutes in Chrimes, Constitutional Ideas 101-4.
275 On pledging in the Clerk's Tale, see Lynn Staley Johnson's "The Prince and His 
People: A Study of the Two Covenants in the Clerk's Tale."
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his professed intention to marry: "For yet alwey the peple somwhat dredde, / Lest 
that the markys no wyf wolde wedde" (4.181-82; cf. 250-52). Yet, the council 
successfully concludes with their mutual exchange of pledges with Walter.
We can contrast Walter's initial receptiveness to the counsel of his people with 
Melibee's drawn-out resistance to Prudence's counsel. Walter's quick recognition 
that he should sacrifice his "liberte" (4.145) for his subjects separates him from 
Melibee, who in his youthful folly almost defies Prudence's counsel to make peace 
with his enemies. Ultimately, it is not Walter's youth but his arbitrary whims that 
weaken the discourse of counsel in Saluzzo.
The "tretys" (4.331) or marriage negotiation Walter holds with Janicula and 
Griselda also proceeds according to the feudal custom of consent.276 Despite the fact 
that Janicula is the "povrest" (4.205) peasant in Saluzzo, Walter fully acknowledges 
him as his "lige man" (4.310) and will not marry Griselda without his blessing: "If 
that thou vouche sauf, what so bityde, / Thy doghter wol I take, er that I wende, / As 
for my wyf, unto hir lyves ende" (4.306-8; cf. 313-15). Janicula responds as a loyal 
vassal: "'Lord,' quod he, 'my willynge / Is as ye wole' (4.319-20). Granted,
Walter's authority is such that Janicula, who stands "abayst and al quakynge" (4.317) 
in the marquis' presence, is scarcely in a position to reject the marriage proposal.
276 In The Man of Law's Tale Chaucer uses "tretys" (11.233) to denote the diplomatic 
negotiation between the Roman and Syrian governments. In Troilus. he uses it to 
denote the negotiation for peace between the Greeks and Trojans (e.g. IV.64, IV. 136, 
IV.670).
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But instead of taking Janicula's consent for granted, Walter makes a point of 
including him in the proposal: " 'And al this shal be doon in thy presence; / 1 wol 
noght speke out of thyn audience'" (4.328-29). Likewise, even though Griselda may 
be compelled to follow the wishes of Walter and her father, Walter includes her in the 
process of consent by asking if she will "assente" (4.350) to the marriage. His 
exchange of pledges with Griselda and Janicula duplicates the exchange of pledges he 
had made with his people.
The exchanges Walter has with the Saluzzan speaker and with Janicula and 
Griselda appear to idealize relations between ruler and subject. For the time being, 
Walter is regarded by his people as a "prudent” (4.427) ruler because he shows 
himself capable of taking counsel and making a wise choice in the selection of his 
marquise. This modifier puts us in mind of the Melibee, where political judgment is 
personified by the figure of Chaucer's archetypal counselor, Prudence.
Marriage as Political Metaphor 
In the Clerk's Tale Chaucer uses marriage as a political metaphor. The 
people's representative uses the language of lordship to describe marriage when he 
bids Walter to bow his neck "'under that blisful yok / Of soveraynetee, noght of 
servyse, /  Which that men clepe spousaille or wedlok’" (4.113-15). Walter himself 
relates husbandry to governance when he remarks to Janicula that he wants to take 
Griselda "’To be my wyf and reule hire after me’" (4.327). He refers to his proposed 
marriage to Griselda as an "alliance" (4.357), a term which Chaucer uses in the
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Knight's Tale to signify the diplomatic union of Athens and Thebes effected by 
Palamon and Emily's marriage (e.g. 1.2973). Walter's subjects are divided into two 
basic groups, his "gentils" and his "peple." Walter and Griselda's marriage 
symbolizes the alliance of the ruler with the common people. More specifically, 
Griselda, whom Chaucer depicts tending sheep and spinning wool (e.g. 4.223-24), 
represents the estate of providers (the third estate), which is symbolically joined to the 
ruling class upon her wedding to Walter.277
The notion of the prince’s marriage to his people was a popular medieval 
metaphor that had developed out of both Graeco-Roman and Biblical traditions. The 
locus classicus for the analogy between husbandry and temporal rule is Aristotle's 
Politics:
Soul rules the body with the sort of authority of a master: mind rules 
the appetite with the sort of authority of a statesman or a monarch . . . 
What holds good in man's inner life also holds good outside i t . .
. Again, the relation of male to female is naturally that of the superior 
to the inferior-of the ruling to the ruled."278
Aristotle's analogy was directly transmitted to the later Middle Ages through 
Aquinas' commentary: "A man rules his wife by political principle, just as someone, 
who is elected master, is head of a city. "279 John of Salisbury also borrowed from a
277 On Griselda as a representative of the common people, see Johnson.
278 1.5, 1254b; cf. 1 .12,1259a-b. and NicomacheanEthics 8 .1 0 .1160b-1161a.
279 "Vir principatur mulieri politico principatu, id est sicut aliquis, qui eligitur in 
rectorem, civitati praeest." Comm, in Pol.. 1 lect. 10 para. 152.
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classical source to figure the relationship between the prince and his people as a 
marriage:
In the satire entitled Manipean. which is about the duties of the 
institution of matrimony, Varro asserts: 'The vices of a spouse are to 
be either removed or endured. He who removes the vices shows 
himself to be the more fit spouse; he who endures them makes himself 
a better person.1 Thus, the vices of princes and subjects are to be 
either endured or removed; for in fact their confederation either equals 
or surpasses conjugal affection raffectum coniugiil (6.26).
In the Old Testament, the covenant between God and Israel is repeatedly 
characterized as a marriage.280 In particular, in the Song of Songs, God is figured as 
both king and lover of his chosen people the Israelites. On a more literal level, the 
king in the Song is Salomon, and his mystical union with his bride Israel exalts the 
political relationship between king and subject. As the chapter on the Melibee 
demonstrates, Solomon was the mirror of medieval kings.
St. Paul transformed the theocratic notion of Israel as the Lord's bride into the 
doctrine that the Christian community is the sponsa Christi.281 The Pauline analogy 
appears verbatim in The Parson's Tale: "Man sholde bere hym to his wyf in feith, in 
trouthe, and in love, as seith Seint Paul, that a man sholde loven his wyf as Crist 
loved hooly chirche" (10.929). Christ's role as sponsus or husband of the Church 
became aligned with the bishops, who were said to marry their sees.282 Applied to
280 Is 5:1-7 and 54:4-8; Jer 2:2ff, 3:14, and 33:11; Ez 16:13; and Hos 2:16-21.
281 See 2 Cor 11:2 and Eph 5:23-33; cf. Rev 19:7.
282 See Kantorowicz for the episcopal marriage formula, King's Two Bodies. 212. 
See also Wilks, 498-500.
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the pope as bishop of Rome, this notion took on special significance, especially after 
the Investiture Struggle when the Church came to be seen as a Christian polity led by 
a sovereign pope. The title of James of Viterbo's early fourteenth-century treatise,
De regimine christiano. clearly signals that the late medieval Church was as much a 
political institution as a spiritual fellowship.
In turn, the Roman lawyers transferred the marriage metaphor to the empire. 
For instance, a fourteenth-century commentator on Justinian wrote that "there is 
contracted a moral and political marriage between the prince and the res publica.
Also, just as there is contracted a spiritual and divine marriage between a church and 
its prelate, so there is contracted a temporal and terrestrial marriage between the 
Prince and the State. "283 The lawyers were interested in defining the secular state as 
an object of public law rather than the emperor’s personal possession. To this end, 
Lucas de Penna used the metaphor of the Prince's matrimonium morale et politicum 
to illustrate the inalienability of fiscal property: "he interpreted the fisc as the dowry 
of the bridal res publica. and explained that a husband was entitled only to use the 
property of his wife, but not to alienate it" (Kantorowicz, The King's Two Bodies 
217).
By the late Middle Ages, it had become common to consider the secular 
monarch the sponsus reeni (Wilks 500-1). In England the monarch's status as 
husband of the realm was symbolized by a ring placed upon his finger at his
283 Quoted by Kantorowicz in "Mysteries of State," 78.
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coronation. Just as bishops received a ring at their consecrations betokening their 
husbandry of the Church, so Richard II received a ring at his coronation betokening 
his husbandry of the realm (Rymer, Foedera. 3.3.63). Correspondingly, Adam of 
Usk reports that this ring was taken from Richard upon his deposition, signifying his 
divorce from the realm (32). The currency of the mystical marriage metaphor in late- 
fourteenth century English political discourse can be seen in the envoy to "Lak of 
Stedfastnesse," where Chaucer exhorts Richard II to "wed thy folk agein to 
stedfastnesse" (28). As late as 1603, the metaphor was still in use in England, as 
indicated by a remark James I is said to have made at his first parliament: "'What 
God hath conjoined then, let no man separate. ’ I am the husband, and all the whole 
island is my lawful wife; I am the head, and it is my body" (Kantorowicz, The King’s 
Two Bodies 223).284
The marriage of Walter and Griselda promises the symbolic rebirth of the 
polity.285 Griselda—herself clothed "al newe” (4.378) and "translated" (4.385) from 
her peasant condition to marquise-presides over this renaissance as both co-ruler and 
counselor of the Saluzzan people:
Nat oonly this Grisildis thurgh hir wit 
Koude al the feet of wyfly hoomlinesse,
But eek, whan that the cas required it,
2g4
Likewise, the American media still speak of a newly elected President's 
"honeymoon" with the American people.
285 Michael Wilks comments that "the marriage of the ruler to his office becomes in a 
sense a symbolic rebirth of the community itself: by his assumption of office all the 
community is revivified" (509).
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The commune profit koude she redresse.
Ther nas discord, rancour, ne hevynesse 
In al that land that she ne koude apese,
And wisely brynge hem alle in reste and ese.
Though that hire housbonde absent were anon,
If gentil men or othere of hire contree 
Were wrothe, she wolde bryngen hem aton;
So wise and rvpe wordes hadde she.
And juggementz of so greet equitee,
That she from hevene sent was, as men wende,
Peple to save and every wrong t'amende (4.428-41; 
emphasis added).62
Language serves as the paradigm for the new social order. Griselda's speech imitates 
the divine logos. In this regard, the Clerk alludes to the nativity in describing 
Griselda's rustic birth: "hye God somtyme senden kan / His grace into a litel oxes 
stalle" (4.206-7). Her word seems to fulfill the political and linguistic ideal of the full 
presence of speech, the total transparency of truth, the complete assimilation of word 
to deed. In Augustinian terms, through the ministrations of Griselda, Walter's 
kingdom has come to resemble (if only briefly) the City of God more than the city of 
man. In Chaucerian terms, Saluzzo approaches the state of a utopian "former age."
The description of Griselda's native village or "throop"~that "site delitable"
(199) in which the people "tooke hire sustenance, / After that the erthe yaf hem
habundance" (202-03)—is redolent of the imagery of Chaucer's short lyric, "The
Former Age." Griselda's governance in Walter's absence provides another link to
"The Former Age," which associates utopia with matriarchal rule:
Unforged was the hauberk and the plate;
The lambish peple, voyd of alle vyce,
Hadden no fantasye to debate,
But ech of hem wolde other wel cheryce.
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No pryde, non envye, non avaryce,
No lord, no taylage by no tyrannye;
Humblesse and pees, good feith the emperice (49- 
55; emphasis added).
Walter's Tyrannical "Lust"
Throughout the Clerk's Tale there is constant tension between the "commune 
profit" advocated by Griselda and Walter's arbitrary whims. The notion of 
government for the common good is synonymous with civic peace, and the term 
"pees" is used as a refrain throughout the narrative. From the outset, the Saluzzan 
people desire to "lyven in moore felicitee" (4.109) and "reste" (4.112). When 
Griselda governs in Walter's absence, she resolves all "discord" (4.432) and brings 
the realm into a state of "reste and ese" (4.434). At the end of the tale, the longed for 
state of "pees and reste" (4.1132) is finally achieved upon Walter and Griselda’s 
reunion and is maintained by their son’s rule (4.1136; cf. 423; 487, 638). Like the 
other tales of the counsel group, the Clerk's Tale ties the prosperity of the realm to 
the peaceful pursuit of the common profit.
In contrast, Chaucer uses the terms lust or fist, plesaunce. wille. and delit 
interchangeably almost three dozen times to refer to Walter's arbitrary whims.286 The 
Clerk's initial criticism of Walter—"I blame hym thus; that he considered noght / In
286 Lust or fist is used in this capacity at IV.80, 214, 352, 531, 619, 658, 660, 662, 
717, 757, 962, 968; plesaunce is used in this capacity at IV.305, 501, 658, 663, 672, 
757, 792, 873, and 964; wille is used in this capacity at IV. 110, 150, 294, 504, 524, 
539, 660, 716, 738, 953; and delit is used in this capacity at IV.68. For the political 
usage of "plesaunce" as a term for the prerogatives of fourteenth-century English 
monarchs, see Walsingham's Annales Ricardi Secundi. 234-35, and Tuck, 197-208.
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tyme comyng what myghte hym bityde, / But on his lust present was al his thoght" 
(4.78-80; emphasis added)~hoIds true until almost the end of the narrative. This is 
just one of several editorial inteijections on the part of the Clerk directly critical of 
Walter that Chaucer inserts into his translation.287 The extent to which Walter's 
whims displace common profit as the object of his government is manifested in his 
sergeant's ominous remark "That lordes heestes mowe nat been yfeyned; / They 
mowe wel been biwailled or compleyned, / But men moote nede unto hir lust obeve" 
(4.529-31; emphasis added).
Chaucer captures the notion that a tyrant's nature is to indulge his whims 
when he describes the notorious tyrant Bemabo Visconti as "God of delit and scourge 
of Lumbardye” in the Monk's Tale (7.2400). Chaucer seems to have been thinking of 
Bemabo when he translated the Clerk's Tale, since he describes Walter as a lord of 
"Lumbardye" (4.72) who would live "in delit" (4.68).288 Walter is thoroughly 
identified as one of those "tirauntz of Lumbardye, I That han no reward but tyrannye 
(F 374-75) whom Chaucer memorializes in the Legend of Good Women.
A failure to moderate their desires is at the heart of both Walter's and 
Melibee's misgovemance. Just as Walter knows "no mesure" (4.622) in his "lest /
287 Cf. 4.456-62,621-23, 696-705,785-87.
288 Chaucer had the opportunity to meet Bemabo in person when he visited his court 
in 1378. He appears to have been on a diplomatic mission for Richard II to enlist 
Lombardy's support for England in the Hundred Years War with France (Life-Records 
53-61).
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To tempte his wyf' (4.619-20), so Melibee's obsession with vengeance is "out of 
mesure" (7.1848). In both cases, a lack of self-governance detracts from the common 
good. Paradoxically, while Melibee loses control of the discursive institutions of his 
government by indiscreetly revealing his violent desire, Walter resorts to absolute 
control of the discursive institutions of government in Saluzzo in order to hide his 
perverse desire to tempt Griselda. The topos of the tyrant-king who refuses his 
people's counsel and disregards the common good links the Clerk's Tale to 
contemporary historical, political, and poetic texts that attempt to define and describe 
tyrannical kingship, such as the chronicles of Richard H 's reign, the Rolls of 
Parliament, and Richard the Redeless.
Walter's Subversion of Counsel 
While Griselda promotes the common profit through her "wise and rype 
wordes," conversely Walter pursues his whims through the systematic subversion of 
the discursive institutions of Saluzzo. An important pattern emerges in the Clerk's 
Tale: wise counsel furthers the common good, whereas false counsel and other forms 
of propaganda further Walter's private good or "lust."
When Walter seizes Griselda's daughter, he proceeds as if he is acting out of 
concern for the common good. He fabricates counsel, saying his nobles have 
indicated that they cannot give homage to a peasant woman. He even alludes to the 
audience in which his people had advised him to give up his bachelorhood and marry,
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pretending that he is once again dutifully following the counsel of others in order to
maintain civic order:
'And though to me that ye be lief and deere,
Unto my gentils ye be no thyng so.
They seyn, to hem it is greet shame and wo 
For to be subgetz and been in servage 
To thee, that born art of a small village.
’And namely sith thy doghter was ybore 
Thise wordes han they spoken douteless.
But I desire, as I have doon bifore.
To live mv lvf with hem in reste and pees.
I may nat in this caas be recheless;
I moot not doon with thy doghter for the beste,
Nat as I wolde, but as my peple leste' (4.479-90; 
emphasis added).62
His claim that his nobles spurn Griselda is all the more remarkable because of her 
reputation for settling disputes between Saluzzo's "gentil men" (4.436).
The only time we see Walter actually consulting his "privee knyghtes and 
squieres" (4.192) is when he wants them to prepare for the marriage feast. Although 
Walter's sergeant is described as a "privee man" (4.519), that is, a confidential 
servant, his rank is below that of knight or squire. He is officially an officer of the 
law, but his purpose in the narrative is simply to carry out Walter's commands, He 
is, in short, the stock henchman. By fabricating the counsel of his nobles, Walter has 
so distorted the discourse of counsel that it no longer serves its traditional purpose of 
holding him accountable to his people but ironically serves to further his destructive 
whims.
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When Walter prepares to take Griselda's son from her, he shifts his rhetorical 
strategy slightly. Rather than fabricating the counsel of his nobles, he invents the 
false rumor that his people fear rule by a peasant king:
"Now sey they thus: 'Whan Walter is agon,
Thanne shal the blood of Janicle succede 
And been oure lord, for oother have we noon.'
Swiche wordes seth mv peple. out of drede.
Wei oughte I of swich murmur taken heede.
For certeinly I drede swich sentence,
Though they nat pleyn speke in myn audience"
(4.631-37; emphasis added).
The people's fondness and sympathy for Griselda and her children (e.g. 4.400-41, 
445-48, 615-16, 722-31, 897-98) belie Walter's insistence that they have spurned her 
and her offspring. Nevertheless, Walter's feigned concern that his people are afraid 
to speak in his "audience" gives the impression that he is as committed as ever to the 
political ideal of rule by counsel and consent.
There is a reflexive relationship between the special speech community of 
Walter’s court and the larger speech community of Saluzzo. The rumor that Walter 
has murdered his children spreads pervasively among his people: "Swich murmur was 
among hem comunly" (4.726). Thus, the "sclaundre" (4.722; cf. 730) of the people 
reflects the increasing corruption of speech at Walter’s court. Whereas Griselda's 
felicitous speech had earlier brought about social harmony, Walter's corrupt speech 
gives rise to "rancour and dissencion" (4.747) throughout the realm. Aquinas' 
observation in the Summa Theoloeica that a tyrant inevitably spreads discord and 
dissension among his people applies to Walter: "A tyrant himself is, in fact, far more
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guilty of sedition when he spreads discord and strife fdiscordias et seditionesl among 
the people subject to him, so hoping to control them more easily."289 Robert Blanche 
and Julian Wasserman have explained that it was the medieval monarch's duty to fix 
discourse as well as preside over linguistic renewal throughout his kingdom by 
making the royal court a model speech community.290 Instead of fixing discourse, 
Walter dissociates the sign from its referent by spreading rumor and innuendo. In 
Chaucerian terms, "word and deed" at Walter's court "Ben nothing lyk.”291 The 
telling description of Walter's sergeant—"Suspect his face, suspect his word also" 
(4.541)—indicates just how corrupt the courtly speech community has become.
Walter's corruption of discourse extends to the forging of papal bulls in order 
to divorce Griselda: "he bad they sholde countrefete / The popes bulles, makyng 
mencion / That he hath leve his firste wyf to lete" (4.743-45; emphasis added). 
Walter has the bulls "publiced atte fulle" (4.749), using them as propaganda to repair 
relations between him and his people. According to R. A. Shoaf, counterfeiters of 
currency threatened to destabilize medieval society's sign system by privatizing
289 Second Part of the Second Part, Qu. 42, Art. 2.
290 4-iSee Blanch and Wasserman's chapter, ,?As Good As Your Word: Language, 
Culture, and Building Blocks of History" 13-26. In England the first Statute of 
Westminster (1275) had laid down a strict prohibition against anyone uttering or 
repeating "false news or fabrications whence any discord, or intention of discord, or 
slander could arise between the king and his people or the magnates of his kingdom" 
(EHD 406; Statutes of the Realm I, c. 34).
291 "Lak of Stedfastnesse," 4-5.
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monetary signs.292 Similarly, Walter self-indulgently privatizes the written sign by 
counterfeiting the bulls. We can gauge the seriousness o f his act to a medieval 
audience if we recall that Dante put counterfeiters in the lowest circle of hell.
Whereas Petrarch’s narrator seems almost to admire the ease with which the 
illiterate masses can be controlled through written documents, Chaucer's Clerk openly 
criticizes Walter's cynical manipulation of the bulls.293 The Clerk notes that Walter 
devises them purely to advance his "crueel purpos" (4.740; cf. 734), a phrase which 
does not appear in Petrarch's text. When the Clerk acknowledges that Walter's 
people are fooled by the bulls into accepting his divorce from Griselda, he does so in 
such a way as to discount Walter's rhetorical trickery: "The rude people, as it no 
wonder is. / Wenden fill wel that it hadde be right so" (4.750-51; cf. 734; emphasis 
added). Finally, whereas Petrarch's narrator says that Griselda stood "unshaken" 
(276.68) by the news of the bulls, the Clerk drives home their sinister effect, saying 
poignantly that "hire herte was fill wo" (TV.753) when "thise tidynges" (4.752) came 
to her.
Walter hides his "entente" (4.762) in a letter he sends to his brother-in-law, 
the earl of Panico, paradoxically revealing his true intentions only in private
•yQfy
~ " Dante. Chaucer, and the Currency of the Word 24-37.
293 "Itaque cum iam ab ortu filie duodecimus annus elapsus esset, nuncios Romam 
misit, qui simulatas inde literas apostolicas referrent, quibus in populo vulgaretur datam 
sibi licenciam a Romano pontifice, ut pro sua et suarum gencium quiete, primo 
matrimonio reiecto, aliam ducere posset uxorem; nec operosum sane fiiit alpestribus 
rudibusque animis quidlibet persuadere" (276.60-66).
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correspondence. In the same regard, the only time Walter's sergeant tells the truth is 
in his covert exchanges with the marquis, when he speaks "point for point, in short 
and pleyn" (4.577). When Griselda entreats him to give her children a proper burial, 
the sergeant "no word wol to that purpos seye" (4.573; cf. 684). While it is true that 
Prudence instructs Melibee to "Biwrey nat youre conseil to no persone . . . shewe 
hym nat thy wille and thyn entente" (7.1139, 1149), such secrecy is designed to avoid 
the counsel of flatterers. In fact, Prudence instructs Melibee to "werke nat alwey in 
every nede by oon counseillour allone; for sometyme bihooveth it to been conseilled 
by manye" (7.1170). Needless to say, Walter follows no such protocol but keeps his 
intentions private, repeatedly circumventing the counsel of others.
The situational irony becomes overdetermined when Walter stages an "open 
audience" (4.790) with Griselda to inform her of his divorce proceedings and 
remarriage. Once again, he fabricates counsel by pretending to be sacrificing his own 
prerogative to the will of his people: "I may nat doon as every plowman may. / My 
peple me constreyneth for to take / Another wyf, and crien day by day" (4.799-801). 
He further mocks the discourse of counsel by saying that the pope "Consenteth" 
(4.803) to his divorce. By such means, Walter creates the illusion that he is fully 
engaged in the discourse of counsel and consent, when, in fact, he has cut off all such 
exchange. While Melibee's false counselors "prively in his eere conseilled hym 
certeyn thyng, and conseilled hym the contrarie in general audience (7.1049; cf. 
1194-96, 1351), the situation is turned inside out in the Clerk's Tale, where it is
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Walter himself-and not his counselors—who speaks falsely in general audience and 
reveals his true intentions only in private, to the earl of Panico. The point here is that 
the discourse of counsel can be sabotaged from both ends, by the vassals who are 
responsible for giving counsel as well as the ruler who is responsible for taking 
counsel.
Whereas Melibee relinquishes control of discourse at his court to a "greet
multitude of folk ther every man crieth and clatereth what that hym liketh" (7.1069;
cf. 1243, 1259), Walter increasingly excludes others from speaking at his court. This
is most clearly manifested in his silencing of Griselda. While Melibee is moved to
accept Prudence as his chief advisor, Walter's marriage proposal muzzles Griselda:
"I seye this: be ye redy with good herte 
To al my lust, and that I frely may,
As me best thynketh, do yow laughe or smerte,
And nevere ye to gruche it, nyght ne day?
And eek when I sev ’ve.' ne sev nat 'nav.'
Neither by word ne frownyng contenance?" (4.351- 
56; emphasis added).
Walter reiterates the terms of the proposal when he seizes Griselda's children (e.g. 
4.495-97, 642-44). As a result, when he takes her daughter, she "noght ameved / 
Neither in word, or chiere, or contenaunce" (4.498-99; cf. 606). Likewise, when he 
takes her son, she shows no change in "word or contenance" (4.708).
In the passage on the office of lordship in the Legend of Good Women, one of 
the virtues distinguishing the just lord from the lord who uses "wilfulhed and 
tyrannye" (G 355) is the willingness to listen to his subjects' "excusacyouns, / And
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here compleyntes and petyciouns" (G 362-63). Walter appears responsive to his 
people's entreaties when he agrees to marry, but he proceeds to subvert that 
agreement by calculatingly destroying his marriage. The basic dynamic governing the 
relationship between Walter and his subjects is one of mutual suspicion and creeping 
fear rather than mutual respect and open communication.
Early in the narrative Chaucer makes an important addition to his sources by 
mentioning that Walter was "Biloved and drad. thurgh favour of Fortune, / Bothe of 
his lordes and of his commune" (4.69-70; emphasis added). The notion that it is 
better for a lord to be loved than feared by his subjects is one of the loci communes of 
counsel cited in the Melibee: "And Tullius seith, 'Ther nys no myght so greet of any 
emperour that longe may endure, but if he have moore love of the peple than drede'"
J Q A
(7.1192). Yet, Walter inspires dread and not love in Griselda upon proposing to 
her:
Wondrvnee upon this word, quakvnee for drede.
She seyde, 'Lord, undigne and unworthy 
Am I to thilke honour that ye me beede,
But as ye wole youreself, right so wol I.
And heere I swere that nevere willyngly,
In werk n thoght, I nyl yow disobeye,
For to be deed, though me were looth to deye'
(4.358-64; emphasis added; cf. 659-65).
294 Cicero, De officiis 2.7.23. Chaucer also uses this commonplace in the Parson's 
Tale: "I rede thee, certes, that thou, lord, werke in swich wise with thy cherles that they 
rather love thee than drede" (X.763).
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While it might be objected that Griselda's response echoes the Magnificat of Mary 
and that the dread she feels is simply awe or reverence for the marquis, in the context 
of the entire tale her response is yet another expression of the fear and discomfort 
under which Walter's subjects labor. The atmosphere of "bisy drede" with which the 
tale opens returns in full force when Walter's people suspect him of murdering his 
children. Although Walter is dissembling when he says that his people "out of drede" 
(634) will not speak in his audience, he seems to take perverse satisfaction from such 
a thought. He seeks not merely loyalty from his subjects but the kind of crouching 
servility he gets from his sergeant. Walter employs him precisely because he is a yes- 
man who, as Walter well knows, fears him (e.g. 4.523).
Thus, Walter creates an aura of dread which has a chilling effect on discourse 
in his kingdom. While Griselda suffers in silence, the people of Saluzzo murmur on 
the streets about Walter's injustice but are afraid to confront him in open audience as 
they once had. They no longer have the confidence in the discourse of counsel 
exhibited by the wise speaker at the beginning of the narrative.
Griselda As the Ideal Counsellor 
Upon expelling Griselda from his household, Walter capriciously gives her 
consolation for the very misfortune he has caused her: "With evene herte I rede yow 
t'endure / The strook of Fortune or of aventure" (4.811-12; emphasis added). Walter 
mimics the archetypal medieval counselor, the Boethian figure of Lady Philosophy, 
whose antagonist is of course Lady Fortuna. Walter's false consolation provides
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another link between the Clerk's Tale and the Melibee. as the straightforward 
discourse of consolation Prudence gives Melibee is sardonically echoed by Walter. 
But, rather than enabling Griselda to free herself from the snares of Fortune, Walter 
is none other than the agent of false Fortune. For it is he who "shoop" (4.946) the 
events Griselda must contend with.
While Walter merely poses as the wise counselor, Griselda actually performs 
in that capacity. Both the Clerk's Tale and the Melibee enhances the role of rulers' 
wives as counselors at the expense of the rulers themselves. Prudence and Griselda 
prove to be superior to their husbands as governors and counselors. The figure of 
woman as counselor in the Canterbury Tales seems to derive from the iconographic 
role of Lady Philosophy in Boethius and perhaps also from the powerful place of 
Mary as a spiritual counselor in medieval Christian devotion.295 Although Griselda 
remains silent throughout the midsection of the narrative, offering no "rede" or 
counsel to Walter, she finally breaks her remarkable silence with two substantial 
speeches that recall the brief period when she promoted common profit with her "wise 
and rype wordes."
Griselda's first speech is perhaps the climax of the narrative. Although she 
came to Walter with nothing-not even a set of clothes-he sarcastically tells her that 
she may take her dowry back with her to her father's house (e.g. 4.807-8). Filled
295 . . . .The Pearl-Maiden can also be seen as an analogue for Lady Philosophy. She 
gives spiritual "counseyl" (1056; cf. 743) to the Dreamer in Pearl. In Cleanness 
Belshazzar’s queen is depicted giving him "gode counseyl" (1619).
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with the immense pathos of years of quiet suffering, she objects that she cannot leave 
naked:
'Ye koude nat doon so dishonest a thyng,
That thilke wombe in which youre children leye 
Sholde bifom the peple, in my walkyng,
Be seyn al bare; wherfore I yow preye,
Lat me nat lyk a worm go by the weye.
Remembre yow, myn owene lord so deere,
I was youre wyf, though I unworthy weere' (4.876- 
82).
Griselda deftly moves from the realm of private suffering into the realm of public 
display by expressing concern for her appearance before Walter's people. Her 
pointed reminder to him of his spousal duty touches on his larger responsibility as the 
"husband" of his people. Her accusation that he is acting dishonestly penetrates to the 
heart of the political discord in Saluzzo—Walter's dissembling. He has broken the 
spirit of the pledges he had made to Griselda and his people by undermining his 
marriage. Her adjoining comment to him that "how gentil and how kynde / Ye semed 
by youre speche and youre visage / The day that maked was oure manage!" (4.852- 
54; emphasis added) reinforces the sense that he did not make his pledges in good 
faith. Griselda implicitly contrasts Walter's dishonesty with her own faithfulness: "I 
yow yaf myn herte in hool entente" (4.861). Chaucer inserted these comments into 
his translation, further clarifying the relationship between Walter's tyranny and the 
corruption o f discourse at his court.296
On these additions see Severs 235-36.
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The full impact of Walter and Griselda's separation is conveyed by the 
procession of people who accompany her back to her native village: "The folk hire 
folwe, wepynge in hir weye" (4.897). The narrator's enjoinder that Janicula "Was 
evere in suspect of hir marriage" (4.905) recalls the people's earlier "dredde" (181) 
that Walter would break his promise to marry. Walter's dual roles as lord of his 
people and husband of Griselda become so intertwined in the course of the narrative 
that it is impossible to consider one in isolation from the other. Walter and Griselda’s 
impending divorce means more than just the severing of their relationship; it signifies 
the breaking of the public trust by the ruler.
Griselda's second speech to Walter is as disarming as her first. When he 
callously asks her if she likes his new wife, she responds with a piece of marital 
counsel:
'O thyng biseke I yow, and wame also,
That ye ne prikke with no tormentynge 
This tendre mayden, as ye han doon mo;
For she is fostred in hire norissynge 
Moore tendrely, and, to my supposynge,
She koude nat adversitee endure
As koude a povre fostred creature' (4.1037-42).
Griselda's plea to Walter to reform himself revisits the people's initial audience with 
him. But this time Griselda herself, rather than one of the realm's elders, assumes 
the role of prudent counselor. For the second time in the narrative, Walter is moved 
to yield to the advice of another. Griselda's counsel persuades him to relent, 
signalled by his resounding exclamation, "This is ynogh" (4.1051). Finally, Walter
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unmasks his true intentions, admitting that all along he was testing Griselda's 
"wommanheede" (4.1075). For the first time, Walter subordinates his pleasures to 
those of Griselda: "Walter hire dooth so feithfiilly plesaunce / That it was deyntee for 
to seen the cheere / Bitwixe hem two, now they been met yfeere" (4.1111-13). She is 
once again stripped of her rags, reclothed in noble attire, and crowned in honor (e.g. 
4.1114-20), reduplicating her earlier "translation" from peasant woman to marquise. 
The feast Walter puts on to celebrate his reunion with Griselda is "moore solempne in 
every mannes syght" (4.1125) than "the revel of hire manage” (4.1127). Their 
ensuing years of "heigh prosperitee" (4.1128) and the peaceful succession of their son 
at last fulfill the promise of their original union.
But whiie Griselda's heroic endurance, the recovery of her children, the 
renewal of Walter and Griselda's marriage at the great feast they hold to 
commemorate their reunion, and the successful succession by Walter's son all suggest 
a restoration of the social and linguistic order, the Clerk qualifies the outcome of 
events: "This world is nat so strong, it is no nay, / As it hath been in olde tymes 
yoore" (4.1139-40). He adds, "It were ful hard to fynde now-a-dayes / In al a toun 
Grisildis three or two" (4.1164-65). The Clerk's comments are imbued with nostalgia 
and a sense that the communitas perfecta imagined at the end of the tale is an 
anachronism. Such ambiguity and irresolution imply that the struggle of counseling 
medieval rulers and maintaining civic order was an ongoing and uncertain process, 
especially in late fourteenth-century England when the conciliar process was
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corrupted by factionalist power struggles and the fear of civic unrest loomed. We 
are left with two contrary yet coexistent images of public discourse at the end of the 
Clerk's Tale. One image is the Babel-like "rumbur (4.997) which provokes the 
passionate apostrophe to the "stormy peple!" (4.995), attributed to "sadde folk"
(4.1002) in the Saluzzan capital. The same people who had wept for Griselda and 
suspected Walter of murdering his children are swept up in the pageantry of Walter's 
remarriage. No sooner than they learn that Walter's bride-to-be is younger, fairer, 
and of higher lineage than Griselda, they hypocritically commend the "markys 
govemaunce" (4.994). Chaucer adds the apostrophe, perhaps with the notorious 
fickleness of the London commons in mind.297 However, the other image of public 
discourse is more compelling. As David Wallace has noted, the reunion of Griselda 
with her children represents the most fundamental of speech communities, the nuclear 
family wherein she functions quite appropriately as a synecdoche for "the mother 
tongue" (200). Griselda's "humble voys" (4.1087) contrasts strikingly with Walter’s 
artificial rhetoric and opens a space within Walter’s court for linguistic renewal. The 
characterization of public discourse thus runs the gamut in The Clerk's Tale, from its 
decline into the dissonance of the masses to its idealization in the vernacular of 
Griselda.
297 For a detailed study of factionalism in Chaucer's London, see A. R. Myers’ 
London in the Age of Chaucer.
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Inevitably, we encounter Chaucer's heteroglossic method of presenting 
multiple view points of his subject and actively requiring his audience to construct his 
meaning. While Chaucer's apostrophe displays contempt for the third estate en masse 
(Pearsall 147), it is offset by his loving portrayal of the peasant Griselda. However, 
she is not merely an isolated example of Chaucer's pity for the poor. Her function as 
an integral member of Walter’s household evokes the corporate conception of the 
medieval state, according to which each estate is essential to the well being of the 
body republic and the proper good of each member is directed towards the common 
good.298
The Clerk's Tale and Ricardian Tyranny 
Long before Richard II was deposed in 1399, allegations of tyrannical rule and 
talk of deposing the king were in the air. In particular, Gloucester’s speech to 
Richard at Eltham in 1386 sets forth the charge of tyranny and defends the right o f 
violent deposition. The appellants appear to have temporarily deposed Richard in the 
heady days leading up to the Merciless Parliament. The Clerk's Tale, which was 
probably written sometime between 1388-95, fits into the context of the ongoing 
discussion of the conciliar crisis of Richard It's kingship, especially the latter half of
298 jrBook five of the Policraticus is entirely devoted to the corporational or 
organological theory of the medieval state. John went beyond the feudal notion of the 
kingdom as estates held in fee by a monarch to describe the medieval state as a corpus 
mvsticum. a body republic whose members (i.e. the estates) were interdependently 
joined and directed towards the common good.
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his reign when there was a pressing need to identify the precise causes of and 
solutions to tyranny.
In no way does Chaucer recommend that tyrants should be deposed. Rather, 
the message of the Clerk's Tale is that even when a ruler can be positively identified 
as a tyrant, as in the case of Walter, patient sufferance and prudent counsel are the 
only acceptable responses to tyranny. Since Richard II's tyranny was largely confined 
to the last three years of his reign, Chaucer's cautionary message in the Clerk's Tale 
was particularly relevant to his contemporary audience.299
Given the fact that Chaucer was a member of Richard II's affinity, it would 
have been shocking if he had included a narrative in the Canterbury Tales advocating 
the deposition of a ruler, however tyrannical.300 John of Salisbury, who makes one of 
the strongest arguments to be found in medieval political discourse for the violent 
overthrow of tyrants, qualifies his position by stating that "we are to take care, 
however, lest anyone cause the death of a tyrant who is bound to him by the 
obligation of fealty or a sacred oath" (209; 8.20). While Chaucer may not have taken 
a formal oath of fealty to Richard, as the king's longtime paid retainer he came close
299 However, Wallace argues that Richard II's tyranny was manifested as early as 
1386, and that "Certain aspects of the cultural critique mounted by the Clerk’s Tale 
grew ever more urgent for Chaucer as Richard II grew ever more tyrannical" (157).
300 , ,Pearsall has pomted out that the long passage in the Parson's Tale on the office of 
lordship (10.752-76) rejects the notion of human punishment of tyrants while still on 
earth: "The problem is passed on to a higher authority, omnipotent and not vet" (150).
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301enough to meeting this condition. In this respect, Chaucer can be contrasted with
Gower, who was a member of the independently wealthy, landed gentry.
Not surprisingly, then, Griselda's patience is celebrated and Walter is
rehabilitated as a ruler. The deference paid to rulers in the Clerk's Tale was in
keeping with the rigid stratification of medieval society. Even Wyclif, who rejected
the hierarchy of the Roman church, accepted the hierarchy of the secular state and
disapproved of the violent overthrow of the monarch. The religious moral Chaucer
borrows from Petrarch to end the Clerk's Tale conforms to the common medieval
notion that tyrants are, in the words of John of Salisbury, the "ministers of God"
(Policraticus 8.18) who serve to punish evil doers and correct and train the good:
For sith a womman was so pacient 
Unto a mortal man, wel moore us oghte 
Receyven al in gree that God us sent;
For greet skile is he preeve that he wroghte.
But he ne tempteth no man that he boghte.
As seith Seint Jame, if ye his pistel rede;
He preeveth folk al day, it is no drede (4.1149- 
55).
By valorizing Griselda's "vertuous suffraunce" (4.1162), the Clerk's Tale comes 
closest to adopting Aquinas' and Wyclif s method of passive resistance to tyranny.
Chaucer strictly observed the notion of social degree or rank in the Clerk's 
Tale. Even after Walter has seized Griselda's children and is on the brink of evicting 
her naked from his house, she tells him:
301 On the nature of Chaucer’s ties to Edward HI and Richard n, see Strohm, Social 
Chaucer 21.
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'My lord,' quod she, 'I woot, and wiste alway,
How that bitwixen youre magnificence 
And my poverte no wight kan ne may 
Maken comparison; it is no nay' (4.814-17).
In a similar vein, Griselda greets the guests at the feast celebrating Walter's 
remarriage "everich in his degree" (4.1017). And as we have observed, the 
apostrophe to the "stormy people" speaks out against the disloyalty of the commons.
However, far from urging unquestioning obedience to Walter, the Clerk's Tale 
demonstrates how he is to be guided and reformed through the discourse of counsel. 
The notion of popular revolt against seignorial authority was repugnant to Chaucer, 
but so was the complicity of Walter's "ugly sergeant" (4.673) and the tyranny of 
Walter.302 Indeed, the biggest difference between Petrarch's text and Chaucer's is the 
degree to which the latter plays up the cruel and tyrannical qualities of these two 
characters while making Griselda firmer in her response to Walter's oppressions. 
Severs states that the figure of the sergeant in Petrarch's text is actually "polite, 
considerate, almost compassionate" as opposed to Chaucer's "harsh, crude, cruel, 
unfeeling creature" (229). Regarding Walter, Severs states that Chaucer makes him 
seem "more obstinately wilful, more heartless, more cruel than he is made out to be 
in Petrarch's tale" (231). And regarding Griselda, Severs comments that Chaucer 
"renders her submissiveness as active as possible, rather than passive—imparts a 
certain emphatic quality to her will which gives it the nature of separate existence
302 Chaucer’s disparaging remark about the Peasants' Revolt in the Nun's Priest's 
Tale is one of the few topical references in his poetry (e.g. VH.3394-97).
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rather than that of mere submersion in the will of her lord" (235). Whereas 
Petrarch's narrative inures its readers to tyranny, the Clerk's Tale moves its readers 
to reflect upon the causes and solutions of tyranny.
According to Schlauch, despite his embrace of the Aristotelian notion that man 
is a political animal, Aquinas ultimately subordinated political action to "the internal 
spiritual reform of individuals" (138). We see the same tension at work in the 
Clerk's Tale, but I would argue that Chaucer strikes something of a balance between 
spiritual remediation and political praxis. Even as he celebrates Griselda's "vertuous 
sufffaunce," he enhances her role as the true counselor at Walter's court.303 Her 
"wyse and rype wordes" to the Saluzzan people and to Walter make her a ministering 
presence throughout the narrative. Her wise counsel is the counterpart to her Job-like 
patience. Both possess transforming power. Furthermore, as we have seen, Chaucer 
not only augmented Griselda's speaking role but expanded the opening scene of the 
people's audience with Walter. Throughout the narrative, Chaucer elevates the
303 There has been a tendency in modem criticism to overstate her seemingly silent 
passivity. Sledd calls the Clerk's Tale a "secular saint's legend" illustrating "Christian 
submission to the will of God" (Modem Philology 51 (1953-4): 73-82). The following 
critics present varying versions of his argument: Heninger, Journal of English and 
Germanic Philology 56 (1957): 382-95; Robertson, Preface to Chaucer. 1962, 82ff; 
McCall, Modem Language Quarterly 27 (1966): 260-69; Kellogg, Chaucer. Laneland. 
Arthur: Essays in Middle English Literature. 1972: 286-88; McNamara, Chaucer 
Review 7 (1973): 184-93); and Pearsall. The Canterbury Tales. 1985: 265ff. Elizabeth 
Salter (The Knight's Tale and the Clerk's Tale. 1962) and Alfred David (The Strumpet 
Muse. 1976, Chapter 5) treat the tale as vacillating between a solemn allegorization of 
Griselda's saintliness and a realistic portrayal of domestic abuse. Charlotte Morse 
insists that the tale is not a religious allegory, but she nevertheless reads it as an 
exemplum of patience (Studies in the Age of Chaucer 7 (1985): 51-86).
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importance of dialogue in the tale and makes a much more compelling connection 
between prudent speech and political action than does Petrarch. In the Clerk's Tale, 
the discourse of counsel combines with the example of Griselda’s self-renunciation to 
effect social reform.
For Chaucer and his contemporaries, the interplay between political action and 
spiritual reform was not quite the binary opposition it is in modem political theory.
As the Melibee makes clear, spiritual instruction was an important register in the 
medieval discourse of counsel. Prudence counsels Melibee to face the adversity of 
their daughter's injuries with patience and temperance, for self-governance is the key 
to governing others: "He that is pacient govemeth hym by greet prudence . . . and he 
that may have the lordshipe of his owene herte is moore to preyse than he that by his 
force or strengthe taketh grete citees" (7.1513, 1516).304 Patient sufferance is one of 
the commonplaces of counsel, accounting for the fact that of the 84 times the term 
patience and its various forms are used in The Canterbury Tales, more than one third 
occur in the Clerk's Tale (14) and the Melibee (23).305 The frequent interplay 
between political advice and spiritual consolation in these narratives allows for a 
synthesis of civic and religious values. Thus, the atmosphere of love and generosity
304 Cf. Prov. 14.29 and Prov. 16.32.
305 E.g. 4.495, 623, 644, 670, 677, 688, 813, 919, 929, 1044, 1149, 1177, 1181, 
1187; 7.985, 998, 999, 1012, 1064, 1089, 1238, 1480, 1493, 1496, 1501, 1505, 1506, 
1507, 1509, 1511, 1512,1513, 1514, 1515,1517, 1518, 1539.
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at the close of the Clerk's Tale matches the mood of forbearance and charitable
forgiveness at the end of the Melibee.
The Politics of the Plain Style
The political implications of the Clerk's Tale are not confined to its content
but extend to the style of its narration. Harry Bailly's instructions to the Clerk in the
Prologue set the terms for Chaucer's stylistic treatment:
'Telle us som murie thyng of aventures.
Youre termes, your colours, and youre figures,
Keep hem in stoor til so be ye endite 
Heigh style, as whan that men to kynges write.
Speketh so plevn at this tyme, we yow preye,
That we may understonde what ye seye' (4.15-20; emphasis added).
Although the Clerk chooses to tell a tale written in the "heigh stile" of Petrarch's 
Latin "rethorike," he makes a point of omitting the elaborate proem (e.g. 4.41-56) 
and renders the story in relatively unadorned and accessible English. Thus, Chaucer 
aligns the "pleyn" style with vernacular speech, as opposed to the "Heigh style," 
which he aligns with the ars d icta m in is  of epistolary writing (e.g. 4.15-20) and with 
Petrarch's Latin (e.g. 4.41). Chaucer further aligns the plain style with Griselda, 
whose vernacular speech approximates the ideal of oral language: the mythical, 
undifferentiated state of orality before the confusion of Babel.306 She gives her heart
306 In "The Former Age" Chaucer depicts the lost paradise of the spoken word, a 
time when there was "no fantasye to debate" (51), as "Nembrot, desirous / To regne, 
had nat maad his toures hye" (58-59). The reference is to Nimrod, the legendary 
builder of the tower of Babel. Chaucer also evokes language in its ideal state in his 
short lyric, "Gentilesse," where the "firste stok" or ancestor of the human race is 
described as always being "Trewe of his word" (9). On the medieval ideal o f oral
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to Walter "in hool entente" (4.861) and, despite his cruelty, never betrays him once in 
either "word or werk" (4.860; cf. 363). Her words are perfectly assimilated to her 
actions. She is the quintessential counselor whose speech reforms and revivifies the 
community.
On the contrary, the corruption of language is everywhere associated with 
Walter. His dissembling, whereby he hides his intent through various rhetorical 
strategies, reflexively mocks the plain style of the narration. Even more to the point, 
Walter is directly connected to the corruption of the written word in the form of the 
counterfeited bulls. Walter's intercourse with "the court of Rome" (4.737) and the 
court of the earl of Panico aligns him with the courtly high style and, ultimately, with 
the elevated rhetoric o f Petrarch. The Clerk himself rejects the high style when he 
dismisses Petrarch's inflated proem as "a thyng impertinent" (4.54). Like Griselda, 
the plain-speaking Clerk is aligned with the vernacular, against the figures of Walter 
and Petrarch.307
Petrarch had translated the story of Griselda from Boccaccio's Italian into 
Latin to exclude the vulgus who had access to the Decameron's matemo eloquio, 
Petrarch addresses his audience as legentes, an exclusive Latin readership.308 Anne
language see Jesse Gellrich's "Orality, Literacy, and Crisis in the Later Middle Ages" 
and Walter Ong's "Orality, Literacy, and Medieval Textualization."
307 See Wallace on Walter's unflattering role as court rhetor and Chaucer's negative 
critique of Petrarch's courtly high style.
308 See Severs 288.71, 290.1, 290.4.
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Middleton describes such a Latin readership as being composed of ecclesiastics, 
jurists, administrators, men of affairs, and, ultimately, "the literate and 
philosophically leisured of all places and times" ("The Clerk and His Tale" 129). In 
contrast to Petrarch, Chaucer returns the story of Griselda to the vernacular and 
addresses it to the diverse fictional audience of Canterbury pilgrims-"gentils" and
309"churls" alike. Chaucer's decision to return the story of Griselda to the vernacular, 
along with his reconception of its audience, places the tale within the semantic field 
Middleton has labelled "public poetry." According to Middleton, Ricardian public 
poetry is addressed to a diverse audience (98), and its style is "vernacular, practical, 
worldly, plain, public-spirited, and peace-loving-in a word, 'common"' (4.96). As 
the Introduction discusses, since the immediate impetus for public poetry was the 
circumstance of a boy king in need of instruction, the signal mode of the emerging 
array of linguistic and social forms called the "plain" or "public” style was counsel.
Throughout the Clerk's Tale Chaucer displays a consistent bias towards 
Griselda's transparent vernacular and a mistrust of Walter’s sophistic rhetoric.310 
Chaucer's heightened portrayal of Walter's wanton abuse of power—most evident in
309 Strohm has pointed out the novelty of such a socially mixed audience for a 
medieval tale collection (Social Chaucer 47-71). On Chaucer's decision to return the 
story of Griselda to the vernacular, see Wallace's "'W han She Translated Was,"’ 
especially 196.
310 On the "sophistic inheritance" of ancient rhetoric and the ambiguous view 
medieval scholars had towards rhetoric, see Baldwin's Medieval Rhetoric and Poetic: 
1-50.
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his distortion and suppression of language—suggests that the poet was averse to 
extremes of political power and sought a social mean epitomized by the plain style of 
the vernacular advocated in the Clerk's Tale. Significantly, after deposing Richard n, 
Henry IV promised in English to govern for "the commune profyt of the rewme"
(Rot. Pari. 3.424). Bracton has commented that the English discourse of counsel was 
unique as an oral practice of law-making, as opposed to the written code of Roman 
law.311 The redemptive powers o f counsel in the Clerk's Tale fit with the notion of 
the residually oral, plain style as articulating a linguistic ideal that hearkens back to 
an imagined former time when "the world was so stedfast and stable /  That mannes 
word was obligacioun."312
Paul Strohm has demonstrated how Chaucer's stylistic tendencies in the 
Canterbury Tales were informed by his response to political events.313 We can make 
such a connection in the envoy to the Clerk's Tale. Just as Chaucer distanced himself 
from the royal court during the tumultuous years of the late 1380s by giving up his 
controllership at the customhouse, his residence at Aldgate, and his royal annuities
311 In the introduction to De Legibus et Consuetudinibus Angliae. Bracton states:
Cum autem fere in omnibus regionibus utatur legibus et iure scripto, sola Anglia usa est 
in suis finibus iure non scripto et conseutudine. In ea quidem ex non scripto ius venit 
quod usus comprobavit. Sed non erit absurdum leges Anglicanas licet non scriptas 
leges appellare, cum legis vigorem habeat quidquid de consilio et consensu magnafum et 
rei publics communi sponsione, auctoritate regis sive principis prsecedente, iuste fuerit 
defmitum et approbatum (19a).
312 "Lak of Stedfastnesse," 1-2.
313 See Social Chaucer, especially 36-41.
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and moving to Kent, so he distances his readers from the political implications of the 
Clerk's Tale in the comic envoy. This "songe to glade yow" (4.1174), addressed to 
the Wife of Bath and "al hire secte" (4.1171), is an example of the way Chaucer 
converts political and social conflict into "material for anecdotal humour, private and 
personal confrontations, and literary games" (Pearsall 147). Chaucer shifts from the 
plain style of the tale to a style which is delightfully antiphrastic. He transposes the 
figure of the tyrant Walter into all husbands, and liberates women from the obedience 
Griselda had so diligently displayed: "Grisilde is deed, and eek hire patience"
(4.1177). Women are encouraged to rebel against their husbands and take "the 
govemaille" (4.1192) in their marriages. Only in this way shall the "commune 
profit" (4.1194) truly be served. Such masterful irony threatens to invalidate the 
political relevance of the tale proper.
But although Chaucer partially deflects the tale's political issues into an 
occasion for domestic satire, the mode of the envoy is nevertheless that of the 
discourse of counsel. For instance, at the beginning of his song the Clerk proceeds to 
convene a mock council with the exclamation, "I crie in open audience" (4.1179). He 
exhorts women not to be silent in the face of male domination: "Ay clappeth as a 
mille, I vow consaille" (4.1200; emphasis added). Similarly, he advises wives to use 
jealousy as another tactic against their husbands: "In jalousie I rede eek thou hym 
bynde" (4.1205; emphasis added). The envoy thus resignifies the discourse of 
counsel even as Chaucer comically defuses the dangerous political problem of
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tyranny. Furthermore, in the envoy Chaucer continues to treat marriage as a 
metaphor for governance. As we have seen, for a medieval audience the issue of 
sovereignty as it pertains to the relationship between a husband and wife was 
analogous to the association between the secular ruler and his subjects. Accordingly, 
the marriage debate is indissociable from the counsel debate. Rather than dismissing 
the political concerns voiced in the tale, the envoy further explores the dialectical 
relationship between rhetorical strategies, poetic narrative, and political speech acts.
When we review the place of counsel in the Clerk's Tale, certain patterns 
emerge. The narrative is sprung by an occasion for counseling the ruler. Indeed, the 
call to the tyrant Walter to change his course of action through prudent counsel is at 
the heart of the Clerk's Tale. Throughout the narrative Chaucer treats marriage as a 
political metaphor, an institution for ordering the domestic, civic, and spiritual 
aspects of human experience. He yokes oath-taking to the exchange of counsel and 
consent. The topos of counsel is also accompanied by the theme of patient sufferance 
of misfortune. False counsel is aligned with false fortuna and true counsel with 
philosophical consolatio. But most important of all, counsel functions in the Clerk's 
Tale to promote the common good. As such, it can be placed in both the rhetorical 
context of the topos of the tyrant-king and the historical context of Richard II's reign, 
when the discourse of counsel between the king and his people was subject to 
breaking down at either end due to partisan interests and tyrannical behavior.
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*  *  *  *
In choosing the stories of Melibee, Constance, and Griselda for translation, 
Chaucer focused on the very problems that led to the breakdown of the discourse of 
counsel in contemporary England: immature governance, factionalism, and tyranny. 
These narratives illustrate how prudent counsel served to promote the common good 
in the medieval state and, conversely, how the failure of counsel could lead to a 
dangerous imbalance of power. Although the Clerk's Tale rejects the thought of 
deposing a tyrant and respects traditional notions of lordship and social degree, it 
joins with the Melibee and the Man of Law's Tale in reaffirming the political ideal of 
consultative government.
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The Counsellor-King and the Knight's Tale
For ther is nothing 
Which mai be betre aboute a icing,
Than conseil, which is the substance 
Of all a kinges governance.
Confessio Amantis. 7.3887-90
The marriage "parlement" (1.2970) that concludes the Knight's Tale is the 
high point of court counsel in The Canterbury Tales. The Athenian ruler Theseus 
forges an "alliaunce" (1.2973) between Thebes and Athens through the marriage of 
his young sister-in-law Emily to the Theban nobleman Palamon, remarkably receiving 
the unanimous approval of "al the conseil and the baronage" (1.3096). As he does in 
the Clerk's Tale. Chaucer uses marriage as a political metaphor in the Knight's Tale. 
Coming after years of warfare and violence, the subsequent harmony of Palamon and 
Emily's marriage ("nevere was ther no word hem bitwene / Of jalousie or any oother 
teene," 1.3105-6) signifies the restoration of civic order to Thebes while 
simultaneously confirming Theseus' political judgment.314 In the other tales of the 
counsel group, court counsel is never as unproblematic as at the Athenian parliament. 
It either fails outright, as at the Roman and Syrian courts in the Man of Law's Tale, 
or the counsellors must use extraordinary means to achieve prudent ends, as at the
314 Robert Haller comments that Palamon and Emily's marriage is "to be taken as 
putting in order both the private and the political life of the Theban ruler" (78).
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courts in the Melibee and the Clerk's Tale. Accordingly, Theseus is Chaucer's ideal 
counsellor-king. However, Theseus must gradually develop from the traditional 
chivalric warrior-king who conquers Scythia and sacks Thebes at the outset of the 
Knight's Tale into the diplomatic leader o f the marriage parliament.
His development into the archetypal counsellor-king takes place against an 
epic backdrop featuring the classic device of the "councils of the gods" (concilia 
deorum)-conciliar exchanges between the pagan deities that are often set at Jupiter's 
Olympian court and that offer moral and political reflection upon the actions of the 
respective human heroes. Chaucer combines the epic device of the divine council 
with fourteenth-century English conciliar discourse to elevate the importance of 
human deliberations to the macrocosmic level. Theseus' rule as Athenian counsellor- 
king is mirrored by the reign of the cosmic king, Jupiter.
Scholarly consensus places the Knight's Tale between 1380 and 1387, a period 
in which England was racked by revolt, stymied by a lack of progress in the war with 
France, and on the verge of civil war.315 The baronial opposition to the Ricardian 
court turned on the interrelated issues of the proposed peace with France and control 
of royal counsel. The Anglo-French conflict was thus mirrored at home by royal- 
baronial division. In particular, Richard’s arch-rival, the duke of Gloucester, was a
315 Anelida and Arcite. probably composed in the mid- to late-1370s and also based 
on the ThebaicL indicates that the story of Theban dynastic rivalry had been on 
Chaucer's mind for sometime before he composed the Knight's Tale.
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member of the English royal house who, though the king's uncle, was only twelve 
years his senior. Although the Knight’s Tale does not allegorize this situation, it does 
employ key rhetorical topoi, like counsel-taking and oath-taking, to explore the 
conditions of political instability that prevailed in England during Richard's early 
reign.316 The Knight's Tale argues for a strong, centralized royal government 
pursuing a policy of counsel and consent at home and diplomacy abroad as the most 
effective check against both internal and external disorder. The triangulation of 
foreign war, civil unrest, and conciliar crisis in Ricardian England provides the 
historical subtext for Theseus' development from a feudal warrior-king into the ideal 
counselor-king.
The Medieval Estate of Kingship 
In regard to kingship, medieval estates theory was imbued with chivalric 
idealism. The king was the leader of the estate of temporal rulers or the knighthood, 
and was therefore bound to keep peace and to protect his most defenseless subjects,
^  j i *  _
The most extreme reading of the Knight's Tale as a political allegory is Brown 
and Butcher's in The Age of Saturn (205-239). According to their interpretation, Arcite 
conveniently corresponds to Gloucester, Palamon to Richard, Theseus to John of Gaunt, 
and Emily to Anne of Bohemia. Furthermore, Palamon's marriage to Emily 
corresponds to peace between England and France. Aside from the obvious fact that 
Anne was not a French princess, the main problem with such a reading is that 
Chaucer's narrative contains none of the allegorical devices repeatedly employed in 
complaint poems like Richard the Redeless and "Ther Is a Busch That Is Forgrowe" 
(e.g. a swan to refer to the duke of Gloucester, whose badge was a swan).
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317namely widows, orphans, and the peasantry. Although male members of the 
peasantry were often recruited into the king's wars as archers, footsloggers, and 
miners, their prescribed social role was to provide for the material needs of society 
through the agricultural and manufacturing crafts. Since the clergy was not supposed 
to wield the temporal sword, the king also had a special responsibility to protect them 
within his realm.318
Marc Bloch has remarked that in the Middle Ages the term "peacemaker" 
meant "not one who accepts peace, but one who imposes it" (2.412). In concrete 
terms, keeping peace normally involved strategic defense initiatives such as border 
and coastal patrol but could also be used as a pretense for aggressive foreign war, as 
in the case of Edward ID's defense of the duchy of Gascony. Keeping peace also
317 In theory, the estate of knighthood was conceived to defend the church, widows, 
orphans, and all innocent people in distress, as stated in the ordination ceremony for 
knights in the Pontifical of William Durand, bishop of Mende, which became the 
official rite for Christian knighthood in the fourteenth century. For a translation of this 
ceremony, see Miller 171-73. Cf. ch. 3 of Ramon Lull’s The Book of the Order of 
Chivalry, and the Vox clamantis V. 1.
318 The medieval political doctrine of the two swords, according to which kings 
wielded the temporal or physical sword and the clergy the spiritual sword of the word 
of God, stems from Luke 22.38: "But they said: Lord, behold here are two swords. 
And he said to them, it is enough." In practice, however, the clergy waged war by 
means of crusades, such as the crusade of Henry Despenser, bishop of Norwich, against 
the Clementistduke of Burgundy, whose alliance with Charles VI had led to the French 
occupation of Bruges. Despenser's disastrous crusade earned him the epithet, Pugil 
Ecclesie (Bamie 26).
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involved the crown in activities ranging from putting down public rebellions, such as 
the English Rising of 1381, to the more mundane policing and prosecution of felons.
The currency of the chivalric concept of the king as war lord is evidenced by 
Edward H i's creation of the Order of the Garter. Edward found it advantageous to 
create this chivalric order of English knights, which he led as a "second Arthur," in 
order to unite the English baronage in his attempt to conquer the crown of France.319 
Although Richard n  fought no campaigns in France and led only a few relatively 
minor military expeditions during his reign, we get a glimpse of him as the ideal 
warrior-king in the chronicle accounts o f the English Rising of 1381.320 As Duls 
observes, in many of the contemporary chronicles "the young king emerges as a 
shining example of the chivalric ideal o f  the medieval king-courageous, confident, 
sacrificing his safety for that of his country" (20).321
319 For contemporary comparisons o f Edward HI to the legendary King Arthur of the 
Britons, see Keen, Chivalry 190-91. For the full influence of chivalry on fourteenth- 
century English warfare, see Keen's chapter, "Chivalry and War," in Chivalry, and 
Kaeuper's chapter, "Chivalry, the State, and Public Order," in War. Justice and Public 
Order.
320 The Scottish expedition of 1385 was largely a policing exercise designed to 
punish the Scots along the northern marches, never penetrating north of the Forth. 
During the Irish expedition of 1394, Richard pursued a "policy of conquest and 
conciliation" (McKisack 472) that minimized fighting and instead made concessions to 
the Irish chieftains in exchange for recognition of English lordship over Ireland as well 
as oaths of allegiance. The Irish expedition of 1399 was cut short by Lancaster's return 
from exile in France, before Richard had a chance to engage the forces of the Irish rebel 
Art McMurrough.
See especially the Anonimalle Chronicle 143-47, and Froissart 1.662-63.
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The Conflict between Chivalry and Kingship
Despite the romanticization in both primary and secondary historical sources
of medieval English kings as paragons of chivalry, chivalric feudalism was
antithetical to monarchical government:
In short, chivalry by and large represented a countercurrent to the 
movement toward the Western form of state which was so evident 
across the twelfth and thirteenth centuries in France and especially 
England. The movement of kingship and the state was toward public 
authority vested in a sovereign and exercised theoretically for the 
common good. Chivalry was rooted in the intensely personal and 
private world of ancient Germanic custom (Kaeuper 195).
Chivalry served to perpetuate the nobility's elite status, prevent bourgeois incursions 
into its ranks, and ennoble the activity of war, which was the raison d'etre of the 
second estate. It was in essence a conservative impulse designed to protect the feudal 
privileges of the nobility at the expense of the common good.
The chivalric lifestyle placed the late medieval English monarch in a serious 
bind.322 On the one hand, he was obliged as the leading knight of the realm to 
emulate the chivalric ideal of making war. On the other hand, he was responsible as 
the symbolic law-giver of the realm for enforcing royal justice in the counties. In 
Fortescue's memorable phrase, "'Lo! to fight and to judge are the office of a king'" 
(Chrimes, Constitutional Ideas 14). As we discussed in the chapter on the Man of 
Law's Tale, doing justice and upholding the law were reciprocal acts of counsel-
322 On the paradoxical relationship of thirteenth- and fourteenth-century English 
kings to chivalry, see Kaeuper 192-94.
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taking. In essence, the criminal and civil courts of the realm were branches of the 
king's council, which was charged with "the duty of giving counsel, not in the 
political sense only, but in advising and directing the actions of all the lower courts" 
(Baldwin 65). Thus, enforcing law and order in the counties was ultimately one of 
the conciliar duties of the king.323
The irony of pairing the royal duties of making war and making law was that 
they were in inverse proportion to each other. The more time and money the crown 
expended on making war, the less time and money it could expend on maintaining law 
and order (Kaeuper 3). The heavy taxation, economic disruptions, and invasion 
scares wrought by the interminable war with France, which was over forty years old 
when Richard took office, undermined royal authority in parliament and detracted 
from the enforcement of law and order in the counties.
The English Rising of 1381 was in no small part a result of the war, as the 
primary purpose of the poll taxes that precipitated the revolt was "to fuel the
323 The consolidation of royal justice is especially marked in the systematic 
codification of statute law during Edward I's reign known as the Statutes of 
Westminster. Westminster I lays great stress on establishing "one uniform law . . . 
throughout the land" (EHD 3.400). This is apparent in the clauses prohibiting the abuse 
of feudal jurisdiction (i.e. outlawing seigneurs from taxing people living outside the 
boundaries of their manors), punishing maintenance (i.e. attempts by lords or officers of 
the king to interfere in a judicial proceeding, usually by bribing the judge), and 
enforcing novel disseisin (i.e. a writ providing for the restoration of land to a freeholder 
or tenant wrongfully dispossessed by a local lord).
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voracious machinery of war" (Kaeuper 354). According to Dobson, the rebels 
were following the model of the Good Parliament, in which the commons rejected the 
royal request for a tax on moveables in order to finance the king's wars in France and 
elsewhere and instead proceeded to impeach the king's chamberlain, Lord Latimer, 
along with other of the king's minister for war profiteering: "By their exposure of 
governmental inadequacy the county knights and burgesses undoubtedly encouraged 
the rebels to react even more violently five years later" (84). In particular, the 
commons at the Good Parliament expressed great resentment at the fact that they were 
again being asked to pay taxes to fund the king's military campaigns when "great 
sums of gold" had been brought into the realm through "the ransoms franceonsl of the 
kings of France and Scotland [i.e. John n  and David II] and those of other princes 
and lords."325 The ransom for King John alone, who was captured by the Black 
Prince, fetched the spectacular sum of £500,000 (McKisack 246). It seems the 
commons well understood that the war was engineering a crass transfer of wealth 
from the third estate to the second estate.
The triangulation of the French wars, public disorder, and conciliar crisis that 
was drawn at the Good Parliament was redrawn during the Peasants' Revolt. The
On popular resistance to war taxation, see Maddicott, "The English Peasantry and 
the Demands of the Crown"; Miller, "War, Taxation, and the English Economy," 11- 
31; Strayer, "The Costs and Profits of War," 269-91.
325 Dobson 85; Rot. Pari. 2.322.
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third poll tax levied at the November 1380 parliament was to pay for the continuing 
expense of patrolling the Channel and guarding the Scottish march, the earl of 
Buckingham's campaign in Brittany, and John of Gaunt's twin expeditions to Portugal 
and Castile, which was France's ally (Rot. Pari. 3.88).326 Upon entering London, the 
rebels made it a point to sack Gaunt's lavish palace of the Savoy, and, once again, the 
king's counsellors were held to account for what was assumed to be governmental
327malfeasance. Instead of impeachment, the rebels took the more direct method of 
beheading Richard's chancellor, Simon Sudbury, the archbishop of Canterbury, and 
treasurer, Sir Robert Hales.
The regularity of French attacks on southeastern English coastal towns, which 
entered a heightened phase in the late 1370s, also contributed to the Rising.
According to Eleanor Searle and Robert Burghart, major French raids and continual 
piracy had a disastrous impact on the economy of the region, as its ports and shipping 
declined and the population was forced to move inland. They argue that the failure of 
coastal defenses at a time when the commons were being taxed at an unprecedented 
rate helps to explain why the revolt broke out in the southeastern counties ("The 
Defense of England and the Peasants' Revolt"). In 1377 alone, the French burned
326 Although in the planning stage, Gaunt's expeditions were not explicitly mentioned 
in the chancellor’s request for the poll tax for fear that the commons, who disliked 
Gaunt, would refuse their consent.
327 The complaint poem, "Tax Has Tenet Us Alle," vividly describes the destruction 
of the Savoy by fire: "Savoy semely sette, / heu! funditus igne cadebat" (55-56).
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Rye, Folkestone, and Hastings on the southern coast, and Yarmouth, Newport, and 
Newton on the Isle of Wight. Winchelsea was sacked three years later (Kaeuper 
356). As a result, invasion scares were rampant for the next decade.
The problem of discharged soldiers pillaging the English countryside was yet
another by-product of the French wars. The 1361 statute for justices of the peace
contains "an emergency law intended to deal with discharged soldiers returned from
the French wars" (Sillem 85). JPs are:
to inform themselves and to inquire of all those who have been 
pillagers and robbers rpilours et robeoursl in the parts beyond the sea, 
and have now returned and go wandering and will not labour as they 
were wont to do in times past; and to take and arrest all those that they 
may find by indictment or by suspicion and to put them in prison.328
Brigandage was not markedly different from the pillaging and looting of the typical 
chevauchee. as English knights "were all too frequently themselves plunderers, 
bandits, arsonists, slayers" (Kaeuper 185). It was not only the inherently violent 
lifestyle of warring knights and men-at-arms that encouraged such wanton 
lawlessness, but also the trend of indenturing knights rather than providing them with 
land that left them economically displaced. A petition at the Good Parliament 
complains of organized robbery by men "qi se sont par lour dit Gentils & Hommes 
d'armes ou Archers & sont devenuz a meschief par les Guerres" (Rot. Pari. 2.332). 
According to Sylvia Thrupp, "Records of the court of king’s bench for this period
328 EHD 4.541; Statutes of the Realm 1.364-65.
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contain numerous cases of gentlemen arrested for disturbance of the peace" (240nl9). 
They sometimes formed organized bands of "trailbastons," clubmen or racketeers 
hired by lords and officials in order to extort money and property from area villagers 
(Kaeuper 171).
A related problem was the abusive practice of "purveyance" by troops waiting 
for orders. Under the guise of collecting provisions for the war, soldiers seized the 
food and property of the local citizenry. A petition in the parliament of January 1380 
complained that houses in coastal counties had been robbed and in some cases 
destroyed by troops of soldiers in the king's army (Rot. Pari. 3.80).
As a JP for Kent from 1385-89, Chaucer may well have tried cases of 
brigandage by discharged soldiers, as well as abuses of purveyance. Ironically, in 
September of 1390, Chaucer himself was robbed of his horse, other property, and at 
least £20 of the king's money by an organized band of highwaymen that had been 
working in numerous counties. At the time, Chaucer was clerk of the king's works 
and may have been travelling from one royal manor to another with money for 
payrolls. He was said to have been wounded (Life-Records 477-89). The incident 
illustrates the perilousness of the times and gives further relevance to the urgent 
concern expressed by Ricardian public poetry for the antisocial effects of war and 
violence.
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The Ricardian Peace Policy 
The Westminster Chronicle vividly recounts the heated debates between 
Richard II's ministers and the barons over whether the king should take the field in 
France. The dispute between John of Gaunt and "certain members of the council" is 
particularly illuminating. Gaunt "gave it as his opinion that it would best serve those 
interests for the king to cross with his army to France and crush his enemies by force 
resolutely applied there." Richard's ministers retorted that the king "ought to remain 
in the security of his own country, defending it from the nibbling attacks of his 
enemies, rather than make an unconsidered excursion into foreign parts, adding 
thereby no lustre to his reputation" (113).329
According to Bamie's analysis of English setbacks against the French during 
Richard II’s reign, the king's ministers were correct in their assessment of the 
situation. It was not a lack of valor on the part of the king and his court that caused 
the tide to turn against the English, as Walsingham has alleged, but the failure of the
329 'Dux vero Lancastr' prout ipse senciebat dicebat magis utile fore pro comodo 
regni quod rex cum exercitu suo transiret in Franciam ut ibi manu armata hostes suos 
viriliter debellaret pocius quam daret eis facultatem veniendi in terram istam et nos non 
sine gravi dampno et jactura continuo infestarent. Ad hec quidam de consilio 
contrarium sencientes ducis consilium improbant et violenter impugnant, asserentes non 
esse sanum regem maria transmeare neque terram Francorum intrare certis de causis, 
set pocius in terra propria securius residere, illam ab inimicorum morsibus defendendo, 
quam ad exteras provincias inconsulte transire, nil gloriosum sue fame addendo. Placuit 
istud universis de consilio excepto duce Lancastr’ et fratibus suis, qui propter hoc 
indignati continuo de consilio exierunt" (cf. 54, 68).
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English commanders in the field to adapt to the new French defensive measures.330 
The tactic that had worked so well for Edward ID and the Black Prince-the 
chevauchee—was useless against Charles V's new strategy of passive resistance. 
Froissart admirably describes how Charles, without stirring from his chambers, had 
recovered all that his predecessors had lost "with helm on head and sword in hand"
(9.123). In other words, the English were not out-fought on the field but out- 
strategized in the council chamber.
Although chevauchee literally means calvary raid, it was actually a formation 
incorporating a relatively small number of mounted knights with infantry and archers. 
The infantry formed a line, to which wings of longbowinen were joined.331 The 
French, who had relied on their large and feared calvary at the outset of the war, 
could not defeat the English as long as they were on the offensive, because their 
charging knights became caught in the cross-fire of the English longbowmen and were 
then finished off by the infantry. Therefore, Charles, at the risk of alienating "the 
conservative and impetuous chivalry of France" (Bamie 29), built up a network of 
heavily fortified castles and towns and refused to engage the English in pitched battle. 
Whenever the English mounted a chevauchee. the French removed all livestock and
330 In Historia Anelicana. Walsingham remarks that Richard's courtiers were "milites 
plures erant Veneris quam Bellonae" (2.156).
331 The term "infantry" is a bit misleading. The troops forming the English line of 
attack consisted of both dismounted knights and common footsloggers.
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victuals from the countryside into these fortifications. The English were able to roam 
the French countryside freely, but had great difficulty foraging. Meanwhile, the 
French army followed them from a safe distance, prepared to cut off foraging parties 
and stragglers who had succumbed to exhaustion. The English were forced either to 
undertake lengthy and costly sieges of well-defended towns or return home with little 
to show for their efforts. As a result of Charles' defensive strategy, the chevauchees 
of 1359, 1370, 1373, and 1380 ended in failure, the latter two having been led 
respectively by Gaunt and Gloucester.
Chaucer served in the 1359 campaign in the company of Prince Lionel, earl of 
Ulster. His rank was valettus or yeoman, and he was armed with sword and dagger. 
He was captured and ransomed for £16 while somewhere in between Rethel and 
Reims (Life-Records 23-28), a paltry sum when compared to King John's ransom but 
on the whole not inconsiderable. Lionel's company was apparently joined with the 
much larger force of the Black Prince, which was to meet the other two main forces, 
led by King Edward and Henry, duke of Lancaster, at Reims. After taking Reims, 
the city where French kings were traditionally crowned, the combined forces would 
march to Paris in triumph and lay claim to all of France. But contrary to English 
plans, Reims was too well fortified to be taken, and the French would not give battle 
to the English, who had to be contented with laying waste to the surrounding 
countryside. Ten miles northwest of Reims, the forces of Prince Edward destroyed 
the inconsequential town of Cormicy, an event that Chaucer may have witnessed and
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that may have supplied background for the scene of the siege of Thebes in the 
Knight's Tale. However, most of the campaign was spent foraging for food, which 
was unpredictably scarce, the French having stripped the muddy fields bare. Donald 
Howard surmises that Chaucer was taken captive on a foraging exercise (71). Not 
long after his release, the English returned home chastened. Such was Chaucer's 
first-hand experience of la gloire of campaigning.
In the waning years of the fourteenth-century, England entered a period in 
which the chivalric ideal of noble warfare could no longer be maintained against the 
persistent economic and physical realities o f continued fighting. In the early stages of 
the Hundred Years War, the economic disadvantages had been overcome by the 
spectacular English victories at Sluis (1340), Crecy (1346), and Calais (1347). But 
the last great English victory of the fourteenth century was Poitiers in 1356. Between 
Poitiers and the advent of Richard ITs reign, the French fighting phenom, Bertrand 
Du Guesclin, had reconquered most of the French territory previously lost to 
England, and the war had stalemated, not to be seriously renewed until Henry V’s 
siege on Harfleur in 1415. As J. J. N. Palmer has noted, "no Crecy or Poitiers shed 
their lustre on the later period, no captive kings paraded through London, and the 
Tower was nearly empty of French aristocrats for the entire twenty years" (2).
In the November 1380 parliament, the commons petitioned against the 
"pluralitee des guerres" (Rot. Pari. 3.93). As Stubbs notes, they repeatedly attempted 
"to limit, direct, and audit the expenditure on the wars" (2.634). Although they were
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reluctant to take too much responsibility for foreign policy, the commons went on 
record declaring themselves for peace with France in the parliament of 1384 (Rot. 
Pari. 3.170-71). They viewed the English monarch's foreign conquests as a matter 
pertaining to the king's private interest rather than the common good of the realm. 
The influential English wool merchants were more interested in keeping the Channel 
safe from piracy than in conquering France. It is not surprising that the most 
acclaimed military feats of Richard's reign were naval battles in the Channel.332
The commons' successful resistance to the war showed that they "had become 
too educated and too important, politically as well as socially, to commit 'blood and 
treasure' from their country in ventures whose advantage to the common weal was 
insufficiently apparent to them" (Keen 159). In other words, the English monarch 
could no longer conduct war without first consulting all the estates of the realm. The 
role of counselor-king had perforce displaced the role of warrior-king.
Given such a state of affairs, the Monk of Westminster's remark that 
Richard's aim in making peace with France was to avoid overtaxing the commons 
rings true:
332 In 1378, the London merchant John Philipot equipped a fleet at his own expense 
and captured a notorious Scottish pirate named John the Mercer—"a bitter pill for the 
leaders of chivalry to swallow" (McKisack 403). In 1386, the earls of Arundel and 
Nottingham defeated a combined French and Spanish fleet off Margate and then 
destroyed the fortifications of Brest (446-47). The Merchant in the General Prologue. 
who is probably a Merchant of the Staple (an exporter in wool, woolfells, and skins), 
"wolde the see were kept for any thyng / Bitwixe Middelburgh and Orewelle" (1.276- 
77).
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In common with his council the king had concluded that if he was 
going to have to maintain a ceaseless state of war against the king of 
the French, he would inevitably be compelled to be forever burdening 
his people with new imposts, with damaging results for himself; he 
therefore thought it better to secure a short breathing-space from the 
tumult of strife in that quarter than to be harassed by the unending 
troubles of war.333
In January of 1384, Richard's ministers sealed the treaty of Lelighem with
Charles VI, which was continually extended until it culminated in the twenty-eight
years truce with France (Foedera 7.421) in 1396. The twenty-eight years truce was
celebrated by Richard's marriage to Charles' little daughter, Princess Isabella.
According to Palmer, throughout the peace negotiations:
Richard was consistently hard-headed and far tougher than he has ever 
been given credit for. At no point can it be said that English interests 
were disregarded, let alone sacrificed. The concessions made by 
Charles VI balanced, if they did not outweigh, those made by his rival 
(79).334
333 204. "Consideravit namque rex cum suo consilio quia si oporteret ipsum contra 
regem Francorum continua bella fovere, necessario haberet suum populum no vis 
imposicionibus semper gravare, quod esset sibi dampnosum; igitur melius sibi videbatur 
a bellorum tumultu ea parte aliquantulum respirare et in pace quiescere quam continuis 
guerrarum vexacionibus anxiari."
334 Cf. Aston, who calls Richard's peace policy "innovatory" (314) and "courageous" 
(317). However, McKisack points to a clause in the first draft of the treaty pledging 
French aid against English subjects as fodder for its unpopularity (476). This clause 
may have been intended to protect English interests from peasant risings in Gascony. 
Tate is more even-handed in his assessment of the treaty and marriage alliance: 
"Richard secured substantial advantages by the match, without surrendering any claims; 
but no treaty which did not restore lost territory could be popular in England" (1037).
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Richard's truce with France points to a larger pattern of preferring diplomacy to 
military intervention as a solution to England's international conflicts. As well as the 
twenty-eight years truce with France, he sealed peace treaties with Scotland, and the 
series of concessions he made to the Irish chieftains in 1394 in exchange for their 
allegiance was in effect a treaty. It is ironic that the "redeless" king had a talent for 
negotiating international treaties.
According to Barnie, peace was opposed only by a self-interested group of 
aristocrats and men-at-arms who had greatly profited from the war. He singles out 
the duke of Gloucester and the earls of Arundel and Warwick as the leading baronial 
opponents of peace (126-27). Froissart writes vividly of Gloucester's hawkishness 
and makes him an apologist for the class of English professional soldiers—indentured 
knights, esquires, and peasant archers—who possessed relatively little or no land and 
earned their living by necessity at the craft of war (16.2ff.). Of Arundel and 
Warwick, M. V. Clarke writes that they were men "who had grown rich on the 
profits of war. Their chivalry was neither an 'unbought grace’ nor a 'cheap defence' 
and they had been kept in good humour since 1376 only by lavish distribution of 
Crown perquisites and war salaries" (46). While Gloucester may have genuinely felt 
war was the only fitting occupation for the nobility (as opposed to civil service and 
mercantilism), the considerable war salaries he, Arundel, and Warwick received had 
not only enriched their personal finances but had also enabled them to build up
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extensive retinues of men-at-arms. The end of war threatened a sizeable loss of 
income, power, and prestige for such captains of war.
One of the chief reasons the appellants moved to eliminate the king's ministers 
was their proposed mice with France. Article 31 of the appeal explicitly charges the 
ministers with instigating Richard to hold a parley with Charles VI to draw up a five- 
year Anglo-French truce. Articles 28-30 and article 32 variously accuse the royal 
party of attempting an alliance with France to overthrow the lords appellant, going so 
far as to claim that Richard intended to exchange Calais and other English possessions 
for French aid (Westminster Chronicle 260). In the articles of the appeal, the 
Gloucester party disingenuously redefined the Ricardian peace policy in order to 
undermine Richard's council and continue the French wars.
Yet, the articles of the appeal are misleading. Despite their resentment for the 
Ricardian peace policy, the appellants eventually adopted it, indicating that it was 
indeed a sound response to prevailing conditions. Tout, usually so derisive of 
Ricardian policy, states the realities of government forced the appellants "to give up 
as hopeless their tradition of foreign war and conquest. . .  the barons could learn by 
experience to renounce aggressive war with France" (2.439). They even employed 
the same diplomatic personnel Richard had used to negotiate the peace with France. 
They appointed Walter Skirlaw, bishop of Durham, a notary of chancery in Richard's 
administration and a prominent member of earlier negotiations, to head the new 
delegation. Most of Skirlaw's colleagues were also drawn from Richard's household,
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three of whom were associates of Chaucer: the chamber knight Sir John Clanvowe 
(who had witnessed Chaucer's release from all actions pertaining to the raptus of 
Cecilia Chaumpaigne), the chamberlain Sir William Beauchamp (who had also 
witnessed Chaucer's release), and Sir John Devereux (who had served on the Kentish 
peace commission with Chaucer).335
In fact, Chaucer himself had gone to France in the late 1370s to "treat of 
peace ftractatus pacisl" (Life-Records 49). He was part of a diplomatic mission to 
Charles V, the purpose of which was to arrange a marriage alliance between Richard 
and Charles's daughter Marie. However, negotiations broke down when Charles died 
in August, 1380.336 An Anglo-French marriage alliance had to await Richard's 
marriage to Princess Isabella.
Lollardy
As well as the economic and political factors underlying the Ricardian peace 
movement, there were also religious motives. The tenth and twelfth conclusions of 
the Lollards, published in 1395 in a document affixed to the doors of St. Paul's and 
Westminster Abbey, denounce war. The tenth conclusion states that "manslaughter 
by battle or pretended law of justice for temporal cause or spiritual, without special
335 The peace commission also included the chamber knight Nicholas Daworth and 
Richard It's notarial expert, Richard Ronhale, doctor of laws. For the list of 
commissioners, see Foedera 7.610-11.
The following year Richard married Anne of Bohemia, daughter of the Emperor 
Charles IV.
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revelation, is expressly contrary to the New Testament" (EHD 4.849). It invokes 
Christ as an exemplum of mercifully loving one's enemy. The twelfth conclusion 
includes armorers among those crafts "not necessary to man" that "should be 
destroyed for the increase of virtue" (EHD 4.850).
K. B. McFarlane has demonstrated that while Lollardy itself may have been a 
fringe movement, the pacifist strains of Lollardy were echoed at Richard's court by 
the group of chamber knights known as the "Lollard knights. "33? Chaucer was 
acquainted with four of the seven Lollard knights McFarlane identifies, all of whom 
were knights of the chamber: Sir John Clanvowe, Sir Lewis Clifford, Sir Richard 
Stury, and Sir William Neville.338 Stury accompanied Chaucer on the peace mission 
to France in the late 1370s, and, as mentioned above, Clanvowe was also active in 
Anglo-French peace negotiations. Therefore, although not in the inner sanctum of 
Richard’s council, the group of Lollard knights clearly shared the council’s interest in 
peace and helped to redefine the role of the king as diplomatic counsellor first and 
chivalric warrior second.
337 Walsingham lists the following seven knights as Lollards: Sir Lewis Clifford, Sir 
Richard Sturry, Sir Thomas Latimer, Sir Wiliam Nevill, Sir John Clanvow, Sir John 
Montagu, and Sir John Cheyne (Historia Anelicana 2.159, 216). Knighton lists 
Clifford, Sturry, and Latimer along with three other knights not mentioned by 
Walsingham: Sir John Trussell, Sir John Peachey, and Sir Reynold Hilton (Chronicon 
2.181). McFarlane disregards the three knights listed only by Knighton, considering 
them less likely to have been sympathetic to Lollardy.
In addition, McFarlane links Chaucer to another knight not listed in the chronicles 
as a Lollard but who was closely associated with the Lollard knights of the king's 
chamber, Sir Philip de la Vache, Clifford’s son-in-law and heir.
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The pacifism of the Lollard knights broke with the outmoded mentality of the 
warrior-king. The ascetic tract, The Two Wavs (ca. 1400), written by Clanvowe, 
condemns war as a worldly delusion that encourages a shiftless life of pillage and 
destruction:
For the world hold them worshipful that been great warriors and 
fighters and that destroyen and winned many lands and wasten and 
given much good [i.e. wealth] to them that have enough and that 
dispenden outrageously in meat, in drink, in clothing, in building, and 
in living in ease, sloth and many other sins (203).339
We detect the same tone of contempt for war in a speech Richard made to the Hilary 
parliament of 1397. Summing up his feelings about the war with France, he lamented 
the "tres grandes meschiefs & destructions de Guerre intolerables entre les deux 
Roialmes" (Rot. Pari.. 3.338).
Despite the pacifism of Lollardy, all o f  the Lollard knights "belonged to that 
distinct branch of fighting-men who were retainers in the narrow sense, retained by 
their lords for peace as well as for war" (161). McFarlane argues that this apparent 
contradiction need not keep us from appreciating the religious and ethical influences 
of Lollardy upon a select group of military and diplomatic careerists. He sees the 
awkwardness of a veteran knight writing an anti-war tract as a deeply human response 
to the medieval conflict of chivalric and Christian values.340 Like the Lollard knights,
The page reference is to McFarlane's Lancastrian Kings and Lollard Knights 
from which I have taken the quotations of The Two Wavs.
340 The conflict of feudal militarism and Christian pacifism is not unlike the 
disjunction between the courtly love strains of Clanvowe's The Cuckoo and the
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Chaucer had known war first hand, and he, too, eschewed the glorification of war in 
his poetry.
Anti-war Sentiment in Ricardian Poetry 
According to Bamie, "By 1380 there is not a single moralist or chronicler who 
wholeheartedly supports the war" (129). This anti-war sentiment is borne out in 
Ricardian public-poetry, which often yokes the theme of peace to that of royal 
counsel.
Langland places peace in a civic context in the exquisite "plont of pees" 
passage in Piers Plowman. The Incarnation and Redemption are metaphorically 
compared to the planting and rooting of a beautiful tree. As the tree grows 
increasingly skyward, its leaves appearing almost weightless, it becomes a figure for 
the Ascension. Just as the tree joins earth and sky, so Christ mediates between 
humankind and God. Similarly, positive law (the analogue to divine love) mediates 
"as J>e mayre [i.e. the mayor of London] . . . bitwene be kyng and be comune" (C- 
text 1.156). This dynamic, in which the mayor counsels the king in civic 
government, focuses kingship on domestic affairs and suggests peace cannot be 
established through war but only through the application of justice and the peaceful 
pursuit of the common good.
Nightingale and the puritanical nature of the Two Wavs, or between Chaucer's bawdy 
fabliaux and the penitential Parson's Tale.
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Gower's reflective In Praise of Peace (c. 1400), directly addressed to Henry 
IV, calls for a permanent end to the war with France. Gower emphasizes the disorder 
and lawlessness war wreaks upon society: "The werre makth the grete Citee lasse, / 
And doth the lawe his reuls overpasse" (109-110). He also turns attention to the 
detrimental economic impact of the war upon the commons: "The werre bringth in 
poverte at hise hieles, / Wherof the common poeple is sore grieved" (113-14). Only 
"the cruel werreiour" (130) is profiting from the situation: "For worldes good these 
dedly werres maken" (261-62; cf. 99-100).341 Therefore, making peace is not only 
morally imperative but also economically advisable: "Pes is the chief of al the 
worldes welthe" (78).
Gower pays the necessary lip service to the chivalric ideal of the warrior-king:
"A kyng may make werre uppon his right . . .  a worthi knyght / Uppon his trouthe
may go to the fight" (65, 67-68). Yet, the direction of the poem is towards a shift
from the notion of the warrior-king to that of the counseilor-king who models positive
law after divine law:
Aboute a kyng good counseil is to preise 
Above alle othre thinges most vailable;
Bot yit a kyng withinne himself schal peise,
And se the thinges that ben resonable,
And ther uppon he schal his wittes stable
341 Cf. The Regement of Princes, where Hoccleve regards the claim of English kings 
to the crown of France with skepticism. He laments the great destruction of the war— 
"Allas! what peple hath your werre slayn!" (5335), and accuses both the English and 
French kings of prolonging the war due to greed: "To wynne worldly tresour and 
richesse, / Is of yur strif the longe continuaunce" (5342-43).
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Among the men to sette pes in evene,
For love of him which is the kyng of hevene (141- 
47; cf. 127-33).
In Praise of Peace may have been inspired by the Sonee du Vieil Pelerin. by 
Philippe de Mezieres, tutor to the French king Charles VI. Philippe presented 
Charles with this poem in 1388, expressing his hopes for Anglo-French peace. 
Similarly, in 1395, Philippe sent a letter in French to Richard n, calling for a 
permanent peace between France and England, an end to the Great Schism, the 
creation of a new chivalric order (the Order of the Passion) aimed at retaking the 
Holy Land, and a marriage alliance between Richard and Charles to seal Anglo- 
French peace. Of course, such an alliance was sealed a year later when Richard 
married Princess Isabella.
In the words of Coleman, the impressive complaint poem, "Truthe, Reste, and 
Pes" (c. 1401), transforms the raison d'etre of the knight "from that of the righteous 
warrior to that of the just administrator" (108). According to Kail and Robbins, the 
poem was written shortly after Henry IV took the throne, and its immediate cause is 
the commons' concern that their deliberations in parliament were being misreported to
342the king. The poem begins as a call for truth telling among government officials 
but turns into an analysis of the causes of civil strife in late fourteenth-century
342 342 Robbins reconstructs the audience of "Truthe, Reste, and Pes" as knights of the
shires and burgesses who had come to share responsibility for royal and well as 
municipal government ("Middle English Poems of Protest" 198).
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England, with allusions to the Rising of 1381 (11.25-32), the intense rivalry between
the London manufacturing and victualling guilds in the 1380s (33-40), and the
deposition of Richard II (41-48). These stanzas are followed by a review of the
proper political duties of each estate. The tropological message is essentially the
same as that of In Praise of Peace:
The good lyvere hath God in mynde,
That mannys counseil maketh pes.
What kyng that wol have good name,
He wol be lad by wys counsayle (79-82).
Like Gower, the speaker of "Truthe, Reste, and Pes" acknowledges the ideal
of the chivalric warrior-king: "And chevalrous kyng in wittes hyghe, / To lede in
were and goveme in pes" (71-72). But the impetus of the poem is towards converting
the estate of kingship from studying war to studying law, in other words, from the
role of warrior-king to that of counsellor-king:
Trouthe is messager to ryght,
And ryght is counseille to Justice:
Justice in Goddis stede is dyght.
Do evene lawe to fooll and wyse.
Set mesure in evene assise.
The righte weye as lawe ges.
And lawe be kept, folk nyl not ryse.
That kyngdom shal have reste and pes (9-16; 
emphasis added).
An assize was a judicial inquest, and "The two lasting ways in which the king’s 
justice was brought into the localities were the regular circuits of justices of assize 
and gaol delivery, and the Commission of the Peace" (Brown 120). The speaker of
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"Truthe, Reste, and Pes" would much rather see the king oversee the fair enforcement 
of laws in his own kingdom (including prosecution o f government officials for such 
abuses as retaining liveries, maintenance, and excessive purveyance) than make war 
abroad.
As Burrow and Middleton have pointed out, Ricardian poetry consistently 
substitutes civic/religious themes for martial themes and domestic settings for epic 
battle scenes. Burrow comments that the "Ricardian lack of interest in fighting . . . 
serves to distinguish the best poetry of this period in England both from the heroic 
poetry of the Anglo-Saxons and from Middle English minstrel romance" (95). While 
Burrow focuses on themes of spiritual reflection, confession, and consolation in 
Ricardian poetry, Middleton emphasizes the poetry's inherent civic virtues. She 
posits that in Ricardian public poetry, "The assigning of paramount value to peace, 
rather than to the glory conferred by chivalric conquest, is utterly consistent with . . . 
the civic order required by the commercial state" (96n6).
Theseus As Chivalric Warrior-King 
Chaucer's main source for the Knight’s Tale is Boccaccio's hybrid epic- 
romance the Teseida delle Nozze d'Emilia. but his ultimate source, and in fact the 
only source he acknowledges by name, is "Stace" (1.2294), that is, the Roman poet 
Statius, whose epic, the Thebaid. recounts the legendary war between the Greek city-
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states of Thebes and Argos.343 The Knight's Tale begins where the Thebaid ends, 
with Theseus' conquests of Scythia and Thebes. In fact, Chaucer uses Statius’ 
description of Theseus' victorious return to Athens after defeating the Amazons as the 
motto of his story.344 At first sight, Theseus appears to be a composite of the classic 
epic hero and the chivalric warrior-king of romance. Although Chaucer uses the title 
of "duke" for Theseus, following the Italian tradition, he refers to his court as "the 
court roial" (1.1497) and treats him as de facto king of Athens.345 He is renowned as 
"conquerour" (1.862) of foreign lands—a title often reiterated in the first part of the 
narrative (e.g. 866, 916, 981, 998, 1027)-and for "his wysdom and his chivalrie" 
(865; cf. 878, 982). The attribute of wisdom hints at his later role as counsellor-king, 
but Chaucer's initial focus is on Theseus' military resume.
Upon his triumphant return from Scythia, Theseus—conspicuously described 
here "in his mooste pride" (1.895)—is met in the road by the widows of the Argive 
princes who died besieging Thebes. They have been prohibited by the Theban
343 The influence of the Thebaid on the Knight's Tale is both direct and considerable. 
See A. J. Minnis, Chaucer and Paean Antiquity (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 1982):
25, 108; McCall, Chaucer among the Gods (University Park, PA: Pennsylvania State 
UP, 1979): 47-48, 80, 89, and 92; Paul Clogan, "Chaucer's Use of the 
'Thebaid. 'English Miscellany 18 (1967): 9-31; Edgar Shannon, Chaucer and the Roman 
Poets (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1929): 329-32; Boyd Wise, The Influence of Statius 
upon Chaucer (New York: Phaeton Press, 1911; rpt. 1967), esp. 46-54.
344 Thebaid 12.519-20. "Iamque domos patrias Scythicae post aspera gentis / proelia 
laurigerosubeuntemTheseacurru. . ."
345 Both Dante (Inferno 12.17) and Boccaccio (Teseida 1.5-6) call Theseus a duke.
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"tiraunt Creon" (1.961; cf. 941) from burying their husbands' bodies, and they appeal 
to Theseus' "pitee" and "gentillesse" (1.920) to have "mercy" (1.950) on them.346 
Creon, who is depicted as "Fulfild of ire and o f iniquitee" (1.940), acts as a foil to 
Theseus, who is depicted "With herte pitous" (1.953). Theseus reaffirms his "ooth" 
as a "trewe knyght" (1.959) and marches off "right anoon, withouten moore abood 
[i.e. delay]" (1.965) to defend the widows' cause.
At first glance, Theseus' response to the widows' plight appears to be in the 
best tradition of the chivalric hero: a courageous knight decisively acts to defend the 
oppressed, sparing no cost to himself. However, as in Sir Gawain and the Green 
Knight, where the hyperbolic praise for Gawain at the poem’s outset is later deflated 
when he fails the test of courtesy at Bertilac's court, the opening praise for Theseus is 
somewhat deceptive.347
To begin with, Theseus' motive for fighting is less than pure. Although he is
fulfilling his knightly duty to protect widows, his ulterior motive is glory in battle:
And in his armes he hem alle up hente,
And hem conforteth in fill good entente,
And swoor his ooth, as he was trewe knyght,
He wolde doon so ferforthly his myght
346 According to Greek mythology, Creon seized the Theban throne after Eteocles 
and Polynices killed each other.
347 However, the narrator of Sir Gawain seems to be consciously ironizing his hero, 
whereas Chaucer's Knight seems unaware of the irony implicit in the terms he uses to 
describe Theseus. As Donaldson has noted, Chaucer typically creates a disjunction 
between narrative and authorial voices. See "Chaucer the Pilgrim," PMLA 69 (1954): 
928-36.
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Upon the tiraunt Creon hem to wreke 
That al the peple of Grece sholde speke 
How Creon was of Theseus vserved 
As he that hadde his deeth fill wel deserved 
(1.9957-64; emphasis added).
Theseus is here thinking like a warrior-king who will exploit the injustice done to the 
Argive widows in order to win fame and, in the process, destroy a rival city-state.
His behavior is perfectly in keeping with the chivalric mentality, but, in the context of 
the Knight's Tale, is troubling. For it is precisely Arche's desire for glory in battle 
that leads to his pathetic downfall. By noting Theseus' haughty demeanor upon 
encountering the widows, Chaucer anticipates this conflict between the Christian 
value of charity and the chivalric value of glory. In contrast, the Knight is described 
in the General Prologue as "meeke as is a mayde" (1.69), suggesting that the pagan 
Theseus is not possessed of the same Christian humility.
Secondly, Theseus' misplaced pride is a sign he does not yet understand that 
victory in battle is a transitory good, an allurement of false Fortune. Schooled by 
grief, the widows understand that Theseus' victory over the Amazons is a gift of 
"Fortune" (1.915) and that the Thebans' defeat of the Argives is due to "Fortune and 
hire false wheel" (1.925). Gower cautions against the uncertain outcome of war in In 
Praise of Peace: "The fortune of the werre is evere unknowe" (290; cf. 115-16). 
Likewise, in the Melibee. Chaucer states that "'the vengeance that is doon in hope of 
Fortune is perilous and uncertein'" (7.1457). There is a strong sense in Ricardian 
poetry of the folly of war. In the eyes of the chivalric warrior, "To accept a
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challenge to battle was to accept the judgment of God" (Keen 123). Perhaps in the 
eyes of Ricardian poets, the French recovery from previous English victories at Sluis, 
Crecy, and Poitiers made them appear less like providential decrees against the 
French and increasingly like the deceptive gifts of the goddess Fomina, who had 
since turned her carnival wheel against England.
Thirdly, Theseus unilaterally makes the decision to go to war against Creon; 
no counsel is involved. It might be objected that Theseus' urgency is admirable—he 
"Ne take his ese fully half a day" (1.969). Yet, haste in war is one of the greatest 
errors of lordship in the Melibee. The "olde wise" (7.1037) at Melibee's parliament 
advises "’er that any werre bigynne, men moste have greet conseil and greet 
deliberacion"' (7.1042), advice of which Prudence wholeheartedly approves.348 In his 
rush to destroy Creon and Thebes, Theseus is guilty of the three things most 
"contrariouse to good conseil": "ire, coveitise, and hastifnesse" (7.1121-22).349 We 
have already remarked his haste to march "withouten moore abood" and the manner 
in which he covets glory. A more egregious fault is allowing his righteous anger to 
turn to destructive rage when, after slaying Creon, he inexplicably proceeds to lay 
waste to Thebes.
348 Cf. "'Than seye I that in vengeance-takyng, in werre, in bataille, and in 
wamestooryng, / er thow bigynne, I rede that thou apparaille thee therto, and do it with 
greet deliberacion'" (7.1345-46).
349 Reidy also cites this line from Melibee but leaves covetousness out of the 
equation, saying only that Theseus does not drive anger and haste from his heart (396).
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Finally, Chaucer harshens Theseus' attack on Thebes. Chaucer omits the 
embassy Teseo sends to Creon in the Teseida. warning him that if he does not allow 
for the proper burial of the fallen princes then Teseo will give a second battle to 
Thebes (2.51-53). In other words, in Chaucer's version Theseus neglects an 
opportunity to settle the matter diplomatically but instead immediately marshals his 
troops "Faire in a feeld, ther as he thoughte to fighte" (1.984). Chaucer also departs 
from Boccaccio's version of the assault on Thebes. In the Teseida. there is no siege
350against the city. After Teseo puts Creon to the sword, the Theban troops (who 
have been fighting the Athenians on the great plain that stretches out from the city's 
walls) panic and flee into the surrounding forests and mountains. They are quickly 
followed by the women, children, and old men who had remained behind in the 
city.351 Teseo lets them go free and enters the city unopposed.352 He then allows his 
troops to plunder the city but spares the Theban temples (2.73). He gives Creon the
350 Boccaccio adapted Statius' account in the Thebaid. where Theseus actually makes 
a treaty with the Theban people after the fall of Creon:
Accedunt utrimque pio vexilla tumultu 
permiscentquemanus; medio iam foedera bello, 
iamque hospes Theseus; orant succedere muris 
dignarique domos (12.782-85).
351 ^"e cost tnsti per diversi stuoli / lasciar di Bacco e d'Ercule la terra / nelle man di 
Teseo in tanta guerra" (2.71.6-8).
352 A1 buon Teseo non piacque seguitare 
que' che fuggien, ma tosto se ne gio 
inver la terra, de la qual nello entrare 
nessuno incontro con arme gli uscio (2.72.1-4).
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proper burial for a king (2.74) and has the plain searched for the dead and wounded 
of both sides. Boccaccio strikes a macabre note when he has the Argive widows 
set fire to Thebes (2.81). Apparently, Boccaccio's Teseo is too magnanimous for 
such an act of vengeance.
In the Knight's Tale Theseus himself destroys Thebes after he slays Creon and 
puts the Theban "folk" (1.988) or army to flight: "And by assaut he wan the citee 
after (1.989; emphasis added).354 Perhaps Chaucer had in mind the battle tactics of 
the French wars, where the chevauchee or calvary raid, in which the English troops 
engaged the French troops in open battle, was a separate maneuver from siege 
warfare.355 Since the tyrant Creon has already been destroyed, the siege against 
Thebes takes on a conspicuously mercenary quality in Chaucer’s version. Chaucer 
omits Teseo's courteous arrangements to bury the Theban dead and treat the 
wounded, saying only that Theseus "dide with al the contree as hym leste" (1.1004)— 
apparently a reference to the systematic spoilation of siege warfare.356 Instead of
353 "e ciaschedun ferito / che fu trovato fatto medicare, /  e ogni morto aveva 
sepellito" (2.84.2-4).
354 The MED cites line 988 as an example of definition 5(a) of "folk": "a band of 
armed men, army, division of an army, garrison." It obviously cannot mean the people 
of Thebes, since Theseus still finds it necessary to lay siege to the city.
355 Stacey distinguishes the bellum hostile-"the open, public war fought between two 
Christian sovereigns" (34)—from siege warfare: "The laws of war governed sieges, too, 
but they were completely different from those which applied to open battle" (38).
356 According to Keen, if a besieged town was taken by assault, the rule of war that 
applied was death without quarter. With the exception of the clergy, all the cities
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burying the Thebans, the Athenians "ransake [i.e. pillage] in the taas of bodyes dede" 
(1.1005).357
The argument that Theseus' razing of Thebes does not reflect badly on him 
because it adheres to the laws of medieval warfare (ius in bello) begs the question of 
whether those laws were just. In one of the most famous passages of the Chroniques. 
Froissart puts aside his typically gushing admiration for English and French 
knighthood to describe the horror o f the seige of Limoges. After breaching the town 
walls, Edward the Black Prince, generally one of the heroes of the Chroniques but 
here seen in a mad rage, ordered the mass execution of the citizenry. Over three 
thousand men, women, and children were led out to have their throats slit. Froissart 
strongly questions the justness of executing so many people who were essentially 
innocent bystanders, and ends his account with a prayer for the dead citizens, whom 
he calls "martyrs" (8.41ff.).
The razing of a city is one of the malevolent ills of war Chaucer portrays on 
the walls of the temple of Mars, yet another detail not found in the Teseida. It is 
listed in apposition to images of madness, mass slaughter, and tyranny:
Yet saught I Woodnesse, laughynge in his rage,
inhabitants—including women and children—could be killed. Furthermore, women could 
be raped, and all goods were forfeited to the conqueror. Spoilation was systematic 
(119-22).
357 In the Teseida the mercenary nature of the assault on Thebes is slightly softened. 
Instead of pillaging the dead bodies, the Athenians plunder the deserted city for 
valuables (2.73).
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The careyne in the busk, with throte ycorve;
A thousand slayn, and nat of qualm ystorve;
The tiraunt, with the pray by force yraft;
The toun destroyed, ther was no thvng laft 
(1.2011-16; emphasis added; cf. 2463-65).
Here, war is depicted as the opposite of rational or lawful activity—as uncontrollable 
rage. In the Knight's Tale, the persistently troubling images of destruction undermine 
any sense of the chivalric decorum of war, finally revealing chivalry to be an 
unavoidably self-contradictory way of life.
That the Theseus of part one of the Knight's Tale studies war and not peace is 
evident from his blood-red banner, a detail which is not found in the Teseida and 
which identifies Theseus with the god of war: "The rede statue of Mars with spere 
and targe, / So shyneth in his white baner large / That alle the feelds glyteren up and 
doun" (1.975-77).358 Keen, quoting Nicolas Upton, states that "'in heraldry red was 
the colour signifying cruelty and ferocity'" (105). A force displaying a red flag 
would give no quarter, take no prisoners, and accept no ransom. According to 
Robert Stacey, the only kind of medieval warfare in which a red banner was displayed 
was the guerre mortelle. Also called "the Roman war," guerre mortelle was thought 
to imitate the prevailing conditions of ancient warfare (33). Accordingly, the detail of
3S8 Cf. Teseida 2.50:
Le 'nsegne, che ancora ripiegate 
non eran, si drizzarondi presente; 
e’ cavalier con le schiere ordinate, 
dietro a la suo ciascuno acconciamente. . . .  
Aers also takes Theseus' red banner as a sign of hawkishness (175-76).
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Theseus' red banner authenticates the ancient, pagan setting of Chaucer's narrative. 
However, there is a more immediate historical subtext for such a device.
There were two acceptable uses for the red flag in fourteenth-century 
European warfare: a war by a Christian force against the Muslims in Spain or the 
Holy Land, and a war by a lord against a vassal who had renounced the bonds of his 
homage and fealty. On the latter principle Philip VI flew the golden-red Oriflamme 
against his cousin Edward HI, who was technically the French king's vassal for 
Gascony, at Crecy. John H also flew the Oriflamme against Edward the Black Prince 
at Poitiers in 1356 (Keen 105), a battle deeply etched in the minds of Chaucer's 
contemporaries. The intimate, almost fratricidal nature of such conflicts was part of 
the collective memory of the fourteenth-century English nobility, giving added 
relevance not only to Theseus' march on Thebes but also to the internecine conflict 
between Arcite and Palamon, which is later ritualized in the mock warfare of the 
Athenian tournament. The fact that Chaucer anachronistically styles the tournament 
as an event "For every wight that lovede chivalrye . . . Were it in Eneelond or 
elleswhere" (1.2106, 2113) suggests the relevance of English battles to the military 
encounters in the Knight's Tale.
For all its visceral quality, the opening description of Theseus' martial feats is 
surprisingly brief, occupying less than two hundred lines. Chaucer uses the devices 
of occupatio (1.875-88, 994-99) and continuatio (1.985) to edit and summarize 
Theseus' military exploits. In comparison, the Teseida devotes all of Books I and H
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to Theseus' victories over Scythia and Thebes, including a sensationalized, blow by 
blow description of his combat with Creon. Chaucer spends more lines on the sordid 
image of the Athenian "pilours" searching the dead bodies of the Theban soldiers for 
valuables (1005-24), than on Theseus' dispatch of Creon (1.986-88), which occupies a 
mere three lines. In Middle English, a "pilour" was both a soldier who strips the 
slain in battle and a common thief or robber.359 The inclusion of the "pykepurs" 
(1.1998) in the catalogue of Martian influences later recalls the spectacle of the 
Athenian soldiers pillaging the dead Thebans. Since English soldiers who had served 
in the French wars often resorted to brigandage upon returning home, chivalric 
violence and criminal violence were not far apart, an irony informing the Knight's
360 _Tale. Essentially, Chaucer diverts attention from Theseus' feats of arms to the 
most sordid aspects of war. The effect is to cut short the glorification of war and to 
emphasize instead its violence.
359 __The 1361 statute for justices of the peace charges the JPs with inquiring into 
criminal offenses committed by discharged soldiers who had been pilours et robeours 
across the sea (Statutes of the Realm 1.364). In the Parson's Tale Chaucer uses the 
term "pilours" (10.769) to denote church robbers. Cf. 3.1362 and LGW F1262, where 
"pile" is used to mean "rob." See also the definition 1(a) for "pilour" in the MED.
360 *Chaucer also connects chivalric violence to domestic violence by relating the tools 
of craftsmen to the weapons of soldiers: "Ther were also, of Martes divisioun, / The 
barbour, and the bocher, and the smyth, / That forgeth sharpe swerdes on his styth" 
(1.2024-26). The image of the village smith making a sword on his anvil puts us in 
mind of the Lollard injunction against arms manufacture.
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In the first part of the Knight’s Tale. Chaucer harshens Theseus and highlights 
his Martian qualities in an effort to depict warfare in all its brutality and 
destructiveness. However, in the full context of the narrative, the early depiction of 
Theseus as a war lord serves to set the later depiction of him as the ideal counsellor- 
king in greater relief.
Justice without Mercy 
As we saw in the chapter on the Man of Law's Tale, an important measure of 
the counsellor-king is his ability to dispense justice with equanimity, tempering it 
when possible with mercy. Not only is Theseus more warlike at the beginning of the 
Knight's Tale than at the end, but he is also less merciful and perhaps even 
Draconian, as evidenced by his perpetual imprisonment of Arcite and Palamon 
without "raunsoun" (1.1024; cf. 1032, 1176, 1205, 1849).361 The issue of ransom is 
never once mentioned in the Teseida. The debate over ransom in the Knight’s Tale is 
rife with irony, since Chaucer himself was taken prisoner while on campaign in 
France and freed through ransom.
No clear justification is given for Theseus’ refusal of ransom, but the Knight 
implies that it is proof of his unmercenary character, since he eventually frees Arcite
361 According to Honore Bonet, whose L'Arbre des batailles (1387) established him 
as the leading fourteenth-century authority on the laws of medieval warfare, ransom was 
a legal practice: "for according to written law all that a man can win from his enemy in 
lawful war he may of good right retain." The only limitation governing the practice 
was that the captor demand a "reasonable and knightly ransom" (139).
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"withouten any raunsounn (1205) at the request of a mutual friend, Pirithous.362 
Similarly, when he catches Arcite fighting with Palamon in the field near his palace, 
he lets both of them go "Frely, withouten raunson or daunger" (1.1849), even though 
Arcite has broken the terms of his prison release (lifelong exile from Athens) and 
Palamon has escaped from prison. Other possible motives for Theseus' refusal to 
ransom the Theban knights are that neither had freely surrendered to the Athenians 
and that both posed a threat of further war, two conditions of perpetual imprisonment 
during the Middle Ages (Reidy 399-402).363 The potential for a grudge war is twice 
mentioned. After Arcite is freed, the jealous Palamon fears that he will " Assemblen 
alle the folk" of Theban blood and "make a werre so sharp" (1.1286-87) on Athens 
that he will take Emily as his captive bride. Then, after he escapes from prison, 
Palamon himself plans to return "To Thebes-ward, his freendes for to preye / On 
Theseus to helpe him to werreye" (1.1483-84).364
362 On this point, see Stuart Robertson 229.
363 •According to Froissart, Edward ID's counsellors strongly advised him against 
ransoming Bertrand Du Guesclin, France's foremost military commander who had been 
captured at Najera in 1367. But when Du Guesclin taunted Edward that he was afraid 
to release him, Edward foolishly ransomed him for 100,000 francs (7.246). Not long 
after his release, Du Guesclin reconquered Poitou and Saintonge and pursued the 
English into Brittany.
364 In the Teseida, Teseo briefly considers putting Arcite and Palamon to death for 
fear that they will prove troubling to him (2.97).
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Nevertheless, considering that Theseus later pardons both Arcite and Palamon, 
his refusal to ransom them seems somewhat arbitrary. Even more puzzling are the 
severe conditions of their confinement. They are placed in Theseus' "chief 
dongeoun" (1.1057), where they are kept "In cheynes and in fettres" (1.1343; cf.
1279) and apparently allowed only a brief period for recreation. It is during one of 
these periods of recreation that Palamon spies Emily through his prison window:
"And Palamoun, this woful prisoner, / As was his wone, bv leve of his pavler / Was 
risen and romed in a chambre an heigh" (1.1063-65; emphasis added). The laws of 
war permitted placing prisoners in irons, but such a measure was rarely used on 
members of a royal household (Stacey 37). In stark contrast, in the Teseida Arcite 
and Palamon are kept under minimum security in Theseus' palace rather than in a 
dungeon, where they are served "at their pleasure" in a manner befitting princes of 
royal blood.365 The treatment accorded to the Theban knights in the Teseida is not 
unlike that paid to King John by Edward HI. The English king wined and dined his 
French colleague and awarded him the garland for the most valorous feats of arms on 
the day of his capture (Bamie 80).
e questi due furon riservati
per farli alquanto piu ad agio stare,
perche di sangue reale eran nati;
e felli dentro al palagio abitare
e cosf in una camera tenere,
faccendo lor servire a lor piacere (2.99.3-8).
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Thus, Palamon's complaint from his prison cell that he has been "’so lowe 
ybroght by tirannye'" (1.1111) may at once refer to the caprice of the gods, whose 
"eteme word" (1.1109) or decree of fate is inscrutable; the misgovernance of Creon, 
whom he and Arcite were bound to serve; and the severe judgment of Theseus, which 
like the decree of the gods is never quite explained. Even the Knight seems to 
disapprove of Theseus' sentence, as he refers to Palamon's perpetual imprisonment, 
which had reached seven years upon his escape, as his "martirdom” (1.1460; cf. 
1562). The whole affair suggests that military rule is conducive to its own abuses of 
power, a suggestion reinforced by the inclusion of imprisonment among the catalogue 
of nefarious influences of Saturn (1.2457). In the Knight's Tale. Chaucer complicates 
the issues of war and punishment, illustrating both their usefulness as means of 
restoring social order and their potential to undermine that very order through 
excessive force.
Love Is War
Despite Theseus' efforts to police Theban savagery, the violence and treachery 
that gave rise to Eteocles and Polynices' dynastic rivalry and to Creon's tyranny is 
inadvertently transferred to Arcite and Palamon's romantic rivalry. As the Knight 
suggests, love is an analogue for lordship, romantic rivalry for dynastic rivalry: "Ful 
sooth is seyd that love ne lordshipe / Wol noght, his thankes, have no felawshipe" 
(1.1625-26). In the remainder of the narrative, the antisocial effects of war and civil 
strife are sublimated in the romantic competition between Arcite and Palamon. In the
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world of romance, boundaries between private and public space typically collapse.366 
Arcite's and Palamon's personal speech acts resonate with political significance, and 
their private feud turns into public spectacle at the tournament and, finally, into 
diplomatic negotiation at the marriage parliament.
The romantic rivalry between Arcite and Palamon symbolically reenacts the 
fratricidal war for the Theban throne waged by the princes Eteocles and Polynices and 
recounted in the Thebaid. Eteocles and Polynices imprison their father, King 
Oedipus, and agree to share the Theban throne by alternating the kingship between 
them every year. Eteocles takes the first turn but then refuses to relinquish the 
throne. Polynices seeks refuge in the neighboring city-state of Argos, where he 
gathers allies and wages war against Thebes. The two brothers kill each other, and 
their uncle, the tyrant Creon, seizes the Theban throne in their stead. Aside from its 
Gothic qualities, the interest of the Thebaid to medieval audiences lay in the recurring 
medieval political dilemmas of court factionalism and monarchical succession.
Like Chaucer, Boccaccio is aware of the political implications of Arcite and 
Palamon's rivalry. He explicitly compares them to Eteocles and Polynices and also 
compares political rule to mastery in love.367 But, as Bernadette McCoy has
366 For instance, in Gawain the hero's private verbal exchanges with Lady de Haute 
Desert, which take place in the domestic space of his bedroom chamber, turn out to be a 
test of the courtesy of the knights of the Round Table. Their exchanges are styled as a 
kind of court counsel, extending the discourse of counsel from the great of hall of 
Camelot into the bedchambers of Haute Desert.
367 E si come Tesifone, chiamata
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observed, Boccaccio is more concerned with developing the psychological effects of 
romantic love (love as psvchomachia) than its political analogues (17). The Teseida is 
basically a courtly love story interspersed with chivalric feats of arms and wrapped in 
an epic frame.368 The Knight's Tale largely does away with epic war machinery and 
uses the story of courtly love as a screen for court factionalism.
Strikingly, the strife between Arcite and Palamon is presented as a breech of
counsel. After seeing Emily for the first time from his prison cell window, Palamon
declares his love for her to Arcite, whereupon Arcite gazes on her and also
instantaneously declares his love for her. Hearing this, Palamon reminds him that
they have taken an oath of brotherhood to further each other's love-suit, and that
breaking that oath would simultaneously be a violation of personal counsel:
'It nere,' quod he, 'to thee no greet honour 
For to be fals, ne for to be traitour 
To me, that am thv cosvn and thv brother 
Yswom fill depe. and ech of us til oother,
That nevere, for to dyen in the peyne,
Til that the deeth departe shal us tweyne,
dal cieco Edippo nella oscura parte
dov'elli lunga notte avea menata,
a' due fratei del regno con su' arte
mise l’arsura, cosi a lui 'ntrata
con quel velen che '1 suo valor comparte,
d'Emilia aver, dicendo: 'Signoria
ne amore stan ben con compagnia' (5.13.1-8).
Cf. Thebaid 1.129-30; Ovid, Artis Amatoriae 3.564.
368 On the Teseida's hybrid form, see Golino 36-37, and Bergin 118-19. The work’s 
double title ("The story of Theseus concerning the nuptials of Emily") and its double 
invocation to Mars and Venus (1.3) indicate its split epic-romance form.
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Neither of us in love to hyndre oother,
Ne in noon oother cas, my leeve brother.
But that thou sholdest trewely forthren me 
In every cas, as I shal forthren thee—
This was thvn ooth. and mvn also, certevn:
I woot right wel, thou darst it nat withseyn.
Thus artow of mv conseil. out of doute.
And now thow woldest falsly been aboute 
To love my lady, whom I love and serve 
And evere shal til that myn herte sterve'
(1.1129-45; emphasis added; cf. 1.1147).
For Arcite and Palamon to break their oath of brotherhood would not only be a 
violation of counsel but also an act of personal treason.
The dynamic between Arcite and Palamon in the Teseida could not be more 
different. Instead of having an immediate falling out when they discover that they are 
both in love with Emilia, Arcite and Palamon speak "comforting words" to each 
other.369 Only after Arcite is released from prison does Palamon become jealous of 
him.
The first time that Palamon invokes Arcite's sworn brotherhood to him in 
order to claim Emily as his own, Arcite responds with the casuistic argument that 
"Love is a gretter law" (1.1165) than the "positif law" (1.1167) governing such 
contractual obligations. Thus, any human law that interferes with the natural order of 
love must be broken (i.e. lex naturalis surpasses lex civil is). Furthermore, Arcite 
considers his romantic rivalry with Palamon to be an unavoidable conflict of court
369 "Cost ragionan li due nuovi amanti, / e l'un l'altro conforta nel parlare" (3.26.1-
2).
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life. In a couplet that is proverbial after Chaucer, Arcite mocks Palamon: "And 
therfore, at the kynges court, mv brother. /  Ech man for hymself, ther is noon 
oother" (1.1181-82; emphasis added).370 Chaucer, himself a courtier at the royal 
courts of Edward HI and Richard II, injects a sinister sense of the competitive strife of 
medieval court life into the story he inherited from the Teseida. Arcite and 
Palamon's infighting transfers Theban factionalism to the Athenian court, which 
becomes the site of both conciliar division and, later, conciliar accord.
When they chance to meet in the field outside of Theseus’ palace, Palamon 
once again states his claim to Emily by reason of Arcite's oath to further his love-suit. 
Again, he calls Arcite a "false traytour" (1.1580) and reminds him that he is sworn 
to his "conseil" (1.1583). This time, Arcite responds by formally abrogating their 
bond: "For I defye the seurete and the bond / Which that thou seist that I have maad 
to thee" (1.1604-5). He then challenges Palamon to a "bataille" (1.1609) for Emily. 
Ironically, Arcite gives Palamon his "trouthe" (1.1610) or pledge that he will arrive at 
the appointed time to do battle, either unmindful or unconcerned of the fact that he 
has already broken a more important pledge to Palamon.
The decline of their relationship coincides with the corruption of their speech. 
Whereas formally their word was their bond, now their word no longer holds fast, 
and, consequently, neither does their loyalty to each other. Like the Clerk’s Tale and
370 Whiting M73.
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the Man of Law's Tale, the Knight's Tale dramatizes the corruption o f the special 
speech community of the royal court, paying special attention to the social 
repercussions of false counsel and unkept oaths. Chaucer thus uses the verbal dueling 
of Arcite and Palamon as a paradigm for political brinkmanship at the medieval court, 
which at its most dangerous could become treasonous.
In the political economy of the Knight's Tale, the problem of treason is not 
limited to personal politics. It is part of a series of violent images listed in the 
catalogues of Mars and Saturn and original with the Knight's Tale. "Tresoun" 
(1.2001) is depicted on the wall of the temple of Mars among images o f war and civil 
strife such as "Felonye" (1.1996), "open werre" (1.2002), "Armed Compleint" 
(1.2012), and "The tiraunt" (1.2015). These images are reduplicated in the catalogue 
of Saturn, where "The derke tresons, and the castes [plots] olde" (1.2468) are 
juxtaposed with such forms of discord as "The murmure and the cherles rebellyng"
(1.2459) and "The fallynge of the toures and of the walles / Upon the mynour or the 
carpenter" (1.2464-65). The latter image is a reference to the undermining of a 
town's walls during a siege by tunnelling beneath them and then burning the wooden 
supports holding up the tunnel. The image of the "cherles rebellyng" appears to be 
one of three references in Chaucer's poetry to the English Rising of 1381.371 As 
discussed above, the Rising of 1381 was due in part to the French wars. In the
371 See also the Nun's Priest's Tale 7.3393, and Troilus 4.183-86.
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Knight's Tale, a pattern emerges that connects false counsel and treason at court to 
public dissent in the national community and to military conflict in the international 
community.372 Thus, the same triangulation of conciliar crisis, civil disorder, and 
war that took place in England during Richard H's early reign occurs in the Knight's 
Tale with Arcite and Palamon's rivalry, the Martian and Satumian catalogues, and 
Theseus' siege of Thebes.
The growing rivalry between Richard and Gloucester over the war with 
France was framed as a breech of royal-baronial counsel and reached the level of 
treason in the judicial inquiries of 1387. This mounting political crisis, which took 
place in the midst of social rebellion due to war taxation and labor grievances, may 
have compelled Chaucer to add to the story of Arcite and Palamon the catalogues of 
Mars and Saturn, with their linked images of treason, civil strife, and open war.
The catalogues of Mars and Saturn reiterate the antisocial effects of war in 
both its overt form as military conquest and its sublimated form as romantic conquest. 
The problem of disorder necessitates the reordering of social relations. And this 
reordering is to take place not through war—which by the end of the narrative is
372 In the Vox Clamantis. Gower describes the extreme violence of fourteenth- 
century England in a manner that, like the catalogues in the Knight's Tale, treats public 
disorder as a manifestation of war, an expression of the warrior mentality: "Huius enim 
terre gens hec est inchola, ritus / Cuius amore procul dissona plura tenet . . . Non 
metuunt leges, stemunt sub viribus equm, / Victaque pugnaci iura sub ense cadunt: / 
Legibus inculta fraudes, scelus, arma, furores, / Pluraque pestifera plebs nocumenta 
parit" (4.76).
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exposed as a cause of rather than a solution to social strife-but through the renewal of 
the speech acts of oath-taking and counsel-taking.
Divine Councils in the Knight's Tale 
The Knight's Tale has been called a "philosophical romance" (Benson 7) 
because of its numerous Boethian speeches on the ethical and metaphysical problems 
of the suffering of innocents, the conflict between fate and free will, and the nature of 
providential governance. Several key lines echo the Consolation of Philosophy, and 
the theme of Fortune versus Providence is characteristically Boethian. However, the 
emphasis on the narrative's Boethian qualities has obscured its debt to the epic 
convention of the councils of the gods (concilia deorum).
Palamon's first prison soliloquy is a case in point. Imprisoned without hope 
of release and tormented by his passion for Emily, Palamon questions the divine 
governance of the universe:
'O crueel goddes that goveme 
This world with bvndvne of voure word eteme.
And writen in the table of atthamaunt 
Youre parlement and voure eteme graunt.
What is mankynde moore unto you hold 
Than is the sheep that rouketh in the folde?
For slayn is man right as another beest,
And dwelleth eek in prison and arreest,
And hath siknesse and greet adversitee,
And ofte tymes giltlees, pardee.
'What governance is in this prescience,
That gilteless tormenteth innocence?' (1.1303-14; emphasis added).373
373 For the treatment of this speech as a variation on Boethius, see Bernard Jefferson, 
Chaucer and the Consolation of Philosophy of Boethius 69-71: Lumiansky, "Chaucer’s
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The standard scholarly approach to this passage is to compare it to the passage in 
Chaucer's translation of the Consolation in which the imprisoned Boethius complains 
that the suffering of innocents appears to present an irreducible contradiction to the 
notion of divine goodness:
'O thou govemour, govemynge alle thynges by certein ende, whi 
refusestow oonly to goveme the werkes of men by duwe manere? Why 
suffrestow that slydynge Fortune tumeth so grete enterchaungynges of 
thynges? So that anoyous peyne, that scholde duweliche punysche 
felons, punysscheth innocentz' (l.m 5.31-37).
The theme in Palamon's speech of the suffering of innocents is unmistakably 
borrowed from Boethius. But the language about the gods' "parlement" is something 
wholly other. In fact, the term never once occurs in Chaucer's translation of the 
Consolation.
In the context of Palamon's speech, the term "parlement" means "the decision 
reached by a conference or consultation. "374 While the notion of the deliberation of 
the gods is alien to the Neoplatonic philosophy of Boethius, it is a major structural
Philosophical Knight" 52-53; Halverson, "Aspects of Order in the Knight's Tale" 617- 
19; Patricia Kean, Chaucer and the Making of English Poetry 2.12-13; Kent Hieatt, 
"The Knight's Tale, the Teseida. and Platonizing Influences" 38-39; Salter, "Chaucer 
and Boccaccio: The Knight's Tale 150-51; Spearing, Medieval to Renaissance in 
English Poetry 48-49; Pearsall, The Canterbury Tales 121-23.
374 MED, definition 2(c).
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element in the Thebaid.375 Indeed, Chaucer alludes to the most important of the
Thebaid's divine councils at the end of Palamon's speech:
'But I moot been in prisoun thurgh Saturne,
And eek thurgh Juno, jalous and eek wood,
That hath destroyed wel ny al the blood 
Of Thebes with his waste walles wyde' (1328-31; 
cf. 1543-44).376
Saturn is purely a Chaucerian invention, but the reference to Juno comes straight out 
of the first "council of the gods" in the Thebaid.377 Both the greater and lesser deities 
convene at Jove's "High Court" on Olympos, where he sets forth his plan to foment a 
war of mutual destruction between Thebes and Argos because of their unregenerate 
wickedness. However, Juno, who is patroness of Argos, bitterly rebuts Jove and 
expresses her great hatred for Thebes on account of his adulterous affairs with the 
Theban women Semele and Alcmena (1.248-82). The image of the "waste walles 
wyde" also echoes the Thebaid.378
For a detailed analysis of the concilia deorum in the Thebaid. see Dominik's The 
Mythic Voice of Statius: Power and Politics in the Thebaid 1-75 (esp. 4-15). See also 
source from MacMahon. . .
376 •In Anelida and Arcite Chaucer also borrows heavily from the Thebaid in order to 
recount the "olde wrathe of Juno” (51) against Thebes.
377 "At Iovis imperio rapidi super atria caeli lectus concilio divum convenerat ordo 
interiore polo . . . "  (1.197ff.; emphasis added).
378 "cessat fiducia valli, murorum patet omne latus. munimina portae exposcunt" 
(12.704; emphasis added).
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For his own part, Statius appropriated the convention of the concilia deonim  
from the Aeneid. which he credits as his model for the Thebaid.379 According to 
Thomas Greene, classical epic is structured around two kinds of episodes or scenes: 
the "executive" episode, which is action-driven and generally consists of feats of 
arms; and the "deliberative" episode, which is dialogue-driven and consists of both 
divine and human councils, which reflect on the political and moral implications of 
the violent action scenes (19-22). Accordingly, the councils of the gods in the 
Thebaid stem from "the two-fold concern of politics" in classical epic: "the 
establishment of control through violence and the right use o f control in government" 
(19). Following in the grand epic tradition, the concilia deorum in the Thebaid align 
the struggle for control of temporal kingdoms with a cosmic power struggle between 
the gods. The heated quarrel between Jove and Juno over the fate of Thebes and 
Argos corresponds to the violent struggle between Eteocles and Polynices over the 
Theban throne. In the Knight's Tale a similar alignment takes place: the division 
between Mars and Venus corresponds to the split between Arcite and Palamon.
Chaucer recreates the epic dynamic of control through violence versus control 
through government, but whereas in classical epic control through violence normally 
wins out (Greene 19), in the Knight’s Tale the outcome is reversed. The inability of
379 "nec tu divinam Aeneida tempta, / sed longe sequere et vestigia semper adora" 
(12.816-17). For the concilia deorum in Virgilian and Homeric epic, see Mason 
Hammond, "Concilia Deorum from Homer through Milton."
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Arcite and Palamon to settle their dispute through personal counsel and their resort to 
violence is reflected in the acrimonious relationship between Mars and Venus and 
their violent machinations at the Athenian tournament. In contrast, the successful 
resolution at the Athenian marriage parliament of the problem originally posed by 
Arcite and Palamon's romantic rivalry is reflected in the concept of the Jovian "faire 
cheyne of love" (1.2988) that binds and stabilizes the universe.
The full-dress council of the gods in which Saturn mediates the dispute that 
breaks out between Venus and Mars serves as a satirical counterpart to the Athenian 
parliament. Venus grants Palamon's prayer to have "possessioun" (1.2242) of Emily, 
but Mars follows by granting Arcite's conflicting prayer to have "victorie" (1.2405) 
at the tournament, necessitating a formal council:
And right anon swich strif ther is bigonne,
For thilke grauntyng, in the hevene above,
Bitwixe Venus, the goddesse of love,
And Mars, the stieme god armypotente,
That Juppiter was bisy it to stente,
Til that the pale Satumus the colde,
That knew so manye of aventures olde,
Foond in his olde experience an art
That he fill soone hath plesed every part (2438-
46).
The Satumian council runs a full thirty-lines in the Knight's Tale. In comparison, the 
Teseida contains a brief four-line report of a dispute between Venus and Mars that we 
are told is quickly settled.380 Chaucer's aggressive expansion of Boccaccio's minimal
e si ne nacque in ciel novella lite 
intra Venere e Marte, ma trovata
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reference to a council of the gods conforms to his practice of developing even the 
slightest hints of conciliar scenes in his sources into major units in the counsel group.
Chaucer's choice of Saturn as the head of the council contradicts Theseus' 
later invocation at the end of the Knight's Tale to "Juppiter, the kyng / That is prince 
and cause of alle thyng" (1.3035-36). Instead of the sovereign figure Theseus 
envisions as ruler of the universe, the Jupiter of the Olympian council is an ineffectual 
leader. The image of the "bisy" (1.2442) Jupiter attempting unsuccessfully to quell 
debate parallels the scene in the Thebaid in which the gods are gathered in factions 
around Jupiter's throne heatedly taking sides with either Thebes or Argos, while 
Jupiter is barely able to restrain them.381 The regal figure later envisioned by 
Theseus is, then, his personal projection of the ideal ruler that Theseus patterns 
himself after.
Chaucer makes Saturn a curiously ambiguous figure. His ancient age has 
provided him with valuable political "experience," qualifying him as a master 
counsellor: "As sooth is seyd, elde hath greet avantage; / In elde is bothe wysdom 
and usage / Men may the olde atrenne and noght atrede [outwit]" (1.2447-49). Of
da lor fu via con maestrevol arte
di far contend i prieghi d'ogni parte (7.67.5-8).
Iamque Iovem circa studiis diversa fremebant 
Argolici Tyriique dei; pater aequus utrisque 
aspicit ingentes ardentum communis iras 
seque obstare videt (10.883-86).
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course, seniority is one of the most important characteristics of a good counsellor 
because, as we discussed in the chapter on the Melibee. political deliberation is a 
branch of practical wisdom, which can only be obtained through experience.382 In the 
"fair chain of love" speech, Theseus also appeals to "experience" (1.3001) to confirm 
the wisdom of his argument, indicating that conciliar discourse in the Knight's Tale is 
first and foremost a practical application of political philosophy, albeit sometimes 
couched in the abstract terms of Boethian metaphysics.
But despite the attractive quality of Saturn's experience, his tendency towards 
violence makes him a suspect mediator. Saturn had a split personality in medieval 
astrology as a god who was alternately identified with wisdom and prudence bom of 
great experience, and with the malicious coldness that the word "saturnine" still 
denotes today. Chaucer trades on both aspects of the god to create the portrait of a 
medieval Machiavel, an avuncular yet calculating politician possessing a certain kind
382 In the chapter on the Melibee. I will demonstrate how Aristotle's analysis of 
political wisdom as a type of practical wisdom in the Nicomachean Ethics (6.8) was 
conveyed to the Middle Ages.
383 In the Confessio Amantis. Gower portrays Saturn as the "cold" and "violent" 
planet that "Causeth malice and crualte." All of Saturn's works "ben grevance / And 
enemy to mannes hele" (7.935-46). But in the fifteenth-century mythological treatise of 
the Franciscan friar John Ridewall, the Fulgentius metaforalis. the planetary influence 
of Saturn is allegorically depicted encompassing the three parts of Prudence-Memory 
(past), Intelligence (present), and Foresight (future). For Ridewall's depiction, see 
Seznec, The Survival of the Pagan Gods. For further commentary on Saturn's 
planetary influences, see Patricia Kean, Chaucer and the Making of English Poetry 
2:28-33.
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of cleverness that often passes for prudence. In the Nicomachean Ethics, a book 
which was available to Chaucer in Robert Grosseteste's thirteenth-century Latin 
translation, Aristotle observes that there is a difference between practical wisdom and 
"clervemess." Cleverness is the sheer capacity to obtain a desired political goal, 
without regard for whether the goal is good or bad. Although cleverness is a 
necessary component of political skill, for an individual to possess practical wisdom 
(i.e. prudence) he or she must also be morally good (6.12). Saturn certainly meets 
the test of cleverness but not that of moral goodness. His resolution of Mars and 
Venus' dispute is a model of expediency. He fulfills Mars' demand to have Arcite 
win the tournament, while still appeasing Venus by arranging to destroy Arcite upon 
his victory. Being the mischievous old operator he is, Saturn brokers a deal that will 
indulge his taste for violence, as he has the pleasure of summoning the Fury from 
Hell who will spook Arcite's horse (1.2684-85).38s
The key phrase in the negotiation comes when Saturn assures Venus that he 
will her '"lust fulfille'" (1.2478). The gods are caricatures of human tyrants, ruling 
the heavens according to their lusts rather than the common good of the cosmos.
384 /-«Grosseteste was an Oxford chancellor. The Nicomachean Ethics is just the type 
of work that Chaucer's Clerk, that frugal scholar from "Oxenford" (1.285) who prefers 
his "Aristotle" to "robes riche" (1.295-96), would have read.
385 In the Teseida the relationship between Mars and Venus is considerably chummier 
than in the Knight's Tale (recalling Arcite and Palamon’s more congenial relationship in 
the Teseida). and Venus herself summons the fury with Mar's polite permission (9.2-4).
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Arcite's and Palamon's blind lust for Emily is perversely mirrored by the lust for 
power displayed by the Olympian gods. The Satumian council is, then, a kind of 
grim comedy mimicking the willfulness, double-dealing, and failings of human 
deliberations.
Chaucer restyles the epic convention of the concilia deorum to conform to 
Middle English conciliar discourse. In the process, he invests the divine councils in 
the Knight's Tale with cultural and political relevance for his historical audience. For 
instance, the goddess Diana speaks in terms of English parliamentary discourse when 
she informs Emily that her prayer cannot be answered to her satisfaction:
'Doghter, styrit thyn hevynesse.
Among the goddes hye it is affermed.
And by eteme word writen and confermed.
Thou shalt ben wedded unto oon of tho
That han for thee so muchel care and wo,
But unto which of hem I may nat tell (1.2348-53; emphasis added).
The terms to "affermen" and to "confermen" were regularly used in late medieval 
parliaments to signify the ratification of a law, treaty, doctrine, etc.386 Chaucer was 
self-conscious about appropriating his sources for the Knight's Tale "in Englysshe" 
(1.1459), but his adaptation of the epic device of divine councils demonstrates his 
consummate artistry.
386 E.g. "It mowe be ordeyned and establised by auctorite of this present Parliament, 
that all manere of Enditementz . . . and Statutz made . . . mowe be affermed. 
auctorised, and establised for lawe" (1430; Rot Pari. 4.377; emphasis added). "A 
special act maad in parlement. . . and by auctoritee of parlement confermed" (1422; 
Proclamations of the P riw  Council 3.17; emphasis added).
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Theseus As Ideal Judge
Theseus' development into the ideal counsellor-king occurs along two fronts:
he develops from a war lord into a diplomat and from a Draconian judge into a
merciful judge. His personal development is accompanied by the institutional
development of Athens from a war-state into a "law-state1' (to borrow Kaeuper’s
term). Furthermore, Theseus' development into the ideal counsellor-king brings
about a renewal of speech at his court. The act of oath-taking is restored, as Arcite
and Palamon do homage to Theseus as part of the terms of their pardon and then
retake their oath of brotherhood. The act of counsel-taking is likewise restored, as
Athens repairs its ties with Thebes through the marriage alliance forged at the
Athenian parliament.
Although Arcite and Palamon never take direct revenge upon Theseus for
sacking their city and imprisoning them without ransom, their private feud—which
escalates into an absurd but deadly duel in a field near the royal palace-represents a
serious threat to Theseus' sovereignty. Upon discovering them by chance, he
instinctively recognizes the challenge that their blood feud poses to his jurisdiction:
This due his courser with his spores smoot,
And at a stert he was bitwix hem two,
And pulled out a swerd and cride, 'Hoo!
Namoore, up peyne of lesynge of youre heed!
By myghty Mars, he shal anon be deed 
That smyteth any strook that I may seen.
But telleth me what myster men ye been,
That been so hardy for to fighten heere 
Withouten juge or oother officere,
As it were in lystes roially' (1.1704-13).
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Theseus does not yet realize that the two knights he has come between are Arcite, 
who has returned to Athens in disguise and attached himself to Theseus' court under 
the alias "Philostrate," and Palamon, who escaped from prison the day before. Thus, 
the issue is not simply that they are each his "mortal foo" (1.1724, 1736), as Palamon 
soon informs him, but that their feud disturbs the civic peace of Athens.
Kaeuper explains the political import of such chivalric duels in fourteenth-
century England:
the central issue between kings and knights in the matter of public 
order was the knightly right to settle affairs by violence, codified in 
France as a right to private war . . . The kings of England did not 
recognize the right of private war at all, but they had to struggle with 
the somewhat lower level of feuding and violence carried out by lords 
and gentlemen (7).
The aggressive, almost anarchic spirit of chivalry was inimical to public law and 
order as well as to the very nature of monarchy. Chaucer, himself a king's man, 
directs the audience's reaction to the fight between Arcite and Palamon through tonal 
cues. His hyperbolic description borders on ridicule: "Up to the ancle foghte they in 
hir blood" (1.1660). Furthermore, as Derek Brewer has pointed out, Chaucer 
scrupulously leaves out of his description of the fight such stock romantic devices as 
the chivalric arming of the warrior that would serve to glamorize it.387
387 See Brewer's essay, "The Arming of the Warrior in European Literature and 
Chaucer," in Chaucerian Problems and Perspectives, ed. Vasta and Thundy: 221-43.
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The swift stoppage of Arcite and Palamon's duel signifies that private feuds, 
whether on the level of a duel or a war between baronial houses, will not be tolerated 
in Theseus' realm. The action of the Knight's Tale has shifted dramatically from 
making foreign war to establishing central control over law and order within the city- 
state of Athens. In other words, Theseus' conciliar duties of making law and taking 
counsel now take precedence over his chivalric duty to make war.
Yet, more than the decisive action of stopping the fight is required of Theseus 
at this stage in his reign. The real sign of his maturity as a ruler comes when he 
tempers his justice by pardoning Arcite and Palamon. Palamon expects no such grace 
but openly makes his "corifessioun" (1.1733) that he is Theseus' enemy who has 
escaped prison: '"Wherefore I axe deeth and my juwise [judicial sentence]'" (1.1739). 
Theseus intends to execute Palamon and, presumably, Arcite as well:
'This is a short conclusioun.
Youre owene mouth, by youre confessioun,
Hath dampned yow, and I wol it recorde;
It nedeth noght to pyne yow with the corde.
Ye shal be deed, by myghty Mars the rede!'
(1.1743-47).
At this point, Theseus still pays allegiance to the god of war, and his version of 
justice remains essentially an extension of military rule.
However, the turning point in the development of his character, and, 
consequently, the development of the conciliar institutions of his court, comes when 
his queen, Hippolita, and step-daughter, Emily, implore him to take mercy upon the
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Theban knights. Throughout the ladies' petition to Theseus and his response, the 
words "pity" and "mercy" are repeated like the refrain to a prayer (e.g. 1.1751,
1757, 1761, 1774). In the midst of this exchange, Chaucer inserts the same formula 
he uses during Alla's judicial inquest in the Man of Law's Tale: "For pitee renneth 
soone in gentil herte" (1.1761). Gower considered pity to be one of the five points of 
royal policy in the Confessio Amantis. and Chaucer makes a strong argument for the 
moderation of royal justice in the counsel group.
In an important moment of self-recognition, Theseus himself articulates the 
case for royal clemency:
'Fy
Upon a lord that wol have no mercy,
But been a leon, bothe in word and dede,
To hem that been in repentaunce and drede,
As wel as to a proud despitous man 
That wol mayntene that he first bigan.
That lord hath litel discrecioun,
That in swich cas kan no divisioun 
But weyeth pride and humblesse after oon'
(1.1773-81).
Theseus has begun to appreciate that might alone is not enough to legitimate lordship, 
but that stable rule requires the love of one's subjects as well as the respect of one's 
enemies. This is the core of Prudence's instruction to Melibee: "'And understoond 
wel that the gretteste and strongeste gamysoun that a riche man may have, as wel to 
kepen his persone as his goodes, is / that he be biloved with hys subgetz and with his 
neighebores'" (7.1337-38).
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After the tale's lightest moment, in which Theseus remarks the "heigh folye"
(1.1798) of Arcite and Palamon's rivalry for a woman who heretofore did not even
know they existed, he pardons them in exchange for their oath of homage to him:
'And ye shul bothe anon unto me swere 
That nevere mo ye shal my contree dere,
Ne make werre upon me nyght ne day,
But been my ffeendes in all that ye may.
I yow foryeve this trespas every deel’ (1.1819- 
25).
They give their word, signalling the beginning of the restoration of courtly speech in 
the tale. The pact Theseus makes with the Theban knights anticipates the marriage 
alliance he will later forge with Thebes.
In adjudicating Arcite and Palamon's rivalry over Emily, Theseus must 
balance the chivalric privilege to settle private affairs through violence with the public 
need to suppress knightly violence. He settles upon the outlet of the tournament as a 
means of controlling knightly aggression while appeasing the chivalric urge for a 
good fight.388 The original terms of the tournament call for mortal combat. Arcite 
and Palamon are to meet in Athens fifty weeks hence with one hundred knights 
apiece, and whoever shall "Sleen his contrarie, or out of lystes dryve" (1.1860) shall 
win Emily as his prize. The conciliar nature of the agreement is indicated when
388 The Knight's portrait in the General Prologue (1.43-78) makes clear that the other 
acceptable outlet for chivalric aggression is crusading. Chaucer carefully avoids any 
mention of fighting in France and instead places the Knight "in distant lands in 
campaigns which had one element in common-general victories against the pagans and 
other foes of the Church" (Pratt 21).
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Theseus promises to be "evene juge . . . and trewe" (1.1864) and asks Arcite and 
Palamon for their "avys" (1.1868) or counsel in the matter. They give their full 
consent to the terms.
Although some critics view the Athenian tournament as a perpetuation of 
knightly violence, medieval monarchies often used tournaments as a means of policing 
chivalric feuds (199). Furthermore, the possibility that Theseus could have put an 
end to the whole affair simply by honoring Emily's wish not to marry is 
understandably preferable to modem values, but it was unfeasible in an era when 
arranged marriages among the nobility based on economic and political considerations 
were the order of the day. The option of permitting Emily to remain unwed would no 
doubt have struck a false note to Chaucer’s contemporary audience. The cold reality 
of the Knight's Tale is that Emily has no choice in the matter, and that Arcite and 
Palamon have made their choice to fight to the death over her. By means of the 
tournament, Theseus at least has a chance to conduct their combat according to the 
rule of law.
But he does more than this. When Theseus first prescribes the rules of the 
tournament, he speaks in an autocratic voice, giving his " 'w yl. . . Withouten any 
repplicacioun'" (1.1845-46). The implication is that the condition of mortal combat is 
final. Yet, just prior to the tournament, he amends the rales to prohibit mortal 
combat:
'The lord hath of his heigh discrecioun 
Considered that it were destruccioun
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To gentil blood to fighten in the gyse 
Of mortal bataille now in this emprise.
Wherfore, to shapen that they shal nat dye,
He wol his first purpose modifve' (1.2537-42; 
emphasis added).
While there is no explicit indication that Theseus' modification of the rules is a result 
of consultation with his counsellors, his decision is circumscribed by the discourse of 
council. The terms "discrecioun," which today still denotes prudent judgment, and 
"modifye," which in Middle English was sometimes used as a judicial term meaning 
to lessen the severity of a law or punishment, indicate that he has been talcing counsel 
with himself, and very likely with others.389 The Melibee specifies that before taking 
counsel with others a lord should first take spiritual counsel with God (7.115-19), 
after which he should "axeth conseil of hymself' (7.1123). The first step does not 
apply to the pagan world of the Knight's Tale, but the terms "discrecioun" and 
"modifye" imply that the second step does. In contrast, in the Teseida there is no 
indication that such reflection has been taken, as Theseus does not modify the rules of 
combat and several knights are killed in the fighting (10.6).
The fact that his subjects applaud his decision illustrates his awareness of their 
concerns:
The voys of peple touchede the hevene,
So loude cride they with murie stevene,
'God save swich a lord, that is so good 
He wilneth no destruccion of blood!' (1.2561-64).
389 The MED glosses "modifien" to mean "to lessen the severity of (a law or 
punishment, someone's rigor or vengenace); temper with mercy" (b).
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The people's approval of Theseus' decision is not just misplaced admiration for their 
social betters. Nor is Theseus’ express interest in sparing "gentil blood" simply a 
show of caste solidarity, although that may have something to do with his 
modification. As Richard Barber observes, "A tournament which got out of hand 
became a miniature war" (183). Until about 1350, the typical European tournament 
was "for the most part not a matter of individual jousting, but a mass-meeting of side 
against side, resulting in a melee which differed little from real war" (Denholm- 
Young, "The Tournament in the Thirteenth Century" 260). This is precisely the 
original format of the Athenian tournament. While such a format may have been 
excellent training for the real thing, the resulting carnage could set off terrible blood 
feuds among the opposing sides that could last for generations. The Melibee warns of 
such protracted violence due to warfare: "'the vengeance-takynge upon that wolde 
engendre another vengeance, and muchel sorwe and wastynge of richesses'"
(7.1392).390 Theseus' modification is, then, not an exclusive gesture to the nobles 
fighting in the tournament but a concession to the public need to maintain law and 
order. Hence, the people's relief.
Around the time Chaucer was writing the Knight's Tale, steps were taken to 
decrease the violence of English tournaments. After a tournament held on 28 May,
390 The church naturally opposed tournaments because they promoted "homicide, 
destruction, and disorder." Innocent II banned tournaments at the Council of Clermont 
in 1130, a ban which stayed in effect until John XXII acknowledged how ineffectual it 
had been and lifted it in 1316 (Keen 94-96).
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1390, in which Thomas de Mowbray, earl of Nottingham and earl marshal, and John 
Dunbar, earl of Moray, jousted six courses with unrebated lances, Richard expressly 
banned such contests. In all future tournaments, lances were to have blunt points 
(Westminster Chronicle 436; cf. Foedera 7.666). This tournament took place during 
the same year that Chaucer oversaw the construction of scaffolds and lists for the 
king's tournament at Smithfield (Life-Records 470-76).
Theseus' prohibition of mortal combat through judicial decree signifies his 
continuing development from a war lord into a counsellor-king and the concomitant 
development of Athens from a war state into a law-state in which the concept of 
public authority vested in kingship for the common weal overrides the private-rights 
ethos of chivalry. In the context of the entire narrative, the modified tournament 
represents an intermediary step between Theseus' war against Thebes and the 
marriage parliament. At the outset of the Knight’s Tale. Theseus did not hesitate to 
sack Thebes even after he accomplished his main objective of killing Creon, 
illustrating how easily the more noble ideals of chivalry could give way to reckless 
and mercenary impulses. But instead of giving play to such impulses at the 
tournament, Theseus reigns them in.
Arche's shift from warrior-knight to courtier-knight corresponds to Theseus' 
shift from warrior-king to counselor-king. Disguised as "a povre laborer" (1.1409) 
named "Philostratus" when he arrives at Theseus' court, he is promoted to "squier 
principal" (1.1498) within "A yeer or two" (1.1426) of his arrival. Along with the
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change in the role of king from warrior to counsellor came a change in the role of 
knightly vassal: "The knight was now just as much a courtier as a warrior, and even 
that was changing as soldiers grew more and more professional: the military aspect of 
his existence was no longer his chief pride" (Barber 333-34; cf. Myers 300). As a 
squire "in the court roial" (1.1497), Arcite would have served essentially in the 
capacity of a civil servant and low-level diplomat.
Arcite's meteoric rise at Theseus’ household is unparalleled in the Teseida. It 
is also unparalleled in Chaucer’s personal experience. It took him about ten years of 
loyal service in the household of Elizabeth, Countess of Ulster, before he became a 
squire attached to the royal household of Edward HI. The careers of the Lollard 
knights corroborate Chaucer's experience. McFarlane observes that in the case of the 
seven Lollard knights, "the better their birth and connections the more rapid their 
rise" (162). The three who were bom into nobility (Nevill, Montagu, and Latimer) 
rose rapidly; the four who came from the lesser gentry (Clanvowe, Clifford, Sturry, 
and Cheyne) "made their way more slowly by their wits" (162). Thus, just as he 
idealizes the role of the counsellor-king, Chaucer idealizes the role of the courtier- 
knight.391 Although Arcite reverts back to his role as warrior-knight at the 
tournament, his temporary tenure as Theseus’ squire fills out the composite picture
391 Richard Firth Green considers Arcite's unprecedented rise to the position of 
squire to be "a means of idealizing an Athenian court which recognized and rewarded 
true merit, and by implication of commenting upon the venality and opportunism of 
court life in his [Chaucer's] own day" ("Arcite at Court" 257).
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that the Knight's Tale draws of a well-run, efficiently administrated law-state (the 
precursor to a modem centralized, bureaucratic government).
Theseus As Ideal Legislator 
Even in a controlled environment, the use of violence to establish peace turns 
out to be self-defeating, as Arcite's death upon his victory undermines the effort to 
resolve the demande d'amour through chivalric means. If we consider the actions of 
the gods throughout the narrative to be projections of human behavior, then Arcite's 
death is not merely a twist of fate but is the self-fulfilling outcome of the violent life 
of chivalry. Although the manner of Arcite's death is presented as a freak accident, 
Keen gives a list of tourneying casualties that includes such ignoble deaths as 
suffocating inside of one's armor due to dust and heat (87). It was not unusual for a 
knight's horse to stumble and cause him to be crushed beneath its weight, as happens 
to Arcite.
Ultimately, the demande d'amour can only be resolved through the conciliar 
forum of the Athenian parliament. The movement from arms to council in the 
Knight's Tale parallels on a grander level the comical shift from the manneristic 
chivalry of Thopas to the serious conciliar business of Melibee. Like the Melibee. 
the Knight's Tale prefers counsel to war as the best means of establishing control over 
social disorder. However, before the marriage parliament takes place, two important 
things occur: Arcite and Palamon remake their oath of brotherhood, and Egeus gives 
a speech of consolation that anticipates Theseus’ "fair chain of love" speech.
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In perhaps the most poignant moment of the Knight's Tale. Arcite laments the
fragile condition of humankind upon his deathbed: "'What is this world? What asketh
men to have? / Now with his love, now in his colde grave / Allone, withouten any
compaignye'" (1.2777-79). Although Arcite does not quite come to the realization
that he largely chose his fate, he takes the opportunity to recommend Palamon to
Emily, thereby renewing their sworn brotherhood:
As in this world right now ne knowe I non 
So worthy to ben loved as Palamon,
That serveth yow, and wold doon al his lyf.
And if that evere ye shul ben a wyf,
Foryet nat Palamon, the gentil man'" (1.2793-97).
As oath-taking and counsel-taking go in the narrative, so go social relations. Arcite's 
restoration of his oath to Palamon continues the progress in the latter half of the 
Knight's Tale towards social renewal.
After Arcite's death, Theseus is inconsolable: "No man myghte gladen 
Theseus, Savynge his olde fader Egeus" (1.2837-38). I do not find the scholarly 
analogy that Egeus plays Saturn to Theseus' Jupiter to be particularly helpful, because 
Egeus exhibits none of Saturn's trickster qualities, and the Theseus who leads the 
Athenian parliament turns out to be a much more effective leader than the effete 
Jupiter of the Satumian council.392 I prefer to think of Egeus as something of a 
Nestor or an Anchises—that aged yet useful, sad yet wise counsellor in the epic
392 *For this analogy, see Kean 2.40, and Neuse 313.
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tradition who is called upon when prudent advice is most wanting.393 Egeus' remarks 
are commonplace, which is what makes them effective. He speaks of "'this worldes 
transmutacioun'" (1.2839), reminds the court of the vicissitudes of fortune ("'Joye 
after wo, and wo after gladnesse,'" 1.2841), and ends on a note of memento mori 
("'Deeth is an ende of every wordly soore,'" 1.2849). Egeus' speech is well timed, 
serving "to enhorte /  The peple that they sholde hem reconforte" (1.2851-52). As the 
chapter on the Melibee discusses, the oral dynamics of conciliar discourse are such 
that the most effective remarks are those which are most traditional, closest to the 
human lifeworld, agonistically toned, and even repetitive. Although Egeus' speech 
falls short of Christian revelation on life after death—a subject the Knight refuses to 
broach (1.2809-15)—its effect is instantaneous. Theseus is moved from grief to 
action, as he begins to make Arcite's funeral arrangements (1.2853ff.). In contrast, 
in the Teseida Aegeus speaks "ancient truths," but the people continue to weep day 
and night until, after an indeterminate amount of time has passed, Theseus plans the 
funeral of his own accord (11.9-13).
393 On Nestor's role as the consumate counselor, see Norman Austin, "The Function 
of Digressions in the Iliad." In "Chaucer's Epic Statement and the Political Milieu of 
the Late Fourteenth Century," Olson also sees Egeus as "a kind of Anchises" (73). 
While Kean compares him to Saturn, she intends the comparison to be positive, 
observing that Egeus' speech wisely articulates "the movement of a cyclic process" 
(39). Reidy considers Egeus' speech to be a necessary part of Theseus' "education," 
enabling him to see that "the path of wisdom is to accept what Fortune brings-even 
death of our friends—and make the best of it" (404). However, Patterson takes Egeus to 
represent "the bleak wisdom of old age" (Chaucer and the Subject of History 204).
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After "lengthe of certeyn yeres" (1.2967), the Athenian "parlement" (1.2970,
3076) convenes to consider a potential "alliaunce" (1.2973) with Thebes, with the
object of diplomatically attaining Theban "obeisaunce" (1.2974) or homage. The
Athenian parliament is modelled on the late-fourteenth century English parliamentary
assembly. Theseus seeks "th'avys" (1.3076) of both his "conseil and the baronage"
(1.3096) in the matter. The Athenian commons are not expressly mentioned, but
Chaucer does say that the parliament met "by oon general assent" (1.1306), implying
representative participation. Theseus' speech to the members of the parliament is
delivered as a formal address. The Knight notes his skills as an orator:
Er any word cam firam his wise brest,
His eyen sette he ther as was his lest.
And with a sad viasage he siked stille,
And after that right thus he seyde hs wille 
(1.2983-86).
Many Chaucerians treat Theseus' "fair chain of love” speech as a Boethian 
consolatio writ small, ignoring or downplaying its more general function as practical 
conciliar discourse.394 The topos of counsel contains many registers, only one of 
which is consolation or spiritual counsel. The main objective of Theseus' speech is to 
obtain consent for the Athenian-Theban alliance.395 His argument that there is a
394 The most articulate analysis of the Boethian elements of Theseus' speech is 
Kean's in Chaucer and the Making of English Poetry 2:41-48.
Cf. Pearsall, The Life of Geoffrey Chaucer. "We may take Theseus's speech as a 
dramatically appropriate political oration, intended to prepare the way for his proposals 
for a marriage betweeen Palamon and Emelye and an alliance betweeen Thebes and 
Athens. It is not intended as a solution to the problems of the poem" (155).
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greater good controlling the universe is designed to legitimate the Athenian law-state. 
It invokes a macrocosmic model of governance ruled by the supreme law giver, 
"Juppiter, the kyng," who sets his "ordinaunce" (1.3012) or law above all things and 
thereby binds all creation in a perfectly ordered chain of being. While it is possible 
to take the invocation to Jupiter as an authoritarian gesture, I do not think that it 
works this way in the context of the narrative.396
The theme of Theseus' speech—"To maken vertu of necessitee" (1.3042)-is 
antithetical to the pursuit of personal interest or "lust," which was the motivating 
factor at the Satumian council of the gods. It is a stoic sentiment requiring individual 
sacrifice for the greater good of the community. Theseus must sacrifice his chivalric 
pursuit of glory in war in order to establish lasting peace with Thebes. Palamon must 
overcome his self-pity in order to perform the role thrust upon him as leader of 
Thebes. But Emily must make the greatest sacrifice of all, accepting an arranged 
marriage she did not want in order to guarantee the peace accord.
Emily's characterization may be the one element of the Knight's Tale that is 
inferior to the Teseida. After Arcite wins the tournament, he catches Emily's eye 
while doing a victory lap around the arena. Chaucer attributes Emily's sudden, fickle
396 Jones states that the Jupiter envisioned by Theseus is "a tyrant-prince against 
whom rebellion is futile" (202). Similarly, in his interpretation of the "First Mover" 
speech, Aers asserts that he exhibits the "traits characterisitc of rulers who wish to 
sacralize their own government, imagining themselves as gods on thrones (1. 2529) and 
their order as beyond discussion or criticism" (191-92).
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infatuation for Arcite to an irrational tendency among women to "folwen alle the 
favour of Fortune" (1.2682). This stereotypical explanation stands in contrast to the 
Teseida. where Boccaccio develops her into a more believable character. She actively 
flirts with the Theban knights in the garden outside of their palace window (3.18-19), 
and her eventual preference for Arcite occurs more gradually (8.124-27), resulting in 
her marriage to him on his death bed (9.83)—all details Chaucer omits. Chaucer's 
awkward disposal of Emily's feelings suggests that he has not adequately taken the 
social and political role of women into account in the Knight's Tale. Her role can 
nevertheless be related to the civic role of women in the counsel group (again, with 
the exception o f the Merchant's Tale). In the Knight's Tale the sacrifices of Women 
make the greatest contribution to civic peace. Emily's association with the month of 
May is symbolic of her regenerative power to heal the damage done to the social bond 
by violence.397
In the political economy of the late medieval monarchical state, to refuse to 
subordinate one's self-interest to the community's interest was tantamount to 
rebellion: '"And whoso gruccheth ought, he dooth folye, / And rebel is to hym that al 
may gye"' (1.3045-46). This reference to rebellion recalls the image of the "cherles 
rebellyng" in the Saturaian catalogue and further clarifies Theseus' subject as civic 
law and order, which must be established among each social estate through a strong,
397 On Emily's association with the month of May, see Cameron, Studies in Short 
Fiction 5 (1968): 119-27.
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centralized, royal government. Theseus' warning against rebellion is a check against 
factionalism and, more positively, a call for unity.
Social accord is achieved at the marriage parliament on at least three levels: 
the marriage of Palamon and Emily, the alliance of Athens and Thebes, and the 
unanimous agreement o f Theseus' counsel and baronage. Metaphorically, the 
marriage parliament brings about a triple wedding. Historically, Chaucer’s pointed 
use of the formula "the conseil and the baronage" suggests a political agenda of royal- 
baronial reconciliation as well as an Anglo-French peace accord.
In the Teseida. there is no talk of an Athenian-Theban marriage alliance and 
no mention of Theseus' baronage.398 The wedding arrangements between Palamon 
and Emilia take place only days after Arcite's funeral, making their marriage part of 
the recovery from his death rather than a separate political agenda. It may be that 
Boccaccio left out any notion of a political alliance because he was thinking of ancient 
Greece in terms of Italian city-states rather than nation-states like England and 
France. In the Teseida. the destruction of the city of Thebes is considered to be total. 
When Arcite is released from prison, he laments not only for fear that he will never 
see Emilia again but also because he has no homeland to return to. Pirithous tries to 
comfort him by telling him that "there are many other kingdoms raltri regnil" (3.68)
398 The Grecian kings who had attended the tournament are still at Theseus' court, 
and they informally play the role of his council, seconding his speech to Palamon and 
Emily that they should wed (12.20,12.33).
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where he can live. Arcite travels to Boeotia, the region in which Thebes was settled,
3QQ
and thence to the ruins of Thebes. A long ubi sunt passage follows, in which the 
downfall of the royal house of Thebes is recounted. Arcite has no choice but to travel 
from one Greek city-state to another (e.g. Corinth, Maecena, Aegina), until he 
decides to return to Athens in disguise.
In the Knight's Tale, on the other hand, Arcite returns directly to Thebes, and 
it is "At Thebes, in his contree" (1.1383) where he devises the plan to return in 
disguise to Athens. In other words, in the Teseida the kingdom of Thebes is 
contiguous with the walled city that has been destroyed, but in the Knight's Tale the 
city of Thebes is imagined as only the capital of a much larger country or res publica 
that lives on. Hence, Chaucer can conceive of a marriage alliance between the two 
ancient countries of Athens and Thebes in much the same terms as a marriage alliance 
between the contemporary nation-states of England and France.
There is no doubt that Chaucer's contemporaries understood the relevance of 
the Knight's Tale to the French wars. Lydgate's Fall of Thebes (1420-22) is 
translated from the French prose redaction of the Thebaid known as the Roman de 
Thebes, except for the final two hundred lines, which Lydgate attributes to "my 
mayster Chaucer" (4501) and which summarize the Knight's Tale. Upon finishing his
399 "e dopo alquanto andare, / Pamaso avendo dietro a se lasciato, / alia distrutta 
Tebe fu arrivato" (4.12.6-8). McCoy compares Boeotia to Boccaccio's native Tuscany, 
the region wherein Florence is located (114, note to stanza 12).
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summary of the Knight's Tale. Lydgate paraphrases the twenty-fourth paragraph of 
the treaty of Troyes, which was concluded between England and France in May, 
1420, and which sealed the marriage alliance between Henry V and the French 
princess Catherine of Valois:
But the venym and the violence
Of strif, of werre of contek, and debat,
That makej) londys bare and desolat,
Shal be proscript and voyded out of place (4690-93).400
*  *  *  *
Forto reforme a-twixe Regyouns
Pees and quyet concord and vnyte (4690-93, 4702-3).401
At the time, Henry's marriage to Catherine was erroneously thought to signal the end 
of the French wars.402 Lydgate's attempt to combine the Knight's Tale with the story 
of the Seven against Thebes into a verse argument opposing the French wars indicates 
the manner in which many late fourteenth- and early fifteenth-century readers were 
receiving Chaucer's work.
400 Cf. " . . .  obvietur Occasionibus et Principiis, ex quibus inter eadem Regna, quod 
absit, Debata, Dissensiones seu Discordiae futuris possent temporibus exoriri." All 
excerpts from the treaty of Troyes are quoted from Erdmann's edition of the Siege of 
Thebes 8.
401 Cf. "Item, ut Concordia, Pax, & Tranquillitas inter praedicta Franciae & Angliae 
Regna perpetuo futuris temporibus observentur."
402 Historians regard the minor battles of Formigny (1450) and Castiilon (1453), 
which respectively ended English rule in Normandy and Aquitaine, as the end of the 
Hundred Years War (Powicke 332).
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The relevance of the Knight's Tale to the royal-baronial factionalism of
Richard II's reign is more subtle. Yet, as we have seen, the extreme factionalism
between the king’s council and his baronage was directly related to the issue of
Anglo-French peace. Moreover, the triangulation of conciliar crisis, foreign wars,
and civil unrest in Chaucer's narrative corresponds to the same pattern of
parliamentary crisis over war taxation, stagnation in the war with France, and
rebellion among the English commons. Chaucer uses the term "baronage" only twice
in his poetry: in the Man of Law's Tale, in reference to the Syrian Sultan's nobility
(2.239); and at the end of the Knight's Tale in the context of the Athenian marriage
parliament. In both narratives, court factionalism erupts into violence. Only in the
case of the Knight's Tale, however, does Chaucer definitively restore social order and
envision perfect conciliar unity between the king and his baronage.
*  *  *  *
The Knight's Tale is Chaucer's lone paean to temporal government. Chaucer 
creates the image of an ideal counsellor-king who learns to make law instead of war 
and brings unity out of social division. In fashioning the ideal counsellor-king, he 
turned to the epic convention of the concilia deorum to elevate the importance of 
human deliberations and provide a macrocosmic model for monarchical government.
In the Merchant's Tale Chaucer once again employs the convention of the divine 
council, but to quite different effect. Instead of idealizing court counsel, he satirizes
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commonplaces of false counsel and flattery exchanged at January's court.
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False Counsel and the Merchant's Tale
'I am Mum J>y maister' cothe he 'in alle 
maniere places,
That sittith with souuerayns and seruyd 
with greete.
Thaire will ne jiaire wordes I withseye 
neuer,
But folowe thaym in thaire folie and 
fare muche J>e bettre.'
Mum and the Sothsepger. 243-46
The idealization of counsel in the Knight's Tale is the exception to the rule in 
the counsel group, which tends to focus on the problems of counsel-taking. As we 
have seen, the Melibee. the Man of Law's Tale, and the Clerk's Tale dramatize the 
corruption of court counsel due to youth, factionalism, and tyranny. In the 
Merchant's Tale Chaucer drops the civic-minded voice of reform used throughout the 
rest of the counsel group to deliver a cynical satire of court counsel at its worst. The 
outrageous flattery and dissimulation at the court of the decrepit merchant-knight 
January make the Merchant Tale Chaucer's most biting satire of false counsel.403
The almost farcical councils January holds to determine whether and under 
what terms he should marry function as a double-edged satire. By cutting the genre
403 The Parliament of Fowls is Chaucer's earliest satire of court counsel. The 
solution to the comical problem of which tercel eagle should receive Nature's grace to 
marry the formel eagle is "nevere the neer" (619) at poem's end. For the political and 
social relevance of The Parliament of Fowls, see Olson, "The Parlement of Foules: 
Aristotle’s Politics and the Foundations of Human Society."
305
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of courtly romance with fabliau, the Merchant’s Tale at once parodies the aristocratic 
world portrayed in the Knight's Tale and ridicules the bourgeois impersonation of 
counsel-taking. Furthermore, the amusing exchange between Pluto and Proserpina, 
"king" and "queen" of the Fairies, burlesques the epic-inspired "councils of the gods" 
in the Knight's Tale.
However, the Merchant's Tale is not just a reaction to the treatment of court 
counsel in the other tales of the counsel group. May and Damian's secret exchange of 
letters explores the loss of control over courtly discourse as not only a political 
problem but also a linguistic problem. In the Merchant's Tale, the exchange of secret 
letters becomes a metaphor for the hidden text, which subverts the public-spirited, 
civic-minded discourse of counsel. The privatization of courtly discourse in the form 
of writing mocks the orally conditioned discourse of counsel as practiced by such 
model counsellors as Prudence and Griselda. At January's court the civic need to 
reform courtly speech through counsel confronts the poetic desire to indulge in the 
playful, socially destabilizing aspects of language. If, as the chapter on the Clerk's 
Tale argues, Griselda represents the spirit revealed (the reformation of courtly 
language), then May represents the letter concealed (the fall of courtly language into 
Babel).
Critics have long been occupied by the bewildering array of linguistic forms 
and styles that make up the Merchant's Tale.404 Although the tale is an eclectic blend
404 Robert Jordan's "The Non-Dramatic Disunity of the Merchant's Tale (1963) 
attempts something of a summary of the critical view that the tale is an aesthetic failure.
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of sources and voices, the topos of false counsel underlies all of its parts, giving it a 
measure of conventionality that has not been fully appreciated in Chaucerian 
criticism. Satires of court counsel comprise one of the genres of Ricardian poetry.405 
In particular, complaints against royal advisers were so prevalent that Janet Coleman 
labels them one of the seven categories of late fourteenth-century English complaint 
poetry (66). There is even reason to suspect that at least some of these poetic 
complaints were part of a systematic Lancastrian campaign to discredit Richard n .406 
However, the topos of false counsel ultimately derives from Ciceronian, Biblical, and 
speculum literature. Moreover, complaints against royal advisers are not limited to 
the reign of Richard II but apply to the reigns of Edward HI and Henry IV as well. 
Thus, Ricardian poetry featuring the topos of false counsel is a potent mixture of 
political and rhetorical forces. This chapter places the Merchant's Tale in the 
rhetorical context of the commonplaces of false counsel, analyzes the political and 
social implications of counsel at January's court, and explores the narrative’s 
resistance to the residual orality of deliberative literature like the Melibee.
More recently, Pearsall has argued that "There is no centre to the poem, no literary 
convention within which it has its place in relation to reality" (Canterbury Tales 207).
405 1 am using the term "Ricardian poetry" as an umbrella for works written in the 
latter half of the fourteenth and the early fifteenth centuries.
A ( \ f
For instance, Coleman suspects that the complaint poem "On the Times" (c. 
1388), which alleges that at the royal court truth-tellers have been edged out by 
"Rowners and flatereres" (33), "may well have been composed as propaganda for the 
opposition" (110). Likewise, "There Is a Busch That Is Forgrowe" (c. 1400), an 
allegory on the royal ministers who advised Richard at the end of his reign, was 
probably written by an adherent to the House of Lancaster (Dean 126).
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The Commonplaces of False Counsel 
Cicero devotes chapters 24-26 of De amicitia to the evils of flattery 
(assentatio. adulatio. blanditia). He considers flattery by public officials to be one of 
the gravest dangers to the state because it goes hand-in-hand with tyranny (24.89).
He also states that the evils of flattery multiply when it is practiced by those of high 
birth and means (25.94-5).407 In her instruction to Melibee on the types of counsel to 
avoid, Prudence twice cites De amicitia: "Wherfore Tullius seith, 'Amonges alle the 
pestilences that been in freendshipe the gretteste is flaterie.' . . . And therfore seith 
Tullius, 'Enclyne nat thyne eres to flatereres, ne taak no conseil of the wordes of 
flaterye”’ (7.1176, 1180).408
In the same passage on flattery, Prudence also twice cites "Solomon," the 
medieval patron of wisdom and reputed author of the Book of Proverbs: "The book 
seith, 'Thou shalt rather drede and flee fro the sweete wordes of flaterynge preiseres 
than fro the egre wordes of thy freend that seith thee thy sothes.' /  Salomon seith that 
'the wordes of a flaterere is a snare to cacche with innocentz’" (7.1177-78).409
407 Cf. The author of the Vita Edwardi Secundi on the moral failure of the rich and 
powerful to resist flattery: "Certe adulatorum figmenta milites decipiunt et ad finem 
desperatum frequenter perducunt. Bene cum magnatibus ageretur, si uerum a falso 
discemerent, si simulationes a uero iudicio separarent. Sed nescio qua deprauatione 
nature aures diuitum delicate gratius acceptant mendacis lingue blandicias quam aperte 
testimonium ueritatis" (31).
408 De amicitia 25.91: "Sic habendum est nullam in amicitiis pestem esse maiorem 
quam adulationem blanditiam assentationem"; and 26.91: "Isdemque temporibus 
cavendumest, ne assentatoribuspatefaciamusauris neve adularinos sinamus."
409 Prov. 28.23 and 29.5.
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Likewise, the commonplaces on flattery in the Parson's Tale (10.612-18) are 
attributed to Solomon.410 The Parson classifies flattery as a form of avarice or 
"coveitise" (10.612), for to be inclined to flattery is to be greedy for glory. In both 
the Parson's Tale and the Nun's Priest's Tale. Chaucer also associates flattery with 
"lesynges," that is, the "fals signyficaunce of word, in entente to deceyven" (10.608; 
cf. 7.3325-30). Flattery is insidious because it divorces speech from action, in the 
process creating a false sense o f selfhood (10.615).
Speculum literature further developed the ethical and political dimensions of 
flattery. The precursor to the medieval mirror of princes is Augustine's catalogue in 
The City of God listing the virtues of the Christian prince (5.24). He specifies the 
avoidance of flattery and the cultivation of humility as key qualities of the just ruler: 
"But we say that they are happy if they rule justly; if they are not lifted up amid the 
praises of those who pay them sublime honors, and the obsequiousness of those who 
salute them with an excessive humility, but remember that they are men" (Dods 223).
The discussion of flattery in Aquinas' De Repimine Principum borrows
directly from Augustine:
So also in the exercise of government one can very often lose that 
constancy in right action which is attained in peaceful circumstances.
As Augustine says, it is very difficult for kings in the midst of honours 
and of flattering tongues Hinguas sublimantiuml and of the
410 Although this passage is largely derived from the Summa vitiorum (1236) by the 
Dominican friar William Peraldus (Sources and Analogues 55), the attribution to 
Solomon is not inapt. As well as being conventional, it follows from the fact that the 
Book of Proverbs flows with commonplaces on flattery and duplicitous or foolish talk 
(see esp. chs. 5-7).
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obsequiousness of the over-humble to avoid being puffed up, and for 
them to remember that they are but men (50-51).
Aquinas' discussion of flattery concludes with the exortation that the prince should
not govern for the false glory of human praise but for the greater glory of God, a
difficult distinction that the wise prince will learn to master over time.
John of Salisbury, who as we have observed was personally schooled in the
politics of the English court, considered flattery to be the greatest bane to the prince.
Book Three of the Policraticus is a disquisition on the causes and effects of flattery.411
Flattery detracts from the prince's powers of reason, conceals the truth from him,
and feeds his vices, especially vanity. Worst of all, by exploiting the natural pride of
rulers, flattery displaces genuine love and faith and urges excess over moderation,
utterly inverting the proper political order at court:
This plague of flatterers has increased to the extent that—God's 
indignation notwithstanding—if by chance courtly opinions should come 
into conflict, one fears that the moderate and good man would not 
readily have the power to expel rather than be expelled . . . But as 
soon as the seeking of favour deserts the rule of moderation, one is 
carried off head first into rushing between doing everything and doing 
nothing, between an infamous and a good reputation, a captor of favour 
and an incestuous solicitor of influence" (3.6).
To substantiate his argument against flattery, John draws on both the 
Ciceronian and Biblical commonplaces of false counsel. He cites the Ciceronian
411 For other examples of the topos of false counsel in speculum literature, see the 
following: Gilbert of Toumai's Eruditio Regum et Principum 1.2.6; William Perrault's 
De Eruditione Principum 1.11-12, 7.4; Brunetto Latini's Li Livre dou Tresor 3.75; 
Aegidius Romanus' De Reeimine Principum 3.2.14-17; and Thomas Hoccleve, De 
Regimine Principis 11. 79, 109-11,174.
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admonition that "'One is to despair of the welfare of him whose ears are closed to the 
truth and can not hear what is true"' (3.4; cf. De amicitia 24.90). Following 
Proverbs, he personifies flattery as a honey-lipped harlot (3.6; cf. Prov. 5-7). John's 
iconographic portrayal of flattery as a false, lying woman corresponds to the Boethian 
conception of the goddess Fortuna, the antithesis of Lady Philosophy. When applied 
to the microcosmic world of court politics, Fortuna and Lady Philosophy respectively 
personify the archetypal flatterer or false counselor and the truth-teller or faithful 
counsellor.
The Flatterer Versus the Truth-teller 
From Edward Hi's late reign to Henry IV's early reign, Middle English 
complaint poetry repeatedly plays upon the binary opposition between faithful and 
false counsel. Langland's Conscience and Lady Meed are none other than allegorical 
types of the faithful and the false counsellor. In Middle English, the term "meed" had 
both positive and negative connotations ranging from just reward to bribery.
According to Baldwin, Lady Meed is "a personification of corrupt reward" (27) and 
represents the kind of royal courtier (often a nobleman) who practiced flattery and 
time-serving in order to obtain patronage from the king. In Passus in of both the B- 
and C-texts of Piers Plowman, the Visio king attempts to marry his trusted 
counsellor, Conscience, to Lady Meed, but Conscience balks, realizing that such a 
union threatens to turn all of the king's counsellors into mercenaries whose greed 
would impoverish the realm. Baldwin associates the personification of Lady Meed in
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the B-text of Piers Plowman with Alice Perrers, Edward Ill's opportunistic mistress 
who was banned from the royal court at the Good Parliament (34).
In the Confessio Amantis. Gower likewise signifies the Boethian opposition 
between faithful and false counsel with the exemplum of Diogenes and Aristippus. 
Diogenes and Aristippus are two young "Philosophres" (7.2218) who travel from 
their home town of Carthage to Athens, where they enter the academy. Upon 
completing the academic course of studies, Diogenes returns home, dwelling in 
solitude and continuing his philosophic inquiries on his own (much like Chaucer’s 
Clerk), but Aristippus goes to "court" (7.2249) becoming the king's confidante and 
advancing himself through the most obsequious forms of "flaterie" (7.2260) and false 
counsel. According to Gower, in Ricardian England it is the example of Aristippus 
rather than Diogenes that has flourished: "Flaterie passeth alle / In chambre, whom 
the court avanceth" (7.2324-25). Meanwhile, the "Sothseiere" is no longer held 
"lief (7.2348) or dear.
But perhaps the most outstanding example of the opposition between false and 
faithful counsel is Mum and the Sothsegger. written during Henry IV's early reign.412 
"Mum" is of course the allegorical personification of the ubiquitous yes-man who 
"flatereth atte best" (59), careful not to contradict his lord's words but to speak only 
for "profit and praise more here-aftre" (257). The Sothsegger, on the other hand, 
personifies the all too rare truth-teller who eschews false praise and speaks at councils
412 Day and Steele assign it to the years 1403-6 (xxiv).
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"by reason and by right-ful domes" (1036), with the end of serving not himself but 
rather the "comune wele" (1660).
Although the Merchant's Tale is not, properly speaking, a complaint poem, it 
appropriates many of the same satirical devices found in the poetic complaints against 
royal and noble advisers. The names of the two counsellors who debate whether 
January should marry—Justinus ("the just one") and Placebo ("I will please")-signify 
the archetypal opposition between the faithful and the false counsellor, the truth-teller 
and the flatterer. In Middle English poetry, a "Placebo" was "a flattering and 
obsequious character, a sycophant."413 In the context of the counsel group, Placebo 
stands opposed not only to Justinus but also to Prudence, the Chaucerian descendant 
of Lady Philosophy who epitomizes the faithful counsellor.
Chronicle Accounts of Flattery and Timeserving 
One of the most vivid depictions of false counsel at the English royal court is 
the Anonimalle Chronicle's account of the Good Parliament. Knights of the shires 
repeatedly took the floor to denounce the coterie surrounding Edward Hi's mistress, 
Alice Perrers, and his chamberlain, Lord Latimer, as "fautours et male counselours." 
In the opinion of the shire knights, the burden of taxation upon the commons was due
413 MED 2(b). The term could also mean "flattering and obsequious speech" (2a). 
Chaucer uses the term in the latter sense in the Summoner's Tale: "Beth war, therfore, 
with lordes how ye pleye. / Syngeth Placebo and 'I shal, if I kan' (3.2074-75). Cf. The 
Parson's Tale: "Flatereres been the develes chapelleyns, that syngen evere Placebo" 
(10.616). Such uses of the term placebo derive from the first word of an antiphon 
based on Psalm 114.9 and sung at the beginning of Vespers of the Office of the Dead: 
"Placebo Domino in regione vivorum
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to the malfeasance of the courtiers, who were said to be arranging inflated war loans 
to the king and profiting off of the interest, as well as engineering monopolies of 
commodities through the royal staples. In addition, Perrers was accused of drawing 
£2,000 to £3,000 per year from the royal coffers and of practicing maintenance and 
bribery in the law-courts.414 At the height of the parliamentary proceedings, the 
commons' speaker, Sir Peter de la Mare, denounced the "iapery et mokery" of the 
courtiers and called for their dismissal and replacement by a parliamentary "conseil" 
that would advise the king loyally and profitably. The Anonimalle leaves the distinct 
impression of a king who had sunken into his dotage and fallen increasingly under the 
spell of unscrupulous counsellors.415
The charges of flattery and timeserving levelled against Edward Hi’s courtiers 
in the 1370s were transferred to Richard H's courtiers. According to Adam of Usk, 
"the wantonness and extravagance" of Richard H's "servants and flatterers" led 
directly to the creation of the Commission of 1386.416 In Usk's judgment, a decade
414 The evidence for the commons' accusations against the royal ministers is obscure.
For an analysis of their charges, see McKisack 389-92.
415 Edward was in his mid sixties at the Good Parliament.
416 "Propter plurima inoportuna tempora regis Ricardi, ejus juventute causata, 
solempne parliamentum Westmonasterii fuit celebratum, in quo duodecim regni 
magnates ad gubemandum regem et regnum, ac ad refrenandum laciviam et excessus 
sibi famulancium et adulancium, et breviter ad regni negocia remediandum, plena 
parliamentiprovisione" (4).
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later little had changed. Richard's promotion of courtiers such as the shire knight 
William Bagot indicated that he continued "to abase the noble and exalt the base. "4l7 
Walsingham excoriates the king's counsellors for their flattery fverhum 
adulatorium) and wickedness. In particular, he calls Sir John Bushy, speaker o f the 
1397-98 parliament, the most practiced of flatterers. According to Walsingham,
Bushy praised Richard to the point of idolatry: "so that when he spoke to the king, 
sitting on the throne, he adored him with extended arms [and] supplicating hands, 
praying his, so to speak, noble, high, to-be-adored majesty that he would vouchsafe 
to grant this or that. "418 Walsingham also lambasts Sir Henry Green and Sir William 
Bagot, knights of the shire in the 1397 parliament, who we are told were ready to say 
nothing that did not please the king. Being young, seeking honors, and loving 
adulation, Richard did not properly suppress such outrageous flattery (Annales 
Ricardi Secundi 210).419 At times, there is little difference between Walsingham's 
account of the Ricardian courtiers and such poetic broadsides as Richard the Redeless. 
For instance, he caricatures the eight appellants suborned by the king (Scrope,
417 •"Dicti regis Ricardi condicio talis fuit, nobiles deprimere ac ignobiles exaltare" 
(29; 180).
418 Duls 77; Annales Ricardi Secundi 210. "Ita ut quotiens Regem alloqueretur, in 
throno sedentem, extends brachiis, supplicibus manibus eum adoraret, deprecans suam, 
ut ita dicam, excelsam, altam, adorandam, majestatem, ut hasc vel ilia concedere 
dignaretur."
419 "At Rex juvenis, honores ambiens, adulationes diligens, hsc non repressit, ut 
decuit; sed in hiis nimium delectabatur."
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Montagu, the two Hollands, Mowbray, Surrey, Rutland, and Aumale) as court 
jesters: "with gambols and unbecoming leaping about, they resembled performers in 
the theatre more than knights or sober men. "420 After destroying the Gloucester party 
in 1397, Richard turned solely to "false prophets rpseudo-prophetas]" and flatterers 
for advice and adulation (Annales Ricardi Secundi 233).
However, the most damning description of venality at the Ricardian court is 
that of the Eulogium Historiarum. The continuator of the Eulogium suggests that the 
king was deluded about the true nature of sovereignty when he recounts how Richard 
had an unusually high throne constructed in his chamber, where he would sit on feast 
days from dinnertime to vespers, gazing at all those in his presence but refusing to 
speak to them. Anyone who caught his eye, regardless of estate, had to genuflect 
before him.421 The Eulogium's account is not unlike the report in the Westminster 
Chronicle that on at least one occasion Richard forced the archbishop of Canterbury 
to genuflect before him. Usually sympathetic to the king, the Monk of Westminster 
here faults "his lust for glory fglorie cupidusl" (138), a statement which recalls 
Chaucer's classification in the Parson's Tale of flattery as a form of avarice.
420 Duls 79; Annales Ricardi Secundi 215. " . . .  corporisque gesticulationibus et 
indecoris saltationibus, se magis repraesentabant tortores theatrales, quam milites vel 
viros sobrios."
421 "Et post hoc rex in diebus solennibus in quibus utebatur de more regalibus jussit 
sibi in camera parari thronum, in quo post prandium se ostentans sedere solebat usque 
ad vesperas nulli loquens sed singulos aspiciens. Et cum aliquem respiceret, 
cujuscumquegradus fuerit, oportuit ipsum genuflectere" (3.378).
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If a straightforward royalist chronicler like the Monk of Westminster was 
occasionally disturbed by the vanity o f the king, we can only imagine that a satirist 
like Chaucer would have seen through the conceit of his social superiors and would 
have, in the words of Augustine, remembered both Edward and Richard for the 
mortal men they were. By situating his satire of false counsel at the court of an 
Italian merchant-knight, Chaucer could safely insinuate the corruption of counsel at 
the English royal court.
Satires of Parliament in Ricardian Poetry 
Both Janet Coleman and John Taylor treat Ricardian poetry as a valid form of 
historical commentary. Taylor uses the inclusive term "historical literature" to signal 
the compatibility between the chronicles and poems of the fourteenth century, and he 
regularly juxtaposes chronicle accounts o f events with their depiction in various 
literary sources. In the same spirit, Coleman calls Ricardian complaint poetry 
"partisan journalism," by which she means an editorializing in verse on contemporary 
political events. She further argues that in the eyes of late-fourteenth century 
Englishmen verisimilitude was more important than "historical truth" (i.e. factual 
accuracy), virtually eliminating any distinction between a historical narrative and "a 
convincing fiction" (94). Accordingly, this section analyzes satires of the parliaments 
of Edward HI, Richard n, and Henry IV as both poetic appropriations of the topos of 
false counsel and extensions of the topical discussion in the chronicles of flattery at 
the royal court.
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The medieval English parliament was a plenary session of the king's council 
and as such was considered to be a full meeting of his court. Satires of parliament are 
therefore a special form of late fourteenth-century poetic complaint against court 
counsel. Piers Plowman. Richard the Redeless. and Mum and the Sothsegger all 
contain animated satires of parliament.422
Both the B- and C-texts of Piers Plowman contain the famous fable of the Rat 
Parliament, which may be an allegory of the Good Parliament of 1376.423 The rats 
appear to represent the lords. They band together to bell the cat, who stands for the 
court or more specifically John of Gaunt, the de facto ruler of the realm during 
Edward IB's dotage. However, a wise mouse, who represents the commons, talks the 
rats out of belling the cat. The reasoning of the mouse is threefold: 1) even if they 
killed the cat, another would come to take its place; 2) it is better to suffer patiently 
the abuses of government than to rebel; 3) neither the mice, who "mannys m alt. . . 
wolde distruye" (213), nor the rats, who if they had their way "couthe nat reule 
[them]-suluen" (216), can be trusted to do a better job of governing the realm than the 
king and his council. In fact, the bell and collar that the rats would put on the cat are 
of bright silver (183), "presumably a type of bribe" (Taylor 210). As Baldwin has
422 Shorter poems that focus their complaints more narrowly on royal advisors are 
"Mede and Muche Thank," "Leme to say wele, say litel or say no t," "Wyt and Wille," 
"On the Times," and "Ther Is a Busch That Is Forgrowe."
423 For the relation of the fictional Rat Parliament to the Good Parliament, see Taylor 
210. See also Anna Baldwin 18.
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observed, Langland seemed to prefer an absolutist monarchy to a strong parliament 
and feared the corruption of lords and commons more so than of the king (18). In the 
scene of the Rat Parliament, as elsewhere in Piers Plowman. Langland implies that 
the best way to effect social reform is through the inward spiritual conversion of the 
individual, as opposed to the outward alteration of political institutions.
The fourth and final passus of Richard the Redeless provides another poetic 
satire of late fourteenth-century parliaments. Although the first three pass_s of the 
poem enumerate the conciliar abuses of Richard II and his ministers during the latter 
1390s, the parliament scene surprisingly transfers the poet's complaint to the knights 
of the shires and burgesses. Even though the poet accuses Richard of packing 
parliament with partisan members of the commons (4.28-29), the tone and scope of 
his satire suggest that, as a rule, the commons were poorly represented in parliament. 
The poet was likely himself a burgess from Bristol, and his depiction of parliament 
has the feel of an insider's point of view.424 Only a few of the knights and burgesses 
"parle" for the commons' "prophete" (4.48), while the rest are described in the 
following manner: some are guilty of simony, some are "tituleris" (4.57; i.e. "tale­
tellers" or gossips who misrepresent the other members of the commons to the king), 
some are content to be passive spectators, some try to participate but can speak only 
nonsense, some are hired dependents of lords, some are either bribed or threatened by 
the king's ministers, some vote only with the majority, and some care only for the
424 On the identity of the author of Richard the Redeless. see Day and Steele, xv-xvi.
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stipend they will get for sitting in parliament. Richard the Redeless breaks off 
abruptly with this dire list of grievances, without hope of reforming England's largest 
and most important conciliar body.
The satire in Richard the Redeless of the parliaments at the close of Richard 
It's reign is echoed by the parliamentary satire in Mum and the Sothsegger. which 
ironically faults Henry IV's early parliaments for the same conciliar abuses. In verse 
that sounds hauntingly familiar to the complaints made against Richard, Henry is 
criticized for keeping an extravagant household, overtaxing his people, and attempting 
to silence their complaints. But this negative critique of Henry's administrative and 
conciliar failures is broadened to include the misgovernance of each estate—nobility, 
clergy, and commons—suggesting systemic corruption of the conciliar institutions of 
late medieval England. One of the highlights of the poem is the speaker's dream 
vision, in which the satire of parliament is set.
In his dream, the speaker, who has been searching throughout the realm for 
the Sothsegger, finds himself on the estate of a country franklin. The franklin's bee 
keeper serves as a kind of Boethian guide for the speaker. In the midst of a long 
speech, the bee keeper contrasts the orderly efficiency of the bees to the "mysse- 
reule" (115) of parliament. All of the estates have abandoned truth-telling. Although 
the knights of the shires should "spare no speche" (1121) in delivering the people's 
complaints to the king, they elect Mum as their speaker. The "souurayns" as well as 
the shire knights "he sothe haue eschewed" (1131). As a result, "in al J>e king-is
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court. . . Mvm is maister" (1141-42). As in Richard the Redeless. the parliament 
scene in Mum and the Sothseeeer closes without the prospect of parliamentary 
reform.
These satires of parliament expanded the critique of court counsel from the
inner circle of the king and his familiars to a much larger circle that included
members o f  all the estates. Each o f  the parliament scenes in Piers Plowman. Richard
the Redeless. and Mum and the Sothsegper criticizes the gentry, bourgeoisie, and
magnates, as well as the king and his ministers, for their conciliar failings. Indeed,
the author of Mum and the Sothsegger makes the point that he is satirizing court
counsel in general, not merely the exchange o f counsel at parliament:
Thenne ferkid I to fre men and frankeleyns mony,
To bonde-men and bourgois and many o{>er bames,
To knightz and to comunes and craftz-men eeke,
To citezeyns and souurayns and to many grete 
sires,
To bachilliers, to banerettz, to barons and 
erles,
To princes and peris and alle maniere estatz;
But in euerv court fctere I came or cumpaignv 
outhir
I fonde mo mvmmers atte moneth-ende 
Than of sothe-siggerz by seuene score thousand 
(788-96; emphasis added).
Although the Merchant's Tale is set at the court of an Italian merchant-knight, 
Chaucer's most scathing depiction of false counsel belongs to the rich contemporary 
genre of poetic satires of court counsel. The generic satire of court counsel in the 
Merchant's Tale has broad applicability to medieval English courts, whether
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envisioned as the household court of a member of the lesser nobility or the royal court 
of the king himself.
Household Councils 
Despite differences of degree, a noble's household council and the king's 
council functioned according to essentially the same linguistic and procedural rules. 
According to Maurice Keen, the household council imitated the practices of the 
concilium regis:
The activities of estate officials were coordinated by the lord's council. 
Even a quite modestly endowed gentleman would have regular 
advisers whom he would describe as being 'of counsel with him'; and 
the councils of great men were in effect institutionalized bodies . . . 
Drawn from among his knightly retainers and his tried estate and 
household servants, aided by his 'attorney general' and his 'counsel 
learned' (lawyers retained for a fee for their professional advice), they 
were something like the royal council in microcosm (English Society 
174).
Kate Mertes is more cautious, but her description of a noble's household council
corroborates Keen's observation that it was modelled on the king's council:
It was essentially an indeterminate body of varying size with irregular 
meetings and membership. Yet a definite, if not well-defined, idea of 
conciliar counsel and action did exist, separate from individual sanction 
or informal advice. The council could advise and act as an extension 
of the lord himself. The peculiar formation of the baronial council was 
closely linked with, and perhaps sprang from, the conception of the 
[royal] household, and in some instances parallels the development of 
the King's Council (127).
Mertes also points out that the household council was motivated by the same "feudal 
obligation to give counsel" (127) that had impelled the formation of the Norman curia 
regis.
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The three-tiered organization of the king's council (the royal ministers, the 
king's peers, and royal justices and sergeants-at-law) was roughly reproduced in the 
household councils of nobles, which were composed of three types of advisers: 1) 
high-ranking household or estate servants of the lord (e.g. steward, treasurer, 
chamberlain, marshal, chaplain); 2) the lord's friends (neighboring landholders); 2) 
and lawyers (the "counsel learned").425 Indeed, many of the royal justices and barons 
who served on the king's council also served on the councils of noble and gentle 
households, and, conversely, household counsellors were often members of 
parliament (Given-Wilson, The English Nobility 100, 102-3). Furthermore, just as 
the king's council handled executive, legislative, and judicial affairs, so the noble's 
household council was adapted to multiple purposes: "councils had acquired an 
executive as well as an advisory role, in administrative, legal, personal, estate and 
political affairs" (The English Nobility 127).
The Stonor Letters and the Paston Letters provide excellent documentation of 
late medieval English families of gentle status whose members maintained household 
councils, furnished legal and personal counsel to other gentle and noble households, 
and served in parliament.426 The patriarch of each family, Sir John de Stonor (d.
A'yc _ __
See Given-Wilson, The English Nobility in the Late Middle Ages 98, and Mertes 
128-29.
426 Edmund Stonor (d. 1382), Thomas Stonor I (d. 1431), Thomas Stonor n  (d. 
1474), John Paston II (d. 1479), and John Paston HI (d. 1504) all represented their 
shires in parliament.
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1354) and William Paston I (d. 1444), was a royal justice, accounting for both 
families' meticulous preservation of written documents and their enmeshment in the 
late medieval English conciliar network. The Stonor and Paston correspondence, the 
bulk of which is written in Middle English, flows with such terms and phrases as 
"counseil," "advys," and "avyse and asent."
A particularly good example of conciliar discourse is the letter John Paston I 
wrote to his secretary, James Gresham, in 1450, in regard to a series of arbitrations 
between the "counseil" of Robert Hungerford, Lord Molynes, and his own "counseil" 
over possession of the manor of Gresham in Norfolk. Paston maintained that 
Hungerford had illegally seized Gresham, and his letter illustrates how he used all of 
the resources of his council to get it back (1.56-8). Another good example is the 
letter Thomas Mathew, Thomas Stonor H's bailiff at Ermington manor, wrote to 
Stonor in 1473, asking him to refer a dispute over rent payments to his "councel" 
(1.130).
Another type of advisory body relevant to Chaucer's discussion of court 
counsel in the Merchant's Tale was the "common council" of London, composed of 
the mayor, aldermen, and members of the merchant guilds.427 According to Sylvia 
Thrupp, the common council was responsible for auditing city accounts and
427 The term "common council" was regularly used in the Letter Books of the city of 
London to designate the annual city-wide assemblies of guildsmen. E.g. "jDe right sad 
and discrete Commoners of j)e Cite of London in |Dis Commone councell assembled" 
(Calendar of Letter-Books of the City of London 1.204).
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consulting on "Vital questions of city privilege" requiring "wide public support" (83). 
Thrupp compares the organization of the common council to the parliamentary 
assemblies of the king's court: "Like the king and lords in parliament, the mayor and 
aldermen formed an integral part of the council" (82). The mayor and aldermen as 
well as the guildsmen comprising the common council came from the merchant elite, 
making it an urban patriciate. Very few masters of the lesser artisan guilds were 
elected to the council in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries (Thrupp 81). Chaucer's 
Merchant, who is set apart in the General Prologue from the Five Guildsmen 
representing the manufacturing crafts, is thus well positioned to tell a tale in which 
court counsel figures so prominently.
The discourse of counsel was practiced upon nearly all levels of late 
fourteenth-century society. Ecclesiastical councils, the king's council, household 
councils of nobles, and the common council of the merchants of London were all 
established institutions by the time Chaucer wrote the Canterbury Tales. His satire of 
bourgeois counsel is paradoxically a mark of its assimilation into contemporary 
English society. His historical audience-composed of members of the royal court- 
would have had no difficulty perceiving the parallels between the flattery and 
timeserving at January's court and the cajolery and expediency at the king's court, an 
implied comparison made all the more potent by the fact that the Merchant's Tale 
deliberately parodies the Knight's Tale. The same cynicism behind Arche's 
aphoristic statement that "at the kynges court, my brother, / Ech man for hymself,
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ther is noon oother" (1.1181-82) pervades the Merchant's adage that "craft is al, 
whoso that do it kan" (4.2016).
Chaucer's Portrait of the English Merchant
The portrait of the Merchant in the General Prologue emphasizes the pivotal 
role rhetoric played in fashioning social identity in fourteenth-century England, 
Therefore, it is relevant to our discussion of the topos of false counsel in the 
Merchant's Tale.
The portrait suggests that Chaucer's Merchant is a member of the Staplers' 
Company (an exporter in wool, woolfells, and skins), since he is concerned with 
piracy in the Channel near the Dutch staple port of Middelburg (1.277) through which 
English wool was exported in the late fourteenth century. The Merchant's portrait 
contains at least one semi-autobiographical reference. Chaucer associates him with 
the English port of Orwell (1.277), which was the ancestral home of Chaucer's 
father, himself a wine merchant.428 We might add that during his tenure as collector 
of the export tax on wool for the port of London, Chaucer would have come into 
almost daily contact with the greatest English wool merchants of the era, after which 
he evidently patterned his pilgrim Merchant.
The Merchant's aristocratic dress, haughty demeanor, and solemn voice are all 
means of fashioning his social status. He conspicuously sits ”hy on horse” (1.271)
428 Emerson Brown states that Chaucer gives "the Merchant closer ties with his own 
life and work than, so far as we can tell, he gives to any other pilgrim" (255-56).
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and wears a "Flaundryssh bever hat" (1.272), which was elegant enough to have been 
worn by the upper nobility (Rickert 249; cf. Manly 514). In fact, Markert cites 
evidence from Froissart of Edward HI wearing a beaver hat (54-55). The hat's 
Flemish make associates the Merchant with the wool and banking industries of 
Flanders. The Merchant also wears riding boots of the highest quality, "clasped faire 
and fetisly" (1.273). However, his most important quality is his speech.
His cultivated speech is a form of self-advertisement: "His resons he spak ful 
solempnely, / Sownyng alwey tb'encrees of his wynnyng" (1.274-75). Medieval 
merchants were basically venture capitalists whose business was to speculate in 
commodities and to exchange money.429 Their success hinged upon their ability to 
convince creditors of their solvency. They therefore relied upon the semiotic 
strategies of dress and speech to create the appearance of profit. In other words, their 
"craft" was not the artisan's skill of manufacturing goods but the rhetorician's skill of 
persuasion-hence the close attention to the themes of linguistic appropriation and 
appearance versus reality in the Merchant's Tale
According to Jill Mann, medieval merchants used professional jargon to 
disguise questionable if not illegal business practices and to impress the layman (101).
429 The Shipman's Tale vividly illustrates the tenuous nature of mercantile trade. 
The main character of that tale is a merchant dealing in wool cloth, and at one point he 
states that "Scarsly amonges twelve tweye shul thryve" (7.228). The Canon’s 
Yeoman’s Tale also testifies to the speculative nature of medieval commerce: "A 
marchant, pardee, may nat ay endure, / Trusteth me wel, in his prosperitee" (8.948).
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The best examples of this in the Merchant's portrait are the terms "sheeldes" and
"chevyssaunce":
Wei koude he in eschaunge sheeldes seile.
This worthy man fill wel his wit bisette:
Ther wiste no wight that he was in dette,
So estatly was he of his govemaunce 
With his bargaynes and with his chewssaunce 
(1.278-82; emphasis added).
The origin of "sheeldes" is obscure, but selling shields (probably from the Flemish 
ecu, a fictional "money of account") was a form of exchanging foreign currency that 
may have concealed usury.430 On the other hand, selling shields may also have been 
a legal form of borrowing money—at a cost to the seller—because of slightly worse 
exchange rates in London. The modem critical debate over this term ironically 
demonstrates the success of the Merchant's linguistic strategy of evasion. 
"Chevyssaunce" is equally problematic. On the most positive end of the linguistic 
scale, it could mean "prosperity"; on the most negative end, it could mean making a 
usurious loan.431 The irreducible ambiguity of "chevyssaunce" further confuses the 
exact nature of the Merchant's business practices.
By the middle of the fourteenth century, the Staplers' Company was operating 
as a syndicate loaning large sums to Edward HI to finance his French wars, 
threatening to displace such Italian banking houses as the Bardi and Peruzzi in this
430 For a current discussion of the term sheldes. see Cahn, "Chaucer's Merchants and 
the Foreign Exchange."
431 MED, senses 1(a) and 6(b).
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capacity.432 The London merchant Richard Lyons, for instance, was convicted at the 
Good Parliament for having allegedly made a fifty percent profit on a loan to Edward 
(McKisack 391). Thus, there was good reason for the Merchant's fellow pilgrims 
(not to mention Chaucer's contemporary audience) to suspect his business dealings, 
which perhaps accounts for the choice of his natural rival, a merchant knight from 
"Lumbardye" (4.1245), as the protagonist of his tale. The choice of January is yet 
another of the Merchant's linguistic strategies for deflecting criticism from himself, as 
"Lombards” were vilified in fourteenth-century England as "traitors, spies, and 
usurers" (Olson, "The Merchant's Lombard Knight" 261).
Whatever grounds we have for suspecting the Merchant's character, he 
remains an enigma, an illusory construct of his own speech. So successful is he at 
sounding his winnings, "Ther wiste no wight that he was in dette" (1.280)~a line that 
cannot be syntactically fixed. As Mann has commented, it can either mean "that no- 
one could accuse the Merchant of being in debt because his prudence protected him 
from it," or "that although he was in debt, he was so circumspect that no-one knew of 
it" (102). The Merchant's paradoxical linguistic strategies of self-promotion and 
evasion find their way into his tale, as Placebo shows himself to be the master of the
432 "The first three Edwards relied heavily on loans from Italian firms of financiers 
who were repaid by allocating them revenues from customs and subsidies or direct taxes 
or by schemes involving the export of wool" (Brown 80). In "The Merchant's 
Lombard Knight," Paul Olson explains that beginning in the 1330s, English merchants 
pooled their resources to become increasingly important financiers in late fourteenth- 
century England.
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politic phrase and May and Damian practice the related art of making letters and signs 
disappear out of thin air.
The final relevant detail of the Merchant's portrait is Chaucer’s use of the 
word "governaunce" (1.281) to describe his business management. This is the 
earliest recorded use of the term to denote business transactions, and it suggests the 
shift away from feudal rule towards the commercial administration of communities.433 
A social order was gradually emerging in which money was fast becoming as 
important as heredity and feudal ties-a development aptly named "bastard 
feudalism. "434 While the London merchant class was more "plebeian" (Epstein 202) 
than its Italian counterpart, the bourgeois incursion into the ranks of the English 
nobility is illustrated by the following anecdote. When the leaders of chivalry failed 
to keep the Channel free of piracy, the London merchant John Philipot took matters 
into his own hands and personally fitted out a fleet that captured the notorious 
Scottish pirate, John the Mercer. For his efforts, the nobility mocked him as "King 
of London" (Chronicon Angliae 121), an epithet which nevertheless suggests their 
growing jealousy of such parvenus as Philipot.
Furthermore, the conspicuous consumption of the medieval merchant class had 
spread to the English nobility. Nobles were building new castles or adding on private
433 MED, sense 4(b).
434 See K. B. McFarlane, "Bastard Feudalism," and, more recently, Bastard 
Feudalism, ed. Michael Hicks.
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apartments complete with glass windows (a luxury in medieval England), extra 
fireplaces, and rich wall-hangings not only to increase their creature comforts but also 
to propagate their status (Given-Wilson, The English Nobility 96-98). Thus, 
January's luxuria-"H is housynge, his array, as honestly / To his degree was maked 
as a kynges" (4.2026-27)-is a criticism of the nobility as well as the merchant class 
in late medieval England.
Marriage As the Principle of Dis-Order 
Chaucer deliberately distorts the political function of marriage in the 
Merchant's Tale. Coming directly after the Clerk's Tale, in which Walter and 
Griselda’s marriage serves as a metaphor for the union between the ruler and his 
people, the Merchant's Tale demonstrates the disaster that results when the lord weds 
not for the common good of his household but for the self-gratification of his lust.435 
Thus, it is not quite fair to say that by delving into the sexual and narcissistic 
fantasies of his protagonist, Chaucer is trying to escape historical realities in the 
Merchant's Tale.436 The gist of the narrative is that the closeted comedy of errors
435 The Merchant's comparison of his wife's ostensible shrewishness with "Grisildis 
grete pacience" (4.1224) in the Prologue to his tale, as well as numerous parallels 
between the narratives of January and Griselda (such as the fact that they are both set in 
Lombardy), indicate that the two tales were written to be read back-to-back.
436 Patterson claims that the tale "is on several levels about 'fantasye' . . . It is the 
ahistorical nature of this effort that is crucial and that reveals the Tale as an 
externalization of the inner condition of an ideologically bereft merchant class. Far 
from representing in his Tale the forces within fourteenth-century England that were in 
fact at the heart of the situation, [Chaucer] seeks instead to efface from it every sign of 
historical specificity" (Chaucer and the Subject of History 3401.
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comprising January’s married life is a perversion of the public, communal function of 
medieval marriage.
D. W. Robertson reconstructs medieval marriage as "a principle of order in 
the individual, in the church, and in lay society; in medieval terms, a well-ordered 
hierarchy of almost any kind may be thought of as a 'marriage'" (Preface 375). At 
the most immediate level, medieval marriage was supposed to order the passions, 
channeling concupiscence into a lifelong monogamous relationship. Collaterally, it 
was supposed to order the family, providing a stable (and patriarchal) hierarchy of 
husband, wife, and children. It was supposed to order the community, which could 
be conceived of as the village, manor, town, or kingdom. January is not only the 
titular head of his household but the lord of a Lombard "toun" (4.2172), and therefore 
his marriage to May reflects the state of order (or disorder) in both his household and 
the surrounding municipal community. In the Merchant's Tale traditional hierarchies 
are comically inverted: wife rules husband and servant rules lord, as May and Damian 
thoroughly manipulate January. Chaucer repairs the ruler-subject relationship at the 
end of the Clerk's Tale only to explode it in the microcosmic world of January's 
court.
However, the point is not simply that Chaucer is turning the lord-subject 
hierarchy upside down, but that he is also dramatizing its degeneration into an 
economic exchange devoid of the mutual fidelity and communal obligation prevailing 
at the end of both the Knight's Tale and the Clerk's Tale. At January's bourgeois
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court, Chaucer captures the notion of an ineffectual nobility that has replaced rule for 
the common good with the crass self-interest of the market place.
Paul Kendall has aptly described "the mixture of financial bargaining and 
amorous language, the birth of love from the womb of worldly goods" found in The 
Stonor Papers.437 Thomas Mull's letter of 1472 to William Stonor, who was pursuing 
Margery, widow of William Blount, is a case in point. Stonor's affection for 
Margery apparently cooled when she requested £100 or 200 marks jointure. Acting 
as go-between, Mull (one of the Stonor family's legal counsellors) conceded that such 
a request could lead Stonor to think that Margery "had loved your londe better {ten 
your self." However, he reports that she was willing to lower her asking price: "I 
would know this of you: if the case were so that she would be agreeable to have you 
with £40 or 80 marks jointure, would your heart then love as you have done before 
this season?" Mull follows this talk of marital barter with a trite romantic conceit, in 
which he compares Margery's love to a fire that has been "quenchyd" but still retains 
"the hete of love" (1.126). Stonor eventually rejected Margery's love suit, but he 
married three times and on the third try improved his social status considerably by 
marrying into the prestigious Neville family.438 Women could also play the role of 
pander. In a letter of 1476, Dame Elizabeth Stonor (William's first wife) describes
437 Keen cites Kendall in English Society in the Late Middle Ages 183.
438 William was the first Stonor in over a century to be knighted (Kingsford xxxix).
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how she bargained for a husband for one of her young daughters over dinner with
439another couple.
The subject of marriage in the Merchant's Tale is a similarly crude mixture of
money, power, and prurience that privatizes marriage into a form of economic
exchange. In a striking metaphor, Chaucer compares January's sexual and nuptial
fantasies to a narcissistic mirror set within the town marketplace:
Many fair shap and many a fair visage 
Ther passeth thurgh his herte nyght by nyght,
As whoso tooke a mirour, polisshed bryght,
And sette it in a commune market-place,
Than sholde he se fill many a figure pace 
By his mirour (4.1580-85).
Images of feminine pulchritude, youth, reputation, and wealth parade before 
January's mental mirror, until he finally settles in his mind on May. Thus, he equates 
women with worldly value and marriage with proprietorship.
May's motives for marrying January are less clear, but they probably involve 
some combination of social pressure, necessity, and greed. Other than marriage, the 
only viable social option medieval women possessed was the convent. Marriage was 
the surest way a medieval woman could obtain social status, and widows of wealthy 
men possessed a personal power base: "As widows and dowagers, aristocratic women
439 Edmund Stonor's letter to his older brother William, requesting that the latter 
speak with an individual identified only as Perkyn to ascertain whether he will provide 
his daughter with a dowry of money or land, is also illuminating. Edmund states that if 
Perkyn will "geve hys dowttyr hys part of Snowys well at Borowyscot to her and to her 
eyrys, I wold with the glader wyll dele with hym" (1.160).
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could be powerful and influential figures in their own right, managing their own 
estates and households and presiding over their own councillors" (Keen, English 
Society 182). The Wife of Bath has taken full advantage of widowhood, marrying 
four wealthy old men in succession and obtaining the "governance" (3.814) of their 
estates before marrying the young clerk Jankin for love. Apparently, this is May's 
strategy, as she stands to gain "al [January's] heritage, toun and tour" (4.2172), an 
incredible jointure considering that in medieval England a woman was entitled to no 
more than a third share for life in her husband's property (Keen, English Society 
181).
Chaucer's depiction of May's part in the marriage is ambiguous. January's 
consummation of the marriage on their wedding night has overtones of rape: "But in 
his herte he gan hire to manace / That he that nyght in armes wolde hire streyne / 
Harder than evere Parys dide Eleyne" (4.1752-54). Although Chaucer's Homeric 
reference is yet another hyperbole adding to the narrative's comic exaggerations, it 
nevertheless conveys the exceedingly possessive nature of January's courtship. The 
subsequent reference to Pluto's ravishment of Proserpina (4.2230) redoubles the motif 
of rape. January's sexual aggression masks his impotence, as he finds it necessary to 
take a cocktail of aphrodisiacs before bedding May (4.1807-12). The Merchant 
repeatedly implies that January's boasts of sexual potency do not match his actual 
performance. The theme of sexual possession is reinforced still further. January 
cannot help but think of lovemaking as a violation of property, going so far as to
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excuse the "trespace" (4.1828) that he will do to May. He is obsessed by the 
contractual, legalistic nature of their relationship, assuring her that their love making 
is sanctioned by "lawe" (4.1841).
If this were not enough to turn May off, there are the images of the "thikke 
brustles" of January's "berd unsofte, / Lyk to the skyn of houndfyssh, sharp as brere" 
(4.1824-25) and the "slakke skyn" shaking about his "nekke" (4.1849)~among the 
most comically sordid images in all of Chaucer's poetry. Contrary to January's 
visions of connubial "paradys" (4.1822), the Merchant implies that May thinks 
making love to this senex amans is pure "helle" (4.1964).
Yet, Chaucer does not depict May as a victim but a schemer when she seals 
the marriage jointure, or "covenant" (4.2176) as it is ironically called, with a "kisse" 
(4.2176). The kiss she exchanges with January signifies the trading of sexual favors 
for money. " 'I am a gentil womman and no wenche'" (4.2202), she protests, even as 
she schemes to rendezvous with Damian. As in the Wife of Bath's Prologue and 
Tale, in the Merchant's Tale Chaucer gives ironic voice to the feminist protest against 
patriarchal domination. On the one hand, May's loquacious carnality, which becomes 
more pronounced as the tale progresses, ultimately prevents her from being turned 
into a mere object of exchange. On the other hand, she calculatingly exploits 
January's lasciviousness in order to obtain his estate. Everyone in the tale is 
implicated in the system of aristocratic commercialism.
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The Mock-Encomium of Marriage 
The council meetings are prefaced by the mock-encomium of marriage 
(4.1267-1392), which is a curious blend of deliberative and antifeminist literature.440 
The mock-encomium sets up the counsel scenes in several ways. The problem of 
determining the speaker of the mock-encomium is an old critical chestnut, related to 
the problem of whether the Merchant's Tale was originally assigned to a clerical 
teller.441 We are never quite sure if the Merchant or January is speaking these lines.
If taken literally, they second January's facile sentiment-expressed at the very outset 
of the tale-that marriage is "paradyse" (4.1265; cf. 1332) on earth. However, the 
mock-encomium is so contrived that it is hard to take it as anything but a sardonic 
joke on the part of the jaded Merchant, who has introduced his tale with a brief and 
cryptic confession of his own abysmal marriage due to his wife's alleged "crueltee" 
(4.1225) and "cursednesse" (4.1239). Moreover, upon the conclusion of the mock- 
encomium, the Merchant hints that he has been speaking all along: "For which this 
Januarie, of whom I told . . . ." (4.1393; emphasis added). Of course, there also 
exists the possibility that January is really the Merchant's alter ego, a possibility
440 It is based on Albertanus' Liber consolationis et consilii and De amore Dei 
Deschamp's Miroir de Mariage. and Jerome's Adversus Jovinianum. See Teresa 
Tavormina's explanatory notes to the Merchant's Tale in The Riverside Chaucer 884- 
86.
441 Lines 4.1251 and 1322, which criticize "folk in seculer estaat," suggest that the 
tale may have originally been intended for a clerical teller. See Baugh 20, and Garbaty 
22-23.
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encouraged by the etymology of his name from the two-faced god Janus (Robertson, 
Preface 256).
The problem of narrative voice is relevant to our discussion because it 
introduces the diglossia that permeates January's household councils. In other words, 
a gap or diglossic split between the utterances of the respective speakers and their 
intentions—between signifier and signified—opens up in the mock-encomium and 
widens as the tale progresses, until the point when May seeks to convince January 
that her liaison with Damian is not at all what it seems to be.442
I do not mean to suggest that by thematizing linguistic ambiguities, ironies, 
and false claims, Chaucer maintains complete control of his narrative. At times the 
narrative lapses into absurdity, as when the narrator (apparently mimicking the 
Knight) compares the music at January's court on his wedding day to Orpheus' 
minstrelsy, then to the music of Amphion (the mythical founder of Thebes whose lyre 
playing is said to have moved rocks to form the city's walls), then to the siege 
trumpets at the Argive assault on Thebes, and, finally, to the trumpet calls of Joab in 
the Second Book of Samuel (4.1715-21). However, the tale's eclectic mixture of
442 What I am calling the diglossia of the Merchant's Tale-the disjunction between a 
speaker's utterances and intentions—is related to the Bakhtinian term heteroglossia: the 
"dialogically agitated and tension-filled environment" (Adams 670) of discourse, 
wherein the multiple meanings of words conflict and compete. Bakhtin identifies 
fabliaux, along with Schwanke, folksayings, and anecdotes, as an inherently 
heteroglossic form of literature. One of the chief aims of such literature was parody : "It 
was parodic, and aimed sharply and polemically against the official language of its 
given time" (669). I read the Merchant's Tale as a parody of the official conciliar 
discourse of deliberative literature.
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genres, styles, voices, tones, and narrative levels is oddly appropriate to a satire of 
court counsel. Even more to the point, the Merchant's Tale works not only as a 
satire of discourse at actual medieval courts, but also as a satire of deliberative 
narratives produced for court audiences, namely the Melibee.
The mock-encomium cites the same Biblical examples of female "conseil" that 
Prudence uses in defense of female counsellors (4.1362-74; cf. 7.1098-1102). Of the 
four exempla Prudence uses (Rebecca, Judith, Abigail, and Esther), only Rebecca's 
counsel calls attention to itself as being outright deceitful. However, merely by 
taking these exempla out of the straightforward context of the Melibee and placing 
them in the twisted context of the Merchant's Tale. Chaucer casts suspicion on them.
The ironic use of exempla from the Melibee is followed by distortions of 
commonplaces attributed to Seneca and Cato:
Ther nys no thyng in gree superlatyf,
As seith Senek, above an humble wyf.
Suffre thy wyves tonge, as Catoun bit;
She shal commande, and thou shalt sufffen it,
And yet she wole obeye of curteisye (4.1375-79).
Although neither of these commonplaces appears in the Melibee. both are taken from 
its ultimate source, Albertanus' Liber consolationis et consilii. In Albertanus' text, 
the commonplace attributed to Seneca reads, "As nothing is better than a humble 
wife, nothing is more savage than an aggressive woman," quite a difference in 
emphasis from the Merchant's (or January's) rendering.443 The commonplace
443 Liber Consolationis et Consilii 18. The translation of Albertanus' Latin is 
Tavormina's.
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attributed to Cato derives from the Distichs (3.23) and is glossed by Albertanus as 
follows: "Be mindful to suffer your wife's tongue, if she is worthy" (19; emphasis 
added). The version that appears in the Merchant's Tale sounds more like the Wife 
of Bath than Cato or Albertanus. In the disenchanted world of the Merchant's Tale, 
every commonplace is liable to be distorted and every word overdetermined.
The mock-encomium also pokes fun at the Knight's Tale by feigning Boethian 
wisdom:
A wyf is Goddes yifte verraily ;
Alle othere manere yiftes hardily,
As londes, rentes, pasture, or commune,
Or moebles-alle been yiftes of Fortune 
That passen as a shadwe upon a wal (4.1311-15).
The joke at the Knight's expense aside, January's two ulterior motives for marrying 
are to maintain his estate—as the above preoccupation with land, money, and property 
suggests-and to sate "his bodily delyt / On wommen, ther as was his appetyt" (1249- 
50). Despite the build up given to the sacrament of marriage in the mock-encomium, 
January's attitude toward women has not changed-only his age has. The matter is 
complicated by the fact that, although he has reached his "dotage" (4.1253), he will 
accept only a "yong wyf and a feir" (4.1271).
The Merchant's Satire of False Counsel 
Chaucer stages not one but two councils at January's court (4.1399-1576 and 
1617-88). These scenes do not merely illustrate the bourgeois impersonation of court 
counsel but dramatize the corruption of political speech in Ricardian England and
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expose the limitations of public poetry in reforming conciliar speech. Accordingly, 
they require analysis on at least two levels: as a political satire of false counsel at the 
late medieval English court; and as a literary parody of deliberative narratives.
As the Stonor Letters and Paston Letters attest, the most frequent business 
handled by the household council was real estate transactions. Because marriage was 
one of the chief instruments for securing lands and providing for inheritances, "The 
terms and conditions of family marriages were, in consequence, one of the most 
important matters that any landowner and his advisers had to deal with" (Keen 179). 
The business before January's household council is precisely to provide for the 
succession of his estate through marriage. At the age of "sixty yeer" (4.1248), the 
"worthy knyght" (4.1246) is still a bachelor and has finally begun to worry that his 
"heritage sholde falle / In straunge hand" (4.1439-40; cf. 1272). One of the multiple 
levels of irony Chaucer exploits in the council scenes is that they parody the audience 
that Walter, also a Lombard lord, holds with his people to arrange for his marriage 
and succession.
No sooner than the first council is convened, January breaks the conciliar 
protocol prescribed in the Melibee. First, he breaks Prudence's rule against taking 
counsel in "hastifnesse" (7.1122; cf. 1133-37). Three times he tells his counsellors 
that he is in "haste" (4.1406, 1409, 1411) to marry, and he asks not for their 
considered advice but their immediate consent: "'I pray yow to my wyl ye wole 
assente'" (4.1468). Secondly, he gives away his intention to marry only a very young
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woman: "'But o thyng wame I yow, my ffeendes deere, / 1 wol noon oold wyf han in 
no manere. / She shal nat passe twenty yeer, certayn'" (4.1415-17). Prudence warns 
that the lord who gives away his "wille" and "entente” (7.1149) risks falling into the 
trap of flattery:
'For trust wel that comunli thise conseillours been flattereres, / namely 
the conseillours of grete lordes, / for they enforcen hem alwey rather to 
speken plesante wordes, enclynynge to the lordes lust, than wordes that 
been trewe or profitable1 (7.1150-52).
This, of course, is exactly the scenario that unfolds at January's council. The
first council meeting devolves into a symbolic debate or "disputisoun" (4.1474)
between the representatives of false and faithful counsel, with false counsel winning
out. The false Placebo takes January's cue and consents to his plan, laying on the
flattery as thick as honey:
'Ye han youreselven shewed heer to-day 
So heigh sentence, so holily and weel,
That I consente and conferme everydeel 
Youre wordes alle and youre opinioun.
By God, ther nys no man in al this toun,
Ne in Ytaille, that koude bet han sayd!
Crist halt hym of this conseil fill wel apayd.
And trewely, it is an heigh corage 
Of any man that stapen is in age 
To take a yong w yf (4.1506-15).
The faithful Justinus, however, advises his fellow counsellors to be "pacient" 
(4.1521), reminding them that such an important matter as January's marriage "axeth 
leyser for t'enquere" (4.1543). Like Prudence, Justinus relies on proverbial wisdom— 
the commonplaces of counsel—to carry his message: "'Senek, amonges othere wordes
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wyse, / Seith that a man oghte hym right wel avyse / To whom he yeveth his lond or 
his catel'" (4.1523-25). Although this commonplace really derives from the Distichs 
of Cato, Seneca was among the greatest classical authorities on counsel in the Middle 
Ages, accounting for Chaucer's misattribution.444 Justinus attempts to construct his 
argument upon the authority of Seneca, reiterating that "'it is no childes pley / To 
take a wyf withouten avysement'" (4.1530-31). His recommendation is that the 
council make a careful inquiry into January's choice for a wife to determine whether 
"she hadde / Mo goode thewes than hire vices badde" (4.1541-42). He also asks 
January to reconsider taking a young wife: "'Avyseth yow—ye been a man of age— / 
How that ye entren into mariage, / And namely with a yong wyf and a fair'" (4.1555- 
57).
Predictably, the foolish January prefers Placebo's flattery to Justinus' reserved
advice:
'Straw for thy Senek, and for thy proverbes!
I counte nat a panyer ful of herbes 
Of scole-termes. Wyser men than thow,
As thou hast herd, assenteden right now 
To my purpos. Placebo, what sey ye?'
'I seye it is a cursed man,' quod he,
'That letteth matrimoigne, sikerly.'
And with that word they rysen sodeynly,
And been assented fully that he sholde
Be wedded whanne hym liste and where he wolde
(4.1567-76).
444 According to Tavonnina, lines 4.1523-25 derive from Distichs, Sententia 17 
(Riverside Chaucer 887). For Seneca's place in medieval conciliar discourse, see 
Chapter 1.
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January's rejection of the proverbial wisdom of Seneca is doubly ironic, since the 
mock-encomium cites Seneca as an authority in defense of marriage.
The second council reduplicates the first, as once again January asks his 
counsellors not for advice but for consent: "And alderfirst he bad hem all a boone, / 
That noon of hem none argumentes make / Agayn the purpos which that he hath take" 
(4.1618-20). This despite the fact that May is not only young enough to be January's 
granddaughter but also "of smai degree" (4.1625). Contrary to custom, he is 
marrying outside of his generation and class.445 Nevertheless, his counsellors resign 
themselves to January's wishes ("they saughe that it moste nedes be," 4.1691), and 
undertake "tretee" (4.1692) or negotiation with May in order to marry her to January 
"As hastily as evere" (4.1694).
While Justinus, Chaucer's version of the "Sothsegger," passes for a local
burgess of some stature or a neighboring lord who is honoring his obligation to offer
counsel to a fellow knight, Placebo is a special case. Like Mum, the quintessential
yes-man "That sittith with souuerayns and seruyd with greete" (Mum and the
Sothsegger 244), Placebo is a professional courtier:
I have now been a court-man al mv lvf.
And God it woot. though I unworthy be.
I have stonden in ful greet degree 
Abouten lordes of ful heigh estaat:
Yet hadde I nevere with noon of hem debaat.
I nevere hem contraried, trewely;
445 "Magnates sought marriage alliances among their peers, gentry usually with their 
equals in their own county society or in a neighbouring county" (Keen, English Society 
180).
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I woot wel that my lord kan moore than I.
With that he seith, I holde it ferme and stable;
I seye the same, or elles thyng semblable.
A ful greet fool is any conseillour 
That serveth any lord of heigh honour,
That dar presume, or elles thenken it,
That his conseil sholde passe his lordes wit 
(4.1492-1504; emphasis added).
Placebo is the type of courtier whom Given-Wilson considers the medieval forerunner 
to the modem "politician" (100). Given-Wilson gives the example of Sir Thomas 
Hungerford of Wiltshire, who served simultaneously on the councils of the earl of 
Salisbury, the bishop of Salisbury, and John of Gaunt, and also received a sinecure as 
the earl's steward.
In the late fourteenth-century it was not uncommon for household counsellors
to serve several lords on a temporary basis in order to increase their prospects.
Hoccleve describes the modus operandi of such placemen in the Reeement of Princes:
Whil f>at jje swetnesse of riches endurith,
Vnto {>e riche is manny man plesaunt;
Only t>e richesse {>erto hem lurith;
What he comaundij), jjei ben obysaunt 
To do, whil f>at he of goode is habundaunt;
But whan pe pray, t>e richesse, is agoo,
The man forsaken t>ei for euermo (3067-73).
Similarly, in regard to a certain steward residing in the shire of Norfolk, Edmund 
Paston comments, "I fele by him he wold forsake his master and get hym a newh, yf
he wyste he schuld rewle; and so wene I meche of all the contre is so disposyd"
(1.148).
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Even as the Merchant's Tale criticizes the conduct of courtiers, it unmasks the 
venality and obtuseness of the seignorial class. January's "folye" (4.1655) is a 
variation on what Dan Embree has called "the king's ignorance topos. ',446 Beginning 
with the Simonie (c. 1321), fourteenth-century poetry thematizes the dilemma that 
occurred when the king was too ignorant to discern true counsel from false counsel or 
was out of touch with reality.447 "On the Times" (c. 1380) provides a succinct 
example of the king's ignorance topos:
The kyng knows nott alle, 
non sunt qui vere loquuntur.
He and he says welle, 
sed sermo nlacere videtur: (95-9S).448
As Butcher and Brown have observed, there is an intriguing likeness between the 
sixty-year-old January and Edward III in his dotage.449 It is plausible that Chaucer's 
historical audience saw glimpses of Edward's senility in January's foolishness and felt 
resonances of Edward's affair with Alice Perrers in January's pathetic marriage to the
446 See "The King's Ignorance: A  Topos for Evil Times," which posits that the 
king’s ignorance and incapacity in regard to the corruption of his officials and courtiers 
is a topos of complaint literature.
447 E.g. The_Sim_onie (c. 1321), 313-24; "On the Times" (c. 1380), 95-98; "Tax Has 
Tenet Us Alle" (c. 1381), 1-4; and "Truthe, Reste, and Pes" (c. 1401), 45-48.
448 "The king knows not all; there are none who speak the truth. This one and that 
one flatter him, but the talk seems to please." My translation.
449 See their chapter, "The Merchant," in The Age of Saturn (157-203).
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nubile May, but to claim that the Merchant's Tale is an allegory of the Good
Parliament is to take the January-Edward parallel too far.450
There is nothing in the tale to connect January exclusively with Edward, and,
in fact, the king's ignorance topos was extended to any lord being duped by his
courtiers. The speaker of "Leme to Say Wele, Say Litel or Say No t" (c. 1400) says
that a poor man can better discern a friend from a flatterer than a lord:
A lord of hym-self hath no wyt,
He knowth wele, but no wo;
Of pore men he mot have hit,
Knowelechyng of fiend and fo (65-8).
In the Reeement. Hoccleve describes how courtiers:
stryuen who best rynge shal {>e belle 
of fals plesance, in t>t hir hertes swelle 
If t>at oon can bet than other deceyue;
And swich deceyt, lordes blyndly receyue (1929- 
32).
A letter written to John Paston II in 1469, reports of the "fals delyng" of one of the 
duke of Norfolk's retainers, Sir William Brandon, who is said to have wrapped 
Norfolk "abow[t] the thombe" (1.544). Clearly, the Merchant's Tale fits into the 
broad rhetorical context of satires of court counsel, in which the courtiers' venality 
and the lord's ignorance applied to virtually any medieval court, from a bourgeois 
household to the royal household.
450 T-*Even more unwarranted is Brown and Butcher's identification of Damian as Lord 
Latimer (203).
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The theme of flattery is not confined to the scenes of January's household 
council. The subsequent loss of his eyesight (4.2069-71) is not only a metaphor for 
the familiar notion that "love is blynd" (4.1598) but also for the disease of flattery.
In the Confessio Amantis. Gower describes flatterers as the ultimate deceivers who 
blind rulers to the truth: "And thus of fals thei maken soth, / So that here kinges yhe 
is blent / And wot not hou the world is went" (2296-97). Furthermore, just as 
January does not realize Placebo's falseness, so he is unaware of Damian's treachery. 
One of January's numerous squires, Damian is a fabliau version of the false servant, 
as indicated in the Merchant's bombastic apostrophe, "O servant traytour . . . "
(4.1785 ff.)—a passage that reflects ironically on the elevated apostrophe to the 
"messager, fulfild of dronkenesse" (2.771) in the Man of Law's Tale. While 
pursuing May, Damian puts himself in the servile position of the flatterer in order to 
keep January from suspecting his loyalty: "And eek to Januarie he gooth as lowe / As 
evere dide a dogge for the bowe" (4.2013-14). Finally, May's cozening of January at 
the end of the tale in order to persuade him that her liaison with Damian was for his 
benefit is related to the dissimulation of flattery. By telling January that she has 
helped restore sight to "bothe [his] eyen blynde" (4.2370), she ironically blinds him 
to the truth of her actions and, like a Placebo, makes him believe that she has his best 
interests ever in mind. True to his character, he is only too willing to believe her. 
Although the Merchant’s Tale has been criticized for a lack of cohesiveness, the topos
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of false counsel recurs throughout the narrative and configures many of its most 
important scenes.
The Merchant's Satire of Deliberative Literature 
The Merchant’s Tale goes beyond contemporary political satires of court 
counsel to offer a second-level satire of deliberative literature. The scenes of 
January's council self-reflexively cite the Melibee and the Wife of Bath's Tale, in the 
process emphasizing the self-conscious writtenness of the Merchant's Tale and its 
difference from the residually oral discourse of court counsel. Whereas the Melibee 
posits the linguistic ideal of open, oral discourse, the Merchant's Tale suggests that 
writing was as much a part of late fourteenth-century courtly discourse as speaking. 
The Melibee would displace its writtenness, but the Merchant's Tale resists such 
displacement. The occlusions of writing in the Merchant's Tale subvert the notion of 
the "public" voice of Ricardian deliberative literature.
The conciliar exchange of the first council opens with Placebo's sophistic 
argument that January is only bothering to take counsel because of his great prudence, 
a move that would appear to obviate the need for counsel:
'O Januarie, brother,
Ful litel nede hadde ye, my lord so deere,
Conseil to axe of any that is heere,
But that ye been so ful of sapience
That yow ne liketh, for youre heighe prudence,
To weyven fro the word of Salomon.
This word seyde he unto us everychon:
"Wirk alle thvng bv conseil." thus sevde he.
"And thanne shallow nat repente thee."
But though that Salomon spak swich a word,
Myn owene deere brother and my lord.
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So wysly God my soule brynge at reste,
I holde youre owene conseil is the best' (4.1478- 
90; emphasis added).
Placebo, it turns out, is considerably more sophisticated than his literary cousin Mum, 
who does not attempt to disguise his flattery as counsel but transparently reports to 
the Sothsegger the prevalence of flattery at English courts.
While the proverbial "Work all things by counsel" ultimately derives from 
Ecclesiasticus, it is one of the most important commonplaces in the Melibee 
(7.1003).451 The fact that the Merchant's Tale also cites the Melibee in the mock- 
encomium suggests that it is not only a satire of false counsel but also a test of the 
limitations of commonplace wisdom, which is narrowly context-bound. In particular, 
a commonplace's effect depends largely upon the authority and ethos of the respective 
speaker uttering it.
The communication of knowledge in primarily oral societies presupposes an 
authoritative speaker who embodies the past tradition, "those wise old men and 
women who specialize in conserving it, who know and can tell the stories of the days 
of old" (Ong, Qralitv and Literacy 41). As argued in Chapter 1, the Melibee was 
produced in a residually oral culture that still presupposed such authoritative 
speakers, epitomized by Chaucer’s personification of practical wisdom, Prudence.
Her auctoritees. although culled from written texts, are represented as the collective 
voice of the past, the record of the utterances of the ancients formulated for easy
451 See the discussion of this commonplace in Chapter One.
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digestion, memorization, and repetition. In other words, the Melibee seeks to 
perpetuate the illusion that "the 'text' was felt to be the immediate voice of an auctor. 
and was authoritative in an oral way" (McLuhan 104).
The Merchant's Tale shatters such an illusion. Whereas in the Melibee 
Chaucer sought to displace the writtenness of his text with the oral techniques of 
mnemonic formulas or commonplaces (i.e. to make the text imitate oral discourse), in 
the Merchant's Tale he foregrounds the metalinguistic, self-reflexive nature of poetry 
(i.e. its writtenness). Jesse Gellrich has observed that "metalanguage creates an 
environment that is not hospitable to displacement" (Discourse and Dominion 35). 
Indeed, this is the case in the Merchant's Tale. Poetry, of course, has always been 
the special preserve of metalanguage, and we should not be surprised that Chaucer's 
poetic appropriation of the same conciliar commonplaces rendered in prose in the 
Melibee subjects them to distortion. We might say that in the Merchant's Tale, which 
appears to post-date the Melibee and its companion piece Sir Thopas. the old conflict 
between the roles of court poet and advisor to princes resurfaces, but this time the 
role of court poet takes precedence. That this conflict is not more apparent in the 
other tales of the counsel group is a measure of Chaucer's deep commitment to 
conciliar reform.
Walter Ong and other scholars have characterized oral discourse as 
"homeostatic," that is, as synchronic-controlled by the original context of utterance
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and therefore resistant to multiple meanings.452 The intertextual, semantically layered 
nature of Chaucer's poetry precludes homeostasis and invites semantic discrepancies. 
In the Melibee. "to work by counsel" means to govern by prudent advice; in the 
Merchant's Tale, "to work by counsel" means to govern according to a spoils system. 
Chaucer allows both definitions (orthodox and unorthodox) to stand alongside each 
other in the Canterbury Tales, in keeping with his poetic principle of diversity.
Indeed, the principle of debate at January's first council repeats the principle of the 
entire tale-telling contest: "Diverse men diversely . . . tolde" (4.1469; cf. 1.3857). 
Although this proverbial expression is itself a gesture towards orality, it points to the 
irrepressible intertextuality of Chaucer's manuscript.
Even the ostensibly faithful counsel of Justinus is marked by a diglossic split 
between utterance and intention. In the first council, Justinus invokes his own 
experience of marriage to support his argument that January should not rush into 
matrimony:
'For, God it woot, I have wept many a teere 
Ful prvvelv. syn I have had a wyf.
Preyse whoso wole a wedded mannes lyf,
Certein I fynde it but cost and care
And observances, of alle blisses bare (4.1544-48; emphasis added). 
Justinus' misogynistic attitude towards marriage ironizes his counsel, to the effect that 
what should be public-spirited advice on marriage degenerates into personal animus
452 See Orality and Literacy 46-49; see also Goody and Watt, "The Consequences of 
Literacy" 31-34.
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against women. Thus, Justinus, not unlike Placebo, appropriates court counsel to suit 
his private or "prive" agenda. Furthermore, Justinus1 misogynistic remarks widen the 
diglossic split introduced in the mock-encomium: we wonder if the Merchant or his 
fictional character is speaking these lines. The "cost and care" that Justinus associates 
with marriage in this passage echoes the "sorwe and care" (4.1228) that the Merchant 
associates with marriage in the Prologue to his tale.
The diglossic split in the narrative widens even further at the second council, 
which is dominated by Justinus' "japerye" (4.1656). In the midst of Justinus' 
condemnation of marriage as "purgatorie" (4.1670), Chaucer cites the Wife of Bath's 
Tale: "’The Wyf of Bathe, if ye han understonde, / Of manage, which we have on 
honde, / Declared hath ful wel in litel space"' (4.1685-87). By having a fictional 
character in one pilgrim's tale refer to the text of another pilgrim’s tale, Chaucer 
flaunts the writtenness of the Merchant's Tale and revels in its differentiation from the 
plain "oral" discourse of such purely deliberative works as the Melibee. Justinus 
cannot have heard the Wife of Bath's testimonial on marriage, since he is never 
envisioned as one of the "compaignye / Of sondry folk" (1.24-25) wending their way 
to Canterbury, but rather exists strictly as a character on the page. In having the 
Merchant's Tale cite the text of the Wife of Bath's Tale. Chaucer drops all pretense 
of the "roadside drama" and exposes the writtenness of his work.
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The Hidden Texts in the Merchant's Tale 
Placebo's and Justinus' self-interested appropriations of court counsel are 
aligned with May and Damian's secret exchange of letters, which further privatizes 
discourse at January's court. The hidden or secret text is a major motif in the second 
half of the Merchant's Tale and corresponds to the prior motif of the commodification 
and privatization of marriage.
Damian initiates the exchange of correspondence with May shortly after she 
takes up residence at January's court. He suddenly finds himself "ravysshed on his 
lady May" (4.1774) as he carves the meat at January's dinner table one afternoon.
He becomes "sike" (4.1876) with desire for her, and retreats to his bed, where he 
"prively" takes up "a penner” (4.1879) and writes her a "lettre . . .  In manere of a 
compleynt or a lay" (4.1880-81). Aside from being an obvious phallic reference, the 
pen case associates Damian with that other squire and court author, Chaucer, as we 
discussed in Chapter 1. Damian keeps his letter in a "purs of sylk" (4.1883) pinned 
to his shirt and thus laid "at his herte" (4.1884)—an image that turns the medieval icon 
of "the book of the heart" into a euphemism for the pudendum (Jaeger, “The Book of 
the Heart”). Such naughtiness makes light of the tragic love triangle between Arcite, 
Palamon, and Emily in the Knight's Tale. Indeed, May and Damian's affair is 
described in pseudo-Boethian terms (e.g. "destynee" and "aventure," 4.1967), 
recalling the Knight's serious theme of fortune versus free will.
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Damian surreptitiously delivers his letter to May when she comes to comfort 
him at his bedside, having been sent by an unwitting January out of concern for his ill 
squier: "In secree wise his purs and eek his bille, / In which that he ywriten hadde his 
wille, /  Hath put into hire hand, withouten moore" (4.1937-39; emphasis added). He 
prays that she "nat discovere" (4.1942) him, and she gladly obliges: "This purs hath 
she inwith hir bosom hyd / And wente hire wey" (4.1945-46). The farcical nature of 
their courtly love affair is highlighted by one of the bawdiest moments in Chaucer's 
fabliaux. May reads Damian's letter while on the "pryvee" (4.1954), a term which 
could mean both toilet and pudendum. She casts it into the "pryvee" after tearing it 
"al to cloutes" (4.1954) in order to preserve Damian's secret—a strikingly lurid image 
for the privatization of courtly discourse.
Chaucer sardonically describes May's receptivity to Damian's overtures as an 
act of graciousness characteristic of the nobility, using the same formula he uses to 
describe Theseus' high-minded mercy in the Knight's Tale: "Lo, pitee renneth soone 
in gentil herte!" (4.1986; cf. 1.1761). May writes a "lettre" in her own "hand"
(4.1996) in response to Damian's letter, in which she accepts his proposition. Her 
letter foreshadows their liaison in the pear tree: "ther lakketh noght oonly but day and 
place / Wher that she myghte unto his lust suffise" (4.1998-99). She returns to 
Damian's bedside and "sotilly" (4.2003) places her letter "Under his pilwe" (4.2004). 
Next, she reinforces the message of her letter by taking him by the hand and giving 
him a hard "twiste / So secrelv that no wight of it wiste" (4.2005-6; emphasis added).
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Thus, the private space of their writing develops into a metonomy for the "text" of 
their bodies.
In the midst of May and Damian's secret exchange of letters, January "Is
woxen blynde" (4.2071). Though he does not suspect Damian, he becomes insanely
"jalous" (4.2086) of May now that he cannot visibly monitor her and so determines
not to let her out of his grasp:
That neither in halle, n'yn noon oother house,
Ne in noon oother place, neverthemo,
He nolde suffre hire for to ryde or go,
But if that he had hond on hire alway (4.2088-91).
The blind old knight's insistence on keeping May directly at his side is a farcical
version of Walter's repressive censorship of Griselda. But May and Damian are able
to defeat January's censorship mechanisms by means of their secret sign system:
Ne myght [Damian] speke a word to fresshe May,
As to his purpos, of no swich mateere,
But if that Januarie moste it heere,
That hadde an hand upon hire everemo.
But nathelees. by writvng to and fro 
And privee sienes wiste he what she mente.
And she knew eek the fvn of his entente (4.2100-6; emphasis added).
When May and Damian finally make their tryst in the pear tree, Chaucer
reiterates the point about the communication of their intentions:
And with hir fynger signes made she 
That Damyan sholde clymbe upon a tree 
That charged was with fruyt, and up he wente.
For verrailv he knew al hire entente, 
and every siene that she koude make.
Wel bet than Januarie. hir owene make.
For in a lettre she hadde toold hvm al
Of this matere. how he werchen shal (4.2209-15; emphasis added).
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The Merchant's Tale mocks the notion of the ever presence of authorial intention in 
spoken discourse by having May and Damian hide their entente in the occluded forms 
of private correspondence and coded body language. In the "plain" and residually 
oral style of the Clerk's Tale-the narrative model for public poetry-Griselda 
represents the Word revealed: "So wise and rype wordes hadde she, / And 
juggementz of so greet equitee, / That she from hevene sent was" (4.438-40). In the 
evasive and self-consciously literate style of the Merchant's Tale. May represents the 
letter concealed. Her subversive game of disguising her intentions is in stark contrast 
to January's indiscreet blabber at his household councils.
The theme of privatizing social and linguistic exchange shifts towards the end 
of the Merchant’s Tale to the enclosed space of January's garden. As scholars have 
long noted, January’s "gardyn, walled al with stoon" (4.2029; cf. 2143), parodies the 
hortus conclusus of the Song of Songs.453 It is also, of course, January's little private 
paradise, a fallen Eden, a garden of cupidity rather than caritas (Pearsall, Canterbury 
Tales 203):
And whan he wolde paye his wyf hir dette 
In somer seson, thider wolde he go,
And May his wyf, and no wight but they two;
And thynges which that were nat doon abedde,
He in the gardyn parfoumed hem and spedde 
(4.2048-52).
453 See esp. Bleeth's "The Image of Paradise in the Merchant's Tale."
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The Pauline reference to the conjugal debt yet again associates lovemaking with 
economic exchange and reiterates the theme of the privatization of human relations.454
January's garden is also explicitly linked to the privatization of courtly 
discourse in the form of writing, for May and Damian counterfeit January's garden 
gate key:
This fresshe May, that I spake of so yoore,
In warm wex hath emprented the clyket 
That Januarie bar of the smale wyket,
By which into his gardyn ofte he wente;
And Damvan. that knew al hire entente.
The cliket countrefeted prvvelv (4.2116-21; 
emphasis added).
The rich if not overdetermined metaphors of this passage are typical of the 
Merchant's Tale. Chaucer manages to slip in an innuendo to male and female 
pudenda while turning the enclosed garden into yet another metonomy for the private 
space of writing. Furthermore, the wax mould of the clicket that May makes reflects 
ironically on January's Pygmalion-like remark at his first council in reference to a 
young wife: "’But certeynely, a yong thyng may men gye, / Right as men may warm 
wex with handes plye'" (4.1429-30).
As Bleeth has observed, Damyan's stealthy entry into the garden by means of 
the counterfeited clicket on the fateful day of the pear tree episode alludes to Satan's 
intrusion into the Garden of Eden (58-59). To this theme of the loss of paradise 
Chaucer parallels that of the fall of language. It is while walking with May in his
454 1 Cor. 7.3; cf. the Wife of Bath’s Tale. 3.198.
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garden that January promises to give her "chartres" (4.2173) to his "heritage, toun 
and tour" (4.2172; emphasis added). Chaucer symbolically places the tower of Babel 
in the very midst of January's little Eden.
January's tower is a fitting image for the constant dissembling at his court.
The Merchant’s Tale recalls Chaucer's "Former Age," which includes the 
commercialism of the "marchaunt" (22) among the signs of the loss of primordial 
innocence and ends with the image of the "toures hye" (58) of Nimrod, the mythical 
builder of the tower of Babel. Nimrod's tower symbolizes the fall into the speaker's 
present age of material greed, duplicity, and social strife: "For in oure dayes nis but 
covetyse, / Doublenesse. and tresoun, and envye, / Poyson, manslawhtre, and mordre 
in sondry wyse" (61-3; emphasis added). "The Former Age" also mentions the "fals" 
or counterfeited "coyn" (20), an image that has its analogue in January's forged 
wicket. The Merchant's Tale dispenses with the notion that courtly discourse can be 
reformed—a possibility implicit in the other tales of the counsel group. Rather, 
courtly discourse appears utterly fallen in the Merchant's Tale.
Pluto and Proserpina’s Divine Council 
The exchange between Pluto, "kyng of Fayerye" (4.2227), and his "queene" 
(4.2229) Proserpina is a creation of Chaucer's whimsy. Although he refers the reader 
to "Claudyan" (4.2232) for the story of how Pluto "ravysshed" (4.2230) Proserpina— 
an obvious reference to the De Raptu Proserpinae—the only known precedent for 
making these two classical deities of the underworld into Celtic fairy gods is the
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Middle English romance Sir Orfeo.455 Yet, Orfeo contains nothing like the exchange 
found in the Merchant's Tale. Many critics consider the Pluto-Proserpina episode to 
be nothing but a contrived deus ex machina, overlooking its relation to the concilia 
deorum of the Knight's Tale.456 Pluto and Proserpina's council furthers the 
Merchant's satire of the Knight's Tale by parodying the latter's divine councils.
In classical epic, the concilia deorum range from major Olympian assemblies 
at Jupiter's palace to discreet exchanges between two deities, which could take place 
either on Olympus or elsewhere. The Aeneid. for instance, which Chaucer appears to 
have read in the Latin, contains three one-on-one councils between gods.457 Pluto and 
Proserpina are attended by servants and seated "Upon a bench of turves, fressh and 
grene" (4.2235) in a remote corner of January's garden, where they observe May and 
Damian's deception of the old knight. Just as the Olympian council led by Saturn
455 For the Merchant's Tale-Sir Orfeo link, see Loomis 27-29; for Chaucer's use of 
Claudian, see Pratt, "Chaucer's Claudian," and Donovan, "Chaucer's January and May: 
Counterparts in Claudian."
456 See esp. Jordan: "The fairy section is more damaging to a unitary hypothesis than 
any of the elements so far
considered . . . The squabble between Pluto and Proserpina is a self-contained episode" 
(298); and Pearsall, who calls the Pluto-Proserpina exchange "blatant artifice . . . 
creaky supernatural machinery" (Canterbury Tales 206).
457 1.235ff., 4.212ff., and 12.775ff; the Aeneid also contains one major Olympian 
council, 10. Iff. In the Legend of Good Women. Chaucer tells the story of Dido at 
length (F926-1367), using the Aeneid as his primary source (Shannon 196-208). 
Chaucer places Virgil among the immortal poets in the House of Fame (1483), and 
acknowledges "Virgile, Ovide, Omer, Lucan, and Stace" (5.1792) as his classical 
models in Troilus.
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corresponds to the Athenian parliament in the Knight's Tale, so Pluto and 
Proserpina's council corresponds to January's household councils in the Merchant's 
Tale. Their council expands the critique of court counsel in the Merchant's Tale from 
a bourgeois court setting to a quasi-cosmic setting in which the false counsel of 
temporal courts is echoed by the sophisms of the gods.
Upon seeing that May and Damian are about to cuckold January, Pluto 
declares to Proserpina that out of his "magistee" he will "graunten" sight to "this 
honurable knyght" (4.2254), so that he will be able to see his wife's "vileynye" 
(4.2261). Pluto cites a Solomonic proverb from Ecclesiastes, which also appears in 
the Melibee. to justify his action: "’Amonges a thousand men yet foond I oon 
[worthy], / But of wommen alle foond I noon1" (4.2247-48; cf. 7.1057).458 He also 
alleges the universal treachery of women: '"My wyf,' quod he, 'ther may no wight 
seve nav: / Th'experience so preveth every day The tresons whiche that wommen 
doon to man"' (4.2237-39; emphasis added). Pluto's speech ironically echoes the 
mock-encomium, which praises the obedient patience of wives: "She seith nat ones 
'nay,' whan he seith 'ye'" (4.1335). Chaucer thus uses one commonplace to cancel 
another. The mock-encomium in turn cites the passage in the Clerk's Tale in which 
Walter demands absolute obedience from Griselda: "And eek whan I sey 'ye,' ne sey 
nat 'nay'" (4.355).
458 Eccles. 7.28.
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When she hears that her husband will give January back his sight, Proserpina
vows to give May and "alle wommen after" (4.2267) "suffisant answere" (4.2266) to
the accusations of men, no matter how damning:
'That, though they be in any gilt ytake,
With face boold they shulle hemself excuse,
And bere hem doun that wolden hem accuse.
For lak of answere noon of hem shal dyen'
(4.2268-71).
The expression of desire in the Merchant’s Tale is synonymous with the language of 
political dominion. The question of who controls whom is tied to that of who is 
going to have the last word. The Merchant's Tale offers a fabliau version of the 
linguistic struggle that takes place in the Clerk’s Tale. In both narratives, verbal 
control in marriage functions as a metaphor for political sovereignty.
Proserpina constructs an ad hominem attack against Solomon as "a lecchour 
and an ydolastre" (4.2298) among other things, in order to make a case for rejecting 
Pluto's "auctoritees" (4.2276). Her dismissal of conciliar commonplaces recalls 
January's rejection o f the authorities invoked by Justinus at the first household 
council. Yet, Proserpina adduces her own authoritative list of virtuous women, the 
examples of which are also cited by Prudence in the Melibee. Pluto and Proserpina's 
exchange reduplicates the false counsel of January's household council by once again 
distorting commonplaces found in the Melibee and reopening the debate over the 
validity of proverbial wisdom.
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The divine council reaches a climax when Proserpina asserts the
irrepressibility of feminine speech:
'I am a womman, nedes moot I speke,
Or elles swelle til myn herte breke.
For sithen [Solomon] seyde that we been 
jangleresses,
As evere hool I moote brouke my tresses,
I shal nat sapre, for no curteisye,
To speke hym harm that wolde us vileynye'
(4.2305-10).
Like the Wife of Bath, Proserpina appeals to the antifeminist cliche of female 
garrulousness—but as a resource rather than a fault. She is determined to have the last 
word and so gain sovereignty over her husband.
Indeed, her argument forces Pluto’s concession: ’"I yeve it up!'" (4.2312).
But he insists that since he has sworn his "ooth" (4.2312), he must still give January 
back his sight: "'I am a kyng; it sit me noght to lye"' (4.2315). His mock regality 
mimics Theseus' true regality in the Knight's Tale. For her part, Proserpina holds 
fast on her vow as "queene of Fayerye" (4.2316) to give May her answer, and then 
conveniently suggests a truce: '"Lat us namoore wordes heerof make; / For sothe, I 
wol no lenger yow contrarie'" (4.2318-19).
The Deception Scene
Upon recovering his sight, January casts his eyes up into the pear tree "And 
saugh that Damyan his wyf had dressed / In swich manere it may nat been expressed,
/ But if I wolde speke uncurteisly" (4.2361-63). He cries out in consternation, but 
May is ready with her answer, telling him that her actions have cured his sight:
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'Up peril of my soule, I shal nat lyen,
As me was taught, to heele with youre eyen,
Was no thyng bet, to make yow to see,
Than strugle with a man upon a tree.
God woot. I dide it in ful good entente1 (4.2371- 
S; emphasis added).
The diglossic split that opens at the beginning of the narrative never closes. At its 
conclusion, the gap between utterance and intention is as gaping as ever, which 
Chaucer demonstrates by having May unabashedly lie about her intentions. Just as 
Placebo had turned counsel into flattery, so May turns adultery into affection. In the 
Merchant's Tale, words and things are never quite "lyk" (to borrow a Chaucerian 
turn of phrase), as rhetoric reconstructs reality.
As Proserpina promised, May gets the last word and thus wins the contest for 
linguistic control (and by implication social control) over January. Her disingenuous 
reply persuades him to relent, and ironically he is the one who acknowledges having 
mis-spoken: "'Now, dame,' quod he, 'lat al passe out of mynde. / Com doun, my 
lief, and if I have myssayd, /  God helpe me so, as I am yvele apayd'" (4.2390-2). To 
this she rejoins a platitudinous lecture about the flawed nature of human perception: 
"'He that mysconceyveth, he mysdemeth”' (4.2410). The tale thus ends with May 
firmly in control of January's tongue as well as his "heritage, town, and tower."459
45Q This is also the way the Wife of Bath's Prologue ends. In regard to her fifth 
husband Jankin, she states: "He yaf me al the bridel in myn hond, / To han the 
governance of house and lond, / And of his tonge, and of his hond also" (3.813-15).
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*  *  *  *
More so than any other tale in the Canterbury collection, with the possible 
exceptions of the Wife of Bath's Tale and the Pardoner’s Tale, the Merchant's Tale 
gives free play to ambiguities, ironies, reflexive and recursive forms, and false 
claims. The full effect of the play of signification in the tale is difficult to grasp. On 
the one hand, the Merchant’s Tale suggests that all human counsel is to a degree 
false-inherently flawed and prone to corruption, either through the flattery of 
courtiers or the ignorance of lords. It checks the idealism expressed at the end of the 
Knight's Tale and qualifies the public, "oral" nature of conciliar discourse. On the 
other hand, the Merchant's Tale demonstrates a richness of language that subsumes 
the project of public poetry. In the end, Chaucer departs from "moral Gower," 
mischievously refusing to own wholly his role as adviser to princes.460 However, this 
is not quite the same as disowning the adviser role. Rather, he combines it with the 
role of court poet in a more daring way than any of his contemporaries.
460 Chaucer makes his reference to "moral Gower" (5.1856) at the end of Troilus.
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Afterword
I have resisted the notion that the topos of counsel is a classicizing convention 
transcending medieval English history. Rather, I have treated it as the rhetorical 
understructure connecting late fourteenth-century historical records like the Rolls of 
Parliament and the chronicles to the poetic school of Ricardian poetry, and in 
particular to the tales of the counsel group. While Chaucer does not directly address 
the conciliar crisis at Richard's court, he explores its ideological structure by means 
of the topos of counsel. Ultimately, he suggests how the standard of counsel and 
consent can either be weakened to destroy the social bond or strengthened to restore 
the social bond.
In the Knight's Tale, the conciliar bond is at its strongest and most 
celebratory; in the Merchant's Tale, it is at its weakest and most dissonant. The 
Melibee. Man of Law's Tale, and Clerk's Tale take up positions somewhere in 
between these two extreme registers. These three tales respectively test the limits and 
conditions of the topos of counsel in regard to the historical problems of youth, 
factionalism, and tyranny at Richard II's court.
This study of the topos of counsel in the Tales has avoided both a vulgar 
"reflection theory" that seeks merely to assimilate the poetry to political events and a 
deconstructive theory that completely attempts to dissolve the historical elements of 
Chaucer's text into the gaps and ironies interposed between its signs and referents. 
Rather, I assert that the topos of counsel offers a metahistorical commentary upon
366
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court counsel in late fourteenth-century England, a commentary that contains much 
"doctryne" about governance but is not without "solace," to use Chaucer's terms for 
the mutual instruction and pleasure literature gives.
Perhaps no greater testament to Chaucer's penchant for amplifying the themes 
of the Tales by means of rhetorical topoi can be given than the editorial note inserted 
after the "Retraction" at the end of the Ellesmere manuscript: "Heere is ended the 
book of the tales o f Caunterbury, compiled bv Geffrey Chaucer" (Riverside Chaucer 
328; emphasis added). As we have seen in our reading of the Melibee. compilatio 
was a revered form of medieval literary composition in which the author gathered 
commonplaces upon his subject for insertion into his discourse. The topos of counsel 
is one of the most prominent and socially relevant modes of invention Chaucer placed 
into the Canterbury Tales.
The diverse metatextual structure I call the counsel group gives both voice and 
vision to Chaucer’s rhetorical reconstruction of history.
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